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PREFACE.

The Vaiśeṣīka Sūtras of Kanāda, with the Commentary of Śaṅkara Miśra and extracts from the gloss of Jayanārayaṇa and the Bhaṣya of Chandrakānta, was first published in the years 1910 and 1911. Inspite of the numerous imperfections of the work, it appears to have awakened a lively interest in the study and propagation of one of the oldest systems of Hindu Philosophy. For, its publication has been followed by a number of very valuable contributions to the literature of the subject from the pen of some eminent scholars. First and foremost amongst them is the Positive Sciences of the Ancient Hindus by Dr. Brajendranath Seal, M. A. Ph. D. (1915). Dr. Seal observes that “Hindu scientific ideas and methodology (e. g. the inductive method or methods of algebraic analysis) have deeply influenced the course of natural philosophy in Asia—in the East as well as in the West—in China and Japan, as well as in the Saracen Empire”, and enters into “a comparative estimate of Greek and Hindu science”. He gives very lucid expositions of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣīka Chemical Theory, of the conception of Molecular Motion (Parispanda), and of the ideas of Mechanics (Kinetics) and Acoustics, and deals very fully with the Doctrine of Scientific Method. In the following year (1916), that accomplished scholar, Dr. Ganganatha Jha, M. A., D. Litt., came out with an English translation of the Padārtha-Dharma-Saṅgraha,—the Magnum Opus of the Vaiśeṣikas,—that is, Praśastpāda’s Bhaṣya on the Vaiśeṣika Sūtras of Kanāda, with Śridhara’s Commentary (Nyāyakandali) on the Bhāṣya. In the Introduction he explains the Vaiśeṣika conception of Bhūta (‘element’), and points out that “what the Vaiśeṣika means by saying that these are the five bhūtas, is that there are five states of matter: solid (Earth), liquid (Water), gaseous (Air), luminous (Fire), and otheric (Akāśa).” The notes he has added in the body of the book are very illuminating, and clear up many obscure points in the text. In the year 1917, was published the Daśa-Padārtha-Śāstra: Chinese Text (translation), with Introduction, Translation and Notes, by H. Ui, Professor in the Sotoshn College, Tokyo, under the editorship of F. W. Thomas Esquire. It is a remarkable publication in many ways. In the first place, it presents us with a Chinese version of the tenets of Kanāda in the form of Kwei-ci’s quotations, probably from a commentary on the treatise. The author tells us that the treatise was composed by a follower of the Vaiśeṣika, named Mati Chandra, and translated into Chinese by Ynan Chwawg in 648 A.D. It is in the form of a catechism, and, as a catechism of the doctrines of the later school of the Vaiśeṣikas, it is almost unsurpassed. In the second place, the author has compiled from Chinese records an account of the traditions current among Chinese scholars respecting Kanāda, his work, and his school. His researches fully confirm our view of the great antiquity and popularity of the Vaiśeṣika-Sūtras. Last but not least is Indian Logic and Atomism (1921) which is an exposition of the Nyāya and Vaiśeṣika Systems, by A. B. Keith, D. C. L., D. Litt., a well-known orientalist. He regards them “as able and earnest efforts to solve the problems of knowledge and being on the basis of reasoned argument”. He has attempted “to set out the
fundamental doctrines of the system with due regard to their history and their relation to Buddhist philosophy”. It is gratifying to find that, as in the ancient past, even so at the present day, the Vaiśeṣika has engaged the attention of earnest students all over the world.

Now, what is the Vaiśeṣika Darśana? We do not know when or by whom the name ‘Vaiśeṣika’ was first applied to the teachings of Kaṇḍā. In the Sūtras the word appears only once (in X. ii. 7) where it means ‘characteristic’, ‘distinguishing’. According to the rule of Paññini, IV. iii. 87, the word is derived from the word ‘Viṣeṣa’, meaning ‘a treatise on Viṣeṣa’. The word ‘viṣeṣa’ has various meanings: e.g. species, distinction, difference, excellence, superiority. Accordingly the word ‘Vaiśeṣika’ also has been variously interpreted. “The origin of the name”, in one view, “is in the fact that the system is distinguished from, and superior to, the Sāmkhya”. In another view, “the work was named the Vaiśeṣika sāstra, since it excelled other works in all respects, or because it was composed by a man of superior intelligence”. A third view is that it is called Vaiśeṣika, because it particularly or specifically treats of Genaus, Species, and Combination which have not been dealt with in any other treatise and though they are included in the predicables Substance, etc. In a fourth view, it is distinguished from the Sāmkhya in its theory of Buddhī (understanding), namely that Buddhī is an attribute of the Soul, and not its instrument of knowledge. In another view, it is distinguished from the System of Jaimini in so far as it declares that the highest good is to be achieved by the renunciation of the things of the world and by the contemplation of Truth, and not by positive performances. Lastly, it is explained that Kaṇḍā’s system has come to be called “Vaiśeṣika” from his theory of ‘viṣeṣa’ inhering in the ultimate atoms (I. ii. 6). His atoms are ‘mathematical points’, without parts, and possessing the same attribute and activity in their respective classes of ‘Earth’, ‘Water’, ‘Fire’, and ‘Air’. It is by means of their ‘viśeṣas’ or individual characteristics that they are distinguished from one another, and account for the variety of things in nature. This last explanation appears to be preferable to all the others.

The Vaiśeṣika is a Mokṣa-śāstra: it teaches a doctrine of release, release from the coil of mortality. According to Kaṇḍā, man must work out his own salvation. It is given to him, if he will, to hear the Truth from the Scriptures or from a preceptor, on high or here below, to think over it in his mind, and to meditate upon it in the recesses of his heart. He can control his sensory and motor organs, and, by eliminating superficial psychic states, make the mind steady in the Soul. Steadiness of the mind in the Soul is called Yoga. Yoga is neither a mystery nor is it mysticism. It is the realisation of the freedom of will, of the free Self. He then becomes master of time and space. For him there is no distinction of past, present, and future; no distinction of here, there, and elsewhere. The mind being at rest, pleasure and pain do not arise, activity ceases, and the law of Karma is cancelled for all time to come. The accumulated Karma of the past, however, remains. Having realised the fundamental freedom of the Self, he sees what experiences are in store for him, and lives out those experiences in appropriate forms and surroundings brought about by the
creative power of will. In this way he cancels the past as well. There-
after, when death takes place, and the soul finally quits its temporal
abode, it does not pass into other forms of finite life, but remains free
for ever till the end of Time. That freedom is called Mokṣa, the supreme
good, the be-all and end-all of existence.

Self-knowledge, Self-realisation, Ātma-sākṣātkāra, is then the only
means of attaining Mokṣa. The fundamental teaching of Kaṇāda,
therefore, is “tattva-jñānāt niḥśreyasam”, the supreme good results
from the knowledge of the truth about the Soul. It is a translation of
the Vedic text, “Tarati śokam Ātma-vit”, the knower of the Self over-
comes Evil.

The Soul is therefore to be known. Kaṇāda shows how it is to be
known. Hence the Vaiśeṣika Śastra is also called Adhyātmika Śastra, a
treatise respecting the Soul. It was not necessary for him to call
attention to the nature of the Soul in itself, the pure Soul as it was in
the beginning and as it will be in the end. It was enough for his pur-
pose to demonstrate the nature of the Soul in the interval of Time, the
suffering Soul, the Soul revolving on the wheel of births and deaths
and re-births under the Law of Karma. The universal experience of
Suffering (“Duhkha”) compels an enquiry as to the means of its removal,
namely, realisation of the truth about the Soul; and Kaṇāda’s view is
that the Soul can be known by means of the Not-Soul.

The Soul and the Not-Soul make up Reality. The Real is that
which is knowable and nameable-Reality therefore consists of Padār-
thas, nameables or predicates. They are not merely categories of
thought, in the sense that they have no existence outside and indepen-
dent of thought. They are classes of entities which have an existence
antecedent to, and independent of, our thought. They become objects
of our thought, they are knowable and nameable, because they exist.
“In pure perception we are actually placed outside ourselves, we touch
the reality of the object in an immediate intuition “(Bergson). Tattva-
sākṣātkāra, immediate intuition of reality, is the aim of Kaṇāda’s phi-
losophy.

By a subtle process of analysis and synthesis, Kaṇāda divides all
nameable things into six classes: viz. substance, attribute, action, genus,
species, and combination. He then shows, that attribute and action
exist by combination with substance. Without substance, there were
no attribute and action. Similarly, genus and species are correlative,
and are not absolute, except in the case of the highest genus which is
existence, and the lowest species which is the viṣṇas or individual
characteristics appertaining to, inhering in the eternal substances.
Genus and species therefore exist by combination with substances.
Without substance, there were no genus and species. Similarly,
combination is “the intimate connection in the inseparably connected
things”; e. g. of parts and wholes, of substances and their attributes,
of action and the sent of action, of genus and species and substances
in which they reside, and of eternal substances and their ultimate
differences. Without substance, then, there were no combination.
Substance, therefore, is the fundamental reality.

By analysis, substance is resolved into nine kinds: viz. Earth,
Water, Fire, Air, Ether, Time, Space, Soul, and Mind. Of these Earth,
Water, Fire, and Air are, as effects, i. e., wholes made up of parts, non- eternal. Their ultimate atoms which are without parts, are eternal. On the other hand, Ether, Time, Space, Soul, and Mind are without parts, and therefore eternal. Ether is held to be "nothing other than the cosmic vacuum (?) which contains all objects, and gives room for their activities". Time and Space are complementary to Ether. The three substances are in reality one only (Praśātapāda and Chandrakānta). Mind, again, is entirely material, and yet capable of coming into intimate relation with the Soul; it is as it were a sort of camera obscura to the Soul. In another view, the ultimate atoms are subject to change; they produce effects, and themselves undergo changes, but do not initiate changes, except in so far as they reflect themselves in the Mind. Mind also suffers change; it modifies in the form of every object it comes in contact with; otherwise it is absolutely inactive. The Soul, on the other hand, does not suffer change of states. It is the initiator of change in everything else. Cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, volition, merit, demerit, and impression are its attributes, and not its essence. They are determinations of Will, and prove a state of "indetermination of Will" in which the Soul is truly free and eternal. It follows that Atoms, Minds, and Souls are the ultimate units in Creation. The highest Soul, the Supreme Person, is God.

Atoms and Minds do not exist for themselves. They exist for the Souls, for their bhoga and apavarga, transmigration and emancipation. In the beginning of Creation, activity is induced in them—they are set in motion,—by Adrīṣṭa, the resultant energy abiding in the Souls as a consequence of their previous activities. It causes the combination of atoms to form the body and the world. "The sphere of transmigration is the common result of the individual adriṣṭa, and every one's body and other personal circumstances are the special results of the individual adriṣṭa". It has no activity during the time of the world's dissolution. At the end of the period of dissolution, it is set free by the will of God. It then starts the process of Creation, and maintains it; it is the sustaining energy from the beginning to the end of Creation. It can be neutralised,—its force can be exhausted,—only by the action of the Soul (Vaiśeṣika Śūtras, V. ii. 16).

In this view the interesting references that are met with here and there in the Vaiśeṣika Śūtras, to cosmology, geology, mineralogy, botany and plant-physiology, zoology, physiology, mechanics, acoustics, and other positive sciences, become explained. The doctrine of adriṣṭa carries the enquiry further into the field of ethics and sociology, on the one hand, and logic and epistemology as well as psychology and philology, on the other. For, the Soul is at the core of reality, that is, the real which is knowable and nameable. Every individual Soul is the centre of a separate world of its own, which is evolved to suit its adriṣṭa. To know the Soul,—to have immediate intuition of it, therefore, it is necessary to know the Not-Soul. "For we do not obtain an intuition from reality, that is, an intellectual sympathy with the most intimate part of it,—unless we have won its confidence by a long fellowship with its superficial manifestations. (Bergson, An Introduction to Metaphysics).

Kājāda accordingly elaborates a process of thinking consideration of things. As Dr. Deussen rightly observes, "India: Philosophy did
not start, as, for the most part, the Greecean did, from an investigation free of assumptions into the existent, but rather like modern philosophy from the critical analysis and testing of a complex of knowledge handed down (through the Veda). Hence the Vaiśeṣika is also called Manana śāstra, treatise based on reasoning, rational or critical system. The starting point of the system is the observation and analysis of objects, with a view to their strict definition and a correct appreciation of their place and function in the world of bhoga and apavarga, probation and perfection, bondage and freedom. And tattva-jñāna, knowledge of truth, is its end and aim. To accomplish this result, it evolves a doctrine of Scientific Method, which, however, is “only a subsidiary discipline, being comprehended under the wider conception of Methodology,” which proceeds by way of “(1) the proposition (or enumeration) of the subject-matter (Uddea), (2) the ascertainment of the essential characters or marks, by Perception, Inference, the Inductive Methods, etc.—resulting in definitions (by lakṣāna) or descriptions (by upalaksana); and (3) examination and verification (parikṣā and nirñaya)” (Seal). In this method, logic is not pure reasoning or inference; the reasoning is also proof. And the Methodology evolved by Kaṇāda and Gotama has been carried almost to perfection in the later Nyāya, “which, inspite of its arid dialectics, possesses a threefold significance in the history of thought: (1) logical, in its conceptions of Avachchhedaka and Pratīyogī, being an attempt to introduce quantification on a connotative basis, in other words, to introduce quantitative notions of Universal and Particular, in both an affirmative and a negative aspect, into the Hindu theory of Inference and Proposition regarded connotatively as the establishment of relations among attributes or marks; (2) scientific, in its investigation of the varieties of Vyāpti and Upādhi (and of Anyathāsiddha), being an elaboration of Scientific Method, in the attempt to eliminate the irrelevant; and (3) ontological and epistemological, in its classification and precise determination of the various relations of Knowledge and Being, with even greater rigidity and minuteness than in Hegel’s Logic of Being and Essence” (Seal).

The criterion of truth, in the Vaiśeṣika Sūtras, is the correspondence of thought with things and vice versa. Truth and reality are, in this system, convertible terms. “* * * the existence of the concept of an object, subjective as well as objective, is the logical reason for and the real consequence of the existence of the object” (iji). Existence pervades the world of reality: to be real, is to be existent; and to be existent is to be knowable and conceivable; that is, there must be in it “an immediately intuitable element, which is determined by the function of one or more of our senses, or by inner perception” (Sjgwart), or, as we should say, by the ‘mind’, and all, by meditation and transcendental or pure perception (tattva-sāksātkāra). Hence the Vaiśeṣika is called a realism, and, —a dualism.

A characteristic doctrine of the Vaiśeṣika is its Kriyā-vāda. This is the doctrine which holds that self is active, or that self is affected by pleasure or desire etc., in other words, that it is a kartri or an agent, in the course of the evolution, or more correctly, revolution of its transmigratory existence.
Another characteristic doctrine of the Vaiśeṣika is its Ārambha-vāda: the doctrine, namely, that the world as an effect, is not a mere appearance (vivarta) of the cause, nor an evolution (parināma) of the cause, but is produced by aggregation of the cause which is the ultimate atoms. And this leads to the doctrine of Aṣat-kārya-vāda, that is, that an effect has only a temporary existence, and that, before its production, and, after its destruction, it is non-existent.

Before we close this short notice of the scope and character of the Vaiśeṣika Philosophy, it is our pleasant duty to acknowledge our obligations to the distinguished authors cited above. Our special thanks are due to Dr. Seal and Professor Uti whom we have freely quoted.

Translator.
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* The Body or the Senses are not the seat of perception.—119,
* Because there is no consciousness in their causes.—120
* For consciousness does not appear in the other products of those causes.—121
* And because consciousness is not known to exist in those causes.—122
Recollection of previous experience in an amputated part of the body, the Law of Karma, recollection of infancy in youth, instinctive acts, etc. are so many more objections to a physiological theory of consciousness

SECTION B.
Of Fallacies of Inference,

* An identical mark cannot be a means of inference.—123
* Any one thing cannot be a mark of any other thing.—124

SECTION C.
Of Marks of Inference.

* The Conjunct, the Inherent, the Co-inherent, and the Contradictory.—125
* One effect, of another effect.—126
* The non-existent, of the existent.—127
* The past, of the non-past.—128
* The past, of the past.—129
* For a mark operates on the recollection of the "universal relation."—130
"Universal relation" discussed

SECTION D.
Of Enumeration of Fallacies.

* The unproved, the non-existent, and the dubious are false marks.—131
* E. g., because it has horns, therefore it is a horse.—132
* A multifarious is also a false mark: e. g. because it has horns, therefore it is a cow.—133
Various kinds of "unproved" mark indicated
Threefold division of true marks described
True and false marks discussed.
Other examples of false mark described
False marks are of three kinds, and not five, as maintained in the Nyāya
SECTION E.

Of Marks of Inference of Soul.

* Cognition produced from the contact of the Soul, the Sense, and the Object, is a true mark.—134
The Buddhist theory of Recognition and Recollection criticised...

A possible attack on the Sāṃkhya theory of Bhuddha...

* Activity and inactivity observed in one's own soul, are marks of inference of other souls.—135

CHAPTER II.

Of the Inference of Soul and Mind.

SECTION A.

Of the Mind.

* The appearance and non-appearance of knowledge on the contact of the Soul with the Senses and the Objects, are marks of the existence of the Mind.—136
Mind is not universal, but atomic...

* Mind is a Substance, and is eternal.—137

* Mind is one.—138
The theory that there are as many minds as there are senses in the organism, and that mind is a whole made up of parts, refuted...

SECTION B.

Of the Soul.

* The marks of the inference of the Soul are many.—139
The body is not the seat of consciousness...

* The Soul is a Substance, and is eternal.—140

* The doctrine that the Soul is not known by inference, but by Revelation, stated.—141-143

* But the very word "I" infers the Soul, so that the Soul is known by inference as well as from Revelation.—144
The Soul is not imperceptible to the Mind...

* But "Devadatta" (a person) is known by perception: what is the use of inference?—145

* Inference strengthens the intuition.—146

* "Devadatta goes"—is a metaphor.—147

* The metaphor raises a doubt: In "I am fair," "I" may refer to the body or to the Soul.—148

* The intuition of "I" arises in respect of one's own Soul only, and not of others: hence it denotes the Soul primarily.—149

* The doctrine that the intuition of "I" is primarily in respect of the body, raises the same doubt—150-151

* Were consciousness an attribute of the body, one would perceive the thoughts of another, and vice versa.—152

* The Soul is not proved by Revelation alone, as it is proved by its characteristic mark of the intuition in the form of "I".—153

The Vedânta doctrine criticised by Jayanârâyaâna...

How the Soul is distinguished as Jiva or Isvara...
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SECTION c.
Of Plurality of Souls.
* Soul is one, because there is no difference in the production of pleasure, pain, and knowledge.—154
* Plurality of Souls is proved by circumstances.—155
* The Veda also supports this view.—156

BOOK IV.
Of the Origin of Bodies.
CHAPTER I.
Of Atoms.
SECTION A.
Of the Eternal.
* The eternal is that which is existent, and uncaused.—157...
SECTION B.
Of Existence of Ultimate Atoms.
* The effect is the mark of the existence of the Ultimate Atom.—158
* The Ultimate Atoms possess Colour, etc.—159
* The Ultimate Atom is eternal.—160
Objections to the eternality of the Ultimate Atom stated...
* It is an error to suppose that the Ultimate Atom is not eternal.—161

SECTION c.
Of Condition of Perception.
* Perception takes place from magnitude due to possession of component parts, and from colour.—162
* Air is not perceived by the Senses, because it has not colour developed in it.—163

SECTION d.
Of Perception of Attributes.
* Perception of Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch takes place from their special characteristics, and from their inhering in compound bodies.—164,165
Conditions of their perception are their special characteristics, absence of a more powerful like attribute, their intensity, and inherence in compound bodies...
* Gravity is not perceptible.—166
Gravity is perceptible to Touch, says Vallabhāchārya

SECTION E.
Of Bi-sensual Perception.
* Numbers, Magnitudes, Separateness, Conjunction, Disjunction, Priority, Posterity, and Action are perceptible to the eye in bodies possessing Colour, and not elsewhere.—167, 168

SECTION F.
Of Omni-sensual Perception.
* The classes, Attribute-ness and Existence, are perceptible to all the Senses.—169

CHAPTER II.
Of Tangible Atomic Products.
SECTION A.
Of Threefold Product.
* Atoms produce Earth, etc. in three forms, viz. Body, Sense, and Object.—170

SECTION B.
Of Body.
* The Body is not composed of the five Bhūtas; neither is it a compound of three Bhūtas.171, 172
* The influence of the other Bhūtas is not denied.—173

SECTION C.
Of Twofold Body.
* Body is twofold: sexually and a-sexually-produced.—174
The sexual body is either womb-born or is egg-born...
Plants are living bodies...
* A-sexual bodies are produced by Ultimate Atoms not confined in direction and place.—175
They exist in the worlds of Varuna, etc.
* Ultimate Atoms are moved by a particular Dharma towards the production of the a-sexual bodies of gods and sages.—176
* There is record of the existence of such bodies.—177
* Brahmā, the first-born must have been produced a-sexually. —178
* A-sexual bodies do exist; as is seen in the Veda.—179, 180...
Aqueous, igneous, and aerial bodies cannot but be a-sexually produced.
Constitution of the organs of Sense described.
Manifestations of Earth, Waters, Fire, and Air described...

BOOK V.
Of Investigation of Action.
CHAPTER I.
Of Voluntary Action.
SECTION A.
Of Upward Movement.
* The hand moves up in the presence, and by the volition, of the Soul.—181
Action analysed...
* With the hand, the pestle goes up.—182
* Volition is the cause neither of the rebounding of the pestle nor of the going up of the hand with it.—183-186

SECTION B.
Of Downward Movement.
* In the absence of an impediment, a body falls from gravity.—187
* It does not go upward nor sideward, because there is no impulse towards those directions.—188
* A particular impulse is given by a particular volition.—189
* Range of motion depends upon the impulse.—190

SECTION C.
Of Cause of Merit and Demerit.
* Like the reaction of the hand, the playful movements of limbs by an infant are non-moral.—191
* So is the bursting of bodies caused by burning.—192
* Sleep-walking is non-volitional.—193

Section D.
Of Indifferent Movement

* Grass is moved by Air.—194

Section E.
Of Movement caused by Adrīṣṭam.

* Adrīṣṭam causes the jewel to move towards the thief, and also the attraction of iron, grass, etc. by magnetic and electric bodies,—195

Section F.
Of Nature of Motion.

* Motion is not one and continuous, but consists of a series of discreet movements.—196

* Movement springs from impulse which produces impetus which keeps up a succession of movements from point to point.—197

A single impetus runs through the whole series of movements

The Nyāya maintains the theory of a series of impetus as well

* Gravity destroys the impetus, and the body falls.—198

CHAPTER II.
Of Non-volitional Action.

Section A.
Of Action in Earth.

* 'Impulse,' 'Impact,' and conjunction with a moving body, are causes of action in terrene substances.—199

* Earthquake, etc. which affect birth, and bhoga, are caused by adrīṣṭam (destiny).—200

Section B.
Of Action in Water.

* Rain is caused by the gravity of water particles disengaged from the cloud.—201

* Water flows in a stream or current on account of fluidity.—202

* Sun and air cause the evaporation of water.—203,204

* Circulation of water in trees is caused by adrīṣṭam—205

* Water is transformed as snow, hail, etc. by the action of heat.—206-209

Section c.
Of Action in Fire, and Air.

* Conflagration, volcanic eruption, tempest, meteor, etc. are caused by adrīṣṭam.—210

* Adrīṣṭam caused the movement of fire, air, atoms, and mind at the time of Creation.—211

Section D.
Of Action in Mind.

(i) Caused by Volition Soul.

Volition of the Soul causes movement of the mind.—119

Function of the nervous process explained

* Pleasure and pain, cognition, volition, etc. are caused by the conjunction of the soul with the object through the mind and the senses.—213
XI)

No change can be produced in the mind when it abides in the soul, which is the state of Yoga.—214

Section E.

Of Action in Mind, etc.

(ii) Caused by Adrīstam.

* The ingoing and outgoing of life and mind at birth and death, metabolic, physiological and other vital processes are caused by adrīstam.—215

* Emancipation takes place in the absence of adrīstam.—216

How Yoga destroys adrīstam is described

Section F.

Of Action in Shadows.

* Darkness is a non-entity.—217,218

Section G.

Of Absence of Action.

* Space, Time, Ether, Soul, Action, Attribute, Genus, Species, Combination are void of action, as they are incorporeal or imponderable.—219-224

BOOK VI.

Of the Investigation of Dharma and A-Dharmas.

CHAPTER I.

Of Vedic Duties.

Section A.

Of Source of the Authority of the Veda.

* The Veda is a statement of facts by a person who has previously known those facts.—225

It is the work of an Absolute Person

The Mīmāṃsā doctrine that Word is eternal, is refuted

* Allotment of names in the Brāhmaṇa portion of the Veda is a mark of the previous knowledge of the things named.—226

* Injunctions on gift and on acceptance of gift are also such marks.—227,228

Section B.

Of the Reaper of Consequences.

* Result of Act accrues to the performer only.—229

Exceptions to the rule considered

The Vṛttikāra does not admit any exception,

Section C.

Of Dharma and A-dharmas from Prescribed and Prohibited Acts.

* Entertainment of impure Brāhmaṇas at a Sraddha does not produce Dharma.—230

* 'Impurity' consists in killing.—231

* Association with the impure is sinful.—232

* Entertainment of a pure Brāhmaṇa at a Sraddha is not sinful.—233

* Purity, and not status, should be the criterion.—234,235

Section D.

Of Certain Exceptions.

* Stealing, killing, and suicide are not sinful in certain circumstances.—236-240
CHAPTER II.
Of the Production of Dharma and A-dharma.

SECTION A.
Of the Supreme Good.

* Acts of which the purpose is not of this world, produce 'Exaltation.'—241  
  Proof of Adhistam is stated  
* Acts of which the objects are not 'visible' stated.—242  

SECTION B.
Of Purity.

* Purity is purity of heart; impurity is impurity of heart.—243,244  
* What objects are pure, stated.—245  
* Impure objects stated.—246,247  

SECTION C.
Of Self-restraint.

* Purity must be coupled with self-restraint in order to produce 'Exaltation.'—248,249  

SECTION D.
Of Causes of 'Faults.'

* Desire and Aversion are caused by pleasure and pain, by habit, by adhistam, and also by racial distinction.—250-253  

SECTION E.
Of Effects of 'Faults.'

* Desire and aversion cause activity towards dharma and a-dharma.—254  
  Activity of mind, speech, and body described  

SECTION F.
Effects of Dharma and A-dharma.

* Birth and death are the results of dharma and a-dharma  

SECTION G.
Of the Nature of Release.

* Release is a state of permanent impossibility of pain.—256  
  How Release is attained, is described  

BOOK VII.
Of the Examination of Attributes and of Combination.

CHAPTER I.
Of Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch, and Magnitude.

SECTION A.
Of Non-eternal Attributes.

* Aphorism I. i. 6 recalled.—257  
* Colour, etc. of Earth, etc. are non-eternal, because their substrata are non-eternal.—258  

SECTION B.
Of Eternal Attributes.

* Colour, etc. of the ultimate atoms of Water, Fire, and Air are eternal.—259,260  
  Vrittikara's reading of Aphorism 250 explained  
* But Colour, etc. of aqueous, igneous, and aerial bodies are non-eternal.—261
SECTION c.
Of Variety of Colour, etc. in Earth.

* Colour, etc. of terrene bodies are produced from like attributes in their constituent cause and also from the action of heat.—262

Colour-ness, etc. are not mere apprehensibility by the external senses, but are jātīs or universals which are the characteristics of the attributes perceptible by the external senses... 196-199

Process due to the action of heat is considered. Two views: pithara-pāka (pot-baking) and pilu-pāka (atom-baking) distinguished... 199-202

* Because the substance is the same before and after the action of heat.—263

SECTION d.
Of Measure or Extension.

* The minute is not perceived; the massive is perceived.—264

Measure is of four kinds: Largeness, Smallness, Long-ness, and Shortness... 203

The universal substances, Space, Time, Ether, and Soul, are also infinite in measure, i.e., possesses extreme largeness and long-ness; extreme smallness and shortness exist in the ultimate atoms; the next degrees of smallness and shortness exist in binary atomic aggregates; and largeness and long-ness exist in substances from tertiary atomic aggregates upwards... 203

* Largeness is produced either from multiplicity of constituent parts, or from their magnitude, or from their loose conjunction.—265

A multiplicity of constituent parts come into combination by the direction of God... 204

* Smallness is produced from opposite causes.—266

* Relative uses of 'large' and 'small' explained.—267-269 205-206

* Largeness and Smallness do not exist in Largeness and Smallness.—270, 271

* Largeness and Smallness do not exist in Attributes and Actions.—272

* Long-ness and Shortness do not exist in Long-ness and Short-ness.—273

* Measure of eternal substances and ultimate atoms is eternal; and measure of non-eternal substances is non-eternal.—274, 275

* Measure of the ultimate atom is called parimandala.—276

* The existence of Measure in a relative sense in perceptible bodies, is proof of the existence of Measure in a real sense in imperceptible substances.—277

* Ether as well as the Soul is infinitely large.—278

* The Mind is infinitely small.—279

* Space is all-pervading.—280

* Time is all-pervading.—281

Time is the efficient cause of all that is produced... 212

* Ether as well as the Soul is infinitely large.—278

* The Mind is infinitely small.—279

* Space is all-pervading.—280

* Time is all-pervading.—281

Time is the efficient cause of all that is produced... 212
CHAPTER II.
Of Number, Separateness, Conjunction, Disjunction, Priority, Posteriority, and Combination.

Section A.

Of Attributes which exist in one object as well as in more than one object.

* Unity is a different Attribute.—282

Bhāṣāṇa’s view criticised

* Separateness is a different Attribute.—283

Separateness is distinguished from ‘mutual non-existence,’ difference in property, and Genus

* Unity and Separateness do not exist in Unity and Separateness.—284

* Unity does not exist in Attributes and Actions, because they are void of Number.—285,286

* If Unity did not really exist, the word could not be used even in a relative sense.—287

The Sāmkhyas hold that cause and effect are one and the same, i.e. that unity and individuality belong to them. This is not correct

* Unity and Individuality do not exist in Effect and Cause.

* The characteristic of having the attributes of the cause as antecedents, belongs to non-eternal Unity and Individuality.—289

Other Numbers and Separatenesses are derivative, and embrace more than one substance

The conception of duality analysed

How duality is destroyed

Śrīdhara, Udayana, and Śaṅkara Miśra on the idea of multiplicity or manifoldness

The common consent of humanity that a thing is produced and that a thing is destroyed, is a refutation of the Sāmkhya doctrine that cause and effect are identical

Section B.

Of Attributes which embrace more than one object.

* Conjunction and Disjunction are produced either by the action of one of the substances concerned, or by the action of both, or by another Conjunction or another Disjunction.—290,291

Production of things takes place by means of Conjunction

There is no Conjunction among all-pervading substances. e.g. Space, Time, Ether, and Soul

Conjunction is not eternal

How Conjunction is destroyed

Śarvajña’s view of Disjunction criticised

How Disjunction is destroyed

* Conjunction and Disjunction do not exist in Conjunction and Disjunction.—292,293

* Effect and Cause do not possess Conjunction and Disjunction, because they are already in combination with each other.—294
SECTION C.
Of Sound and Sense.

* The relation between a Word and its Meaning is neither Conjunction nor Combination, because Conjunction is an Attribute.—295-300
* Because Attribute also may be the meaning of a Word.—296
* Because Word and its Meaning are both inert.—297
* And because a non-entity also is denoted by Word.—298
* Word and its Meaning are therefore unrelated.—299
* Intuition of Meaning from Word follows from Convention.—301

The convention is the direction of God
It is learnt from usage, testimony, analogy, synonymy, etc.
Tutata, Prabhâkara, the ancients, Sâṅkara Miśra, and Gautama on the import of Words
Convention is twofold: original and modern. The first supplies the force of a Word; the second, the definition of a Word

SECTION D.
Of Attributes existing in one substance and having reference to all-pervading substances.

* Priority and Posteriority are produced by two bodies lying in the same direction, at the same time, and being near and remote.—302
How they are destroyed... 238
* Priority and Posteriority arise from the nearness and remoteness of the cause.—303
Priority and Posteriority do not exist in Priority and Posteriority.—304,306

SECTION E.
Of Combination.

* Combination is that relation by virtue of which arises the intuition in the form of "This is here," with regard to effect and cause.—307
The test of Consciousness invoked
Combination is eternal
The view of the Bhâttas considered
* Combination is different from Substance, Attribute, Action, Genius, and Species.—308
* Combination is one.—309
The followers of Prabhâkara maintain that Combination is manifold, and is non-eternal. This is not reasonable
The Nyâya doctrine that Combination is perceptible to the senses, is not valid

BOOK VIII.

Of Ordinary Cognition by means of Conjunction or Combination.

CHAPTER I.

Of Presentative Cognition.

SECTION A.
Of the Nature of Cognition.

* Understanding or Cognition is a property of the Soul.—310
The *Sāṅkhya* doctrine that Understanding is an evolute of *Prakṛiti*, and a distinct entity from Soul, is not reasonable...

Cognition is either true knowledge or false knowledge: true knowledge is produced by perception, inference, memory, or testimony: the forms of false knowledge are doubt, error, dream, and uncertainty...

*Soul, Mind, Time, Space, Air, Ether, and Ultimate Atoms are not knowable by ordinary perception.*

Sense-born cognition is of two degrees: ordinary and transcendental, as of *Yogins* who can see even ultimate atoms.

All that is demonstrable, nameable, and existent, is an object of sense-cognition, whether ordinary or transcendental.

Ordinary perception is either discriminative or non-discriminative.

*Dharma-kirti* and *Diānāya*’s argument against discriminative cognition stated and answered...

**SECTION B.**

Of the Production of Cognition.

* Aphorism III, i. 18 recalled...

* Cognition of Attribute, Action, Genus, and Species is rendered possible by means of the substances in which they inhere...

* Genus and Species are causes of cognition of Substance, Attribute, and Action...

* Substance, Attribute, and Action are causes of cognition of Substance...

* Attribute and Action are not causes of cognition of Attribute and Action...

* Combination is a cause of cognition...

* Successive cognitions of a pillar, a jar, etc. are not related as cause and effect...

Cognition is either presentative or representative. Presentative cognition is either perception or inference. Perception is either discriminative or non-discriminative: again, either ordinary or transcendental. Inference is either from agreement, or from difference, or from commonly observed marks...

Cognition is either true knowledge or false knowledge: again, either certitude or doubt...

**CHAPTER II.**

Of Doubly Presentative Cognition.

**SECTION A.**

Of Proof of Involved Cognition.

* This, That, Done by you, Feed him, are instances of cognition involving cognition of another thing...

* The proof is that such cognitions arise in respect of objects seen, and do not arise in respect of objects not seen...

**SECTION B.**

Of the Meaning of *Artha* (Object) in the *Vaiṣēṣika.*

* Substance, Attribute, and Action are called Object...
Of the Senses and their Objects.

* Bodies are not compound products of five elements... 324

* Senses are relative to their corresponding attributes... 324

* The Sense of Smell is constituted by the element of Earth... 324

* Similarly the Senses of Taste, Colour, and Touch are constituted by the elements of Water, Fire, and Air... 326

Likewise the Sense of Hearing is a portion of Ether confined within the cavity of the ear... 326

BOOK IX.

Of Ordinary and Transcendental Cognition by means of presentation other than Conjunction and Combination.

CHAPTER I.

Of Ordinary Perception of Non-Existence and Of Transcendental Perception.

SECTION a.

Of Enumeration and Demonstration of Non-Existences.

* An effect cannot, before its production, be spoken of in terms of action and attribute, and is therefore then non-existent... 327

* The existent becomes non-existent... 328

* The existent is quite different from the non-existent... 329

* What is existent in one form (e.g., a horse) is non-existent in another form (e.g., as a cow)... 330

Such reciprocal non-existence is eternal... 330

* There is a fourth kind of non-existence known as absolute non-existence... 331

The ancients' and the moderns' view of absolute non-existence... 331

SECTION b.

Of the Perception of Non-existence.

* Absence of perception after destruction, and recollection of existence before destruction, are causes of perception of consequent non-existence... 332

* Perceptibility after production is the cause of perception of non-existence before production... 333

* Non-apprehension of identity is the cause of the perception of reciprocal non-existence... 334

* Non-cognizance of production and destruction is the cause of the perception of absolute non-existence... 335

* The judgment "The water-pot does not exist in the room," merely negates the connection of the existent water-pot with the room... 336

SECTION c.

Of Transcendental Perception.

* Perceptual cognition of the Soul results from a particular conjunction of the Soul and the Mind in the Soul... 337
SECTION D.
Of Nescience.

Dream is produced in the same way as Reminiscence.—348
Intensity of impressions, derangement of the humours of
the body, and adriyam are causes of dreaming...

Dreams, good and evil, described...

So is also "Consciousness accompanying dreams."3—49
Praśastapāda's and Vṛttiṇāra's views on Dream stated...

Merit and De-Merit also cause Dream and Dream-memory...

Nescience or False Knowledge arises from imperfection of
the Senses and also from imperfection of Impression.—

Avidyā or False Knowledge is imperfect knowledge.—352
The forms of A-vidyā are Doubt, Error, Dream, and
Indecision...

SECTION E.
Of Scientific Cognition.

Scientific Cognition is cognition free from Imperfection—

SECTION F.
Of Cognition by Seers and Siddhas.

The cognition of Seers and Siddhas takes place by means
of merit.—354

Vṛttiṇāra's and Praśastapāda's views stated...

BOOK X.

Of the Differences of the Attributes of the Soul and of
the threefold Causes.

CHAPTER I.

Of the Attributes of the Soul.

Pleasure and Pain are different objects, because of the
difference of their causes and because of their mutual
opposition.—355

Praśastapāda's view stated...

They are not forms of Cognition.—356-360

The relation of the body and its parts explained.—361

CHAPTER II.

Of the Threefold Causes,

SECTION A.

Of Combinative and Non-combinative cause.

Substance is the only combinatorial cause.—362

It operates as an efficient cause also.—363

Actions are non-combinative causes.—364

Certain Attributes are non-combinative causes, and occa-

sionally operate as efficient causes also.—365

Conjunction is a non-combinative cause.—366,367

SECTION B.

Of Efficient Cause.

Heat is an efficient cause.—368

SECTION C.

Of Transcendental Utility of Acts.

Of acts enjoined, of which worldly good is not the fruit,
the utility is transcendental.—369
**CHAPTER II.**

Of Other Forms of Cognition.

SECTION A.

**Of Inference.**

* "It is the effect, or cause of, conjunct with, contradictory to or combined in, this," — such is the form of inferential cognition. — 342

Three views of *Pakṣa* or the minor term described — 277

*Līṅga* or inferential mark (the middle term) discussed — 277

Place of *Parāmarśa* or subsumption of the mark in the process of inference discussed — 277

Different forms of Inference described — 278

* Uniformity of Nature is the basis of Inference, and not the relation of Cause and Effect. — 343

How Uniformity of Nature is established — 280

Two kinds of Inference, logical and rhetorical, described — 281

Syllogism analysed and illustrated, the term *pratijñā, hetu, udāharana, upanaya, and niyaman* explained — 281

The *Vaiśeṣika* terminology stated and explained — 282

SECTION B.

**Of Testimony and Other Forms of Proof.**

* Verbal is a form of Inferential Cognition. — 344

Gesture, whether conventional or non-conventional, is not a form of Proof — 282

* Reason, Word, Mark, (Means of) Proof, Instrument, these are not antonyms. — 345

* Analogy, Presumption, Subsumption, Privation, and Tradition are included in Inference, because they proceed by the cognition of the Uniformity of Nature. — 346

SECTION C.

**Of Reminiscence.**

* Reminiscence takes place from a particular conjunction of the Soul and the Mind and from past impression. — 437

* Praśastapāda's explanation quoted — 290

How sagely cognition is produced — 291
The *Veda* is not impersonal, and is the work of a Supreme Person absolutely free from imperfection

The purpose of sacred observance is to purify the mirror of the mind

**Section D.**

*Of the Author of the Veda.*

* The *Veda* is the work of God.—370

The argument fully stated
THE VAISñEŚIKA SŪTRAS OF KAñĀDA

WITH THE

COMMENTARY OF ŠAñKARA MIŚRA

AND

EXTRACTS FROM THE GLOSS OF JAYANĀRĀYAñA.

AND

THE BHĀŚYA OF CHANDRAKĀNTA.

ŚAñKARA MIŚRA'S INTRODUCTION.

Salutation to Śrī Gañesa!

I bow to Hara who has the Heavenly River playing on the lap of His uptied matted locks, and whose forehead is adorned with the Embellisher of the Night.

My Salutations constantly reach those two, Kañāda and Bhavānātha, by whom I have been thoroughly enlightened in the Vaiśeṣika System.

Note.—Kañāda here does not refer to the author of the Vañeṣika-Sūtram, but to a well-known Vaiṣeṣika teacher of a recent date.

Bhavānātha was the father of Šaṅkara Miśra.

May success attend this venture of mine who, like a funambulist in the air, walk here without any support, with the only help of the Sūtram.

Note.—Sūtra—a piece of rope; an aphorism; just as a rope-dancer walks in the air with the help of a Sūtram (rope), so the commentator traverses the philosophy of the Vaiṣeṣikas with the help of the Sūtram (aphorisms) of Kañāda.

Human existence is subject to threefold afflictions. These afflictions are partly ādhyātmika, i.e., bodily and mental. They are partly ādhībhautika, i.e., caused by natural agencies, e.g. man, beast, bird, reptile and the immobile. And they are partly ādhidāivika, i.e., caused by supernatural powers, such as Yakṣa, Rākṣasa, Vināyaka, etc. Discriminative men, struck with the threefold afflictions, looked for the root-cause of the cessation of the threefold afflictions. They gathered from the various Sūtris (Revelations), Smritis (Recollections), Itihāsas (Histories), and Purāṇas (Cosmogonies), that it is the immediate intuition or direct vision of the principle of the self, or simply, self-realization, which is that cause. They then desired to know the path also which led to the attainment of self-realization. Accordingly they approached the very kind sage (muni) Kañāda.
Now, the Muni Kaṇāda had accomplished the knowledge of the principles (tattvas), dispassion, and lordliness. He thought within himself that the knowledge of the principles of the six padārthas (predicables), by means of their resemblances and differences, is the only royal road to the attainment of self-realization, and that that would be easily accomplished by the disciples through the dharma (Merit or Worth) of renunciation. He therefore resolved first to teach them dharma alone with reference to its essential form and with reference to its characteristics, and then to teach them also the six padārthas by means of their enumeration, definition, and demonstration.

Note.—Dharma of renunciation.—The indirect method of Self-realization is Pravṛtti Mārga, i.e., through and by means of worldly experience. The direct method of Self-realization is Nivṛtti Mārga, i.e., through and by means of abandonment of worldly experience.

Hence, to invite their attention, he proposes.

_Jayanārāyaṇa’s Introduction._

He who of His own will spreads out the production, preservation, and destruction of the universe; He who, even though shining forth in suppression of all these, still is not known by other than wise men; He, by knowing whom as He is in Himself, men are saved from further immersion into the waves of the stream of transmigration; the same is Bhava (i.e., the Lord of Creation), and He is easy of access by the path of communion with Him in constant devotion.* May† He be pleased to give you prosperity.

I adore Bhavāni (the consort of Bhava), Māheśī (the consort of Maheśa, the Great Lord), who, Herself bearing limbs as dark as the cloud, still dispels the mass of darkness by myriads of collected rays; who while cutting asunder the bond of re-birth of Her devotees, is Herself bound by love to Bhava and is His constant delighter; who, although She is born of the Immobile (the Himālaya), still moves from place to place; and who while being the consort of the Pure (Siva), is seated on a corpse.

After bowing to his good preceptor, the fortunate twice-born Jayanārāyaṇa is writing out the _vivṛtti_ (explanation or elaboration) of the _ā_ḥorisms of Kaṇāda for the pleasure of Ḫyāra.

Here, indeed, one and all of the disciples, desiring to throw off the multitude of afflictions arising from birth, decrepitude, death, and the like, hear from the various _Śrūtis, Smṛitis, Itihāsas, Purāṇas_, etc., that the vision of the reality of the Self is the fundamental means of escaping them. Thus, there is the _Śruti:_ “Verily, verily, the Self is to be seen, to be heard about, to be thought over, and meditated upon. Verily, O verily, this is the measure of immortality” (Bṛhadāraṇyaka 2, 4, 5); also, “When the Puruṣa (the in-dweller) will know himself—the Self—as ‘I am,’ then wishing what, for which desire, will he pursue the course of transmigration?” And the _Smṛiti_ also: “By elaborating his understanding in three ways, namely by sacred writings, inference, and habitual flow of contemplation, a person attains to laudable communion.”

† Cf. _Śaṇḍilya-Sutram_, III, 1, 7, _page_ 71, S. B. H., _Vol. VII._
Now, some disciples, who were unenvious and who had properly studied the Vedas and the Vedaṅgas, (i.e., treatises regarded as so many limbs as it were of the Vedas) and had also achieved the Śravaṇa (i.e., the stage of self-culture known by the name, audition, in other words, the mere acquisition of knowledge or information as referred to in the preceding paragraph), with due rites approached the great and mighty sage Kaṇāḍa for the purpose of maṇana or intellecction (the second stage of self-culture, i.e., that of discriminative understanding). Thereupon that sage, full of great compassion, taught them a system (of self-culture) in Ten Books. There in the First Book he has stated the entire group of padārthas (Predicables); in the Second Book he has ascertained Substance; in the Third Book he has described the Soul and the Inner Sense; in the Fourth Book he has discussed the body and its constituents; in the Fifth Book he has established Karma (Action); in the Sixth Book he has considered Dharma (piety) according to Śruti; in the Seventh Book he has established Attribute and Samavāya (co-inherence or combination); in the Eighth Book he has ascertained the manifestation of knowledge, its source, and so on; in the Ninth Book he has established particular or concrete understanding; and in the Tenth Book he has established the differences of the attributes of the Soul.

The operation of this treatise (towards teaching) is three-fold: Enumeration, Definition, and Examination or Demonstration. Classification or Division is a particular form of Enumeration; and hence it does not constitute an additional method.

Although this system is mainly concerned with the determination of the Predicables, still, inasmuch as Dharma, being at the root of the knowledge of the essence of the Predicables, possesses a prominence of its own, therefore he (Kaṇāḍa) proposes to ascertain that (Dharma) first of all.

Dharma is to be explained.

अथ आत्माः धर्मम् व्याख्यास्यामः \textsuperscript{॥ १ १ १ १ ॥}

अथ आत्मा, नो. अति: आताः, तथार्थ: अधिष्ठीत:। धर्मम् धर्मम् धर्मम्, piety, religion। व्याख्यास्यामः Vyākhyāyāmāḥ, (We) shall explain.

1. Now, therefore, we shall explain Dharma.—1.

Upaniṣāna — Atma indicates sequence to the desire of the disciples: ‘Atma’—Because disciples, skilful in Saṃśaya (audition), etc. and amorous, approached (him), therefore. Or the word ‘atma’ has the sense of auspiciousness. For it has been said: "Onkāra (nam) and the word 'atma — these two came out, at the beginning, by breaking through the throat of Brahma; hence both of them are auspicious." And it is as it should be. How, otherwise, is it possible on the part of the great sage, while composing the Vaiṣṇava system of self-culture, not to observe the auspicious ceremony, which has acquired the obligatory nature of a duty, by a succession of observances by pious men? It cannot be said, on the other side, that the non-observance might be due to the experience of the non-appearance of fruit even where the auspicious ceremony has been observed and of the appearance of fruit even where it has not been observed; since a wise man does not engage in a useless pursuit. For its usefulness becomes certain on the supposition of its observance in another birth in the case of the above non-observance where the fruit still appears, and of defect in some part (of the ceremony) in the case of the above observance, where the fruit does not still appear.
Again, there need be also no apprehension of its uselessness merely on account of the non-appearance, for the time being, of the fruit of that, the obligatory nature of which has been taught in the Brûti and can be inferred from the conduct of the elect or polite. Nor is it that there can be no supposition of something in another birth since an act must produce its fruit in this (one) life only; because, as in the case of the sacrifice for the birth of a son, so in every act the characteristic of producing fruit in one and the same life is not proved to exist. Whereas the characteristic of producing fruit in one and the same life belongs to Ḍviti (sacrifice for rain) and other sacrifices, because these are performed with that desire above. Here the agent is destitute of completion, as the agent in a sacrifice is destitute of heaven. The difference is that there the object (of the observance) is a new entrance in the shape of ēdhiyānam, while here it is the annihilation of hindrances, since the undertaking is with the desire that what has been begun may be safely completed.

It cannot be said that the fruit of the observance is the mere annihilation of hindrances while completion will follow from its own cause. For, the mere annihilation of obstacles is not in itself an object of volition, whereas completion as the means of happiness is an object of volition, and it is also uppermost in the mind. Moreover, the mere destruction of demerits is not the fruit, for that being otherwise capable of accomplishment by propitiation, singling the name of God, crossing the river Karmanāśā, etc., there will be plurality of causes, i.e., a violation of the rule (that only the observance of the omen will produce the result). If it is held that the destruction of demerits is the end, as the destruction of the particular demerits which obstruct the fulfilment of the undertaking, then the fulfilment itself properly becomes the end. Here too there will be a violation of the rule, since such destruction of particular demerits is producible by gift of gold, bathing (at the confluence (of the Gaṅgā and Yamunā) at Prayāga (Allahabad), etc.; and it will be rash to speak of them as so many good omens.

Again, the causality of the good omen consists in this that it being observed, the completion must necessarily follow. So it has been said: "Because of the rule that the fruit necessarily results from an act, complete in all its parts, according to the Veda." Hence an alternative cause also is certainly a cause, for the idea of a cause in the Veda refers only to the uniformity of immediateness or to the immediate sequence of the effect. It is perverse to suppose a difference in kind in the effects, in the case of a plurality of causes. Where causality has to be deduced from agreement and difference, there the rule of antecedence to the effect should be observed, but not in the Veda also, where the appearance of difference does not figure as a weighty consideration. Thus it is not a violation of the rule to say that the omen being observed in all its parts, the completion necessarily follows.

Now, completion or fulfilment is that on the performance of which arises the belief that this act has been completed. In the case of writings it consists in the writing of the last sentence; in the case of a sacrifice, etc., in the final oblation; in the case of a cloth, etc., in the addition of the last thread; in the case of going to a village, etc., in the final contact of the feet with the village; and it should be similarly understood in all other cases. Therefore in the case of completion produced by an auspicious observance, even if we suppose a difference in kind in the effect, still there is no violation of the rule of agreement and difference.
An auspicious observance is an act which brings about fulfilment as its fruit by the path of the annihilation of obstacles, and that is really of the form of salutation to the deity, etc. Even where obstacles do not exist of themselves, although the commonly attributed (as above) characterstic of issuing by the path of the annihilation of obstacles is absent there, still the idea of the auspicious observance is not too narrow, because the salutation, etc., as such, possess the incidence of the characteristic of issuing by the path of the annihilation of obstacles. This is the point.—1.

The Vīrātī adds: Others again say that the non-existence of any hindrance having been insured by the virtue born of concentration (Yoga), the sage did not attend to the auspicious observance, or that if he did, he has not inserted that at the beginning of the book. Later thinkers, on the other hand, say that, as in the treatise of Gautama (i.e., Nyāya Sūtra), in the recital of the word pramāṇa (Proof) which falls within the group of the names of God, so too in this treatise, the auspicious ceremony has been observed, in the form of reciting the word dharma, which also is a synonym of God.

It should be understood here that dharma leads up to knowledge by the way of the purification of the mind (chitta), thirst after knowledge, and so on. For the Veda says: "They come to thirst after knowledge by the performance of sacrifices," etc. And says the Śruti also, "Knowledge is produced after demerits or dark deeds have been destroyed by good acts."

Chandrakīnta:—The classification of Dharma is not shown by Kāṇḍa, as it does not fall within the scope of his philosophy; for, he has undertaken the Śāstra with the object of teaching Tattva-Jñānam, knowledge of the essences or principles, only.

**Definition of Dharma.**

यतोऽभ्युदयनि:श्रेयसिद्धिः स धर्मम्: || १ १ २ ॥


2. Dharma (is) that from which (results) the accomplishment of Exaltation and of the Supreme Good.—2.

Upaskāra.—Now he describes the subject proposed:

'Abhyudaya' means knowledge of the essences. 'Nihṣreyasam' is final cessation of pain. That from which both of them result is dharma. The compound of the two words, rendered as 'nihṣreyasa' by the path of 'abhyudaya,' belongs to that class of compounds which are formed by the elision of the middle term: or it is a Tat-puruṣa compound ablatively formed.

This dharma will be later on described as being characterised by forbearance. If it is the effect of constant contemplation and other practices of Yoga and is the same as adṛṣṭam (the invisible, potential after effects of actions, or Merit and Demerit), then it is producible by positive performances.
The Vṛttikāra, however, says: "Abhyundaya' is happiness, and 'niḥṣreyasam' the simultaneous annihilation of all the particular attributes (i.e., modifications) of the Soul. The proof is that in the case of dharma, the body, etc., of Devadatta are made up of elements so directed by the particular attributes of the enjoyer or sufferer, and as they are products or effects, they are, as the means of his enjoyment or experience, like a garland made by himself." Now, this explanation has been discarded by superficial readers as being not wide enough to apply to each and all (a). Whereas in fact "what is dharma? and what its characteristic?"—the enquiry of the disciples being of such a general nature, the answer comes, "That from which (results) the accomplishment of Exaltation and of the Supreme Good."

Thus, that which leads to the attainment of Exaltation, and also that which leads to the attainment of the Supreme Good, both of them are dharma. Thus that the invariable cause of the object of volition is dharma, being the matter to be expressed, the expression "the accomplishment of Exaltation and of the Supreme Good" has been used with the object of specially introducing the two great objects of volition, i.e., happiness and absence of pain. Because paradise and emancipation are the only great objects of volition, being the objects of desire which is not dependent upon desire for ulterior objects. And it will be shown that the absence of pain also is an object of volition.—2.

(Note.—(a) "Not wide enough to apply to each and all."—The separate characteristics are that it produces pleasure and that it produces the Supreme Good. The former does not include the dharma of niṣṭi, and the latter does not include the dharma of pravṛti. The collective characteristic is that it produces both pleasure and the Supreme Good. And this does not include that which produces pleasure only, nor that which produces the Supreme Good only. Thus the definition of dharma as explained by the Vṛttikāra is in either case too narrow. This is, according to Upaskāra, the view of superficial readers.)

Chandrakānta:—Wherefrom does the production of the good and of the ultimate good result? The production of the good and of the ultimate good results from Pravṛti, activity or employment, that is (observed in the world, or) exertion of the speech, the mind, and the body. Therein, it is said, that a person cultivates Dharma with the speech, by telling agreeable and wholesome truths and by studying the sacred writings; with the mind, by showing compassion, contentment, and faith; with the body, by practising charity and by relieving the poor and the distressed and those who are in danger. येवं यामयम् द्वास्तैनि भर्मि—This text of the Veda also shows that Dharma is the designation of the word, "yajati," to perform (sacrifices, etc.)

And this Dharma is subsidiary, because it subserves tatvajñānam, knowledge of the principles; which is the principal Dharma, because it is the means of the supreme good.

Authority of the Veda.

तद्वचनादाध्न्यायस्य प्रामाणिकः || १ || १ || ३ ||

तद्वचनाद् Tad-vachanāt, being His Word or declaration, or its (of dharma) exposition. आम्न्यायस्य आम्न्यायस्य, of the Veda. प्रामाण्यम् प्रामाण्यम्, authoritativeness.
3. The authoritiveness of the Veda (arises from its) being the Word of God [or being an exposition of dharma].—3.

_Upaniṣada._—It may be objected, “Well, the Veda is the authority for this that dharma characterised by nivṛtti is the source of the Supreme Good by means of the knowledge of the essence or reality. But we are doubtful about the authoritiveness of the Veda itself, on account of the faults of falsity, contradiction, and repetition. Falsity is shown by the non-production of the son, even after the sacrifice for a son has been performed. The home oblation to fire) after sun-rise, etc., actually prescribed in the ordinances 'He offers oblation unto fire after sunrise, he offers oblation unto fire before sunrise, he offers oblation unto fire at a belated hour,' is counteracted by such texts as 'ṣyāva (a dog of Yama) eats up the oblation of him who offers oblation unto fire after sunrise, Savala (the other dog of Yama) eats up the oblation of him who offers oblation unto fire before sunrise, Śyava and Savala eat up the oblation of him who offers oblation unto fire at a belated hour,' etc. And repetition surely appears from the mention of the thrice recital of the first and the last Śūrdhāheni (the 47 37, 27, 1-11, directed to kindle fire) in 'He will recite the first for three times, he will recite the last for three times.' Besides there is nothing to establish the authoritiveness of the Veda. Its eternity being uncertain, its eternal freedom from defect also becomes doubtful. On the other hand, if it is the product of a human brain, then by the possibility of mistake, oversight, uncertainty, want of skill in the author, etc., its characteristic of being the infallible testimony of a great and good (āpta) man, certainly becomes doubtful. Thus there is no Supreme Good, nor is knowledge of reality its means, nor again is dharma. Thus all this remains uncertain.”

To meet this objection he says:

‘Tat’ alludes to God whose existence is well-known, although the word does not appear in the context; as in the aphorism of Gautama, “That is unauthoritative on account of the faults of falsity, contradiction, and repetition,” the Veda is alluded to by the word ‘tāt,’ although it does not appear in the context. Thus ‘tadvachanāt,’ means being the composition of Him, Īśvara; ‘ānāṃyasya,’ of the Veda; ‘prāṃnāyam.’ Or, ‘tāt’ refers to dharma only which is close by _i.e._, in the context. Thus, of dharma; ‘vachanāt,’ being the exposition; ānāṃyasya, of the Veda; ‘prāṃnāyam,’ since that statement is really proof which establishes something which is authoritative. God and the quality of His being an āpta (i.e., a great and good person) will be established later on.

Now, with reference to what has been said, namely, “on account of the faults of falsity, contradiction, and repetition,” there in the case of falsity, the explanation lies in the supposition of producing result in another existence or the supposition of defect in the act, the agent, and the instrument, since there is the rule that the result necessarily follows from an act, complete in all its parts, prescribed in the Veda. Moreover, it is not the case that the result must appear in this and only this life, as in the case of Kārīr (i.e., sacrifice for rain.) There the occupation is that of one who desires a revival of crops which are getting dry. In the case of the sacrifice for a son, the occupation is that of one who desires a son only. This is the difference. There is also no contradiction, because the condemnatory passages such as “Śyāva eats up his oblations,” etc., have reference only to cases where after having particularly vowed oblations after sunrise, etc., one performs such homas at other times. Nor is there the fault of repetition, because the repetition has this justification that eleven mantras for kindling fire having been as a matter of fact recited, fifteen such mantras as required by the text, “By the means of the fifteen word-thunders he opposed that enemy who is here,” cannot be obtained without reciting the first and the last mantra for three times each.—3.
Vivariti.—Or here the word 'tat' itself denotes Isvara, on the strength of the saying: "Om, Tat, Sat—this has been remembered to be the three-fold reference to Brahman."

Knowledge of Predicables is the means of attaining the Supreme Good.

Dharmma-viśesa-prasūtāt, Dravya-guṇa-karma-sāmānya-viśesāt, Sādharma-vidhāntas, Padarthas, or predicables, or, Substance, Attribute, Action, Genus, Species, and Combination. This is knowledge of the essence. Tattvajñanat, From knowledge of the essence, Nīśreyasam, The Supreme Good.

4. The Supreme Good (results) from the knowledge, produced by a particular dharma, of the essence of the Predicables, Substance, Attribute, Action, Genus, Species, and Combination, by means of their resemblances and differences.—4.

Upanisāta.—Having described the nature and characteristic of dharma in accordance with the desire of the disciples, he lays down the following aphorism for ascertaining the subject-matter and the "relation"—

Such knowledge of the essences is dependent upon the Vaiśeṣika System; therefore it goes without saying that it too is a source of the Supreme Good. If, through its derivation in an instrumental sense, namely, that the essence is known by it, the word 'tattvajñāna' refers to the treatise, then it will not have apposition to the word 'dharma-viśeṣa-prasūtāt.' In dravya-guṇa, etc., the compound is a 'copulative compound' wherein all the words are prominent, because the knowledge of the essence of all the Predicables is the source of the Supreme Good.

Now, here the 'relation' is understood to be: between the Doctrine and the Supreme Good, that of the means and the end or motive; between the Doctrine and the knowledge of the essences, that of form and matter; between the Supreme Good and the knowledge of the essences, that of effect and cause; between the Predicables, Substance, etc., and the Doctrine, that of the demonstrable and that which demonstrates. And from the knowledge of these relations, those who seek the Supreme Good apply themselves to this Doctrine, and those who desire salvation apply to it only when they realize that the sage is an āpta or trust-worthy person.

"Nīśreyasam" is final cessation of pain; and the finality of the cessation of pain consists in its non-simultaneity with the antecedent non-existence of pain in the same substratum, or in its simultaneousness in the same substratum, with the simultaneous annihilations of the special attributes of the Soul, viz., adṛṣṭam and saṃskāra. Or, Salvation is the antecedent non-existence of pain up to the moment of the annihilation, without leaving any trace, of these special attributes.
**KANĀDA SŪTRAS I, 1, 4.**

**Note — “Antecedent non-existence”:** Non-existence is fourfold, viz.

(a) antecedent, e.g. of the pot before it is produced.
(b) emergent, e.g. of the pot after it is destroyed.
(c) reciprocal, e.g. of the characteristic of the pot in a picture and vice versa.
(d) absolute, e.g. of the pot in a room where there is no pot.

It will be noticed that antecedent non-existence has no beginning; emergent non-existence has no end; and reciprocal non-existence and absolute non-existence have neither beginning nor end.

The thing of which there is non-existence, is said to be the opposite or counter-opposite (pratīyogī) of that non-existence. In the above illustration the counter-opposite is the pot.

One kind of non-existence (e.g. of the pot) is differentiated from another kind of non-existence (e.g. of the picture), by means of the characteristics of their counter-opposites. These characteristics are therefore called determinants or differentiators (arāchechheḍaka).

Now, mere cessation of pain is not Salvation; because there remains the possibility of pain in future and there remains also the memory of the pain that has then passed into non-being. The cause of the possibility of pain is adriṣṭa or karm (merit and demerit); and the cause of the memory of pain is saṃskāra (the imprint of the experience of pain left in the soul). Salvation will result only when there is not merely the cessation of the pain actually experienced, but also the neutralisation of the causes of possible pain viz adriṣṭa and saṃskāra.

Not that it is not an object of volition, being incapable of achievement, because even antecedent non-existence can be brought about by the neutralisation of the cause. Nor does it thereby lose in the characteristic of being antecedent non-existence, because such characteristic remains as the characteristic of the non-existence of the producer of the opposite (i.e., the existence of pain); and to be the producer is merely its essential or general fitness to be the cause. Again, antecedent non-existence is not the last member or element, so that, it existing, the effect must necessarily appear; for if it were so, then it would follow that an effect also has no beginning. Thus, as in the absence of a contributory cause it did not produce the effect so long, so also in future it will not produce it without the co-operation of a contributory cause, the person operating to the eradication of the cause. Therefore this aphorism too upholds antecedent non-existence. Hence in the second aphorism of Gautama, “Pain, birth, activity, faults, and false notions on the successive removal of these in turn, there is the removal of the one next preceding and thereafter salvation,” (Nyāya Sūtram, 1, i, 2), the statement of the non-existence of the effect on the non-existence of the cause, strengthens the idea of salvation as having the form of the antecedent non-existence of pain. Removal of activity on the removal of faults, removal of birth on the removal of activity, of pain on the removal of birth — here removal does not mean annihilation but non-production, and that is nothing but antecedent non-existence. It is not that the opposite is not known, for the opposite is surely known in the form of pain in general. As in the case of propitiation, there too only the non-production of pain is expected through the annihilation of faults. In the world also it is seen that the removal of the snake, thorn, etc. is for the purpose of the non-production of pain. So the activity of the wise is directed only towards removing the causes of pain.

Some however say: “Only the absolute non-existence of pain is salvation. If it is not seated in the Soul, yet, as seated in the stone, etc., it is connected with the Soul; and its connection lies in the annihilation of pain which does not accompany the prior non-existence (or potential existence) of pain; as it is found in connexion with such annihilation of pain, seeing that such annihilation taking place, there arises the consciousness of the absolute non-existence of pain in that
place. This being so, such texts of the Veda as "He moves about being absolutely relieved of pain," also become explained." We reply that it is not so. Absolute non-existence of pain, being incapable of accomplishment, is not an object of voluntary activity. Nor has annihilation of pain any connection to that, since this would entail a technicality.

Note.—Absolute non-existence has neither beginning nor end. It does not therefore depend upon human will or effort. Hence it cannot be pursued as an object of desire. You may say that, as long as it is not accomplished in the Soul, as the connection of that which is not connected with it,—such connection taking the form of the annihilation of pain which does not coexist with the antecedent non-existence of pain—so long surely it is an object of desire. But to this also there is an objection; e.g., that the annihilation of pain does not form such a connection, as it is not co-extensive with the soul. To hold otherwise, would be to put a new interpretation upon the word "connection" (Sambandha).

The text of the Veda "He moves about being absolutely relieved of pain" implies that, by way of the neutralization of causes, prior non-existence of pain may be reduced into a condition similar to that of the absolute non-existence of pain.

It may be said, "This is not an object of the will, as it is not an object of desire which is not subject to another desire, because those only who seek pleasure, become active in the removal of pain, seeing that pleasure is not produced at the time of pain." But this is not so; because it is equally easy to say the contrary also. Will not desire for pleasure also be subject to the desire for the absence of pain? seeing that men overwhelmed with grief as well as those who turn their faces away from pleasure, having in view only the absence of pain, are inclined to swallowing poison, hanging themselves, etc.

Neither can it be said, "Even if it is an object of the will, it is so only because it is an object of cognition. But salvation as absence of pain is not even an object of cognition. Otherwise (i.e., if to be an object of cognition were not a necessary condition of being an object of the will) men would be inclined to bring about the state of swoon, etc." For that which is capable of being known from the Veda and by inference cannot be reasonably said to be unknowable. For there are the texts of the Veda: "He moves about being absolutely relieved of pain," "By knowing Him only one transcends death," etc. There is inference also: The series of pain is finally or absolutely rooted out, because it is a series like a series of lamps; and so on. It can be known by perception also, since final annihilation of pain for a moment becomes the subject-matter of thought in the realization of pain in consciousness (in the moment prior to death) and (if you do not admit this), also because the yogins perceive the future annihilation of pain by virtue of the power born of concentration (yoga).

It cannot be said, "Still, the loss and gain being the same, it is not the object of the will, since with pain, pleasure is also removed, the removal of both being due to the same set of causes"; for men naturally dispassionate and fearful of dark days of suffering and who overestimate every glow-worm of pleasure, are active to that end.

It cannot again be said, "Cessation of pain is still not the object of the will; because cessation of pain which is yet to come, is impossible, pain which is past is in the past, and pain which is present will cease even without an effect of the person"; for the activity of the person is towards the eradication of causes, as in perances. Thus,
false knowledge attended with desire, is the cause of Samsāra, i.e., succession of mortal existences; it is rooted out by the knowledge of the truth about the Self; and knowledge of the truth about the Self is producible by the practice of Yajña; hence activity in this direction is justified.

It cannot be said that only the manifestation of permanent pleasure is salvation, and not the absence of pain; for there is no proof that pleasure can be permanent; if there were such proof then the manifestation of pleasure being constant, there would be no difference between a worldly man and an other-worldly or liberated man, and also manifestation being a product or effect, on its termination there will again follow Samsāra or stream of mortal existence.

It cannot be said that salvation consists in the lōya or disappearance of the Jīvātmā or embodied Self into the Brahmatmā or un-embodied or universal Self; for if lōya means amalgamation, then there is an obstacle, as two do not become one. It cannot be explained that lōya means the removal of the subtle embodiment composed of the senses and of the physical organism; for hereby the absence of the causes of pain being implied, it follows that the absence of pain alone is salvation.

Hereby the doctrine of the Eka-dāndins (a sect who carry staffs consisting of single sticks) that salvation means the remaining of the pure Self after the cessation of Nescience or false knowledge and that Self is by nature true knowledge and happiness, is also refuted, because there is no evidence that the Self is knowledge and happiness. The text of the Veda “Brahman is eternal, knowledge, and bliss,” is no evidence, because it proves possession of knowledge and possession of bliss. For we have the perceptions “I know,” and “I am happy,” but not the perceptions “I am knowledge” and “I am happiness.” Moreover, Brahman being even now existent, it would follow that there is no distinction between a liberated and a worldly man. The cessation of Avidyā or false knowledge is also not an object of the will. Brahman also, being eternal, is not a sādhyā or what has to be accomplished. The realization of Brahman within the Self, having Him as the object, is not a sādhyā or what has to be accomplished. Similarly bliss also, having Him as its essence or object, is not a sādhyā. For these reasons activity directed towards Him is not justified.

It cannot be said that salvation lies in the purity or unimpeaded flow of the stream of consciousness. For if by purity is meant the removal of such impediments as pain, etc., then this much alone being the object of the will, there is no reason for or proof of the survival of the stream of consciousness. Moreover, the retention or survival of the stream of consciousness can be possible only by means of the body, etc., and hence in this view the retention of samsāra or the stream of mortal existence also would be necessary.

It is therefore proved that cessation of pain as described above is alone the Supreme Good.

In ‘knowledge of the essence’ the genitive has been used in the place of the accusative. The third case-ending in Sādharmmyā-Vaidharmmyā-bhyām’ shows the mode (of knowledge). Of these Sādharmmyā’ means recurrent property and ‘Vaidharmmyā’, divergent property.
Although a property which is recurrent in one place is divergent in another, and vice versa, still knowledge in the shape of recurrent and divergent properties, is here intended.

Here the enumeration itself of the Predicables, Substance, etc., has come to be their division, which has the effect of excluding a more or less number. Therefore it follows that as a rule Predicables are only six in number. And this is not proved. If any other Predicable which requires to be excluded is known then the rule does not stand good; if it is not known, then the exclusion is invalid. It cannot be said that this is not the exclusion of the addition of something else but the exclusion of non-application; in other words, that the non-application of the characteristics of the six to all predicables or things is excluded. For all known predicables having been included by the word 'Predicable,' there is here then the fault of proving over again, and also that something else is not known. Moreover, which is to be excluded, non-application of the characteristics jointly or their non-application severally? In the first alternative, joint non-application prevails everywhere, so that there can be no exclusion. It cannot be said that in the second alternative also there can be no exclusion as with reference to one another their individual non-application prevails everywhere; for the purpose of the rule is to exclude the non-application of the characteristics of the six, when, according to others, they do not apply to Energy, Number, Similarity, and other Predicables recognised by them. Therefore the meaning of the rule that Predicables are only six in number is that in all perceptible objects, there is application of one or other of the characteristics of the six, and not that there is non-application. Now, 'only,' if it goes with the noun, it means exclusion of the addition of something else; if it goes with the adjective, it means exclusion of non-application; and if it goes with the verb, it means exclusion of absolute non-application. Here according to some "only" has all this three-fold significance; while others say that its force lies in mere exclusion and that non-application, addition of something else, etc., are things to be excluded, which are derived by association.

"Produced by a particular dharma" is the adjective of "knowledge of the essence." Here "particular dharma" means piety characterised by forbearance or withdrawal from the world. If by "tattvajñāna" explained as "by this essence is known," the treatise (i.e., the Aphorisms of Kanāda) is meant, in that case it should be said that "particular dharma" means the grace of and appointment from God, for it is heard that the great sage Kanāda composed this System by obtaining the grace of and appointment from God. In the aphorism by "knowledge of the essence" the realization of the truth about the Self in the understanding is intended, because such realization alone is competent to root out false knowledge attended with desire. "By knowing Him only one transcends death, no other road is known (cīdayate) for travelling," "Two Brahmins have to be known (cīdītaeça)," "Having no eyes He yet sees, etc."—in all these passages the word vedana has the sense of realization in the understanding, and the use of the fifth case-ending in the causal sense in the word "tattvajñānāt" indicates that such realization of the Self comes in the progressive
career of hearing from the Śūtras, thinking within oneself, medita-
tion, etc.,—4.

Vieriti.—' Dharmmaviśeṣaprasātāt' means produced by a partic-
ular (good conduct, virtue or) merit, acquired in this life or in previous
births. It is the qualification of ' tattvajñānāt' (knowledge of essence).
As pointed out by the author of Muktāvali, 'Sādharmmya' means
common property, and 'Vaidharmmya' means opposing (i.e., dis-
tinguishing) property. The use of the third case-ending indicates
manner. The fifth case-ending in 'tattvajñānāt' has the sense of appli-
cability. Thus the meaning is: By particular virtue knowledge of
essence is produced by means of the generic and specific properties of
the Predicables, Substance and others; thereafter is produced ' intel-
lectual conception' of the Self, and next comes the realization of the Self
in the understanding by constant meditation; after this liberation
follows in the train of the removal of false knowledge, etc., (Vide Nyāya
Sūtram, I. i. 2.)

The author of the Upaskāra has however said: The word 'tattva-
ījāna' in the aphorism conveys the principal idea of the realization of
the Self in the understanding; or, if it is interpreted in the instrumental
sense, it refers to the treatise which is the (instrument or) means of
such realization. In the first of these cases, the word 'dharma the characteristic of which is forbearance
(nieritti); and in the latter case it will mean a particular virtue or merit
in the form of the grace of and appointment from God, according to
the tradition that the great sage Kaṇāda composed this treatise under
the grace and appointment of God. And as the causal use of the fifth
case-ending bears the sense of applicability, the realization of the Self
in the understanding will follow from the treatise through the chain of
intellecction, constant meditation, and so on, for the word knowing in such
texts of the Veda as 'By knowing Him only one transcends death,'
"Two Brahmans have to be known," etc., denotes realization in the
understanding (i.e., spiritual intuition), and alone is competent to root
out false knowledge together with desires.

This should be considered. If the word 'tattvajñāna' in the apho-
rism denotes the realization of one's Self in the understanding which
counteracts false knowledge together with desires, then it would follow
that the expression 'by means of generic and specific properties' as well
as the term, 'of the Predicables,' bearing the sense of the sixth case-
ending, have no syntactical connexion. For in the matter of the
realization of the Self in the understanding there is neither the
modality of the generic and specific properties, nor the materiality or
substantiveness of the six Predicables; because they do not exist there,
as they are distinct from the body, etc., whereas the realization of
the Self in the understanding is only competent to root out desires,
etc., which are not distinct from the body, etc. It cannot be said that
in the state of the representation of separateness from the other (i.e.,
the Not-Self) in the Self by the virtue born of Yoga (concentration),
knowledge of the six Predicables, namely Substance, etc., by means of
their generic and specific properties, is also produced through their tem-
porary contiguity, inasmuch as the subject-matter of such knowledge
(i.e., the Predicables, etc.) appears there for the time being. For notwithstanding that such representation contains such indifferent generic property, etc., within itself, since it is not necessary for the real purpose in view, the description of it by the revered sage will mean so much mad talk on his part.

Again, the venerable author of the Upaskāra has brought forward the texts "By knowing Him alone, etc." as being evidence that the realization of the Self in the understanding is the cause of liberation. That too has been improper. For the Supreme Self alone being implied by the text, "I know Him, the Great Person, of the colour of the Sun, beyond the reach of darkness," the word 'tat' (that) has reference to the Supreme Self, and therefore it cannot refer to the Jīvātmā (Subordinate or Embodied Self) which has not been so implied. So much for the sake of brevity.

Here the enumeration of six Predicables has been made under the view of Existence or Being. In fact Non-Existence or Non-Being also has been intended by the sage to be another Predicable. Hence there is no impropriety either in the aphorism "Non-existence of effect, from non-existence of cause" (I. ii. 1) of the second chapter or in such aphorisms as "From non-existence of qualification by Action and Attribute" (IX. i. 1) of the Ninth Book. Accordingly in the Nyāya-Lilāvati, it has been said: "Non-existence also should be stated as conducive to the Supreme Good, like the modifications of Existence. This conduciveness is proved by the fact that the non-existence of the effect follows from the non-existence of the cause in all cases. In the Dravyakirandavali also, Nyāya teachers have admitted that Non-Existence is the seventh Predicable, in the passage ending thus: "And these Predicables have been mentioned as being the principal ones. Non-Existence, however, although it possesses a form of its own, has not been mentioned, not that it is something negligible, but because its ascertainment is dependent upon the ascertainment of its opposite." Thus the knowledge of the generic and specific properties of the seven (and not six only) Predicables is conducive to the Supreme Good; and that conduciveness, it should be observed, lies in the mode of knowledge of marks (liṅga), etc., in the matter of the establishment of separateness from the Not-Self in the Self.

The Supreme Good, according to the views of the Nyāya, Vaiśeṣika, and Sāṅkhyya philosophies, consists in the permanent cessation of pain, and results as the annihilation of pain, which is not synchronous with pain co-existent with itself. In fact, annihilation of ultimate pain is non-synchronous with pain co-existent with itself, since no pain can at that moment arise in the liberated Soul. With a section of the Nyāya thinkers, salvation means permanent cessation of demerit only, because, in their view, this only can be directly accomplished by the realization of the Self in the understanding; as the Veda says, "And his actions wear off when he sees that High-and-Low (Mundra 2, 2, 8)." In the opinion of the one-staffed Vedāntin, salvation lies in the cessation of nescience, and nescience is (with him) a different Predicable. In the opinion of the three-staffed Vedāntin, salvation means the disappearance of the Embodied or finite Self in the Great Self, and results as the cessation
of the Upādhi or external condition of the Jīva (Embodied Soul), and of the causal body. Causal body again has been proved to be "the organic combination of the five life-breaths, mind, understanding, and ten senses, arising from the elements which have not been compounded (i.e., redintegrated), possessing subtle limbs, and being the means of experience (i.e., bhoga)". The Bhaṭṭas however say that salvation consists in the manifestation of eternal happiness, and that eternal happiness, though evidenced by the Veda and penetrating all living beings (Jīvas), is unmanifest in the state of transmigration (Sāṃsāra), and becomes manifest to the sense, immediately after the realization of the truth about the Self in the understanding. The possible defects in these views are not shown here for fear of increasing the volume of the book. But in all the views the permanent cessation of pain in the state of salvation remains uncontradicted. And that is our point.

Now, it may be contended, "There are additional Predicables such as Energy, Similarity, etc. How else can it be explained that in the vicinity of the jewel, etc., burning is not caused by that which causes burning and is caused when it is not in the vicinity? Therefore it must be imagined that the jewel, etc., counteract the burning energy of that which causes burns, and that the inciting removal of them revivifies it. In like manner, Similarity also is a different Predicable. For it does not fall within the six forms of existence, as it equally applies to them all, since such similarity as in "As bovine-ness is eternal, so also is horeness," is perceived. Nor is it a non-existence, as it appears in the form of an existence." But our reply is that reconciliation being possible by the mere supposition of the self-activity of fire, etc., existing away from the jewel, etc., or the supposition of the absence, etc., of jewel, as the cause of burning, etc., it is not proper to imagine infinite Energy, its prior non-existence, and its annihilation. It should not be asked again how there can be burning even in the close presence of a powerful jewel, because that supposition has been made only of the absence of jewels in general, which are powerful but remote. In the same way, Similarity also is not a different Predicable, but denotes that, while one thing is quite distinct from another thing, the one possesses the major-ity or the chief of the attributes belonging to the other; as the Similarity of the moon in the face, means that the face which is quite distinct from the moon, possesses the cheerfulness, and other attributes belonging to the moon. This in brief.

Chandrakānta. (1) Dharma presents two aspects, that is, under the characteristic of Pravṛtti or worldly activity, and the characteristic of Nīcṛtti or withdrawal from worldly activity. Of these, Dharma, characterised by Nīcṛtti, brings forth tattekajñāna or knowledge of truths, by means of removal of sins and other blemishes.

(2) Here the separate enumeration of Sāmānya, etc., is unnecessary, on account of their non-divergence; for, Sāmānya, etc., falling, as they do, within Substance, etc., do not differ from the latter. Their separate mention, however, is justified on the possibility of difference in the mode of treatment adopted by the author. Systems, differing in their methods, are taught for the benefit of embodied souls, differing from one another. This is, then, the Vaiśeṣika System, of which the distinctive features are Sāmānya, etc., as are, in the other (Nyāya)
System, Doubt, etc., although they are included in the Proof and the Provable, respectively. Accordingly, this System is enabled to stand apart by means of Sāmānyam and the other Predicables; and so it is called the Vaiśeṣika System. Otherwise it would be merely an Upaniṣat teaching Ādhyātma-vidyā, Philosophy of the Embodied Self. * * * * * *

'Sāmānyam' means possession of similarity. * * * Doubt and Error arise from (observation of) Sāmānyam and from non-observation of Viśeṣa (or distinctive) peculiarity. Observing the common properties, altitude and extension, of a pillar and a person, and remaining ignorant of their differentia, one feels the doubt whether it be a pillar or a person; error also arises in this way: observing the common property only and in consequence of fault or imperfection, one mistakes a pillar for a person or a mother of pearl for a piece of silver. False cognition, again, is the root of all suffering. It is for this reason that 'Sāmānyam' has been separately mentioned, notwithstanding that it is included in Substance, etc. 'Viśeṣa' is that by which a thing is reduced to itself. False cognition which springs from (observation of only) the common property is corrected by the observation of the distinctive property: whence arises correct knowledge, which is called tattva-jñānam. * * *

For this reason 'Viśeṣa' is separately mentioned, although it is included in Substance, etc. If, again, it is a single reality that, being determined in particular ways, comes to be used as 'Sāmānyam' and 'Viśeṣa,' then it falls within (the class of) Attributes. Or, if these are mere technical names, then they are not additional Predicables. 'Samavāya' means complete approximation, i.e., identification; as it has been said, 'Samavāya' is inseparable existence. * * * 'Samavāya' is an attribute, which is the counter-opposite of Soparateness, either characterised as plurality or characterised as difference in kind. It inheres in Substance, and does not possess Attribute; nor is it a form of Action. Now, birth means a particular conjunction (of the Self) with the body, the senses, and the feelings. Thereafter the Jīva errs that the Self has no separate existence from the body, etc., in consequence of which a person transmigrates and suffers a multitude of pains, and on the cessation of which he is liberated, the stream of his sufferings being dried up. Hence 'Samavāya', though included in Attributes, is separately mentioned.

(3) There are other Predicables also, viz., pramāṇa, Proof; prameṣa, Provable; samāyaya, Doubt; prayojana, Purpose; drṣṭi-dṛṣṭa, Instance; siddhānta, Tenet; avayava, Member (of a syllogism); tarka, Confutation (or Reasoning); artha, Ascertainment; vāda, Discussion; jalpa, Wrangling; viṣaya, Cavilling; hetvādhāsa, Fallacy; chhalu, Equivocation; jaḍ, Showing the futility of the mark of inference; and nigraha-dhāra, Ground of Defeat or Opponent's Error. These too come under the Predicables of Kañçāda.

(4) The Supreme Good results from knowledge of truth about the Self, etc., while knowledge of truth about the rest is auxiliary to it. False knowledge about the Self, etc., is of various kinds, e.g., the sense of Non-Ego in the Ego, the sense of Ego in the Non-Ego.

**Enumeration of Substances.**

_Upaskāra._—Because as the soul JP participates in salvation and is the support of all the
therefore he now says by way of giving the division and particular reference of the first mentioned Predicable, Substance.

5. Earth, Water, Fire, Air, Ether, Time, Space, Self, and Mind (are) the only Substances.—5:

‘Iti’ has the sense of determination. Thereby the meaning is that Substances are nine only, neither more nor less. If it is doubted that the exclusion of a greater or less number having been secured by the force of the division itself, there was no need for the word ‘iti,’ then it should be understood that it being possible to take the aphorism in a merely denotative, indicatory or enumerative sense, the word ‘Iti’ is used to indicate that it has the object of division also, and that the word is used also to indicate that gold, etc., as well as God are included in them, and also that Darkness which may be apprehended to be an additional substance is a non-being. The fact that the words have not been compounded goes to show that they are all equally prominent. And the author of the aphorisms himself will point out their definitions or differentia while treating of ‘difference.’

It cannot be said that gold is neither Earth as it has no smell, nor Water as it has no wetness and natural fluidity, nor Fire as it has weight and on the last account, nor Air, nor again Time, etc.; therefore it is something over and above the nine. For, in the first two cases, there can be no comparison; in the third case, that which has to be proved is something imaginary (i.e., that gold is not a transformation of Fire). After that there has been analogous argument, although there is no doubt about that which has to be proved, and also the mark of inference is fallacious. He will prove afterwards that gold is a transformation of fire—5.

Vivruti.—It may be objected, ‘The writer of the Kandali and the Sûmkhya teachers have held that Darkness is a Substance. And it is right. For otherwise how can people have the perception of quality and action in it, viz., ‘Dark Darkness moves’? Now, being devoid of Smell, Darkness is not Earth; as it possess dark colour it cannot be included in Water, etc. Therefore how is it right to say that the substances are nine only?’ We reply, ‘It is not so, because it is illogical to imagine another Substance, when it can be produced by the absence of necessary Light. The perception of dark colour is, like the perception of the vault of heaven, erroneous. The perception of movement is also an error, occasioned by the departure of light, as the perception of movement by the passengers of a boat in respect of the trees, etc., standing on the bank of the river, is occasioned by the movement of the boat, etc. The supposition that Darkness is a substance will entail
the supposition of the antecedent non-existence and annihilation of an infinite number of its parts. In the opinion of the writer of the Kandali Darkness is included in Earth. So that according to him there is no impropriety in the exclusion of a greater number.

Among these nine divisions of Substance, Ether, Time, and Space do not form any class since they have only a single individual existence, but the rest form classes.

Chandrâkânta. The separate mention of Time and Space is intended to indicate the difference in the uses of these terms according to the difference of the effects. Akâsa, though it is one, still admits of a variety of names and uses, according to the difference of effect. It is not that Time and Space are essentially different objects from Akâsa, Ether.

Enumeration of Attributes.

Upadeśa.—He gives the enumeration and division of Attributes immediately after Substance, because Attributes as such reside in all substances which become their substrate, are manifested by substances, and themselves also manifest substances.

रूपसगन्धस्पर्श्यः संबंधः परिमाणानि पृथक्कर्तव संयोगः-\[\text{रूपसगन्धस्पर्श्यः संबंधः परिमाणानि पृथक्कर्तव संयोगः-}
\] viyovi parihasā pratisamvatī pariha. Measur. Extens. Pratikāntā, Separateness. \(\text{रूपसगन्धस्पर्श्यः संबंधः परिमाणानि पृथक्कर्तव संयोगः-}
\) Conjunction and Disjunction. \(\text{रूपसगन्धस्पर्श्यः संबंधः परिमाणानि पृथक्कर्तव संयोगः-}
\) Paratvārātive, Priority and Posteriority. \(\text{रूपसगन्धस्पर्श्यः संबंधः परिमाणानि पृथक्कर्तव संयोगः-}
\) Budhāvah. Understandings. \(\text{रूपसगन्धस्पर्श्यः संबंधः परिमाणानि पृथक्कर्तव संयोगः-}
\) Prayānāh. Volitions. \(\text{रूपसगन्धस्पर्श्यः संबंधः परिमाणानि पृथक्कर्तव संयोगः-}
\) Cha, And. \(\text{रूपसगन्धस्पर्श्यः संबंधः परिमाणानि पृथक्कर्तव संयोगः-}
\) Gañāḥ, Attributes.


The word ‘cha’ gathers up Weight, Fluidity, Liquidity, Impression, Virtue, Vice and Sound; they are well-known Attributes, it is hence that they have not been verbally stated. Their attributes, he will, in their proper places, explain with respect to their nature and mark. The words Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch are compounded into a Samāsa in order to show that they do not co-exist with contemporaneous Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch. But Numbers and Measures are not so compounded and are stated in the plural number, to show that they co-exist with contemporaneous Numbers and Measures. Although that which co-exists with unity is not another unity or that which co-exists with largeness or length not another largeness or length, still there is in fact co-existence of duality, etc., amongst themselves and also of largeness, length, etc., with largeness, length, etc., of a different kind. Although separateness is co-existent with the separateness of Two, etc., and therefore should be specified in the plural, like numbers, still its
specification in the singular goes to indicate its difference from Numbers, namely, to be known or shown by its limits. Conjunction and Disjunction are stated in the dual number to show that both of them are the effects of one and the same act. Priority and Posteriority are stated in the dual number to show that they are to be known in relation to each other and that they are equally marks of Space and Time. The plural number in understandings indicates the refutation of the theory of one and only one understanding held by the Sāṃkhya thinkers, on the ground of its division into knowledge, etc. The dual number in Pleasure and Pain is intended to point out that both of them are causes of one effect which is distinguished as experience (bhoga) and that they are equally instrumental to the inference of adrisām, and also that even Pleasure resolves into Pain. The dual number in Desire and Aversion indicates that both of them are causes of Activity. The plural in Volitions is meant to show that ten kinds of volitions which comprise both permitted and prohibited acts, are causes of Virtue and that ten other kinds are causes of Vice.

Or, Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch have been shown in a samastā form to teach that they are the means of the disposition of the elemental senses or sense-organs or to establish the operation or changes due to heat. Number is mentioned in the plural number to indicate a refutation of this that there is a contrariety in numbers, such as duality, plurality, etc. Separateness is separately mentioned to indicate that it is also plural on account of the plurality of Numbers, and also that its difference from Numbers lies in its being revealed by the knowledge of limits. In Measures or Extensions the plural number is meant to remove the contradiction of length, shortness, etc. The dual number in Conjunction and Disjunction points out their mutual opposition. Priority and Posteriority are mentioned also in the dual number lest it might be doubted that the division of Attributes is too narrow, because Priority and Posteriority may be four-fold by the possibility of their being different in kind by their difference as relating to Space and as relating to Time.

He will give their definition as he proceeds.—6.

Enumeration of Actions.

Upanikāra.—Actions become the object of the sense by reason of their production by Substances and Attributes as well as of their Combination with Substances having colour. Therefore, immediately after the statement of Substances and Attributes, he states the enumeration and division of Actions.

उत्त्रोपयामवत्तोपयामाकुक्रन्तं प्रसारणं गमनसमिटि
कर्मचारिष्। ॥ १ ॥ १ ॥ ७ ॥

उत्त्रोपयाम Utkṣepanam, throwing upwards. अवन्तोपयाम Avakṣepanam, throwing downwards. अकुष्णन् Akuñchanam, contraction.प्रसारणं Prasāra- nam, expansion. गमनम् Gamanam, going, motion. इति Iti, namely. कर्मचारि Karmaṇī, action ॥

7. Throwing upwards, Throwing downwards, Contraction Expansion, and Motion are Actions.—7.
Throwing upwards, Throwing, downwards, Contraction, Expansion, and Motion are Actions. 'Hti' has the force of determination, as Rotation etc., are included in Motion. Here then there are five ‘classes’ directly pervaded by Action-ness, namely, the quality of throwing upwards, the quality of throwing downwards, the quality of contraction, the quality of expansion, and the quality of motion (or throwing-upward-ness, throwing-downward-ness, contraction-ness, expansion-ness, and motion-ness).

Well, but this is disproved by the fact that Motion is a synonym of Action, because the consciousness of Going is experienced in all cases. The four classes, throwing-upward-ness, etc., which have the co-extension or common field of the absolute non-existence of each in the others, are not known to be co-existent; therefore the classes pervaded by Action-ness are only four. (To this objection we reply): It is true that Motion is another name for Action. But it is separately mentioned with the object of collecting under one word Rotation, Evacuation, Percolation, Flaming upward, Bending, Uplifting, etc., which produce different states of consciousness and are known by different names. Or Going-ness also is really a fifth class pervaded by Action-ness. So that the application of Motion to Rotation, Evacuation, etc., alone is primary and if there is the application of Going to throwing upwards, throwing downwards, etc., then it is secondary or analogous. The common property of the primary and analogous instances is only this that they are the non-combinative causes (i.e., conditions) of Conjunction with and Disjunction from constantly changing places and directions, and this belongs to Rotation and others, so that by the inclusion of Going these too have been included.

The states of egress, ingress, etc., however, are not classes; for, in respect of one and the same Action, e.g., a person going from one room to another, one observer will have the consciousness, ‘he enters’; while another, ‘he comes out’; and thus there will result an intermixture of classes. So also in the case of Rotation, etc., on entering one water-course after coming out by another, there will arise two states of consciousness, ‘he comes out’ and ‘he enters’; therefore these should be resolved into relativity in general.

In the case of throwing upwards, etc., however, the action of throwing upwards is caused in the hand by the volition produced by the desire ‘I throw up the pestle,’ through the non-combinative cause of conjunction with the soul exercising volition; then from the non-combinative cause of motion in the hand thrown up, there appears the action of throwing upwards in the pestle also; or, these two actions take place simultaneously. Then through the conjunction of the soul exercising volition produced by the desire to throw down the hand and pestle which have been thrown up, and also through the motion of the hand there is produced in the hand and the pestle simultaneously the action of throwing downwards favourable to the fall of the pestle within the mortar. Then towards the sudden going upwards of the pestle after conjunction with a harder substance, neither desire nor volition is the cause, but the springing up of the pestle is due only to Re-action; and this is only going and not throwing upwards; the application of throwing upwards to it is only secondary. Similarly is the application.
of the name of Throwing upwards to two bodies of Air as well as to grass, cotton, etc., carried by them, going upwards by the force of the collision of two bodies of Air flowing in opposite directions. So also in the case of the going up of water under the collision of two currents. Thus the use of throwing upwards and throwing downwards is primary, only in the case of the body, its limbs and pestles, clubs, etc. in contact with them; for there are such perceptions as he throws up the pestle, he throws up the club; as also, he throws down.

Contraction is action which produces flexion in cloth and other things made up of parts and non-initial conjunctions of parts among themselves even while there exist the initial conjunctions of those parts; whence arise such perceptions as the lotus contracts, the cloth contracts, the leather contracts. Similarly, Expansion is action destructive of the non-initial conjunctions already produced, of parts; whence arise such perceptions as the cloth expands, the leather expands. Actions which are different from these four are forms of Going. Therein Rotation is action, favorable to oblique conjunctions, appearing in the hand, from conjunction with soul exercising volition, and in the wheel, etc., from revolving and from conjunction called nodana (molecular motion) with the hand possessing Action. Evacuation, etc., should be similarly explained. He will also make them clear as he proceeds.

Now it should be understood that in the case of prescribed sacrifices, baths, gifts, etc., these Actions are the products of conjunction with the soul exercising volition favourable towards the production of Virtue; and in the case of going to a forbidden place, slaughter, eating tobacco, etc., they are the products of conjunction with the soul exercising volition tending towards the production of Vice.—7

Resemblances of Substance, Attribute, and Action.

Upanisaka.—After the enumeration of Substance, etc., he begins the topic of the Resemblance of the three. He states the Resemblance of the three even before the enumeration of the other three Predicables, Genus, etc., inasmuch as it is expected first of all by the disciples, because the Resemblance of the three, Substance, etc., is favourable to the knowledge of reality.

8. The Resemblance of Substance, Attribute, and Action lies in this that they are existent and non-eternal, have Substance as their combinative cause, are effect as well as cause, and are both Genus and Species.—8

In the presence of the word 'viśeṣa' the word 'aviśeṣa' denotes Resemblance. 'Sat' connotes the quality of being the object of the per-
ception and name in the form of that which is existent, because all the three have fitness for existence. 'Arama' connotes the quality of that which tends towards annihilation. Although it is not common to the ultimate atoms, etc., still it is intended to denote the possession of the upādhi or condition which distinguishes predicables having the function or nature of that which tends towards annihilation. 'Dravyavat' means that which contains substance as its combinative cause. This too is not present in the ultimate atoms, etc. Therefore the intention is to denote the possession of the upādhi or condition which distinguishes predicables having the function of that which contains substance as its combinative cause. 'Kāryanam' is intended to denote the possession of the upādhi or condition which distinguishes predicables having the function of that which is the counter-opposite of antecedent non-existence (or potential existence). 'Kāryanam' indicates the possession of those characteristics which though they are genera, still are species inasmuch as they serve to differentiate themselves severally, e.g., Substance-ness, Attributeness, Actionness, etc. It cannot be said that causality is too wide, because from "Give a cow." "A cow should not be touched with the feet," and other texts of the Veda it appears that class or kind (नाति) also is a cause of virtue and vice; for a class has the sole use of limitation.

This aphorism is illustrative. It should be observed that the Resemblance of the three lies also in their being capable of being denoted by words having the meaning inherent in them.

If it is said that the characteristics of being effects and non-eternity belong to those only which have causes, and that this is their Resemblance as laid down by Professor Prāsāstrādeva in "And causality (appears) elsewhere than in the perfect spheres (ultimate atoms)," then according to the aphorism it cannot be specified by the possession of the upādhi or condition which distinguishes predicables.

The characteristics of being the causes of Attributes and also the effects of Attributes belong to the three except the eternal Substances.—8.

Resemblance of Substance and Attribute.

Pūnāka—He now points out the Resemblance of Substance and Attribute only.

द्रव्यगुणयोऽ सजातीयार्मभक्तवं साधस्मर्यम् || १ १ १ ८ ||

द्रव्यगुणयो: Dravya-gunayoh, of Substance and Attribute. सजातीयाः समख्य: Sajātiyārambhakatyam, the characteristic of being the originator of congeners. साधस्मर्य: Sādharmmyam, Resemblance.

9. The Resemblance of Substance and Attribute is the characteristic of being the originators of their congeners.—9.
He makes clear this very aphorism in the following one.—9.

Explanatory of the foregoing aphorism.

11.11.11

Dravyaṇि Dravyāntarābhānta guṇāṇi guṇāntaram ।

Dravyaṇि Dravyaṇaṭa. Substances. Dravyāntar Dravyāntaram, another Substance. 


10. Substances originate another Substance, and Attributes another Attribute. —10.

Upadhyāya.—The Resemblance in respect of the characteristic of being the originators of

categories should be understood or observed with the exclusion of universal Substances composed

of final parts, the Attributes of what are composed of final parts, and also the Attributes of

Duality, the Separateness of Duals, Priority, Posterity, etc. Or the author means to

indicate the possession of the upādiḥ or condition which distinguishes predicables having the

function of that which originates its congener, whereby Substances and individuals which are

not cases, are also included. —10.

Actions do not originate Actions.

Upadhyāya.—But it may be asked: Why do not Actions originate other Actions? So he

says:

कर्मम् कर्मसाध्याः न विद्यते ॥ १ । १ ॥ ११ ॥

कर्मम् Karmma, action. कर्मसाध्य कर्ममसाध्यम, producible by

action. न Na, not. विद्यते Vidyate, is known.

11. Action, producible by Action, is not known. —11.

Here the root 'vid' has the sense of knowledge, and not existence. The meaning is that there is no proof of the existence of Action which is producible by Action, as in the case of Substance and Attributes originated by their congeners.

Here the idea is this: If Action is to produce Action, then it will, like Sound, produce it immediately after its own production. Therefore Disjunction from substances in Conjunction having been completely caused by the first Action itself, from what will the second Action cause Disjunction? For Disjunction must be preceded by Conjunction, and a new Conjunction has not also been produced in the subject in question. But the definition of Action suffers if there is non-production of Disjunction. It cannot be said that a new Action will be produced at another moment; because a patency cannot be delayed and because there is nothing to be waited for. In the case of the production (of Conjunction) at the very moment of the destruction of the previous Conjunction, the production of Disjunction (by Action) will be surely not proved. The same also will be the result in the case of its production of the subsequent Conjunction. And after the subsequent Conjunction there is really destruction of Action. Therefore it has been well said that Action producible by Action is not known.—11.

Difference of Substance from Attribute and Action.

Upadhyāya.—He mentions the Difference of Substance from Attribute and Action:
Substance is not annihilated either by its own effect or by its own cause. The meaning is that the relation of the destroyer and the destroyed does not exist between two Substances which have entered into the relation of effect and cause, because, (and this is the purport), Substance is destroyed only by the destruction of the support or substratum and the destruction of the originative Conjunction.

The form 'badhati' (instead of the correct from 'hanti') is found in aphorisms.—12.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He says that Attributes are capable of being destroyed by effect and cause.

13. Attributes (are destroyed) in both ways.—13

The meaning is (that they are) capable of being destroyed by effect as well as by cause. The initial Sound, etc., (in a series) are destroyed by their effects, but the last is destroyed by its cause, for the last but one destroys the last.—13.

Bhāṣya:—An attribute sometimes destroys its cause (e.g., in chemical compounds), and sometimes does not destroy it (e.g., in physical compounds or masses).

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—After stating that Attributes are opposed by (and so cannot co-exist with) both their effects and causes, he mentions the opposition of effect to Action.


'Kāryavirodhi' is Bahurthi or adjective compound meaning that of which the opposite is effect, because Action is destructible by subsequent Conjunction produced by itself.

The non-opposition of effects and causes is uniform in the case of Substances only. But it is not the rule in the case of Attribute and Action. For what the author desires to say is that those Attributes destroy, which are the opposites of the destruction due to the destruction of the non-combinative cause of the destruction of the substratum.—14.
Characteristics of Substance.

Upaniṣṭa.—After describing the Resemblance of the three according to the wish of the disciples, he now goes on to state their marks.

\[ \text{क्रियागुणावत् समवायिकरणमितिः व्ययलक्षणम्} \]

Kriyā-guṇa-vat, possessing Action and Attribute. समवायिकरणम् Samavāyikarāṇam, combinative cause. व्ययलक्षणम् Dravyalakṣaṇam, mark of substance.

15. It possesses Action and Attribute, it is a combinative cause—such (is) the mark of Substance.—15.

'Kriyāguṇavat' means wherein Actions and Attributes exist. The word 'lakṣaṇa,' by the force of its derivation, viz. 'By this it is marked out,' denotes a mark as well as a particular differentiating mark or sign which divides off objects of like and unlike kinds. Therein by Action it is marked out that this is a substance. And by the possession of Attributes, Substance, excluded from objects of like and unlike kinds, is marked out. Of these the like kinds, i.e., objects which resemble one another in being existent, are five, viz., Attributes, etc. The unlike kind however is Non-Existence. Therefore Substance is different from Attribute, etc., because it possess Attribute. That which is not different from Attribute, etc., does not possess Attribute, e.g., Attribute, etc. Although the possession of Attribute is not found in a substance made up of parts at the moment of its origin, still the possession of the opposite of the absolute non-existence of Attribute is meant to be stated, because the antecedent and the subsequent non-existence of Attribute are also opposites of the absolute non-existence of Attribute. Similarly, the being the combinative cause also, which divides the six Predicables, is a mark of the Predicable, Substance.

Here the Śādhyā, i.e., that which has to be proved, does not suffer from the fault of being unknown, for difference from Attribute, etc., is proved by perception in the water-pot, etc. Nor is here the fault of proving that which has been already proved, for although the difference of the water-pot as such from others has been proved, yet such difference remains to be proved in respect of it considered as a Substance. Some say that in the case of the difference of that which defines the pākṣa (i.e., the object in which the existence of the Śādhyā is sought to be proved, e.g., the mountain when the existence of fire is sought to be proved in it), there can be no proving of that which has already been proved, as, for instance, in 'Word and Mind are eternal.' But this is not so, for that which has to be proved being proved in anything whatever determined by that which determines the characteristic of being a pākṣa, the pākṣa suffers in its essential, and hence that which has to be proved in such cases, must be proved as such, i.e., independently.

The word 'it,' means 'others.' Therefore the possession of Number, the possession of Measure, the possession of Separateness, the possession of Conjunction, and the possession of Disjunction also are brought together.—15.

Bhāṣya:—Although the soul is void of action, i.e. change, still it appears to possess action by the action of the mind or internal organ
of sense, in the state of its phenomenal existence; and hence it is called a Substance.

**Characteristics of Attribute.**

**Upaskara.**—Attributes having been enumerated after Substances, he gives their mark.

Dravyābhāṣya


16. Inhering in Substance, not possessing Attribute, not an independent cause in Conjunctions and Disjunctions, such is the mark of Attribute.—16.

'Dravyāśrayi' means that of which the nature is to reside in Substance. This however pervades Substance also. Therefore he says 'Agunavān' or Attributless. Still it over-extends to Action; so he adds 'not a cause in Conjunctions and Disjunctions.' Yet it does not include Conjunction, Disjunction, Merit, Demerit, knowledge of God, etc.; so he adds 'independent.' After 'independent,' 'Attribute' should be supplied. The meaning therefore is that Attribute is that which is not an independent cause of Conjunctions and Disjunctions. Conjunctions and Disjunctions, etc., are depended upon by Conjunction and Disjunction. Attributeness is the characteristic of possessing the genus pervaded by existence and residing in the eternals with eternal functions. The revealer of Attributeness is the causality present in something possessing genus and devoid of combinative causality and non-combinative causality towards Conjunction and Disjunction combined. Conjunction and Disjunction are severally caused by Conjunction and Disjunction, but not jointly. Merit, Demerit, knowledge of God, etc., have been included, because they are only occasional or conditional causes of both and are not their combinative causes or non-combinative causes. Or the revealer of Attributeness is the characteristic, co-extensive with genus, of being devoid of combinative and non-combinative causality towards Conjunction and Disjunction. Or the mark of Attribute is simply the characteristic of not possessing Attribute along with the possession of Genus and of difference from Action.—16.

**Characteristics of Action.**

**Upaskara.**—He states the mark of Action which has been mentioned after Attribute:

Ekadaravyaṁ, resting or residing in one substance only. Agunam, devoid of Attribute. Saṃyoga-vibhāgeṣu, in Conjunctions and
17. Residing in one Substance only, not possessing Attribute, an independent cause of Conjunctions and Disjunctions—such is the mark of Action.—17.

'Ekadravyam' means that of which only one Substance is the substratum. 'Agunam' is that in which no Attribute exists. 'Samyoga etc.' means independent of something in the form of positive existence which comes to appear after its own production; so that it is not established where there is necessity for or dependence upon the combinative cause and also where there is dependence upon absence of antecedent conjunction. Or independence of that which has its production after the production of Action itself, is meant, because the annihilation of the antecedent conjunction also has its production after the production of Action itself, and because as a non-existence it does not bear relation to its first moment.

Action-ness is the possession of the genus directly pervaded by existence other than that residing in the eternals, or the possession of the genus determinative of the uncommon or specific causality which produces the perception that something moves, or the possession of the genus residing only in what is devoid of Attribute and not being an Attribute, or the possession of the genus determinative of the causality towards Disjunction present at the moment immediately subsequent to the production of Action itself.

And this again is a Predicable evidenced by the perception that something moves, which cannot be demonstrated by its production, etc., at places having no interval between each other, because the breaking up of a moment will be refuted later on.

The manner in which the mark serves to distinguish it from others is the same as has been already described.—17.

Resemblance of Substance, Attribute, and Action.

Upaskāra.—Now he begins the topic of the Resemblance of the three only by way of their cause:

\[ \text{व्रत्युगाकर्मण्यां व्रत्यं कारणं सामान्यम्} \]


18. Substance is the one and the same cause of Substance, Attribute, and Action.—18.

'Sāmānyam' (common) means the same one, as in: 'These two have a common mother.' The meaning is that Substance, Attribute and Action exist in one and the same Substance which is their combinative cause.
The Resemblance of the three lies in the possession of the genus having the function of that which has Substance as its combinative cause.—18.

Above continued.

Upankīra.—He states the Resemblance of the three as having Attribute as their non-combinative cause:

तथा गुणः || १ १ १ ॥

तथा Tathā, Similarly. गुणः Guṇah, Attribute.

19. Similarly Attribute (is the common cause of Substance, Attribute, and Action).—19

The Resemblance of the three lies in the possession of the genus residing in that which has Attribute as its non-combinative cause. Conjunction is the non-combinative cause of Substance. The possession, as their non-combinative cause, of Attributes which are the causes of their congeners, belongs to the Attributes of effects, e.g., Colour, Taste, Smell, Touch, Number, Extension or Magnitude, Separateness, etc. The Attributes of the ultimate atoms of Earth have Conjunction with Fire as their non-combinative cause. The non-combinative cause of Actions, however, are Fire etc., internal vibration, impact, weight, fluidity, impression, conjunction with soul possessing invisible consequences of Actions (adṛṣṭam), conjunction with Soul exercising Volition, etc. These should be respectively understood by the reader. Sometimes even one Attribute gives rise to all the three Substance, Attribute and Action; for instance, Conjunction with a ball of cotton possessed of Impetus, produces Action in another ball of cotton, originates a Substance, viz., an aggregate of two balls of cotton, and the Extension of that aggregate also. Sometimes a single Attribute originates a Substance and an Attribute; e.g., Conjunction which may be described as an aggregation independent of Impetus, with a ball of cotton as well as its Extension.—19.

Bhāṣya: reads I. i. 19, as Udbhāyathā guṇath and, interprets it to mean that Attributes sometimes become the cause of Substance, Attribute, and Action, and sometimes do not.

Effects of Action.

Upankīra.—He says that sometimes a single Action is productive of a multitude of effects:

संयोगविभागवेगानां कर्मसमानम् || १ १ २० ||

संयोगविभागवेगानां Samyoga-vibāga-vegānām, Of Conjunction, Disjunction, and Impetus. कर्मसमानम् Kārma, Action. समानम् Samānam, Common.

20. Action is the common cause of Conjunction, Disjunction, and Impetus.—20.

The word 'kāraṇam' should be supplied. Producing as many Disjunctions as the number of Substances in conjunction with the Subs-
stance in which Action is produced, it (Action) also produces an equal number of Conjunctions elsewhere. And the same Action again produces a Impetus in its own substratum.

The word Impetus indicates Elasticity also.—20.

_Difference between Substance and Action._

Upāśkāra.—But it may be argued that originative Conjunction having been brought about by substance possessed of Action; the substance which is originated thereby, is surely produced by Action since Action has been its antecedent as a rule. Hence he says:

न द्रव्यायणः कर्मः ॥ १ । १ । २१ ॥

न Na, not. द्रव्यायणः Dravyāṇām, Of Substances. कर्मः Karmma. Action.

21. Action is not the cause of Substances.—21.

The meaning is that Action is not the cause of substances.—21.

_Above continued._

Upāśkāra.—He points out why it is so :

व्यतीर्कितः ॥ १ । १ । २२ ॥

व्यतीर्कितः Vyatirekāt, because of cessation.

22. (Action is not the cause of Substance) because of its cessation.—22.

'Vyatirekāt' means on account of cessation. Substance is produced on the cessation of Action by the ultimate Conjunction; therefore Action is not the cause of Substance. Neither is Action which has ceased to exist, a cause of Substance. Moreover if Action be such a cause, it must be either the non-combinative cause of Substance or its conditional cause. It cannot be the first, because then it will follow that Substance will be destroyed, even on the destruction of the Action of the parts, inasmuch as Substance is capable of being destroyed by the destruction of the non-combinative cause. Nor can it be the second, for in that case there will be a violation of the rule, since small pieces of cloth being produced just from the Conjunctions still exist ing after the destruction of a large piece of cloth, it is seen that even parts which are devoid of Action, originate Substance.—22.

_Bhāṣya reads_ I, i. 21 and 22 as one aphorism, and _interprets_ it thus: Action does not become the immediate cause of substances. Why? In consequence of its cessation. For, when a Substance becomes what it is, at that moment cessation of Action takes place. Action in the constituent parts of a Substance ceases on conjunction, and the Substance becomes what it is. Action, therefore, is not an immediate cause in the production of Substances. What the author means to say is, as the expression shows, that the mediate causality of Action in the production of Substance is not refuted.

_Difference between Substance and Action._

Upāśkāra.—Having stated that one may be the originator of many, he now states that of one effect there may be many originators:
23. A single Substance may be the common effect of more than one Substance.—23.

Of Substances, i.e., of two Substances as well as of more than two Substances. Thus by two threads a piece of cloth consisting of two threads is originated, so also by many threads one piece of cloth is originated. It cannot be said that a piece of cloth consisting of one thread is seen where the warp and woof are supplied by one and the same thread, for owing to the non-existence of the Conjunction of a single object there is no non-combinative cause here. Nor again can it be said that the Conjunction of the thread and the fibres is the non-combinative cause, because the relation of such parts and whole being naturally established there can be no Conjunction between them, also because the relation of that which is to be originated and the originated is not perceived, and also because of the impenetrability of condensed bodies. It cannot be said that this is commonly observed. For here, as a matter of fact, cloth is produced by the mutual conjunction of many small pieces of thread, produced on the destruction of a long thread by the impact of the loom, etc., whereas from the nature of things there arises the false notion of unity in respect of threads which are really many in number.—23.

Above continued

Upaskāra.—Well, it may be asked, as a single Substance is the effect of many Substances, as also a single Attribute of many Attributes, so is a single Action the effect of many Actions? Hence he says:

24. Action is not the joint effect of many Actions, on account of the difference of their Attributes.—24.

*Kāryyam* is the complement. It has been already stated that the resemblance of Substance and Attribute is that they originate their congener. Also it has been already denied that Actions are productive of Action, in the aphorism “Action producible by Action is not known” (I. i. 11). This is here repeated. This is the idea.—24.

Difference between Attribute and Action.

Upaskāra.—Now, pointing out that Attributes which reside in aggregation are originated by many Substances, he says:
25. Duality and other Numbers, Separateness, Conjunction, and Disjunction (are originated by more than one Substance).—25.

"Originated by more than one substance."—This is the complement. The word Separateness appearing together with Duality, etc., also denotes Separateness of two, etc. Thus Numbers beginning with Duality and ending with the highest arithmetical figure, Separateness of two, etc., Conjunctions, and Disjunctions are originated by two as well as by more than two Substances. So that the characteristic of residing in more Substances than one belongs to them. And this characteristic again is the same as co-extension with the mutual non-existence of combinative causes.—25.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—Well, it may be asked, as Substances which are made up of parts, as well as Attributes already mentioned, have the characteristic of aggregation, so does not that characteristic belong to Actions also? So he says:

असमवायात् सामान्यकार्यं कर्मेन न विद्यते \| १ | १ | २६\|आ

असमवायात्, Asamavāyat, on account of non-combination. सामान्यकार्यं, Sāmānyakārya, common effect. कर्मेन, Karmena, action. न, Na, not. विद्यते, Vidyate, is known.

26. Action which is the joint result (of an aggregate of two or more substances) is not known, as it is not found in combination with them.—26.

"On account of non-combination" should be joined with 'in two substances,' and 'in more than two substances.' Thus a single Action does not combine in two substances; nor does a single Action combine in more than two substances; so that Action which is the effect of an aggregate, is not known. Here too the root 'vid' in 'vidyate' has the sense of knowledge and does not denote existence. If Action resided in aggregation, then one substance moving, there would arise the consciousness 'It moves,' in respect of two substances and more than two substances; but it is not so; therefore Action does not reside in aggregation. This is the meaning.

It cannot be argued, "The Action of the body and its parts are certainly originated by many substances, namely, the body and its parts; otherwise, the body moving, how can there be the consciousness, 'It moves,' in respect of the hands, feet, etc.? Similarly in the case of other objects made up of parts." For such consciousness is due to the fact that the quantity of the Action of the parts is pervaded by the quantity of the Action of the whole made up of these parts. The contrary is not the case, because the part moving there does not arise the consciousness. 'It moves,' in respect of the entire whole made up of the parts. Otherwise from the conjunction of cause and not-cause, the conjunction of effect and not-effect also will not follow, since there can be conjunction of an effect also, only with the Action of the cause.—26
Resemblance of Substance, Attribute and Action.

Upaskra.—He again mentions a single effect of many (causes):

संयोगानां द्रव्यम् || १ || १ || २७ ||

संयोगाः, Samyogānāṁ, of Conjunctions. द्रव्यम्, Dravyam, substance.

27. Substance is the joint effect of many Conjunctions.—27.

The meaning is that substance is the single effect of many Conjunctions. It should be observed that here ‘Conjunctions’ should be taken to the exclusion of the conjunctions of touch-less substances, substances made up of final parts or ultimate formations, and heterogeneous substances.—27.

Above continued.

Upaskra.—Now he says that many Attributes produce one Attribute as their effect:

रूपां रूपम् || १ || १ || २८ ||

रूपां, Rūpānāṁ, Of colours. रुप, Rūpam, colour.

28. Colour (is the joint effect) of many colours.—28.

‘Colour is the single effect’—this is the conjunction. The word ‘colour’ in both the instances are indicatory, and its indicative power is such that it does not abandon its own meaning. And the common property of the intrinsic and the indicatory significance is dependence upon the relation of the product and producer by means of the proximity known as combination with an object which is one and the same as the cause. Hence Colour, Taste, Smell, Touch, Liquidity, Natural Fluidity, Unity, and Separateness of one are brought together. For these, being present in the cause, originate in the effects only one Attribute of the same kind. In fact the operation of non-combinative causes is two-fold. Some produce their effects by proximity to the object which is one and the same as the cause. Here the cause is the combinative cause and it is the cause of the effect, namely colour, etc., which have to be produced. Thus Colour which is present in the potsherd originates the Colour of the pot by means of the combination, known as combination with the object which is one and the same as the cause, with the combinative cause, namely pot, etc., of the effect such as Colour, etc. Similarly Taste, etc. In some places, however, there is an operation of non-combinative causality by means of proximity to the object which is one and the same as the effect. For instance, Sound, although it is a cause, originates in the sky another Sound, although it is an effect. In the sky itself Colour, etc., also are produced by Conjunction of Fire with the ultimate atoms of Earth by means of the proximity in the form of combination with the object which is one and the same as the effect.—28.

Above continued.

Upaskra.—He says that a single Action may be the effect of many causes:

युस्त्वप्रयत्तिसंयोगानामुत्तचेप्यम् || १ || १ || २६ ||

29. Throwing upwards (is the joint product) of Gravity, Volition, and Conjunction.—29.

The meaning is that Throwing upwards is their single effect. Here Weight residing in the hand, stone, etc., is the conditional cause and Conjunction of the Soul exercising Volition is the non-combinative cause, of the Throwing upwards seated in the hand, whereas the non-combinative cause of the Throwing upwards seated in the stone is the internal movement or vibration of the hand.

Here also the term Throwing upwards is indicatory of Throwing downwards, etc.—29.

Causality of Action upheld.

Upaskēra.—But it has been said that Attributes which have taken a shape, (i.e., by appearing in some Substance) are, as effects, preceded (and so caused) by the Attributes of the cause; it has also been said that they are preceded by the Attributes of that in which they reside; therefore it follows that Action produces no effect whatever. That being so, even the inference of ultrasensual phenomena such as the movements of the Sun, etc., becomes impossible in the absence of any mark of inference. For this reason, merely reminding the reader of what has already been said in the aphorism “Action is the common cause of Conjunction, Disjunction, and Impetus,” he says:

Sāmyoga-vibhāga-karmmaṇam || 1 || 1 || 30 ||


30. Conjunctions and Disjunctions also (are individually the products) of Actions.—30.

‘Products’ is the complement. The plural number is for the purpose of individual reference. ‘Impression’ also should be taken as indicated.—

Vivriti.—The word ‘cha’ implies Impetus and Elasticity in addition (to Conjunctions and Disjunctions).

Above continued.

Upaskēra.—But it has been already said that Substance and Action are not the effects of Action. Conjunction and Disjunction again are the effects of Conjunction and Disjunction alone. So that the affirmation of the Causality of Action here seems to be self-contradictory. So he says:

Kāraṇā-sāmānye dravyakarmmaṇākarmaṇakāraṇamukkam || 1 || 1 || 31 ||


31. Under the topic of causes in general, Action has been stated to be not a cause of Substances and Actions.—31.
The word 'Kāraṇasāmānya' denotes the topic of causes in general. Thus in the topic of the statement of causes in general, Action has been said to be not a cause of Substance and Action, and not that it is altogether a not-cause only, whereby the aphorism "Conjunctions and Disjunctions also are individually the products of Actions" might be destroyed.—51.

Here ends the first chapter lesson of the First Book in the Commentary of Śaṅkara on the Vaiśeṣika aphorisms.
BOOK FIRST. CHAPTER SECOND.

Causation.

Upaskara.—Well, in the previous section the Resemblance of the three Predicables has been stated as constituted by the identity or sameness of their effects and causes. But this is not established as the relation of effect and cause itself has not been proved. Therefore the author says:

कार्या-भावावत् कार्यांभावः II 1 2 1 1 I

कार्याभावं Kāraṇābhāvat, from the non-existence of cause कार्याभावः Kāryyābhāvah, non-existence of effect.

1. Non-existence of effect (follows) from the non-existence of cause.—32.

Whereas it is seen that in spite of earth, wheel, water, potter, thread, etc., being brought together, there is non-existence of the pot, if there is non-existence of the potter’s staff, and that in spite of earth, water, etc., being brought together, there is non-existence of the shoot if there is non-existence of the seed: it (i.e., non-existence) cannot be explained without the relation of effect and cause between the potter’s staff and the pot or between the seed and the shoot. Otherwise there will be non-existence of the pot even on the non-existence of the loom, etc., and there will be non-existence of the shoot even on the non-existence of pieces of stone, etc. Moreover it is seen that the pot, a piece of cloth, etc., exist for a time only. That even cannot be explained without the relation of cause and effect. For they being non-existent at one time, their temporariness in the form of existence at another time is not possible but by the dependence of existences upon causes. For if there were no dependence upon causes, then a thing could only be or not be; but could not be for a time only; since an existing thing cannot be non-existent, nor can it come into existence from that which is not its cause, nor can it come into existence from one knows not what, nor can it come into existence from unreal things such as the horn of a hare, etc., but from a really existing limit or beginning like the potter’s staff, the loom, etc., as is seen in such effects as a pot, a piece of cloth, etc. Now the limit or beginning is nothing but the cause.

Thus if the relation of effect and cause did not exist, there would be no inclination or disinclination to activity. Then the world would become desireless, inert. For there can be no activity without the knowledge that this is the means of attaining that which is desired; nor can there be forbearance without the knowledge that this is the means of avoiding that which is not desired.—1.

Viprīti—The Sāṇkhya thinkers argue as follows: “A water-jar, etc., existing in an enveloped state in earth, etc., from before, develop into visible existence, and again by being struck with a cudgel, etc., are enveloped therein and exist. So that production and destruction are not real, but merely development and envelopment. This being so, why should not a water-jar be produced from yarns? It cannot be said that the existence of effect in causes prior to their production is without evi-
dence, for the proof is supplied by such texts of Veda as 'Only the existent, O Dear One, was at the beginning,' (Chandogya 6, 2, 1.) etc."

This view should be considered. The admission of the development of development will entail non-finality. If on the other hand, development be previously non-existent, then it will be necessary to admit production from the non-existent, and hence the supposition of the prior existence of the water-pot, etc., will become groundless. Thus causality is the belonging to the class of invariable and unconditional antecedents which cannot be otherwise accounted for, or the quality of that which fails to produce an effect on account of defect in the contributors, or an additional Predicable, being a particular relation arising out of its own nature.

Bhāṣya.—Predicables called Substance, Attribute, and Action have been mentioned. Their Samānya or common characteristic has been stated. Their Viśeṣa or distinctive characteristic, again, follows from its contrariety to the common characteristic. All this is sufficient for the production of tattva-jñāna. The Supreme Good results from tattva-jñāna. This is apavarga, Salvation. But what is its characteristic form? How does it appear?—All this is now here described.

Non-existence of the effect, e. g., the faults (namely, desire, aversion, and infatuation), etc., (results) from non-existence of the cause, e. g., false knowledge (e. g., the idea of the Self in the Not-Self), etc. "Thus, Pain, birth, activity, faults, and false knowledge,—on the successive annihilation of these in turn, there is the annihilation of the one next before the other." (Nyāya Sūtra, I. i. 2), the ultimate consequence being Emancipation, the return of the Self into its own nature.

Above continued.

Upaniṣā. —It may be objected that only the existent is produced, and not the non-existent, according to the authority of the Veda, e. g., "Verily the existent was at the beginning, O calm one!" etc. Otherwise in the case of undifferentiated non-existence there will be no such uniformity that a piece of cloth is produced from threads only and not from potsherds. If it is so then, we reply, this uniformity must be accepted by the advocates of the doctrine of transformation (परिवर्तनवहकः) who admit the theory of causes; otherwise how it happens that the manifestation of the pot is only in the potsherds, and not in thread? Moreover if the manifestation or development also really existed from before, then that too being eternal, it comes to this that production and destruction are merely development and envelopment. Now, development and envelopment depend upon causes. Therefore if results that a pot, a piece of cloth, etc., also surely depend upon causes and also that there is production of that which was not before. The objection that there is no proof of the uniformity towards the cause is answered by the uniformity of the nature of the cause, and this uniformity of the nature of the cause (to produce the effect) becomes known by the method of agreement and difference. For it is a universal experience that no pot is produced without a potter's staff and that a pot is produced when there is the potter's staff. Thus causality is the quality of that which belongs to the class of invariable and unconditional antecedents, which cannot be otherwise established or explained, or the characteristic of being attended with the non-production of the effect due to defect in some contributory cause. Although there is no invariable antecedence in such places as "one should perform sacrifice with barley or with paddy," etc., because the sacrifice with paddy is not an antecedent of the result producible by the sacrifice with barley, still a cause ordained in the alternative is truly a cause, as causality is proved in the case of both even though the results are similar in kind. Thus the characteristic of being attended with the non-production of the effect due to defect in some contributory cause, forms the causality which is common to both secular and scriptural practices; whereas invariable antecedence known by the method of agreement and difference is the causality which is secular only. For in such
cases as "He who desires heaven should perform sacrifice," etc., the difference or negative side is not required, because knowledge of the agreement or positive side alone is sufficient to induce activity. For this reason also, if the alternative is assumed, then both lose their significance in the code, for the result of the same kind being secured by one alone, the performance of the other becomes futile. Hence also it has been rightly said: "The result necessarily follows from practices taught in the Veda, if performed in all their parts." When the Achārya (preceptor) says "And this object proceeding from the Veda, breach of uniformity is no fault," he only means to refer to ordinary objects. In the case of grass, igniting wood, and jewel, however, heterogeneity of effect is necessary; because there causality being inferred by agreement and difference, non-existence of the effect is necessary from non-existence of the cause. If heterogeneity of effect is supposed in alternative cases, causality will be in the alternative in Rājasāya, Vājapeya, and other sacrifices. For these reasons he goes on establishing the same law of the relation of effect and cause.

न तु कार्यांभावात् कारणाभाव: || 1 | 2 | 2 ||

न Na, not. तu Tu, but. कार्यांभावात् Kāryāṃbhāvat, from non-existence of effect. कारणाभाव: Kāraṇābhāvah, non-existence of causes.

2. But non-existence of cause (does not) follow from the non-existence of the effect.—33.

If the law of the relation of effect and cause do not exist, the non-existence of cause will follow also from non-existence of effect. Non-existence of effect is not instrumental towards the non-existence of cause; but non-existence of cause instrumental towards non-existence of effect. Thus the application of this introductory section of two aphorisms is that persons desirous of mokṣa (salvation) are concerned in non-existence of birth for the sake of non-existence of pain, in non-existence of activity for the sake of non-existence of birth in, non-existence of faults for the sake of non-existence of activity, in prevention of false knowledge for the sake of non-existence of faults, and in spiritual intuition of the Self for the sake of prevention of false knowledge.—2.

Bhāṣya: The aphorism is meant for them who think that āpavarga is mere absence of pain.

Non-existence of the cause, viz., birth, etc., does not follow from non-existence of the effect, viz., pain. Birth, etc., therefore, may still take place even when no pain exists. If birth, etc., are thus possible, then there is possibility of pain also, in consequence of the appearance of the causes of pain. Āpavarga, accordingly, does not lie in the mere absence of pain, but in the permanent impossibility of pain, resulting in the order of the successive non-existence of false knowledge, etc.

Genus and Species relative to understanding.

Upākāra.—After the marks of the three Predicables in the order of their enumeration, he now states the mark of the Predicables, Genus, which has also been mentioned:

सामान्यं विशेष इति गुद्ध्यपञ्चमम् || 1 | 2 | 3 ||

सामान्य Sāmānyam, Genus. विशेष Viśeṣah, Species. इति Iti, these. गुद्ध्यपञ्च Bamdhyaapekṣam, relative to understanding.
3. The notions, Genus and Species, are relative to the Understanding.—34.

Genus is two-fold, high and low, of which the first is Existence and the second is Substaneeness, etc., pervaded by Existence. The Understanding itself is the mark of Genus and its Species: the cognition of re-appearance or recurrence, of Genus, and the cognition of disappearance or reversion, of species. The word 'ātṛi' takes them singly, and hence the word 'buddhyapekṣam' has been used in the neuter gender. The writer of the rṛtti however applies it to species only and explains its use in the singular number and neuter gender by the rule. "A word in the neuter gender used with a word not in the neuter gender optionally entails neuter gender and singular number." 'Buddhyapekṣam' means that of which the understanding or cognition is the mark or the definition. 'Genus' in the aphorism means that which is external and resides in more individuals than one. Or, Genus, whether high or low, is, while it is eternal, co-existent in the same substratum with the mutual non-existence of its own situation or foundation. Moreover Genus also takes the name of Species, as for example, at the same time that there is the cognition of re-appearance or recurrence, namely, 'This is Substance,' 'This is Substance,' and so on, there is the particular cognition that it is not Attribute, that it it not Action, etc. So that the nature of species belongs to the genera themselves, e. g., substaneeness, etc.

It may be objected, "Genus (i.e., the Universal), as an objective reality, is a non-entity, since the consciousness of recognition can be explained (without it) by the absence of reversion or divergence. For the object of the cognition. "It is a cow," is that it is not different from a cow. Even the advocate of the doctrine of kinds (jātī) admits that this is the subject-matter of the concrete cognitions of bovineness, etc.; for concreteness or particularity is not something other than absence of difference from itself; it is the absence of divergence from a cow, etc., which is also the occasion of the use of the words cow, etc. Moreover, where does the Genus of bovineness reside? Not surely in the bovine animal, because the animal is non-existent prior to the appearance of bovineness. Nor in a non-bovine animal, because there will be then contradiction. Whence does bovineness come to reside in the body of a bovine animal when such a body is produced? It did not surely remain in that locality, for that place also will then possess bovineness. Nor is bovineness even produced then and there, for it (a Genus) has been observed to be eternal. Nor can it come from elsewhere, for it (a Genus) possesses no activity. Nor again does one eternal possess the characteristic of appearing in many individuals, for there is no proof that it (a Genus) optionally appears in part and as a whole. For the whole does not appear in a single place, since then it would follow that there would be no concrete cognition of it in other places. Nor does it appear in part for a 'class' is not confined to one part. So it has been said. "It does not move, nor was it there. Nor is it produced, nor has it parts. Nor does it leave its former residence. Alas! the succession of difficulties." Genus exists and that is manifested by situation or organisation only like bovineness, potness, etc. But it
does not belong to Attribute and Action also.” Such is the quarrel of kindred thinkers.

To this it is said, “Genus is eternal and pervasive; and pervasive-ness consists in being related to all place by its own form. It does not arise that places should be treated in the terms of bovineness, for the use of bovineness is obtained by the relation known as combination; as ‘Time possesses form or colour’—such cognition and use do not arise, because Time does not possesses form or colour, etc. Nor can it be said that Time verily does not exist, since it is found that it is only a different name for the ‘five heads’ (i.e., of the Baudhhas, e.g., Perception, Feeling, Conception with Naming, and Impression); because Time will be established later on. Thus bovineness which pervades in particular spot, combines with the organism which is produced in that very place, as it is found that: it is produced? and “it is combined (with bovineness),” refer to the same moment of Time. Hereby “where does it reside?” is answered by “where it is perceived?” “where is it perceived?” by “where it resides?” and “what sort of a body it was prior to the appearance of bovineness?” by “It did not exist at all.” Similarly “It does not move, nor was it there, etc.,” is so much cry of despair. The Genus of bovineness is nothing but non-divergence of cognition from what it has been—this is obstructed or contradicted by the real or positive cognition “It is a cow or ox.” For the cognition also is not explained, as it has been said that the cognition of a real existence does not help the understanding of negation, nor does divergence from a cow or ox come to light in the cognition “It is a cow or ox.” The option of whole and part can arise only if a single Genus appear as a whole or as a part. Wholeness means multitude and infinity, and it is not proved in an individual. “This is a cow or ox”—such cognitions arise in respect of non-entities and are not capable of establishing entities”—to this the reply will be given afterwards.

The followers of Prabhâkara (a thinker of the Mimânsâ School) however say that Genus is manifested by its situation (i.e., the organism where it resides). If it is evidenced by cognitive understanding, then what offence has been committed by Genera belonging to Attribute and Action? For there arises consciousness of recognition or knowing again in respect of Colour, Taste, etc.; and this consciousness surely establishes a class (jîat), since there is no obstruction. As it is in the case of Ether-ness, identity of the individual is not the obstruction in the class attributes of Colour, etc. Nor is co-extension the obstruction here as it is in the case of Understanding and Knowledge or in the case of the classes of water-pots and water-jars, because of the multiplicity of individual Colours, Tastes, etc. For co-extension is denotation of neither more nor less individuals; and the class attributes of colour, etc., have a narrower denotation than Attribute-ness, and have a wider denotation than blue-ness, etc. For this reason also, there is no overlapping or intermixture (which is also an obstruction to the existence of Genus), as there is in the case of the characteristics of being material and ponderable substances, because although their mutual absolute non-existences co-exist in the same substratum, yet there is no co-existence with any other class. Nor is here instability or infinite regression, because other Genera included in Colourness, etc., are not
recognised. Nor is here loss of form or transformation as in the case of species. If species, while residing in substances, possess classes or jāti then they will become either Attributes or Action; if while appearing in Universals (e.g., Time, Space, Ether, and Soul) they possess classes or jāti, then they will become Attributes. The transformation which thus takes place in the case of the Predicable, Species, is absent in the case of the subject under enquiry. Nor is here non-relation, as in the case of Combination. Let there be non-relation in the case of Combination, seeing that the supposition of Combination of Combination will entail infinite regression; but in the case of the subject under enquiry the relation of Combination itself is recognised. Although identity of the individual itself is an obstruction to Combination being a Genus, yet the view of those also should be considered, who hold that Combinations are many in number and undergo production and destruction. Or it (absence of combination or identity of the individual) is the obstruction to Non-existence, etc., being Genera.

The learned writer of the Vṛitti has said: "The point in dispute, namely, recognitive understanding, because it is an unobstructed, recurrent consciousness, is explained by a recurrent property, as the consciousness, garland-flowers (covers all the flowers making up a particular garland and is explained by the common property of belonging to that garland, which recurs in every one of those flowers)." This requires consideration—3.

Vṛitti:—The Nyāya teachers have recited the obstructions to Genus: "Identity of the Individual, Similarity or Co-extension, Overlapping or Intermixture, Instability or Infinite Regression. Transformation and Non-relation,—this is the collection of the obstructions to Genus." Now, Ether-ness is not a Genus, as it denotes only one individual. Pot-ness and Jar-ness are not two genera, because the individuals denoted by the one are neither more nor less than by the other. Material-ness and ponderableness are not genera, because by appearing in the same individual, the substrata of their respective absolute non-existence would then intermix. Genus-ness is not a Genus, on account of infinite regression. The transformation of Species which is by nature exclusive, is an obstruction to its being a Genus. If Particularity be a Genus, then, itself possessing Genus, it will not be possible for it to distinguish itself and therefore its special property of self-distinction will suffer. Therefore Particularity or Species is not a Genus. Or transformation may mean change of nature. So that if Species, while appearing in ponderable things, possess Genera, then they would be either Attributes or Actions. If while appearing in the universals (e.g., Ether, Space, Time, and Soul) they possess Genera, then they would be Attributes. In this way change of nature of the Species is the obstruction to Species possessing the characteristic of Genus. Combination or Co-inherence is not a Genus, as the relation of combination does not exist in it, since the admission of combination into combination would entail infinite regression. This applies to the view that combinations are many in number and undergo production and destruction. Otherwise from the identity of the individual also Combination cannot be a Genus. Similarly the absence of the relation of Combination is an obstruction
to Non-existence being a Genus; and other instances should be understood.

Existence is Genus only.

Upaskāra.—Proving the two-foldness which has been stated above of Genus and Species, he says:

भावोनुवृत्ते घनत्वात् सामान्यमेव II 1 2 4 II

भाव: Bhāvaḥ, existence, being. अनुवृत्ते: Anuvṛtteḥ, of recurrence, assimilation or extensive denotation. एव Eva, only. हेतुत्वात् Hetutvāt, being the cause. साम न्ये Sāmānyam, Genus. एव Eva, only.

4. Existence, being the cause of assimilation only, is only a Genus.—35.

'Bhāvaḥ;' i.e., existence, is the cause of assimilation only, and not of differentiation also. Therefore it does not take the name Species.—4,

Genera-Species.

Upaskāra.—What Genera take the name of Species? To meet this expectancy he says:

द्रव्यत्वं गुणत्वं कर्मोपवत्वं सामान्यानि विशेषांत्र 1 2 1 5 II

द्रव्यत्व Dravyatvam, substance-ness. गुणत्व Gunaṭvam, attributeness. कर्मोपवत्व Karmmatvam, action-ness. च Cha, and. सामान्यानि Sāmānyāni, Genera. विशेषां: Viśeṣā, species. च Cha, also.

5. Substance-ness, and Attribute-ness and Action-ness are both Genera and Species.—36.

The word 'cha' collects Earth-ness, and other genera belonging to Substance, Colour-ness, and other genera belonging to Attribute, Throw-ing-up-ness, and other genera belonging to Action. 'Substance-ness, etc.,' have been left uncompounded in order to indicate the absence of the relation of that which pervades and that which is pervaded, from amongst them. 'Genera and Species have not been compounded so that it may be understood that these are Species also even while they possess the characteristics of Genera. Otherwise (if the words were compounded) there might be a mistake that the compound was a genitive one and then the being Species would not have been perceived in the presence of Genus-ness.

It might be objected, "Substance-ness cannot be something which penetrates into or inheres in the forms of substance and is beyond the cognizance of the senses, because if it somehow exists in Earth, etc., its existence is impossible in the case of Ari, Ether, etc. It cannot be established as something which constitutes the combinative cause of an effect.
determined by Attribute-ness, because Attribute-ness, as it appears in eternal and non-eternal objects, is not the determinant of being an effect. The rejoinder that it is required for the sake of Attribute-ness does not improve the situation. The objection however does not arise, for Substance-ness is established by the way of constituting the combinative causality of an effect determined by the characteristic of Conjunction. This causality cannot be constituted by the class attribute of Earth-ness, which is of a narrower comprehension, nor by Existence which has a wider denotation; and there must be something to constitute or define it, as otherwise suddenness or chance would be the result. Now Conjunction must necessarily be recognized in the case of ultimate atoms, as supplying the non-combinative cause of a molecule of two atoms; in the case of molecules of two atoms each, as supplying the non-combinative cause of a molecule of three atoms; in the case of the four universals (e.g., Time, Space, Ether, and Soul), through their being its conjunction with all ponderable things; in the case of Mind; as the ground for the conjunction of Mind and the Senses; in the case of Air, as the support for the movement of grass, etc.; in the case of perceptible Substances, through their very perceptibility. On the other hand, there is no un-originated Conjunction so that it could be said that the quality of Conjunction even, appearing in effects and not-effects, could not be the determinant of being an effect. In like manner, it is easily demonstrable that substance-ness is established also by the way of constituting the combinative causality of Disjunction also. Attribute-ness again, it has been already said, is proved by its being the determinant of the causality which exists in a thing possessing Genus and not containing the non-combinative causality of the combinative causality of Conjunction and Disjunction. The class attribute of Actions also, is, in the case of perceptible Substances, cognizable by the cognition, 'It moves,' but in other places can be inferred from Conjunction and Disjunction, for Action-ness is required to be established also by its being the determinant of the non-combinative causality of both Conjunction and Disjunction. For this reason also it is possible to infer the movement of the sun from its reaching another place. Here although the other place, e.g., of Sky, etc., is beyond the reach of the senses, yet the Conjunction and Disjunction of the solar rays are perceptible by the solar zone, and it is from these Conjunctions and Disjunctions that the inference of the movement of the sun can be drawn. The learned Uddvyotakāra has said: "The inference of the movement of the sun is by its reaching a different place, which again is also a matter of inference in the following way: The sun which is perceived by a man when facing eastwards, is also perceived by him when facing the west, and is recognised by him. This fact together with the fact that the sun is a substance and is not destroyed and produced again at every moment, is proof that the sun has reached a different place from where it was before."—5.

Final Species excluded.

Upaskāra.—But is it the same Species which has been enumerated as a Predicable, which is here described as both Genus and Species? Removing this curiosity of the disciples he says: 
6. (The statement of Genus and Species has been made) with the exception of the final Species.—37.

The meaning is that the statement of Genus and Species is to the exclusion of those final Species* residing in eternal substances, which have been mentioned above. 'Antyayah,' i. e. 'final,' means those which exist or appear at the end (of the division or dissolution of compounds.) The teachers say that they are 'final,' because after them there is no other principle of differentiation. According to the Vrittikāra they are 'final Species,' because they exist in eternal Substances, i. e. Substances which exist at the end of production and destruction. They are really Species only, the causes of the consciousness of differentiation, and not of the form of Genus also.—6.

Existence defined.

Upāskāra.—A good many men doubt that Existence is a Genus. So he gives its proof:

existence is that to which are due the belief and usage, namely 'it is' existent, in respect of Sub stance, Attribute, and Action. —38.

Existence not identical with Substance, Attribute, or Action.

Upāskāra.—But Existence is not perceived as being separate from Substance, Attribute, and Action. Therefore Existence is nothing else than one or other of Substance, etc., or on which depends the application of the words in the form of 'it is existent,' 'it is existent.'—7.

It is the introduction of these 'final species,' which is the reason why the system of Kanāda is called the Vaiṣeṣika philosophy of final species.
8. Existence is a different object from Substance, Attribute, and Action.—39.

Substance, etc., are non-assimilative but Existence is assimilative. Thus: ‘Existence is a different, etc.,’ because its difference from them is established by the consideration of the opposite properties characterised by assimilativeness and non-assimilativeness. That, however, it is not perceived elsewhere than in them, is due to the virtue of their primary or natural inter-relation, whereas the relation of a pot and a piece of cloth is derivative or artificial.

The intrinsic form of the individual is not Existence, for individuals do not assimilate themselves or form themselves into classes. If the inner nature be assimilative, then the same is nothing but Existence. If non-assimilative inner natures or essences be the means of classification, then the class attributes of bovineness, etc., are also gone. This consideration also dismisses the objection, “When the practice of classification is established by those very objects in which as substrata Existence inheres, then what is the use of Existence?” For the same reason also it is not valid to hold that Existence is the property which makes an object and its action possible, or that Existence is reasonableness or reliability; for the cognition ‘It is existent,’ arises even in the absence of any enquiry in those respects.—8.

Bhaṣya:—Existence is a different ‘object’ from Substance, Attribute, and Action. Substance, Attribute, and Action are called objects (VIII. ii. 3). Existence is, therefore, included amongst them. But it is not contained in the ascertained classes of Substance, Attribute, and Action. Hence it is said to be a different object from them known classes).

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He points out another differentia:

उपस्कारः च भावाच्छ कर्म्मेऽ न गुष्णः इति ॥ ११ २ ६ ॥


9. And as it exists in Attributes and Actions, therefore it is neither Attribute nor Action.—40.

“Neither Attribute nor Action”—this being the matter to be expressed, their individual mention (i.e., the words being not compounded) indicates that Existence is not Substance also. For an Action does not exist in Actions, nor an Attribute in Attributes, nor does Substance exist in an Attribute or Action. Existence however resides in Attribute and Action. Therefore on account of its Difference from Substance, Attribute, and Action, Existence is really different from them.—9.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He mentions another differentia:
KANĀDA SŪTRAS I, 2, 12.

सामान्यविशेषाभावेन च || १ || २ || १० ||
सामान्यविशेषाभावेन सामान्य-विशेषाभावेन सामान्य-विशेषाभावेन, by reason of the absence of Genus-Species. च, च, च.

१०. (Existence is different from Substance, Attribute, and Action), also by reason of the absence of Genus-Species in it.—४१.

If Existence be Substance, Attribute, or Action, then it would contain in it Genera which are Species also. But in Existence these Genera-Species, namely, Substance-ness, etc., are not perceived. For nobody ever has the perception that Existence is Substance, Attribute, or Action.—१०.

Substance-ness not identical with Substance, Attribute or Action.

Upāskāra.—Having thus stated the distinction of Existence from Substance, Attribute, and Action, he states the distinction of Substance-ness from them.

अनेकद्रव्यवत्तेन द्रव्यत्वमुलकम् || १ || २ || ११ ||
अनेकद्रव्यवत्तेन Aneka-dravya-vattvena, by means of its containing more than one Substance. द्रव्यत्वम् Dravyatvam, Substance-ness. उक्तम् Uktam, explained.

११. Substance-ness has been explained by means of its containing more than one Substance.—४२.

Aneka-dravyavat' means that to which belong more than one Substance as its combinative causes. The term 'more than one' here denotes all. Hence it is distinguished from Earth-ness, etc. Its 'eternality' is obtained simply from its being a Genus; hence its distinction from wholes made up of parts. And 'anekadravyavattvam' means the being combined with more than one Substance in general; hence its distinction from Existence. Therefore Substance-ness is eternal and combined with more than one Substance in general, Hence it is implied that conjunction is not desired. And Substance-ness also has been verily established. 'Substance-ness explained', means that Substance-ness also has been explained in the very same way as Existence.—११.

Above continued.

Upāskāra.—But Substance-ness is also a 'class,' and can be quite non-distinct from its own ground. What is the fault here? So he says.

सामान्यविशेषाभावेन च || १ || २ || १२ ||
सामान्यविशेषाभावेन सामान्य-विशेषाभावेन, by reason of the absence of Genera-Species. च, च.

१२. (Substance-ness is distinct from Substance, Attribute, and Action) also by reason of the absence of Genera-Species in it.—४३.

If the 'class' of Substance-ness be really identical with Substance,
etc., then in it will exist Earthness, Waterness, Fireness, and other Genera which are also Species. The sense is that nobody has the perception that Substance-ness is Earth, Water, or Fire. Hence it is distinct, etc.—12.

Attribute-ness not identical with Substance, Attribute or Action.

Upaskāra.—He states Attributeness.

तथा गुणेऽध भावाद् गुणत्वसुक्रम || १ || २ || १२ ||

tathā, in like manner. गुणेऽध गुणेऽध, in Attributes. भावाद Bhāvāt, from its existence. गुणत्व गुणत्वam, Attribute-ness. शस्य Uktam, explained.

13. (That Attribute-ness is distinct from Substance, Attribute, and Action is) explained from its existence in Attributes.—44.

The meaning is that in the very same way as Existence, Attributeness is explained to be distinct from Substance. Attribute, and Action, from its existence in (i.e., combination with) Attributes only.—13.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He points out another differentia:

सामान्यविशेषाभावेन च || १ || २ || १४ ||

सामान्यविशेषाभावेन Sāmānyav-विशेषाभावेन, by reason of the absence of Genera-Species. च Cha. and.

14. (Attribute-ness is distinct from Substance, Attribute, and Action) also by reason of the absence of Genera-Species in it.—45.

If Attributeness be not something over and above Substance, Attribute, and Action, then it should be perceived as containing Substance-ness, Attributeness, and Action-ness, and their sub-classes. This is the meaning.—14.

Action-ness not identical with Substance, Attribute, or Action.

Upaskāra.—He points out that which distinguishes Action-ness from Substance, Attribute and Action:

कर्मसु भावाद् कर्मत्वसुक्रम || १ || २ || १५ ||

कर्मसु Karmmasu, in Actions. भावाद् Bhāvāt, from its existence. कर्मत्वं Karmmatvam, action-ness. शस्य Uktam, explained.

15. (That) Action-ness (is distinct from Substance, Attribute, and Action is) explained from its existence in Actions.—46.

Like Existence, Action-ness also, which is another class, is explained as distinct from Substance, Attribute, and Action from its existence in (i.e., combination with) Action only.—15.
KANADA SUTRAS I. 2, 17.

Above continued.

Upasāra.—He mentions another differentia:

सामान्यविशेषाभवेन च || 1 2 15 ||

Sāmānya-viśeṣābhāvena, by reason of the absence of Genera-Species. च Cha, and.

16. (Action-ness is distinct from Substance, Attribute, and Action) also by reason of the absence of Genera-Species in it.—47.

The meaning is that if Action-ness be identical with Substance, etc., then the Genus-Species of Substanceness, etc., will combine in it.

It should be noted that these four aphorisms identical in form, are, stated so as to form one section for explaining the distinction from Substance, Attribute, and Action, of the four classes Existence, Substanceness, Attributeness, and Action-ness.—16.

Existence is one.

Upasāra.—But why should not Existence which is present in Substance, Attribute and Action, be rendered different by the difference of the determinants of Substanceness, etc.? So he says:

सदिति बिज्ञाविशेषाव्य विशेषप्रिप्त भावानां चेहैको भावः || 1121711

सत् Sat, existent, इति Iti, this. बिज्ञविशेषत् Viśesābhāvat, from the non-particularity or uniformity of the mark. विशेषधीर्मात्वत् Viśeṣa-līṅgabhāvat, from the absence of a particular or distinctive mark. च Cha, and. एकः Ekṛta, One. भाव: Bhāvah, Existence.

17. Existence is one, because of the uniformity of the mark viṣ, that it is existent and because of the absence of any distinguishing mark.—48.

The knowledge or the use of words in this form that it is existent, is the mark of Existence. And it is the same, i.e., non-particularized, in respect of Substance, Attribute, and Action. Therefore one and the same Existence resides in them. Otherwise, Existence having the same denotation or manifestation as Substanceness, etc., either it would not exist or they would not exist. ‘Viśeṣābhāvat Cha,’—means that there is no difference, as inference which the mark of viṣeṣa, i.e., difference, does not here exist. As in the judgment, ‘This lamp is verily that,’ the mark of distinction is the difference of measure such as length, shortness, etc., so here there is no such mark of distinction. This is the idea.—17.

Bhāṣya.—reads I, ii, 17; with the omission of the word līṅga in viṣeṣa-līṅgā-abhāvat.

Here ends the second chapter of the First Book in the Commentary by Saṅkara, on the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms of Kanāda of great powers.
BOOK SECOND—CHAPTER FIRST.

Characteristics of Earth.

Upāskāra.—The subject-matter of the First chapter of the Second Book is the description of the nine Substances. Herein there are three sections: description of Earth, Water, and Fire; proof of God; and inference of Ether. Of these the author states the characteristic of Earth which has been mentioned first of all.

इपरसगन्यस्मिर्यावती पृथङ्गिनि || २ १ २ ||

इपरसगन्यस्मिर्यावती रूपा-रसा-गंधा-स्पर्शावति, Possessed of Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch. पृथिनि Prithivi, Earth.

1. Earth possesses Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch.—49.

Manifold Colour such as blue, yellow, etc., belongs to Earth alone. Thus the characteristic is the possession of the 'class' pervaded by Substance-ness and co-extensive with blue colour. Similarly manifold Taste such as bitter, sour, etc., resides in Earth alone. Thus the (second) characteristic is the possession of the 'class' pervaded by Substance-ness and co-extensive with bitter Taste. In like manner other characteristics should be understood by the substitution or interpolation of the words 'sour,' etc. Smell is of two kinds, fragrant and non-fragrant. Thus the (third) characteristic is the possession of the 'class' pervaded by Substance-ness and co-extensive with Smell. It will be therefore seen that Earth is a Substance which is the substratum or location of 'class' which is co-extensive with Smell but not co-extensive with an Attribute which is not co-extensive with Smell. It must not be objected that as Smell and Taste are not perceived in a stone, etc., therefore both of them fall short of being universal here. For, though Smell and Taste are not perceived there in the first instance, still they are found to be present in their ashes; and the very same parts which originate the stone do also originate its ashes. Hence there is no want of universality. How then is there such perception as "The air is fragrant," "Water mixed with 'Karavella' (Momardica Charantia, Hairy Mordica) is bitter?" The question does not arise, because that Smell and Taste are due to the external condition formed by (particles of) Earth. Touch also which is neither hot nor cold and which is produced by the action of heat, belongs to Earth only. Thus the (fourth) characteristic is the possession of the 'class' pervaded by Substance-ness and co-extensive with Touch produced by the action of heat. And the quality of being produced by the action of heat, which is revealed by a distinctive peculiarity, belongs to the Touch of Earth alone; and 'a distinctive peculiarity' is very manifest in the peculiar Touch of the flowers of Śirīṣa (Acacia Lebbec) and Lavangi (clove-creeper); but it is not so in the Touch of Water, etc. Although in a whole made up of parts Touch, etc., are not produced directly through the conjunction of Fire, from heating, yet there too a particular heterogeneity should be recognised by the way of its being the product of a series of parts and wholes.

"But," it may be objected, "this mark or characteristic is what is called a mark of disagreement or a negative mark which is the proof of its difference from others or of the mode of its treatment. Now, Earth is distinguished from others because it has Smell. That which is not
different from others, does not possess Smell, e. g., Water, etc. And Earth is what has Smell which is the counter-opposite of the non-existence of the pervader of the non-existence of the difference from others than itself. Therefore it is different from others than itself. Here supposing that the major term, the quâsitum, namely, difference from others, is a well known object, if the mark of inference disagree with it, then the inference will have the fault of incommensurability; as the minor term will in that case fall outside the class of ascertained similar objects and of un-ascertained objects; and if it does not disagree, then the mark will be what is called a mark of agreement or a positive mark. On the other hand, if the major term is not well known, then the minor term will contain an unknown major term. In that case there can be no expectation, nor any desire for inference, nor again any inference in the shape of knowledge in particular about it. Moreover, absence of the mark or the middle term and absence of the quâsitum or major term are universally related by agreement. Thus there will arise the contradiction that the absence of the major term will not have the characteristic of being the mark nor will the mark have the characteristic of being the absence of the major term. By this alone the futility of the minor premiss is explained, but not the object, the universal relation of which has not been obtained. So it has been said: "The faults of an inference by disagreement or by the method of difference, are ignorance of the major term, contradiction, futility of the minor premiss, and proof by the method of agreement." So also if the mark is intended to establish usage. Here the usage consists in being the object of reference of the word Earth, and that belongs also to the class of Earth-ness and therein the mark Earthness does not exist. Although therefore incommensurability may appear to exist here, yet there is no incommensurability, the quâsitum or major term being the characteristic of being the object of reference of the word Earth, which is the occasion of the significance of Earth-ness. Or again Earth-ness being, as a class, proved in a general way, like pot-ness, to be the occasion of the significance of an accidental word, the word Earth contains the occasion of the significance of Earthness. If it contains the occasion of not signifying others—not-Earth-ness,—then as it appears together with that which is the occasion of the significance, it should be proved in the way, viz., 'That which is not so, is not so.' Thus here too there is surely the fault of ignorance of the quâsitum, etc.

It is not so, the author replies, difference of others such as Water, etc., being manifest in the pot itself, because the difference, i. e., the mutual non-existence of Air, and other super-sensuous objects also is proved by sense-perception itself in the pot, etc., in as much as only the fitness for the location or ground or substratum governs the apprehension of mutual non-existence, as is seen in cases like "The column is not a piśācha (a ghost-like being)."

It should not be said, "This is not the case. Let then the pot only be the analogue or example. What is the use of a negative mark? Who will prove in a roundabout fashion a conclusion arrived at in a straight way?" If the non-negative mark be not a mere simulacrum,
then this path too is unobstructed to him who is described as arguing in a round-about way; because with the removal of the fault of ignorance of the quæsition, all other faults which arise out of it, are also removed. There is no contradiction, because the positive pervasion or the relation in agreement is apprehended along with the negative relation or because the positive pervasion is inferred by the negative pervasion. Nor is there futility of the minor premiss, because the very mark of which the pervasion has been obtained, is proved in the minor term; as has been said: "Whatever relation of the determinable and the determinat subsists between two existences, just the reverse of it is to be understood in the case of the corresponding non-existences." Usage again follows from the teaching "Earth possesses Smell." in the same way as what possesses a narrow, twisted neck, etc., is the object of reference of the word 'pot.' Thus that by which, anywhere and everywhere, in the case of clarified butter, etc., clay, etc., the being the occasion of the force of the word Earth is derived, from the above teaching, in Earth-ness by means of the indication, namely, the possession of Smell, also operates as a negative mark in this way that that which is not this, is not this, because everything which possesses Smell is the object of reference of the word Earth, through its possession of Smell, by means of Earth-ness which is the occasion of the force of the word.

The objector cannot say "In the case of the negative mark or pervasion which will prove difference, the difference must be either difference in property, or difference in nature, i.e., otherness, or mutual non-existence. Now it cannot be the first two, because they are known by sense perception itself. Nor can it be the third, because when the difference of non-existence also comes to be the quæsition, its mutual non-existence is not present there, and therefore the difference of that which is other than non-existence coming to be the quæsition the quæsition is not found." For mutual non-existence, of which the counter-opposite is non-existence, is also a quæsition. So that if it is something additional then it verily exists; if not then being reduced to itself, it is in reality something different; because its difference in property is pervaded by its mutual non-existence. And here there is unsteadiness or want of no finality, because the non-finality remains only so long as there is perception or cognition, whereas in other cases finality is obtained by perception.

It is also said that thirteen kinds of mutual non-existence well known in thirteen cases are jointly proved in Earth. This is nonsense, because the knowledge of every one of them being not in point, the knowledge of them jointly disappears. Whereas mutual non-existence with counter-opposition determined by non-odorousness should be proved, because the difference of non-existence by means of the difference of that which determines counter-opposition is necessary and because it has been already said that this difference of non-existence is proved by sense-perception in the pot etc., also.

If it is asked "What is the solution in the case of Ether, etc.,?" the author replies that Ether is different from others than itself, by being
the seat of Sound. Although in "That which is not thus, is not thus," and cases like this, where the minor term is one-sided, the quasitum, i.e., the major term, is not well known, still that which possesses difference in property from something else, possesses the mutual non-existence of which that something is the counter-opposite. So that by virtue of the pervasion brought into play in this general way, the mutual non-existence the counter-opposite of which possesses the absolute non-existence of being the seat of Sound, having been already proved, here it is only shown as being connected with the minor term, like fire being connected with the mountain. This is our other conclusion, its difference in quality being pervaded by its mutual non-existence. If it is said that only the possession of the absolute non-existence of being the seat of Sound is not found in objects of the unascertained class, then the being the seat of Sound is neither the definition nor the description, because it is attacked with the fear of belonging to unascertained objects.—I.

Vicārfi.—The revered Śaṅkara Miśra himself knows what the necessity was of carrying the investigation here, leaving aside the possession of Smell, up to the possession of the ‘class’ pervaded by Substance-ness co-extensive with Smell.

Characteristics of Water.

Upākāra.—He states the characteristic of Water mentioned after Earth:

रूपरस्पर्श्वत्व क्षाते द्रववा: स्निग्धवा: || २ । १ । २ ||


2. Waters possess Colour, Taste, and Touch, and are fluid and viscid.—50.

The Colour, Taste, and Touch are respectively White, Sweet, and Cool only. Fluidness is constitutional but Viscidity is by nature or essential.

Objection. But it is not correct to say that the Colour of Water is only White, because blueness is observed in the water of the river Yamuna, etc. That the Taste is only the sweet is also not correct, because acidness, bitterness, etc., are observed in the juice of the blackberry, karavira, etc. That the Touch is only the Cool one is also not proved, because at mid-day hotness also is observed. Constitutional Fluidity again is too limited, as it is absent in ice, hail-stone, etc. Viscidity also is not proved as essential and is too wide, as it is not perceived in Water, and is perceived in clarified butter and other terrene objects. Moreover Water-ness is not a class even, which may be the characteristic of Water, because it is not proved on account of the non-existence of that which will establish it. Nor is it proved by the characteristic of the determinant of its being the combinative cause of Viscidity, because the nature of Viscidity, appearing in both the effect and what is not the effect, is not the determinant of the state.
of being the effect. Therefore in the absence of a differentia, Water is not differentiated.

Answer. All this objection cannot be raised. For non-luminous white colour alone is really the differentia of Water, the blueess in the Water of the river Yamuna, etc., is due to the condition or environment formed by the receptacle, and whiteness is observed in the Water of the Yamuna when thrown up in the sky. Hence the characteristic of Water is the possession of the class which is directly pervaded by Substance-ness and which is present in colour which is not co-existent with other than non-luminous white Colour. The Taste also is only the sweet one; the bitterness, acidity, etc., in the juice of the blackberry, kararita, etc., are due to the condition or environment supplied by the presence of particles of Earth. It should not be said that sweetness is not at all perceived in Water, since it is revealed after the eating of some astringent substance. Nor does this sweetness belong to the yellow myrobalan itself and is capable of being revealed by Water, because only the astringent Taste is observed in it. As in amala ki so in yellow myrobalan, only the astringent is the Taste, the same alone being perceived. Nor again is there non-production of Taste on account of the conflict of Attributes, because the parts also there possess astringent Taste. The tradition of six Tastes is due to its producing the respective effects of those Tastes. Manifold Taste again is removed simply by the absence of proof. In the case of manifold Smell, however the observation of the canvas itself is the proof. The origination of fragrant and non-fragrant parts is removed by the conflict of Attributes. In the case of manifold Smell, there is absence of proof. Therefore the sweetness which is observed in Water immediately after the eating of yellow myrobalan, belongs to Water only. Its manifestation however depends upon the proximity of some particular Substance, as the manifestation of coolness in water arises from its association with sandalwood. The bitterness that is perceived immediately after the eating of karkati (a cucumber-like fruit) belongs to the karkati alone, because bitterness is observed in its parts even without the drinking of water, or it may be that the bitterness of the bilious Substance present at the tip of the tongue is felt there. Hence the second characteristic of water is the possession of the class which is directly pervaded by Substance-ness and which is co-existent with Taste which is not co-existent with other than sweet Taste. In like manner the third characteristic of water is the possession of the class which is pervaded by Substance-ness and which is co-existent with cool Touch. The hotness that appears at mid-day is really of Fire, as it depends upon its presence and absence. Similarly constitutional Fluidity is by itself the fourth characteristic; in other words, Water-ness is the possession of the class which is pervaded by Substance-ness and which is present in what possesses constitutional Fluidity. Liquidity or Viscidity, however, is a particular Attribute, and not a Genus which is also a Species, like milk-ness and curd-ness; because the distinction of viscid, more viscid, and most viscid, is observed, but such distinction is not possible in the case of a class. It cannot be said "Let Viscidity be an Attribute. But what is the evidence that it is present in water?" for it is inferred from the mixing or compounding of barley, sand, etc., by water. A compound is a particular combination or conjunction
caused by Viscidity and Fluidity. It is not due to Fluidity alone, because no compounding is established by the Fluidity of glass or gold; nor is it due to Viscidity alone, because no compounding is established by condensed clarified butter, etc. Therefore by the method of agreement and difference it is proved to be caused by Viscidity and Fluidity. And this compounding, being seen to take place in barley, sand, etc., by water, confirms Viscidity in Water. This argument is based upon wide experience itself, as Viscidity is an object of sense-perception. Viscidity which however is found in clarified butter, etc., is of the Water which is the occasional cause of that clarified butter, and it appears as though belonging to the clarified butter through combination with the conjoint. So also in the case of oil, juice, etc. And Water which is the occasional cause of clarified butter, contains a preponderance of Viscidity; therefore owing to this very preponderance of Viscidity, this Water does not counteract Fire. If Viscidity were a particular Attribute of Earth, then, like Smell, it would have been present in all terrene objects. Lastly, Water-ness is a class which is directly pervaded by Substancio-ness, because it has been proved that a class which determines the being the combinative cause of the conjunction present only in objects possessing Viscidity, is common to the ultimate atoms.—2.

**Characteristics of Fire.**

_Upāskāra._—Following the order of enumeration, he states the characteristic of Fire:

\[ तेजो रुपस्पर्शवेत् ॥ २ १ १ ३ ॥

सृष्टि: Tejas, fire. रुपस्पर्शवेत् Rupa-sparśavat, possessed of Colour and Touch.

3. Fire possesses colour and Touch.—51.

The meaning is that Fire possesses Colour which is luminous, and Touch which is hot. If it be objected, "Luminousness is the being the illuminator of other bodies, and such Colour is not found in heat or in Fire as it exists in gold, in a frying-pan, or in Water. White Colour also is found nowhere in these, nor is hot Touch found in moonlight or in gold. How then is this so?" We reply that there can be no such objection, because luminous Colour may be inferred in hotness, etc., by means of Fire-ness. If it be objected that Fire-ness itself is not proved there as such, we reply that it is inferred in them by their possessing not Touch. If it be asked, "How is it proved in gold?", our reply is that the author desires to say that it is moved because, even in the absence of luminous Colour in it, Fire-ness is inferred by the negative mark, viz., the characteristic of being the substratum or ground of Fluidity which is produced but not destroyed by the closest Conjunction of fire. And in the case of Fire as existing in the frying-pan, etc., Fire-ness is inferred from their possession of hot Touch.

Fire is four-fold: that in which both Colour and Touch are partly developed, as the solar, etc.; that in which Colour is partly developed but Touch is undeveloped, as the lunar; that in which both Colour and Touch are altogether undeveloped, as the ocular; and that in which
Colour is undeveloped and Touch is developed, as of the summer season, and also Fire present in Water, frying-pan, etc. He will prove the ocular Fire later on.—3.

**Characteristic of Air.**

*Upaskara.*—He states the characteristic of Air which is the next in order:

स्पश्ववान् वायुः || २ १ १ ४ ||

स्पश्ववा् Sparśavān, possessed of Touch. वायु: Vāyuḥ, air.

4. Air possesses Touch.—52.

The characteristic of Air is the possession of the 'class' co-existent with Touch which does not co-exist with Colour, or the possession of the 'class', co-existent with Touch which is neither hot nor cold and which does not co-exist with Taste, or the possession of the 'class' co-existent with Touch which is neither hot nor cold and which does not co-exist with Smell, or the possession of the 'class' co-existent with a distinctive Attribute which does not co-exist with any distinctive Attribute other than Touch.—4.

The above characteristics do not belong to Ether.

*Upaskara.*—But why is not the possession of Colour, etc., the characteristic also of Ether, Time, Space and Soul? He replies.

त आकाशे न विद्यन्ते || २ १ १ ५ ||

ते ते, these. आकाशं Akāśe, in Ether. न Na. not. विद्यन्ते Vidyannte, are observed or found.

5. These (characteristics) are not in Ether.—53.

Here the root 'vid, in vidyante' means to perceive. The meaning then is that because they are not perceived therefore they do not exist, in Ether, and other substances, either uniformly or by nature, or collectively, or accidentally. If it be asked, 'How does the perception arise that Ether is as white as curd?' we reply that it is due to the impression created by the perception of the white colours of the rays of the sun. If it be asked, 'How then does the perception arise that Ether is blue?' we reply that it is due to the impression created in the minds of the observers who are looking at the radiance of the emerald peak lying largely extended over the south side of Sumeru mountain. It has been opined that it is due to the impression created by the eye when after travelling to a long distance it turns back and reaches its own pupil. This is not a sound opinion, because those who possess jaundiced eyes also have such impressions.

From the perception, 'Here now there are Colour, etc.,' it cannot be argued that Colour and the three other Attributes belong to Space and Time also, because they have been already stated to be the characteristics of Earth, etc., only by the relation of combination and not by any other relation also. 'Here now there is absolute non-existence of
Colour"—from this perception again it follows that Space and Time are the substrata or grounds or foundations of all things.—5.

Objection to Fluidity being a characteristic of Water, answered.

Upaskara.—If it be argued that it is not correct to say that Fluidity is the characteristic of Water, because Fluidity is observed even in Earth; so he replies:

Samānyam ॥ ॥ ॥ ॥

The Fluidity of clarified butter, lac, and wax, through conjunction with Light is similar to that of Water.—54.

The Fluidity which belongs to clarified butter, etc., results from conjunction of Fire which is its occasion, and is not constitutional; whereas constitutional Fluidity is the characteristic of Water. Therefore the similarity of Earth to Water is in respect of mere Fluidity, and not in respect of constitutional Fluidity also. Hence the characteristic or the definition is not too wide. This is the meaning.—6.

Above continued.

Upaskara.—But still, because that condition, i.e., Fluidity, appears in tin, lead, iron, and other modifications of Fire, therefore that condition itself is an instance that the definition is too wide. To this objection he replies:


The Fluidity of tin, lead, iron, Silver, and gold, through conjunction with Fire, constitutes their similarity to Water,—55.

This is an indication; bell-metal, copper, brass, etc., are also implied. The characteristic which is common to those which have been mentioned and those which are implied, is that they are the foundation of the Fluidity which is produced but is not destroyed by the closest Conjunction of Fire. Thus the Fluidity of gold, etc., also is only occasional, the occasion which is the Conjunction of Fire, being proved by the method of agreement and difference. Moreover there is this distinction; in the last aphorism the word ‘agni’ denotes Light—tejas—possessing an excess or abundance of heat, but here it denotes fire.

If it be objected, "Gold, etc., also must be either modifications of Earth or different Substances; because yellowness, weight, etc., establish
terroneness, and because the non-annihilation of Fluidity which constitutes their difference from Earth, is perceived in them, and because this is capable of establishing of Substance." We reply that gold is a modification of Fire, and its fieriness is proved in the negative way, namely, "That which is not thus, is not thus, as Earth," by the characteristic of its being the foundation of Fluidity which is not annihilated even at the closest Conjunction of Fire.

Again there is no contradiction in the ultimate atoms of Water, because Fluidity should be qualified as being non-eternal. Nor is there incommensurability, as the mark does not appear in the lamp and other objects of the ascertained class, because the fact which is to be proved is that gold is not a modification of Earth. Nor is there any obstacle to the receptacle of weight becoming the minor term here; the foundation or substratum will not be proved if something else were the minor term, as the minor term must be foundation of Fluidity. Nor is it hard to ascribe ultra-finality or absoluteness, because it is desired to be said that it is the foundation of temporary Fluidity which is not annihilated even at the closest Conjunction of Fire for three hours. If it be objected that the annihilation of Fluidity must be concluded from the destruction of the foundation and the perception of more and less; we reply that it is not so, because the mark of inference is the possession of the Fluidity containing the Genus of Fluidity which does not appear in the counter-opposite of the annihilation produced by that Conjunction of Fire which is not combined with the totality of non-existent Fluidity. Or the foundation of yellowness and weight, conjoined as it is with Fluid Substance which excludes all Colour different from yellow Colour, does not therefore become the foundation of any Colour different from yellow Colour even at the Conjunction of Fire for three hours, like a piece of yellow cloth placed inside Water which is conjoined with Fire. If it be objected, "The Colour of gold will then be visible in darkness as there will be nothing to cloud or overpower its Colour, because, overpowering means the non-apprehension caused by the apprehension of a more powerful like object," we reply that overpowering denotes the mere relation with a like object which is more powerful by the power of the effect produced by it. So it has been said, "Other Colour does not at all shine under the influence of the association of the earth." This is our view.—7.

Use of Inference.

Upanśkāra.—Having thus finished the section on the characteristic of the four Substances which possess Touch, the author, seeing that the characteristic of Air is not proved by its foundation or with a view to avoid this, at the outset introduces the method of proof by inference, and then first of all establishes the probative force or value of inference itself, according to experience, and thereby begins the section of demonstration of Air:

विपाण्य फकुडानु प्रान्तेवभालि: सात्ततानिति गोऽवे द्वस्य
लिङ्गम् || २ || १ || ६ ||

विपाण्य Viṣāṇi, possessing horns. फकुडानु Kakudvān, possessing a hump. प्रान्तेवभालि: Prānte-vāladhiḥ, with a tail hairy at the extremity. सात्ततानिति
Sāsnāvan, possessing a dewlap. इति Iti, such. गोवेने Gotve, in cow-ness, of being a cow. द्रिष्टम् Drīstam, observed admitted. लिङ्गम Lingam, mark.

8. That it has horns, a hump, a tail hairy at the extremity, and a dewlap—such is the admitted mark of being a cow.—56.

The import is that as horns, etc. are the marks, the pervasion, or universal or invariable relation of which is well-known or recognised, towards the proof of cow-ness, so also the commonly-observed marks of the five super-sensuous Substances, Air, etc., assume the form of proof. Here although the mere possession of horns is not the mark of cow-ness, since it is also found in the buffalo, etc.; nor is the possession of the dew-lap, etc., the distinction or differentia, since in that case the name will become senseless; still with them who can discern in the horn of the cow difference in characteristic in comparison with the horns of the buffalo, the sheep, etc., all those distinctions truly assume the nature of marks. And all those distinctions such as straightness, crookedness, hardness, softness, shortness, length, etc., which are capable of being known by observers of superior skill, do really exist in horns also. Thus in respect of the body of a cow at a distance standing by itself, the inference is altogether unobstructed that it is a cow because like the body of a cow which has been previously perceived, it possesses peculiar horns. Similarly, the possession of a hump also is a mark of being a cow. The possession of a tail hairy at the extremity, is also a truly independent mark of being a cow. 'Prāntevāladdhip' means that in which hair are placed at the extremity, that is, a particular tail. From the use of the aluk compound (i.e., that form of compound words in which the inflection of the first word is not elided), the tail of the cow only is denoted by the word 'Antevaladdhip.' For the characteristic of the tail hairy at the extremity, which is found in the tails of cows, does not belong to the tails of the horse, sheep, etc., as these tails are covered with hair all over. In the tail of the buffalo, etc., there is not so much prolongation. From this difference in characteristic, the possession of a tail hairy at the extremity is also a mark of being a cow. The dropping of the inflection conveying the sense of possession (i.e., the use of the word tail only instead of tail-bearing) shows that only the body of the cow has been in view. Thus (the inference) "It is a cow" because, like the body of the cow which has been previously perceived, it possesses a tail which is hairy at the extremity. The possession of a dew-lap, again, is simply a well-known mark of being a cow.—8.

Touch infers Air.

Upāskāra.—Having thus pointed out, according to observation, the probative value of inference by which all human affairs are carried on, he, intending to begin the section of proof of Air, says:

स्पष्टे वयोः || २ १ १ ६ ||

स्पष्टे: Sparśaḥ, Touch. च Cha, and वयोः Vāyoh, of air.

9. And Touch (is a mark) of Air.—57.
'Lingam,' mark, is the complement of the aphorism. By the word 'cha' Sound, upholding, and quivering are brought forward.

It cannot be said, "The Touch which is being perceived must be of Earth itself of which the Colour is not yet developed," because the developed Touch of Earth cannot be separated from developed Colour. Hence the Touch which is perceived, being Touch, must reside somewhere, like the Touch of Earth, etc. Some foundation of Touch being thus proved by inference, by analogy, (Sāmāṃvato driṣṭam), the foundation of Touch is not identical with the triad of Earth, etc., because it does not possess Colour, nor is it identical with the pentad of Ether, etc., as it possesses Touch. Therefore by the inference together with the exclusion of others a Substance over and above the eight Substances is proved. In like manner a particular Sound also is a mark of Air. Thus in the absence of the impact of Substances possessing Colour, the series of Sounds (arising in leaves, etc.) which is heard amongst leaves, etc., must be occasioned by the impact of substances possessing Touch and Impetus, like the series of sounds produced in a drum by the percussion of the drumstick, because it is a series of sounds which is in relation to a substance the parts of which are indivisible. The absence of the impact of Substances possessing Colour, is, again, known by the non-perception of what might be expected or the co-relative. And from exhaustion that Substance possessing Touch and Impetus is verily an addition to the group of the eight substances. Similarly, a particular upholding also is a mark of Air. Thus the steadiness or flotation of grass, cotton, cloud, and air-ship in the sky, is due to the conjunction of some substance possessing Touch and Impetus, since it is the flotation of substance which are not presided over by a conscious being, like the flotation of grass, wood, boat, etc., on a stream; whereas in the flotation of poison, etc., caused by thought directed towards it, human and other influence is without doubt present. So also in the upholding of the bird, the branch of a tree, etc. Nor is the distinctive mark not proved on account of its being influenced by God, because by the word 'conscious' all else except God is meant. Similarly, quivering too is a mark of the existence of Air. Thus this Action in grass, etc., without the impact of Substances possessing Colour, is due to the impact of some Substance possessing Touch and Impetus, because it is an Action which is not produced by Weight and Conjunction of Soul exercising Volition, like the Action of a cane-bush when struck by the waves of a river. The word 'weight' implies Conjunction of Soul attended with adṛṣṭam (invisible after-effects of past acts), Fluidity and Impression; hence the being an action not produced by them is the mark.

It cannot be said, "Air is only an object of sense-perception and that therefore there is no need of the investigation of its marks;" for, Aic is not perceptible; only its supersensuousness is proved by the inference: "Being a colourless external Substance, it is like Ether." It cannot be replied "Its perceptibility is inferred in this way that being the seat of Touch Air is perceptible like the water-pot;" for the possession of developed Colour is here the condition, upādhi. If it be objected, "In the case of Colour, etc., as well as Soul, it is not pervasive of the major term, since it pervades the major term when the latter is determined by the being the external substance which is the minor term
containing the middle term, or is determined by the middle term which is the means of inference. Nor does it govern a body’s being an object of visual perception, because it is there that its presence and absence are observed as a rule. On the other hand, a body’s being an object of tactual perception is governed by the mere possession of an adequate Touch.” We reply, that both the presence and absence of Colour govern here; for perceptibility only by means of Touch proved by both positive and negative marks, has not been observed without the perception of Colour. Moreover, if Air were an object of sense-perception, then it would govern also the apprehension of general Attributes, e.g., Number, etc. If it be objected, “Perceptibility does belong to Number in blowing by the mouth, etc., to Measure or Extension, e.g., cubit, span, etc., and to Separateness as well as to Priority and Posteriority of two Airs existing on both sides. On the other hand, it is not the rule according to you also that they are perceptible by means of there being individual masses of Air, because they are not observed in the cloth, etc., lying on the back.” We reply, that it is the rule that they are perceived by means of there being individual masses of Air. Number, etc., are obtained in the cloth, etc., fixed upon the back, if they lie straight; if they are not obtained, it is because of the defect that the latter do not lie straight. “Developed Colour and Touch govern the perceptibility of external substances, only when they operate jointly. Light, the yellow substance within the eye, and the radiation or heat of the moon are not perceptible because their Touch is undeveloped. Hotness as in summer, heat and Watery Substances the parts of which have been dispersed (steam) are not perceptible, because Colour is undeveloped there.” This is the view of the commentator of Nyāya-Vārtikās. “But light, etc., are really perceptible although Touch is undeveloped. Therefore the Conjunction and Disjunction of the bird and the branch of the tree are really perceptible in the sky under moonlight.” So say those who know the traditions of the system. Nor can it be said that the possession of developed Touch (universally) excites the perceptibility of universally external Substances, for then the light of the emerald would be non-perceptible. Nor is only the possession of the developed distinctive Attribute the governing condition, for then Ether too would become perceptible. Nor again is the possession of the developed distinctive Attribute co-existent with the ensuant or resulting magnitude, such condition, for the bilious substance existing at the tip of the tongue is imperceptible in spite of the development or manifestation of bitterness. Therefore only the possession of developed or manifested Colour governs the perceptibility of all Substances except Soul. And this is not present in Air. Hence Air is not an object of sense-perception.—9.

Touch which infers Air, cannot be explained by visible objects.

Upāksra.—It may be objected, “Here there is no mark which can be known by sense-perception. For here the pervasion or universal relation is not obtained by sense perception like that of fire and smoke. Moreover this will be also the Touch of one or other only of Earth etc.” Therefore he says.

न च द्यानां स्पर्श इन्यादेवलिः वायुः || २ || १ || १० ||

न Na, not. च Cha, and. द्यानां Dristānām, of the observed or visible
or seen. द्रव्यम्: Sparśaḥ, touch. द्वि द्वि, hence. आद्रव्यम्: A-driṣṭa-lingaḥ, not-containing-the-mark-of-the-visible वायुः: Vāyuh, air.

10. And it is not the Touch of the visible (Substances); hence the mark (of the inference) of Air is not the mark of the visible (Substances).—58.

The Touch which is made the subject of enquiry does not belong to visible Substances, viz., Earth, Water, and Fire, because it is not accompanied by Colour. Therefore the inference is that this Touch resides somewhere. Hence in virtue of the middle-term, i.e., the mark of inference, being contained somewhere, we get Air although the mark is not the mark of the visible Substances, i.e., although the mark is observed in analogous Substances. This is the meaning. Although only the quartet of observed Touch, etc., are the mark, yet because their relation with Air is not apprehended, therefore it is said that the mark of Air is not the mark of the visible Substances. For it is not possible to prove Air after first proposing that this which possesses this or that property is Air. Therefore the import is that the proof of Air is by inference from analogy together with the exclusion of (possible) others (i.e., by hypothesis).—10.

Air is a Substance.

Upaskāra.—Having proved Air as a whole made up of parts, which is the foundation of Touch capable of being perceived, he says, with a view to prove Air characterised as ultimate atom:

उपात्मकः अ-प्रत्ययः, by not containing Substance (as its support). द्रव्य Dravyam, Substance.

11. Air is a Substance, because it does not contain or reside in Substance.—59.

‘Dravyavat’ means that which has Substance as its support. ‘Adravyat,’ i.e., not ‘dravyavat,’ means not resident in or supported by Substance. Thus like Ether, Air characterised as ultimate atom is a Substance, because the other Predicables reside in substances, because it has been stated that the being resident. i.e., independence, applies elsewhere than in eternal Substances, and because the origination of a large whole made up of parts is capable of being demonstrated by the evolution of dyads, etc., from the formation of a dyad by two ultimate atoms, and so on.—11.

Air is a Substance.—continued.

Upaskāra.—Bringing forward two (more) marks or grounds of establishing the Substance of the ultimate atoms of Air, he says:

क्रियात्मकः गुणवत्तवाच || २ । १ । १२ ||
क्रियात्मकः Kriyā-vattvāt, because of possession of Action. गुणवत्तवाच Guṇavattvāt, because of possession of Attribute. च Cha, and.

12. (Air is a substance), also because it possesses Action and Attribute.—60.
The ultimate atom of Air is a Substance—this is the complement of the aphorism. Although there is this mutual dependence or correlation that Substance-ness being proved, the possession of Action and the possession of Attribute are also proved and in their proof the proof of Substance-ness lies, yet the possession of Action is proved by this that the ultimate atom which is the constituent element of the composite whole which is the foundation of the Touch which is being perceived, cannot be established otherwise than by the Conjunction of the non-combinative cause; and the possession of Attribute is proved by the rule that the Touch, Colour, etc., of the composite whole are preceded by like Attributes in its cause; and by these two Substance-ness also is proved; so that here there is no fault, namely repetition or vicious circle. Of these the possession of Action extends to a portion of the objects of the same ascertained class, while the possession of Attribute pervades all the objects of the same ascertained class, which the possession of Attribute pervades all the objects of the same ascertained class. The word ‘cha’ brings forward the characteristic of being combinative cause, which proves Substance-ness.

If it be objected, “There is no proof (of the existence) of the ultimate atoms themselves. Then the Substance-ness of which is being proved?” we reply that by the maxim of the division, etc., of the action of dense effects, a body which is being divided and sub-divided becoming smaller, smallest, etc., that than which no smaller unit can be obtained, the same is the ultimate atom. If the relation of part and whole were unlimited, then it would follow that the mountain Sumeru and a mustard seed, etc., will have the same Measure or Mass, because in that case they would resemble one another in possessing infinite parts, and because without the distinction of the number of causes (i.e., constituent elements), measure and magnitude, mass and volume, do not rule the difference of Measure. It cannot be said that this relation of part and whole continues only up to the limit of destruction for that which remains at the end having no parts, its destruction is not possible; and if it contains parts, then non-finality will be the result, and its defect has been already pointed out. If it is said, “Truti (i.e., a minute part) is the limit, because it is visible and there is no reason for the supposition of something invisible,” we rejoin that as it is a visible Substance it must possess extension or largeness and many Substances.

Hence as in the case of Earth, etc., so also in the case of Air, the part of the part of a combination of three atoms, is really the ultimate atom. Thus the ultimate atom of Air is proved.—12.

Air is eternal.

Upaskatra.—It may be said that because Air possesses Action and Attribute, therefore, like the water-pot, etc., it should be inferred to be non-eternal. Hence he says:

अत्रवतवेन नित्यवमुक्तम् ॥ २ । १ । १३ ॥

बद्धश्चरवे Adravyatvena, by not residing in or combining with other Substances. नित्यवपि Nityatvam, eternality. शकम् Uktam, said.

13. The eternity (of Air) is evident from its not combining with other Substances.—61.
"Of Air characterised as ultimate atom" this is the complement of the aphorism. A Substance is destroyed by the destruction of the one or the other of its combinative and non-combinative causes. But the ultimate atom containing no parts, both of these causes do not belong to it. Therefore there being nothing to destroy it, it is not liable to destruction. Where the possession of Action and Attribute is the cause of non-eternity, there the possession of parts is the condition, upadhi, and this condition pervades the major term which is determined by the Substanaconess of the minor term; whereas the condition which is pervasive of the major term as such, is the characteristic of being the counter-opposite of prior non-existence.—13.

Virriti.—Some read the first word of the aphorism as 'adravyadrvavyatvena' (instead of 'adravyatvena'), (meaning "by its being a Substance which does not contain any other Substance").

Air is manifold.

Upaskra.—In order to prove, in a different manner also, the plurality of Air which has been already proved in the proof of its origination by the course of dynas etc., he says:

वायोवायुसमूच्छन्नं नानात्वलिङ्गम् || २ । १ । १४ ||

वायोः वायु, of Air. वायुसमूच्छन्नं Vāyusamūchchhanam, concurrence or collision with Air. नानात्वलिङ्गम् Nānātva-liṅgam, mark of diversity or plurality.

14. The collision of Air with Air is the mark of its plurality.—62.

'Vāyusamūchchhanam' means the collision, i. e., a mode of conjunction, of two or more Airs. It is the co-incidence, the falling in together, of two Airs of equal Impetus, flowing in opposite directions and producing contrary Actions. And it is inferred from the flying upwards of grass, cotton, etc., because the flying upwards and also the falling in together of two Airs, are beyond the reach of the senses, whereas the perceptible Action characterised as flying upwards of grass, etc., which are perceptible, is inferred to be produced either by the impact or the vibration (i. e., the molar or the molecular movement) of Substances possessing Touch, and Impetus. Thus the flowing upwards of Air the nature of which is to flow obliquely, not being capable of proof or possible without mutual collision, proves the mutual collision, the same being observed in the case of the water and the wave of the river. Their going upwards also is to be inferred by the going upwards of grass, etc. For the going upwards of grass, etc., is not possible without either the collision or the internal vibration of Substances possessing Touch and Impetus.—14.

No visible mark of Air.

Upaskra.—It has been stated that the mark of Air is not like the mark of the visible Substances. But how is it so? Hence he says:

वायुसमित्रिके प्रत्यचाभावादू द्वैतं लिङ्गं न विच्यते || २ । १ । १५ ||
There being no perception of the association (i.e., universal relation) with Air, there is no visible mark (of the existence of Air).—63.

The mark is said to be visible where the universal relation is grasped by perception, as smoke is of fire. But in the case of association with Air, there is no perception of the appearance of the mark in accompaniment with Air. For Air itself not being an object of sense-perception, nobody can have the perception. "Things which give Touch, quivering, etc., are Air." Therefore the meaning is that no such mark exists the pervasion of which can be grasped by perception.—15.

Air is inferred not as such but as a Substance in general.

Upasākāra.—How then can there be any inference at all of Air? Hence to strengthen what has been already stated, he says:

Sāmanvayottātāt Svāminvayottātān, from the method of inference known as general inference or inference by analogy. वच Cha, and अविभेषः Aviṣeṣaḥ not in particular, General.

16. And, by inference by analogy, (Air is proved) not as a particular substance, (but as Substance only).—64.

Inference is three-fold: from cause to effect, from effect to cause, and from the commonly observed to the unobserved, or from analogy. Thus this Touch which is being felt, must reside somewhere, because it is a Touch or because it is an Attribute. From this analogy or common observation or experience, accompanied by the exclusion of other possibilities, its residence in a Substance in addition to the eight Substances, is proved. This is the meaning.

It cannot be said that the inference from effect to cause is then gone. For after the exclusion of other possibilities, where analogy prevails, there proceeding upon the proved qualification of the minor term that it does not reside in the eight Substances, the proposition that this) Touch which does not reside in the eight Substances must reside somewhere, does not result except on the assumption of its being resident in a Substance in addition to the eight Substances. Therefore the proposed object being not explained otherwise, it is proved by inference from cause to effect alone. But where analogy arises from the appearance of exclusion at the very beginning, there the proposed object results at last and the mode of inference is found to be inference from effect to cause. It is not sound to hold that inference from effect to cause only shows the manner, for in the case of being accompanied by the exclusion of other possibilities, inference from cause to effect itself comes to show the manner. The rule also that inference merely shows the manner which determines the pervasiveness, is not valid, for the appearance of a different manner is possible from the association of particular materials.—16.
The name Air is derived from Scripture.

Upaskīra.—But if it is intended to be said that according to “not as a particular Substance” in the last aphorism, there is no inference in the form, “This is Air,” but that Air is inferred by way of the mark being resident in a Substance in addition to the eight Substances, then what is the evidence of that Substance being called by the name of Air? So he says:

तत्स्मादारामाकिम् ॥ २ । १ । १७ ॥

तत्स्माद् Tasmād, therefore प्रागामिक Āgamikam, proved by revelation, i.e., the Veda.

17. Therefore the name, Air, is proved by the Veda.—65.

Because there is no inference in the particular form, therefore the name Air is proved by āgama, i.e., the Veda. This is the meaning. “Air is the moving deity,” “One should offer a white goat to Air,” “And this Air is all colour, the carrier of all smells, and pure,”—from these and other recommendation, which have acquired the force of regulations, the name, Air, is obtained. As the name, heaven, is obtained from the recommendation “That which is not pierced with pain nor is clouded afterwards;” the name, barley, from the recommendation, “The leaves of all crop-plants fall off in spring. But the barley plants possessing ears of corn thrive in it as if with joy;” the name, cane, from the recommendation, “cane is born in water;” and the name, bear, from the recommendation, “cows run after the bear.” Otherwise, in the case of such instructions as “He who desires heaven should perform sacrifice,” etc., in the non-appearance of the particular happiness for the time being, men desiring heaven will not be inclined towards the performance of sacrifice, etc. Nor will there be any arrest of activity according to the usage of the Mlecchhas, i.e., the impure, in respect of “His becomes a mess of barley.” “He kindles the creative fire on a cane mat.” “Shoe of bear-skin,” etc., for the Mlecchhas apply the words barley, bear, and cane, to yellow paddy, crow, and black-berry (of jackal,) respectively. Thus there will be room for doubt without those recommendations. Therefore their respective meanings are known from the Veda only. This is the import. Only the name is proved by the Veda; the proof of the Substance, however, is really by analogy.—17.

Existence of God.

Upaskīra.—Having thus finished the section on Air, he establishes that the Veda is the revelation by the All-knower, in order to answer the objection, “Is then the name, Air, also, like the names, dītika and daviṭṭha (i.e., the gibberish or abracadabra), uttered by a mad man?” and with a view to open the section on Śiva or God, he says:

संज्ञा-कर्म्म तवस्मदिनिशिश्चानां लिङ्गम् ॥ २ । १ । १८ ॥

संज्ञा-कर्मम् Samajñā-karma, name and effect. तु Tu, on the other hand. बुत. अस्मदिनिशिश्चान अस्मद-विशिष्टानाम, beings distinguished from, other than, or superior to ourselves. लिङ्गम् Liṅgam, mark.

18. But name and effect are the mark (of the existence) of beings distinguished from ourselves.—66.
The word 'tu' has the sense of differentiating from such other marks as Touch, etc. 'Sujñā' i.e., name, 'karma' effect, e.g., Earth, etc.—both of them are the mark of the existence also of beings distinguished from ourselves, namely, Īśvara and great sages.—18.

Existence of God.—continued.

Upaskāra.—He explains how it is so:

**Pratyakṣa-pravṛtti-vātḥ** Pratyakṣa-pravṛtti-vātḥ because they follow from perception, लंबितकर्मभं: Samjñā-karmamānaḥ, of name and effect.


Here also the singular form or the resolution into one, of 'name' and 'effect,' from the copulative compound meaning collection, is intended to indicate the identity of the author of the name and the author of the universe. Thus he only is competent to give the names 'heaven,' apūrva, (i.e., that which was not before, that is to say, adṛgaḥ), etc., with whom 'heaven,' apūrva, etc., are objects of sense-perception, as in the giving the names, Chaitra, Maitra, etc., to the bodies of Chaitra, Maitra, etc., which are perceptible, by their father and others. Similarly, the application of the names, pot, cloth, etc., is only under the direction of Īśvara. The word which has been directed by Īśvara in a particular place, the same is appropriate there; e.g., all those herbs which have been touched by the edge of the mongoose's tooth, counteract the venom of the snake. Such direction is the mark, i.e., the means of inference, of beings distinguished from ourselves. And the name, Maitra, etc., which the father gives to the son, that also is surely directed by Īśvara by such rules as: 'The father should give a name (to the son) on the twelfth day.'

Thus it is proved that naming is a mark of the existence of Īśvara.

In like manner action, i.e., effect, also is a mark of the existence of Īśvara; for, thus, Earth, etc., must have a creator, because they are effects like a pot, etc.

Here Earth, etc., do not mean a product producible by the body, nor a product producible by the volition of another product, nor a product which has become the subject-matter of dispute as to whether it has been produced by an agent or not, nor a product the production of which by an agent has been the subject of doubt, because Earth, etc., also are producible by the volition of another product by means of adṛṣṭa (i.e., invisible after-effects of voluntary acts), and because dispute and doubt, being too wide, do not determine the minor term. Moreover, if by the expression that they have a creator, it is meant that they are the products of an active principle, then production in question may be explained by reference to ourselves, etc., for the causality of ourselves also is productive of Earth, etc., by means of adṛṣṭa (the invisible after-effects of past acts). It is the same also if the product be producible by an active principle operating upon given materials, for the acts or ourselves, etc., also are relative to some given
material. Then if the being effect, on the other hand, means the being the counter-opposite of prior non-existence (or potential existence), then it will include annihilation also. But notwithstanding all this, earth must have a creator because it is an effect. Here the having a creator means the being the product of an active principle independently of adhistha, and being an effect means the being the counter-opposite of existence determined by prior non-existence. In the ease of sprouts, etc., there is no fault of doubtfulness or multifariousness, for these faults arise where there is doubt as to the existence or non-existence of the middle term when the non-existence of the major term has to be ascertained: for otherwise all inference will have to be abandoned. Nor should it be said that this is the fault beyond the minor term, for it will entail the command of the king; for it is not the glory or a fault that it does not attack the minor term. Therefore at the stage of sprouting, the proof of the existence of) the major term (in the minor term) by the mark or middle term the universal relation of which is well ascertained, being unobstructed, where is the doubtfulness or multifariousness? And a fortiori at the stage of non-sprouting, these faults verily do not exist. Thus in brief.—19.

Marks of Ether, according to Sāṅkhya philosophy.

Upāskṛta.—Having thus finished the section on Āsvāra, by the last two aphorisms, and desiring to begin the section Ether, he says:

निष्क्रमणः प्रवेशनमित्याकाशस्य लिङ्गम् ॥ २१ ॥ २० ॥

निष्क्रमणः Niṣkramaṇam, egress, प्रवेशनः Praveśanam, ingress. इति Iti, such. आकाशस्य Ākaśasya, of Ether लिङ्गम् Liṅgam, mark.

20. Egress and Ingress—such is the mark (of the existence) of Ether.—68.

The word ‘it’ signifies manner and brings forward Actions, namely, Throwing upwards, etc., also. Egress and Ingress are the movement of Substances possessing Touch. That is the mark of the existence of Ether, which is not an effect. This is the view of the Sāṅkhya philosophers.—20.

The above are no marks.

Upāskṛta.—To discredit this view he says:

तद्विषयेनक्रियत्वात् कर्मणः ॥ २१ ॥ २० ॥

तत् Tat, that. i.e., movement or egress and ingress. आलिङ्गम् Alīṅgam, no mark एकद्राव्यत्वः Eka-dravyatvāt, having but one Substance. कर्मणः: Karmmaṇah, of an action.

21. That is no mark, as an Action has but one Substance (as its combinative cause).—69.

Actions such as egress, ingress, etc., do not at all infer Ether as their combinative cause, because Action has but one Substance, in other words, has only corporal Substance as its combinative cause.
Action also, it has been already stated, does not simultaneously appear in more than one place, nor does it appear in non-corporeal Substances.—21.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—Lest it might be said that egress, ingress, etc., will infer Ether as their non-combinative cause, so he says:

कार्यान्तरानुक्रिप्तिविधेयस्यचः || 21 || 22 ||

कार्यान्तरानुक्रिप्तिविधेयस्यचः Kāraṇāntara-ānukṛiptivaidyāharmyāt, on account of difference from the characteristic or sign of another cause. व च Cha. and.

22. And also because they differ in property from the characteristic of another (i.e., the non-combinative) cause.—70.

'Anukṛipti' means characteristic or sign, by the etymology ‘that by which a thing is made known.’ The meaning is: on account of difference from that which is the characteristic of another cause, i.e., the non-combinative cause.

Substance does not surely at all become a non-combinative cause. Now non-combinative causality arises by proximity in the same object with the cause, or by proximity in the same object with the effect. The first is illustrated in the case of the colours of the yarns towards the colour of the cloth. And this non-combinative causality is called 'great,' as it produces a larger effect. The second is as that of the conjunction of Soul and Mind towards knowledge, or cognition, etc. And this non-combinative causality is called 'small,' as it produces a smaller effect. But Ether is neither the combinative cause nor, again, the non-combinative cause of egress, ingress, and other Actions. Hence Action is not a mark of the existence of Ether.—22.

Vivṛti.—He says that Action does not infer Ether even as its non-combinative cause.

On the maxim that a verbal affix signifies an object, 'anukṛipti' (agreement) means 'anukṛipta,' i.e., that which is agreed to by the opposite disputants; and such a different caused is the non-combinative cause, ete., Attribute and Action. Therefore the meaning is that egress, etc., do not warrant the inference of Ether as their non-combinative cause, because difference from Attribute and Action (which are non-combinative causes), in the form of Substance-ness, exists in Ether.

The above are no marks—continued.

Upaskāra.—It may be said, "Let Ether be the occasional cause of Action, for the movements of birds and arrows, etc., are seen in Ether." So he says:

संयोगाद्भावः कस्मिणः || 21 || 23 ||

संयोगाद्भावः Samyogat, on account of Conjunction. कस्मिणः: Abhāvaḥ, non-production. कस्मिणः: Karmaniaḥ of Action.

23. Action is not produced on account of Conjunction.—71.
The non-production of Action is due to the obstruction of Impetus, Gravity, etc., which are the causes of Action, by Conjunction with corporal substances, and is not due to the non-existence of Ether which is all-pervasive. Therefore the meaning is that the presence of or agreement with Sky which should be really explained otherwise, does not prove that Ether is the occasional cause of Action.—23.

Inference of Ether by Sound.

Upaskara.—Having thus discredited the Sākhya view, and going to prove Sound as the mark of Ether he prepares the ground for inference by exhaustion, by saying:

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

The particular Attributes such as colour, etc., which exist in the effect characterised as Earth, etc., are found to be preceded by like Attributes in their causes. Sound also is a particular or distinctive Attribute, for in spite of its being a 'class,' it is, like colour, etc., apprehended by only one of the external senses. Thus the meaning is that such effect is not observed in which sound preceded by a like Attribute in the cause thereof may appear.—24.

Sound not an Attribute of tangible things.

Upaskara.—It might be said that Sound is observed in a lute, flute, tabour, conchshell, dham, etc., which are effects and that consequently it is preceded by a like Attribute in their causes. So he says:

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

The particular Attributes as colour, etc., which exist in the effect characterised as Earth, etc., are found to be preceded by like Attributes in their causes. Sound also is a particular or distinctive Attribute, for in spite of its being a 'class,' it is, like colour, etc., apprehended by only one of the external senses. Thus the meaning is that such effect is not observed in which sound preceded by a like Attribute in the cause thereof may appear.—24.

Sound not an Attribute of tangible things.

Upaskara.—It might be said that Sound is observed in a lute, flute, tabour, conchshell, dham, etc., which are effects and that consequently it is preceded by a like Attribute in their causes. So he says:

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

24. The Attribute of the effect is seen to be preceded by the Attribute of the cause.—72.

The particular Attributes such as colour, etc., which exist in the effect characterised as Earth, etc., are found to be preceded by like Attributes in their causes. Sound also is a particular or distinctive Attribute, for in spite of its being a 'class,' it is, like colour, etc., apprehended by only one of the external senses. Thus the meaning is that such effect is not observed in which sound preceded by a like Attribute in the cause thereof may appear.—24.

Sound not an Attribute of tangible things.

Upaskara.—It might be said that Sound is observed in a lute, flute, tabour, conchshell, dham, etc., which are effects and that consequently it is preceded by a like Attribute in their causes. So he says:

कारणमूल्याणुपूर्वकः कारणमूल्याणो द्वारः ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥ २४ ॥

25. Sound is not an Attribute of things possessing Touch, because of the non-appearance of (similar) other effects.—73.

It would have been so, if, as when Colour, Taste, etc., are observed in yams, potsherd, etc., other Colour, Taste, etc., homogeneous with the former, are also observed in a cloth, pot, etc., so the congener of the sound which is observed in the constituent parts of a lute, flute, tabour, etc., were also observed in the wholes made up of those, i.e., lute, flute, tabour, etc. But this is not the case; for, in fact, it is seen that a lute, etc., are originated by constituent parts which are destitute of all Sound, whereas it is not seen that a cloth, a pot, etc., have their origin in yams, potsherd, etc., which are destitute of Colour. Moreover if Sound were a particular Attribute of tangible things, then the relation of high and low and lower tones, etc., would not be observed
in it. For Colour, etc., which appear in a single composite whole are not observed to be varying in degree. Therefore Sound is not a distinctive Attribute of tangible things.—25.

Bhasya.—reads II. 1. 25 as two spherisms, viz., Also because of the non-appearance of different effects (Karya-antara-apradurbhavat cha), and Sound (is) not an attribute of tangible things (Sabdah sharsvacatam agnab).—the meaning, however, remaining the same.

Nor of Soul, nor of Mind.

Upaskara.—But, it might be said, Sound will be either an Attribute of Soul or an Attribute of Mind. So he says:

परं समवायात् प्रक्षुलवाच्च नात्मगुणो न मनोऽगुणः: || २ || १ ५७||

परं Paratra, elsewhere, with other objects. समवायात् Samavayat, because of combination. नात्मगुणो Pratyakshaivaat, because it is an object of sense-perception. न प्रक्षुलवाच्च Cha, and; also, न Xa, not. मनोऽगुणः अत्मगुणाः, an Attribute of Soul. न Xa, not. मनोऽगुणः: मनोगुणाः, an Attribute of Mind.

26. Because it combines with other objects, and because it is an object of sense-perception, therefore sound is neither an Attribute of Soul nor an Attribute of Mind.—74.

If sound were an Attribute of Soul, then there would be such states of consciousness as "I am filled (with Air)," "I am sounded," "I give out Sound," etc., as there are such states as "I am happy," "I try," "I know," "I desire," etc. But it is not the case; on the contrary, the experience of all men is that a conch-shell is filled with Air, a lute is played upon, etc. Moreover, Sound is not an Attribute of Soul, because, like colour, etc., it is apprehended by the external sense. Also if Sound were a particular Attribute proper to Soul, then it would be, like pain, etc., perceived by a deaf man also. Therefore it has been rightly said, "Because it combines with other objects." He states the reason of its not being an Attribute of Mind, by saying "Because it is an object of sense-perception." The fact that the words atman and manas have not been compounded, as they could have been, in the form "naatmanamanasar gamaḥ," indicates that, by the logic or law of similars, the very same reason, "Because it is an object of sense-perception," excludes the idea that Sound might be an Attribute of Space or of Time even.—26.

Therefore of Ether.

Upaskara.—He states why this method of exhaustion has been applied:

परिरस्यार्थकाश्यस्य || २ || १ || २७||

परिसत् Pariśesat, from exhaustion, लिङ्ग Liṅga, mark. आकाशस्य Ākaśasya, of Ether.

27. By the method of exhaustion (Sound) is the mark of Ether.—75.

'Sound' is the complement of the aphorism. Here too a Substance, over and above the eight Substances, is proved by analogous inference,
in this way that, being an Attribute, Sound, like Colour, etc., must reside somewhere. And it is an Attribute, because, like Colour, etc., it belongs to a 'class' capable of being apprehended by only one external sense. Being non-eternal, it resembles knowledge, etc., both of which are combined with 'Universal Substances.' And its non-eternity will be shown later on. The Substance, proved by exhaustion, is eternal, as there is no reason for the supposition of constituent parts in it, and is also universal, because Sound is observed in all places. 27.

Bhāṣya. The idea of Kāmatā is that Time as well as Space are really identical with Ether.

Ether is a Substance, and is eternal.

Upanidāna.—To prove, by analogy or over-extension, the Substance-ness and eternity of Ether of which the mark is Sound, he says:

\[\text{द्रव्याविनिभवे वायुनाथयास्यायते} \frac{2}{1} \frac{1}{1} \frac{28}{1}\]

\[\text{द्विद्वरनिभवे} \quad \text{Dravyatva-nityatye, Substance-ness and eternity.}\]

\[\text{वायुना} \quad \text{Vāyuṁa, by Air} \quad \text{ध्यायते} \quad \text{Vyākhyāte, explained.}\]

28. The Substance-ness and eternity of Ether have been explained by (the explanation of the Substance-ness and eternity of) Air.—76.

As Air is eternal because it does not possess any other Substance as its combinative cause, so also is Ether. As Air is a Substance because it possesses Attributes, so also is Ether. This is the meaning.—28.

Ether is one.

Upanidāna.—Is there then one Ether or are there many Ethers? To this he replies:

\[\text{तत्त्वमात्रेन} \frac{2}{1} \frac{1}{1} \frac{26}{1}\]

\[\text{तत्त्व} \quad \text{Tatvam, that-ness.} \quad \text{O-neness. Unity.} \quad \text{एत्यन् Bhāvena, by existence.}\]

29. The unity (of Ether is explained) by (the explanation of the unity of) Existence.—77.

The agreement of the words in the aphorism is with 'vyākhyātam' (or explained), i.e., the same word, as in the last aphorism, with the inflection changed. The meaning is that, as 'Bhāvah,' i.e., Existence, is one, so also Ether is only one and not many.—29.

Above continued.

Upanidāna.—It may be asked, 'The unity of Existence is proved by the virtue of a simulative experience. How will unity be proved in Ether, by comparison with that?'

So he says:

\[\text{शब्दविभेशविशेषविशेषबिभावाच} \frac{2}{1} \frac{1}{1} \frac{30}{1}\]

\[\text{शब्दविभेशविशेषविशेषबिभावाच} \quad \text{Ṣabdalingāviśeṣāt, because there is no difference in Sound which is the mark-} \quad \text{विशेषबिभावाच} \quad \text{Viśeṣalingābhāvaḥ, because there exists no distinguishing mark.} \quad \text{Cha, and.} \]
30. (Ether is one), because there is no difference in Sound which is its mark, and because there exists no other distinguishing mark. -78.

The sense is that the unity of Ether is proved. Ether being ubiquitous or universal, all Sounds are explained by their having that one and the same foundation or seat. Therefore to suppose a different basis will be shewing an exuberance of imagination. Besides the very same Sound must be the mark of the different Ether which is to be supposed, and that, i.e., Sound, is undifferentiated; nor is there any other mark which can prove the differentiation or the difference or division. It will be stated afterwards (III. ii-20) that although the marks, e.g., knowledge, etc., of Souls is really non-differentiated, still the plurality of Souls is proved by other marks, according to 'difference of conditions' or circumstances. -50.

_Vicāri._ Plurality of Souls is proved by the differences of the products of the Soul, i.e., pleasure and pain, seeing that at one and the same time an effect in the form of pleasure is produced in one Soul, while in another Soul an effect in the form of pain is produced. But in the case of Ether there is no differentiation of Sound which is its mark, whereby a multiplicity of Ether might be established. Nor is there any other mark which can establish a plurality of Ether. So that no account of the absence of proof, and no account of simplicity, Ether is one and not many.

_Individuality of Ether._

_Upāskṣara._—It may be said, "Let unity by all means belong to Ether. Let it also have extreme largeness as it is universal. Let Conjunction and Disjunction also belong to it as it is the non-combinative cause of Sound. But how can individuality belong to it?" So he says:

\[
\text{तदनुविधानादेक्षणकृत्यकृत्यन्तिति॥२॥१॥३१॥}
\]

\text{Tad-anu-viṣṇānādā, because it follows or accompanies that, i.e., unity. एक प्रमाण Eka-prāthaktyam, separateness of one individuality = Cha, and. इति Iti, finished.}

31. And individuality also belongs to Ether, since individuality follows unity. -79.

_Individuality is proved by this that individuality regularly goes together with unity._ 'Iti' indicates the end of the chapter.

The subject-matter of the chapter is the definition or statement of the characteristics possessing particular Attributes and which are not the objects of mental perception or perception by the internal organ. Hence the characteristics of Earth, Water, Fire, Air, and Ether and, in passing, of the divine Soul also, are stated in this chapter. Thus Earth possesses fourten Attributes, and these Attributes are Colour, Taste, Smell, Touch, Number, Measure, Separateness, Conjunction, Disjunction, Priority, Posteriority, Gravity, Fluidity, and Impression. Exactly the same number of Attributes, with the exception of Smell and addition of Visciditiy, belong to Water. These same Attributes, with the exception of Taste, Smell, Viscidity, and Gravity
belong to Fire, and with the exception of Smell, Taste, Colour, Gravity, Viscidity, and Fluidity, belong to Air. With the addition of Sound, the five Attributes beginning with Number, belong to Ether. Only the five Attributes beginning with Number belong to Space and Time. The five Attributes beginning with Number, together with Priority, Posterity, and Impetus, belong to Mind. The five Attributes beginning with Number, and Cognition, Desire, and Volition belong to Jivara.—31.

Here ends the first chapter of the second book in the Commentary given by Śaṅkara to the Vaiśeṣika aphorisms of Kaṇḍaṇa of great powers.

Vicārī.—The subject-matter of this chapter is the definition of Substances possessing particular Attributes which do not appear in that which possesses bhāvanā, i.e., impression or meditative understanding. Substances are the five elements and God.
BOOK SECOND—CHAPTER SECOND.

Smell may be essential or accidental.

Upaskira.—Now the author desires to examine the characteristics, such as Smell, etc., of the "elements" (bhūta). Therefore, by way of establishing that Smell, etc., may be essential or natural as well as accidental or conditional, he says:

 пушваstraḥ: सति सत्तिकर्णे गुणान्तराप्रादुर्मापो वस्ते
गन्धाभावलिङ्गम् II २ २ १ १

पुष्पवस्त्र योः Puṣpa-vastrayoh, of a flower and a cloth. सति Sati,
existing. सत्तिकर्णे Sannikarṣe, contact. गुणान्तराप्रादुर्मापो: Gunāntarāprā-
durābhāvaḥ, non-appearance from another Attribute. वस्ते Vastre, in the
cloth. गन्धाभावलिङ्गम Gandhābhāva-liṅgam, mark of the non-existence of
Smell.

1. The non-production (of the smell which is perceived in
the cloth), after or during its contact with a flower, from the At-
tribnte (of the constitutive cause of the cloth), is the mark of the
non-existence of smell in the cloth.—80.

Where Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch are produced from the
corresponding Attributes in the cause, there they become essential and
so acquire the nature of being characteristic marks, and not otherwise.
For, the fragrance which is perceived in the breeze, or the cold which
is perceived in a tablet of stone, or the warmth which is perceived in
water, does not become a characteristic. Therefore he says. 'Of a
flower and a cloth.' For the fragrance of the golden ketaki (Pandanus
Odoratissimus), which is perceived in the cloth when the cloth has been
brought into contact with the golden ketaki flower, does not belong to
the cloth, because it is not produced according to the (corresponding)
Attribute of the cause (i.e., yarns). What, then? It is accidental or
conditional, because due to the proximity of the golden ketaki; for the
non-existence of Smell in the ketaki is not the mark of the non-existence
of Smell in the cloth. What is the mark? So it has been said, "Non-
appearance from another Attribute," i.e., non-production from the
Attribute of the cause. For, if the Smell, which is perceived in the
cloth, were essential to it, then it would be perceived in the cloth also
before the constituent parts, i.e., the yarns of the cloth, are brought
into contact with the ketaki; but it is not so. This is the meaning.
Thus the Smell in question is not inherent in the cloth, because, like
cold and hot Touch, etc., it is a particular Attribute which is not
produced by the Attribute of the constituent parts.—1.

Virūḍha.—It has been already stated that the possession of Smell,
etc., are the marks of Earth, etc. But this would not be proper. For
Smell being perceived of Air, etc., combined with fragrant parts, the
mark becomes too wide. For this reason he shows that the perception
of Smell, etc., in Air, etc., is accidental.
Smell is essential in Earth.

Upākṣtra.—He says that essential Smell is the mark of Earth:

Vyāvasthitā: प्रथित्वाय गन्धः || २ १ २ ० ॥

Vyāvasthitā, established. प्रथित्वाय Prithivyām, in Earth.

2. Smell is established in Earth.—31.

Established in the Earth’—i.e., determined by absence of connection as well as connection with other objects. The meaning is that Smell is the mark, because it serves to differentiate Earth from objects of similar and dissimilar classes. For Earth has Smell only and only Earth has Smell. It is therefore established that Smell which differentiates Earth from the eight similars beginning with Water, and the five dissimilars beginning with Attribute, is essential to Earth.—2.

Vivriti.—‘Established,’ i.e., ascertained or undoubted, as there is nothing to oppose it.

Heat may be essential or accidental.

Upākṣtra.—Extending the mode of establishing Smell as an essential Attribute, to Hotness also, which is the characteristic of Fire, he says:

एतेनोऽप्यताः व्यास्त्यताः || २ १ २ ० ॥

एतेन Etena, by this उष्णताः Uṣṇatā, Hotness. Warmth. व्याख्याताः Vyākhyatā, explained.

3. By this hontness is explained.—82.

This extension or analogy should be understood also in the case of coldness, etc., which are the characteristics of Water, etc.—3.

Heat is essential in Fire.

Upākṣtra.—He examines the characteristic of Fire:

तेजस उष्णताः || २ १ २ ४ ॥

तेजस Tejasah of Fire. उष्णताः Uṣṇatā, Hotness.

4. Hotness (is the characteristic) of Fire.—83.

The meaning is that natural or essential Hotness is the characteristic of Fire. Colour, white and luminous, is also implied.—4.

Coldness is essential in Water.

Upākṣtra.—He examines the characteristic of Water:

अप्सू शीतताः || १ १ २ ५ ॥

अप्सू Apsu, in Waters. शीतताः Śītattā, Coldness.

* "Absence of connection as well as connection with other objects." i.e., Smell is always found in essential agreement with Earth and in essential difference from Non-Earth.
5. Coldness (is the characteristic) of Water.—84.

The meaning is that natural or essential coldness is the characteristic of water; so that it is not too wide by over-extending to a stone-tablet, sandal-wood, etc. Colour and Taste also are said to be the characteristics of Water in the same way as coldness which also implies Viscidity and constitutional Fluidity.

It cannot be asked, "Why is there this breach in the order of the characteristics according to the enumeration of Earth, etc?" Because it is intended to indicate that the Touch of Fire overcomes or over-whelms the Touch of Earth and the Touch of Water, and so the examination of Fire should of course come in between them. Or, the order has not been observed in order to introduce the examination of Air. Thus it should be inferred that Touch, which is neither hot nor cold and is not due to be the action of fire or heat, is essential to Air, and, as such, is its characteristic. This is the import.—5.

Vivriti.—The order of enumeration has been abandoned with the object of indicating that the mark of Air, i.e., the possession of a heterogeneous Touch, should be investigated in the same way. The explanation, given by the learned writer of the Upaskara, namely that the violation of the order is intended to show that the Touch of Fire overcomes the Touches of Earth and Water, is not satisfactory. For it is known to all that in gold as well as in moon-light, etc., the Touches of Earth and Water overcome the Touch of Fire.

Marks of Time.

Upaskara.—Thus it has been stated that particular Attributes such as small, etc., of tangible things, which are preceded by like Attributes in their causes, are the characteristics of Earth, etc. Now he begins the section on the characteristics of Time, brought in by the order of enumeration, by saying:

अपरासिद्धतत्र युगपत्ति चिर चिप्रमिति काललिङ्गानि ॥ २ । २। ६॥

सतसिद्ध अपरसिद्ध, in respect of that which is posterior, अपर Aparam, posterior. युगपत्ति Yugapat, simultaneous. चिर Chiram, slow. चिप्रमिति Kṣipram, quick. Iti Iti, such. काललिङ्गानि Kala-lingāni, marks of Time.

6. 'Posterior' in respect of that which is posterior, 'simultaneous', 'slow,' 'quick,'—Such (cognitions) are the marks of Time.—85.

The word 'iti' which shows the mode of cognition, relates to each individual word; so that the meaning is that the cognition ‘it is posterior' the cognition ‘it is simultaneous,' the cognition ‘it is slow or late,' the cognition ‘it is quick or early,'—are the marks of Time. By 'posterior in respect of that which is posterior,' we are also to understand 'prior, in respect of that which is prior.' Therefore the sense is this: If we make a youth our point of view of starting point, then the cognition of Priority is produced in an old man, whose birth has been distanced by a large number of the revolutions of the sun; and this
Priority depends upon some non-combinative cause. Now, Colour, etc., cannot be the non-combinative cause, owing to their variable presence. The three, beginning with Smell, do not produce Priority in respect of Air. Touch also, rendered different by the difference of hot, etc., is in each case variable in its presence. Nor is a fixed Measure the non-combinative cause, for it does not originate a heterogeneous object. Therefore it remains at last that, the revolutions of the sun being connected with a different substratum, conjunction with a Substance determined by those revolutions is really the required non-combinative cause. And that Substance, being conjoint both with the lump of matter on earth (e.g., the body of a youth) as well as the sun, must be universal. If the characteristic of that Substance be supposed to be belonging to Ether, then it would follow that the beating of a drum at any place will produce Sound in all drums everywhere. Thus the Conjunction of Time alone, which is conjoint with the sun, with the lump of matter in question, is the non-combinative cause of Priority. It is Time which demonstrates the action of the sun, because, for the purpose of the determination of a different Substance in the case of the properties of a different Substance, the Soul is dependent upon an affinity in addition to its own propinquity, otherwise the redness of a kusumbha flower at Varanasi (Benares) would entail redness in a crystal at Patna also. But Time being supposed to be of that very nature, this (i.e., dependence upon another affinity) is no fault here. If it be asked, why Time also would not transmit colour, we reply, it is because Time has been established only as that which always demonstrates action.

In the same way, the production of Posteriority should be ascertained in a youth, with an old man as the starting point. 'Simultaneous': 'They are born simultaneously;' They exist simultaneously,' 'They act simultaneously,'—in such cognitions, 'simultaneously' means at the same time, during the same movement of the sun, in other words, at the same time as determined by the movement of the sun. It is not unconnected movements of the sun, which undergo the qualifications, e.g., 'simultaneously born,' etc.; nor are these connected by their own nature. Therefore, these specific cognitions being incapable of a different proof, the Substance which establishes the specification, is Time.—6.

Like Air, Time is a substance, and is eternal.

Upasaktra.—It may be said, 'Let Time be proved. But there is no proof that it is a Substance, nor that it is eternal.' So he says:

Dravyatvaniyate vakunayatra 


7. The Substance-ness and eternity (of Time) are explained by (the explanation of the Substance-ness and eternity of) Air.—86.

The meaning is that, as the ultimate atom of Air is a Substance,
because it possesses Attributes, and is eternal, because it is a Sub-
stance which does not contain any other Substance, so also is Time.—7.

Like Existence, Time is one.

Upaskāra.—" Even then," it may be said, "there may be a plurality of Times." So he
says:

तत्त्रम्भावेन || २ || २ || ७ ||

तत्र Tattvam, unity. भवेन Bhâvena, by Existence.

8. The unity (of Time is explained), by (the explanation of
the unity of) Existence.—87.

The aphorism has grammatical connection with the word 'vyâkhyaôte' in the last aphorism, reduced to the form 'vyâkhyaôtam.' The meaning is: Time, like Existence, is one, because, in spite of
their multiplicity, the marks of Time, viz., the cognition 'it is slow or
late,' etc., are the same in all places, and because no distinguishing
mark, like those of Souls, exists.

It may be objected, "Time is manifold according to the difference
of moments, two-moments, hours, three-hours, days, days-and-nights,
fortnights, months, seasons, half-years, years, etc. How then can it be
one?" We reply that it is not so, because the appearance of difference
is due to upâdhi or an external condition. For, it is found, that as the
self-same crystal appears to be different according to the reflection
thrown upon it by the external condition or upâdhi of a China rose,
tâpiôja (Xanthochymus Pictorius), etc., so also does the one
and indivisible Time appear to be different according to the limit set
by the movement of the Sun, etc., as well as according to the limit
imposed by their respective effects. Thus moment (kșaôa) is the
external condition of Time, which does not pervade or cover another
external condition of Time, or it is Time which is not the receptacle of
the counter-opposite of the prior as well as posterior non-existence of
what is placed or contained in it; and this should be understood from
the production of something and the destruction of something at every
moment. It is proved by the Veda that a 'lava,' is an aggregate of
two moments, and so on.

"Yet," it may be objected, "Time must be at least three-fold,
according to the difference of the past, the future, and the present; for
it is heard, 'The three times return,' 'The three Times are not accom-
plished or proved,' etc." We reply, it is not, for the use of three-fold
Time is due to the limits of (the existence of) a thing, its prior non-exis-
tence, and its total destruction. The Time which is determined or deli-
mited by a thing, is its present; the Time which is delimited by the
prior non-existence of a thing, is its future; and the Time which is
delimited by the total destruction of a thing, is its past. Thus the use
of the threefoldness of Time depends upon the threefoldness of the deter-
minant or that which delimits.—8.

Time, a cause of non-eternal Substances.

Upaskāra.—Here he says that Time is the cause of all that is produced.
9. The name Time is applicable to a cause, inasmuch as it does not exist in eternal substances and exists in non-eternal substances.—88.

The word ‘iti’ is used in the sense of ‘because.’ For this reason the name Time is applicable to cause,’ i.e., the cause of all that is produced. He states the reason:—"Because it does not exist in eternals, and because it exists in non-etrnals." The meaning is this: Because in the case of the eternals such as Ether, etc., there do not arise the cognition, "produced simultaneously," "produced slowly or late," "produced quickly or early," "produced now," "produced during the day," "produced at night," etc., whereas cognitions of simultaneity, etc., do arise in the case of the non-eternals such as the pot, cloth, etc.; therefore, by the methods of agreement as well as difference, Time is proved to be a cause. It is to be understood that Time is the occasional or efficient cause of all that is produced, not only in virtue of the cognitions of simultaneity, etc., but also in virtue of the application of the terms, hibernal, vernal, pluvial, etc., to flowers, fruits, etc.—9.

Vicriti.—In fact, scriptural texts such as "All is produced from Time," etc., are proof that Time is the cause of every thing that is an effect.

Mark of Space.

Upasktra.—Having finished the section on the mark of Time, and going to begin the section on the mark of Space, he says:

इति इद्दमिति यत्स्तदिश्यं विद्यम् II 2 II 2 10 II

"Iti, from this. इद्दम् Idam, this. इति� Iti, such. यथा Yatha, whence तत्र Tat, that. दिश्य Diśyam, relating to Space. विद्यम् Vidyam, mark.

10. That which gives rise to such (cognition and usage) as "This (is remote, etc.) from this,"—(the same is) the mark of Space.—89.

'Diśyam'—that which belongs to Space, i.e., is the mark of the inference of Space. The meaning is this: 'Space' is that substance from which, in respect of two simultaneously existing bodies which are also fixed in (direction) and place, 'such' cognition and usage arise that 'this,' i.e., the ground or substratum of the conjunctions of a comparatively large number of conjoint things, is prior 'to,' (other than or distinct from) this i.e., the substratum of the conjunctions of a comparatively small number of conjoint things, and also that 'this,' i.e, the substratum of the comparative smallness in number of the conjunctions of the conjoint, is 'posterior' to 'this,' i.e., the substratum of the
comparative large ness in number of the conjunctions of the conjoint. For, without the existence of such a substance, there is no other means of establishing a comparatively large or small number of the conjunctions of the conjoint in the two bodies; nor, without such establishment, can there be any particular or concrete understanding about them respectively; nor, without such understanding, can Priority and Posteriority arise; nor, without their appearance, can there be concrete cognition and usage about them.

It cannot be said, "Let Time be the means also of establishing the conjunctions. What is the use of another Substance?" For Time is proved only as the means of establishing constant or unchangeable actions. If, on the contrary, it is supposed to be the means of establishing the inconstant or changing property of Remoteness, then it would establish the colouring of the paste of the saffron of Kāśmīra (Cashmere) on the breasts of the women of Karnāṭa (the Karnatic). The same will be the implication if Ether and Soul also are similarly made to be the means of communicating the property of Remoteness. Whereas Space being proved only as the invariable means of communicating the property of Remoteness, there is no such absurd implication. In this way Space, which establishes conjunctions, is really separate from Time, which establishes actions.

Moreover, these cognitions, namely "This is east of that," "This is south of that," "This is west of that," "This is north of that," "This is south-east of that," This is south-west of that," "This is north-west of that," "This is north-east of that," "This is below that," "This is above that," — are brought together by the statement "This from this," because it is not possible for these cognitions to have another occasional or efficient cause. Further, Time establishes external conditions or upādhis which are constant, while Space establishes external conditions or upādhis which are not constant. For, when one thing is 'present' (in Time) with reference to another thing, that other thing also is 'present' with reference to the former; but in the case of the external condition or upādhi of Space, there is no such rule or fixity, because that which is east in relation to a person, the very same sometime becomes west in relation to the same person. The same is to be observed with regard to north, etc., also. The direction or quarter which is nearer to the mountain whereon the sun rises, with reference to another direction, is east in relation to the latter; the direction which is nearer to the mountain whereon the sun sets, with reference to another direction, is west in relation to the latter. Nearness, again, is the fewness of the conjunctions of the conjoint; and these conjunctions with the sun, whether they be a few or many, are to be established by Space. In like manner, the direction, which is determined by the portion of Space falling on the left of a person facing towards east, is north; the direction determined by the right division of such a person, is south; while rightness and leftness are particular classes residing in the constituent parts of the body. The direction, which is the support of the conjunction which is produced by an act of which Weight is the non-combinative cause, is below; and the direction, which is the support of the conjunction which is produced by the conjunction of Soul possessing adriśtām (invisible
consequences of conduct) or by the action of fire, is above. In this way, from their reference as east, etc., they are also otherwise referred to, as in the statement, “Directions are ten in number, as marked out by their being presided over by Indra, Agni, Yama, Nirūta, Varuṇa, Vāyu, Soma, Śūna, Nāga, and Brahmā.”—10.

_Like Air, Space is a Substance, and is eternal._

Upaskāra.—Substance-ness and also eternality belong to Space in the same way as to the ultimate atom of Air. So he says:

द्रव्यत्वनित्यतेऽवायुना व्यास्त्वाते II 2 I 11 II
dravyatva-nityatvema, Substance-ness and eternality.

11. The substanteness and eternality (of Space are) explained by (the explanation of the Substance-ness and eternality of) Air.—90.

The meaning is that it possesses Substance-ness, because it possesses Attributes, and eternality, because it is independent of or non-resident in any other substance.—11.

_Like Existence, Space is one._

_Upaskāra._—Extending or attributing unity (to Space), he says:

तत्त्वमभावेन II 2 I 2 I 12 II
tatvam, unity. bhāvena, by Existence.

12. The unity (of space is explained) by (the explanation of the unity of) Existence.—91.

Unity is proved in Space, as in Existence, by the absence of difference in the marks of Space together with the non-existence of any differentiating mark. Separateness of one, _i.e._, individuality, also belongs to Space, because individuality constantly follows unity.—12.

_Bhāṣya._—According to Kanāda, it appears, there is but one Substance, variously called as Ether, Time, and Space. For, he has taken much pain to establish the difference of Ether from tangible things, Self, and Mind, but he has made no attempt to prove the difference of Ether from Time and Space as well. Nor has he attempted to prove the difference of Time and Space themselves from any other Substance. It may be, therefore, considered that with the difference of Ether, the difference of Time and Space also has been established. But it may be asked, if there be one Substance only, how does it come to be variously called as Ether, Time, and Space? He replies that this is due to the variety of effects produced by it (II ii. 13) and also to the variety of external conditions attending it (II, ii, 14, 15, and 16.)

_Above continued._

_Upaskāra._—It may be asked, “If Space is only one, how then can there be its cognition and use as ten quarters or directions?” So he says:
The diversity (of Space) is due to the difference of effect—92.

The meaning is that the attribution of multiplicity is due to the divergence of effects.—13.

Directions explained.

\textit{Upaskāra}.—Showing the aforesaid divergence of effects, he says:

\textbf{व्रत्तसंयोगः} भूतव्यवहितप्रभावसुभूताच्छ प्राची || १ २ १४ ॥

\textit{व्रत्तसंयोगः} आदित्यावयोगः, from the conjunction of the sun. भूतव्यवहितप्रभावसुभूताच्छ प्राची || १ २ १४ ॥

The east (\textit{prāchī}) is so called, because the sun first (\textit{prāk}) moves (\textit{aṅchati}) there. Thus that direction is called the east, wherein the first conjunction of the sun took place, or will take place, or is taking place in the course of its circulation round Mount Meru.

Here the reference to the three times rests upon the difference, of the conceptions of the present (\textit{i.e.}, the observer). For with some one on the morning of the previous day, the conjunction of the sun first took place in this direction; therefore it is the east; so the use of the word, east. With some other, the next day, the conjunction of the sun will first take place in this direction; so, in view of this, the use of the word, east. With some other, again, at this moment, the conjunction of the sun is taking place in this direction; so, in view of this, the use of the word, east. In the word, \textit{bhūtāt}, the affix, \textit{kta}, is used in the sense of incipient action. Therefore, no fixed point being invariably necessary, the repetition of the use of the word, east, is proved also in those cases, even where there is no conjunction of the sun, as at night, or at mid-day, etc. This is the import.—14.

\textit{Above continued}.

\textit{Upaskāra}.—Extending the same method to the use of the other directions also, he says:

\textbf{तथा दृष्टिः} प्रतीची उदीची च || २ १ २ ||


15. South, West, and North also are similarly (distinguish).—94.
In the very same way, the use of the term, South, arises from the past, or future, or present conjunction of the sun with the mountain situated in the south direction. The use of the West and North also is to be similarly understood. Rightness and leftness (have their technical or recognised meanings, or) have been explained above.—15.

Above continued.

Upaskīra.—Extending the very same method to the intervals of direction also, he says:

एतेन दिग्नतरालानि व्याध्यातानि ॥ २।२।१६ ॥
एतेन Etena, by this. दिग्नतरालानि, Digantarālanī, intervals of Space or Direction. व्याध्यातानि. Vyākhyaṭāni, explained.

16. By this, the intervals of direction are explained.—95.

The use of South-East arises from the intermixture of the mark of the East and the South direction. South-West, West-North, and North-East are to be similarly understood.

It has been explained at length in Kaṇāda-Rahasyam (lit., the secret of Kaṇāda) that Space or Direction is that universal Substance by which the above conjunctions of the sun are established.—16.

Causes of Doubt or Disbelief.

Upaskīra.—It has been already established that the characteristics, e. g. Colour, etc., of the four 'elements' are essential, if they are preceded by like Attributes in their causes, and if not, then they are conditional or accidental. The marks of the 'universal substances', which are devoid of any distinctive Attribute, have also been stated. Now, the mark of Ether, i. e., Sound, should be examined. And here we meet with the contradictory conclusions of the Tāntrikas. Some say that Sound is a Substance, and some call it an Attribute. Even when they call it an Attribute, it is eternal according to some, while according to others it is non-eternal. Others, again, distinguish even in Sound another Sound, which they call by the name, "Śvāta." Accordingly, to begin the examination of Sound, he first of all establishes Doubt itself, which is the first element or member of an examination, by its characteristic and cause, and says:

सामान्यप्रत्याविद्याशा प्रत्याविद्याशेषस्तुतेऽऽ संशयः ॥ २।२।१७ ॥
सामान्यप्रत्याविद्याशा Sāmānya-pratyaksā, from the perception of the Genus or general property. विशेषप्रत्याविद्या Viśeṣa-pratyaksā, from the non-perception of the Species or special property or differentia. विशेषस्तुतेऽ Viśeṣa-stuteḥ, from the recollection of particulars, i. e., alternatives. च, Cha, and. संशयः Samāsayah, doubt.

17. Doubt arises from the perception of (the object containing) the general property, the non-perception of the differentia, and the recollection of the alternatives, all at once or in any act of thought.—96.

'Sāmānyapratyaksā' means from the perception, i. e., apprehension, of the object which possesses the general property; the affix 'matup,' signifying possession, having been elided. 'Viśeṣa-pratyaksā' means from the non-perception or non-apprehension of the property which is the means of mutual differentiation, e. g., crooked, hollow, etc.,
and also head, hand, etc. 'Viṣeṣaśaṃrīteḥ' means from the recollection of the particulars, i.e., the alternatives characterised as a trunk and as a person. Recollection also includes apprehension by sense, because, in some instances, bodies which are being perceived also become the alternatives. The word 'cha' brings together adhīṣṭam (invisible consequences of voluntary conduct) etc., which are also the causes of Doubt.

It has not been said that an individual or particular property is the source of uncertain knowledge. Nor has it been said that a particular or special property, being the means of discrimination, is such a cause, and that this differentiation from similar and dissimilar objects is really the common property. Contradiction, again, consists of two propositions arising from two opposite conclusions; one being 'Sound is eternal,' and the other being 'Sound is non-eternal.' Both of them as well as both the forms of knowledge produced by them, do not together become the source of Doubt, since they do not exist simultaneously. Hence it has not been separately stated that there the cause of Doubt is either the non-common property, such as Soundness, or the common property, such as the being existent, the being the subject of proof, etc.

Uncertain knowledge finds no place in the kindred system of Gautama (i.e., Nyāya Philosophy), and so a non-common property has been mentioned there as a cause of Doubt. Contradiction, i.e., two opposite propositions, containing as a rule a positive and a negative statement, has been mentioned as a cause of Doubt. In the commentary on Nyāya, Doubt has been described as five-fold, according as the fact that something is being perceived, or the fact that something is not being perceived, is the cause of Doubt. Thus Doubts may arise whether what is being perceived be existent, whether what is being perceived be non-existent, whether this thing which is being perceived be existent or non-existent, whether what is not being perceived be existent, such as a radish, a latch, etc., and whether what is not being perceived be non-existent, as a lotus in the air. But all these are really of the same kind, being explained in the very same way by the expression 'from the perception of the common property.' Again, the three-foldness of Doubt; according to differences in its cause, as taught in the Nyāya-Vārttika, is also not possible, as the three, viz., common property, etc., themselves cannot be causes on account of their variability. For heterogeneity should not be supposed here, like heterogeneity in fire produced from grass; a strike-stick (araṇī) (i.e., where fire is kindled by striking two sticks against each other), and a gem, because ex hypothesi the causality consists of the common property of producing an effect defined by the characteristic of Doubt. The heterogeneity which is said to appear in the form of referring primarily to the positive alternative, or primarily to the negative alternative, etc., does not serve the purpose of a differentia, as it is not sufficiently extensive, or wide.

Thus Doubt is neither three-fold nor five-fold, but is of one kind only. The writer of the aphorisms, however, will himself explain its two-foldness in another respect.

* 'Universal Substances' are Ether, Space, Time, and Soul.
It may be objected, 'Doubt is knowledge which produces the desire to know.'—This is not the definition, as it overlaps uncertainty. Doubt is knowledge which does not produce impression (saṃskāra).—This too is common to unmodified or undifferentiated knowledge or state of consciousness; for, if it is a concrete knowledge, then Doubt also produces an impression. Again though it is a 'class,' yet the quality of Doubt is not a characteristic, for as the quality of Doubt does not reside in the object containing the property (the perception of which is the occasion of the Doubt), the 'class' also does not appear there, since it is not found that a 'class' appears elsewhere than in what it classifies.' To this our reply is that from the definition of Doubt it follows that Doubt is knowledge of diverse and contradictory forms in respect of one and the same object.—17.

Causes of Doubt or Disbelief—continued.

Upanākṣa.—Doubt is two-fold: that which relates to external objects, and that which relates to internal objects. And that which relates to external objects, is also two-fold: where the object is visible, and where the object is not visible. Of these, Doubt, in which the object is visible, may be illustrated as the uncertainty whether it be a post or a person, which arises on seeing some object distinguished by height; and Doubt, in which the object is not visible, is such as when on seeing the horns only in the body of a cow or a gayal (Bos gaurus), etc., which is concealed by the intervention of a bush, etc., the uncertainty arises, 'whether it be a cow or a gayal.' In fact, in the latter case also the Doubt really relates to the property of the horn, i.e., whether the horns are the horns of a cow or of a gayal. The statement of the twofoldness of Doubt is however, a figure of speech. Now, the Genus (i.e., Common property) which is the source of Doubt, raises Doubt by being observed either in more than one object or one object. He explains the first kind:

Dṛṣṭa dṛṣṭa-vat ॥ २ । २ । १८ ॥

Dṛṣṭa Dṛṣṭam, that which is seen. च Chā, and dṛṣṭa-vat, Like that which was seen.

18. And that which is seen, resembles that which was seen—(this also is the source of Doubt.)—97.

Height, which is seen, is the source of Doubt. 'Dṛṣṭa-vat' is formed by 'vatī,' i.e., the affix of similarity. Thus, something similar to the previously seen post and person, lies before. The meaning is that the height, which is observed in what lies before, is a source of Doubt, because it has been previously observed (in more than one object).—18.

Causes of Doubt or Disbelief.—continued.

Upanākṣa.—He illustrates the observed common property which relates to one object:

Yathā-dṛṣṭaḥ ॥ २ । २ । १६ ॥

Yathā Yathā-dṛṣṭam, that which has been seen in a certain form A-yathā-dṛṣṭatvāt, because it is not seen in that form. च Chā, and.

19. (Doubt also arises), where that which has been seen in one form, is seen in a different form.—98.

"The source of Doubt"—this completes the aphorism. The word 'cha' understands what has been said before. The meaning is that
because an object is seen in a different form, therefore that which was seen in a certain form, also gives rise to Doubt, as Chaitra who was seen in a certain form, i.e., with hair on his head, is at another time seen not in that form, i.e., with the hair removed. Then afterwards when the very same Chaitra is seen with his head covered with a piece of cloth, Doubt arises whether this Chaitra has hair or not. Here the identity of Chaitra is the common property which gives rise to Doubt, and it is seen in one object only. Therefore what is here the source of Doubt is seen in one, undifferentiated object.—19.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He says that the very common property of being (cognised or) the object of thought is the cause of Doubt:

विद्याविद्यात्थ संशयः ॥ २ । २ । २० ॥

विद्याविद्यात्: Vidyā-a-vidyāta, from science and nescience. Cha, and. संशयः Samsayaḥ, Doubt.

20. Doubt (arises) also from science and nescience.—99.

Internal Doubt really springs from science and nescience. For instance, an astronomer predicts correctly, and predicts incorrectly, eclipses of the moon, etc. Accordingly Doubt arises in his mind as to his knowledge, whether it be accurate or not. Or knowledge is sometimes science, and sometimes nescience, i.e., wanting in proof; and, consequently, Doubt arises with respect to something, whether, ivasmuch as it is known, it be existent or non-existent.

The retention of the word, ‘Doubt,’ in the aphorism, indicates that here, too, Doubt arises only from the perception of the common property, and not from any other source. Thus the opinion held by some that he uncertainty or inconstancy of cognition and non-cognition alluded to in the definition of Gautama, “Doubt is deliberation in expectation of a differentia, due to the proof of the common properties as well as of the properties of similar and dissimilar objects, the non-proof of, or uncertainty as to, these properties, and also the uncertainty or inconstancy of cognition and non-cognition,” (Nyāya-Sūtras i. 1. 22), is a different source of Doubt, is hereby refuted.—20.

Vivīrita.—Here the affix ‘tasi’ in ‘vidyā-avidyātaś’ is used in the genitive sense. Therefore the expression means “of true knowledge and false knowledge.” And the doubt is whether it be true knowledge or false knowledge. From the word ‘cha,’ ‘and,’ it follows that Doubt as regards the object of knowledge also arises from the perception of the common property. Thus, ‘The mountain contains fire,’ ‘The lake contains fire,’ in these and other causes of true or false knowledge, the Doubt, whether such knowledge be true or false, arises from the knowledge of the common property of their both being knowledge. In like manner, after such Doubt, Doubt also arises whether the mountain contains fire or not, whether the lake contains fire or not, etc., from the knowledge of the common property of their being objects of knowledge. Now, a contrary certainty, the proof of which has not been obtained, is opposed to Doubt, and the Doubt whether it be true knowledge or false
knowledge operates to dispel such contrary certainty. And not that such Doubt of itself gives rise to Doubt about the object of knowledge.

Sound—what?

Upajkāra.—Having thus elucidated the nature and characteristic of Doubt which is the first member of an examination, he now explains the object Sound which is the subject matter of examination, and says:

дорнёхано गोपथेः स शब्दः ॥ २ ॥

ARHAPRTHA: Śrotra-grahaṇah, of which ear is the organ of apprehension. v: Yāḥ, which, प्रथ: Arthaḥ, object. स: Sah, that. वद: Śabdah, sound.

21. Sound is that object of which the organ of apprehension is the Ear.—100.

‘Śrotragrahaṇah’ means that of which ear is the organ or instrument of apprehension. ‘Arthaḥ’ means that which contains properties. So that the definition has not the defect of over-extending to Soundness, loudness, etc., Attribute-ness, Existence, and other properties residing in Sound and capable of being perceived by the ear. By the word ‘arthaḥ’ meaning that which contains properties, the possession of a class property is intended: hereby it is indicated that Sound called ‘Sphoṭa’ (i.e., by which the words of a sentence can convey a complete sense), inherent in Sound, does not exist.

It may be argued as follows; Sphoṭa must be postulated on the strength of the intuitions, ‘one word,’ ‘one sentence,’ for the intuition, of unity does not arise in a word composed of several letters, nor in a sentence composed of several letters. And the word sphoṭa forms a name or nominal on which the elucidation of the sense depends. The letters individually do not at all produce the intuition of the meaning of the whole sentence; their combination again is impossible, because they speedily disappear, being uttered by one speaker; therefore the intuition of the sense of the whole arises from sphoṭa only, because elucidation of the sense does not take place without the knowledge of it. And this sphoṭa, although it is present in one and all the letters standing as words, yet becomes manifest in the last letter.” We reply that it is not so. Conventional letters form words. Thus the sense being intuited from the word in virtue of convention alone, what is the use of sphoṭa? The use of the expression ‘one word’ is a pretence, intended to denote the one property of making up one sense, possessed by a large number of letters. So also in the case of a sentence. If some inner meaning of the word, beyond that of its component letters, could be apprehended by perception, then the same might have been admitted to be sphoṭa. Therefore the author of the aphorisms has overlooked this doctrine of sphoṭa as being of no consideration.—21.

Causes of Doubt with respect to Sound.

Upaskāra.—Sound having thus appeared as an object which contains properties, its being the mark or Ether depends solely on its being an Attribute. Therefore to establish its Attribute-ness, he brings out the trilateral Doubt, and says:

तुल्यज्ञातिग्यथायः समौतस्तु विशेषस्य उभयथा द्वित्वात् ॥ २ ॥
Tulya-jātiyeṣu, in homogeneous things. Arthaṁ-tārabhūteṣu, in heterogeneous things Viśeṣasya, of the particular, i.e., the difference, or differentia. Udbhayā Udbhayāthā, in both. Driṣṭatvāt, the being observed; because it is observed.

22. (Doubt arises in respect of Sound), because its difference is observed both in (from) homogeneous objects and in (from) heterogeneous objects.—101.

"Doubt arises in respect of sound,"—is the complement of the aphorism. Sound-ness and perceptibility by the ear are observed in Sound. And this gives rise to Doubt whether Sound be an Attribute, or a Substance, or an Action, because the particular, i.e., difference or divergence is observed both in homogeneous objects, namely the twenty-three Attributes, and in heterogeneous objects, namely Substances, and Actions. But Doubt, whether it be a Genus, or a Species, or a Combination, does not arise, inasmuch as difference in point of being existent, being produced by a cause, etc., is observed.

It may be said, "A non-common property cannot be the cause of Doubt by being the cause of indecision or uncertainty. And Sound-ness as well as perceptibility by the ear is really a non-common property." We say: Truly its difference or divergence is common to homogeneous and heterogeneous things, and so only this common difference or divergence has been stated to be the cause of Doubt. Difference or divergence, which is the counter-opposite of Sound-ness, is the common property; and the characteristic of being the counter-opposite of the difference or divergence belonging to both, in other words, Sound-ness, is the non-common property. Therefore it has been said: "From the observation of the difference in both." Here the observation of particular, i.e., the difference, in both, i.e., in homogeneous and heterogeneous things, constituting the cause of Doubt, it becomes really the common property.—22.

Sound not a Substance.

Upākāra.—Showing Doubt in this way, he says, in order to eliminate the alternative of Substance-ness:

Eka-dravyatvāt, because it resides in one Substance. Na, not. Dravyam, Substance.

23. (Sound) is not a Substance, since it resides in one Substance only.—102.

'Eka-dravyam' is that which has one Substance only as its combinative cause. And no Substance whatever contains a single Substance as its combinative cause. Therefore, owing to this difference in property from Substances, this Sound is not a Substance. This is the meaning.—23.
Nor an Action.

Upaskāra.—It may be said, "Action is surely uni-substantial. Therefore Sound may be an Action." So he says:

\[ \text{नापि कर्मसः द्वाच श्वेतवत्} \ | \ २ । २ । २४ \]

Na, not. विप, also कर्म Karmma, action. अचार्यवत् Achākṣu-\-satvāt, not being visible.

24. Nor (is Sound) an Action, because it is not an object of visual perception.—103.

Because the intuition of perception of Sound is not visual, i. e., is produced by an external sense-organ other than the eye. So that the import is that, like the quality of Taste, etc., Sound-ness also does not reside in Actions, because it is a 'class' which does not reside in the objects of visual perception.—24.

\[ \text{Sound is transient, and not eternal.} \]

Upaskāra.—If it is said that, as it speedily disappears, like Throwing upwards, etc., therefore Sound is an Action; so he says:

\[ \text{गुणस्य सतोअपग्रेः कर्मविष: साधम्यम्} \ | \ २ । २ । २५ \]

गुणस्य Guṇasya, of Attribute. सत: Sataḥ, being. अपवार्ग: Apavargah, speedy destruction. कर्मविष: Karmmabhiḥ, with Actions. साधम्यम् Sadharma-myaṃ, resemblance.

25. The resemblance (of Sound), although it is an Attribute, with Actions, consists in its speedy destruction.—104.

'Apavargah,' means speedy destruction. And this, even in the case of Attribute-ness, is dependent upon the incidence of a rapidly appearing destroyer, in the same way as duality, etc., are. This constitutes only its resemblance to Actions, and not its Action-ness. The quality of undergoing rapid destruction which you (i. e., the objector) advance as an argument, is not one-pointed i. e., multifarious, because it is found in Duality, Knowledge, Pleasure, Pain, etc., as well. This is the import.—25.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—It may be said, "Let Sound be proved as an Attribute. Still it cannot be the mark of the existence of Ether. For it would justify the inference of Ether, if it were an effect of it. But it is eternal instead Its occasional non-cognition, however, is due to the absence of something which could reveal it." With this apprehension, he says:

\[ \text{सतोलिङ्गाभावत्} \ | \ २ । २ । २६ \]

सत: Sataḥ, of (Sound as) existent. लिङ्गाभावत् Liṅgābhāyāt, from the absence of mark.

26. (Sound does not exist before utterance), because there is no mark of (Sound as) existent (before utterance),—105.
For, if Sound were existent (before and after utterance), then there would be found some 'mark,' i.e., additional proof, of it as existent. But in the state of non-hearing, there is no proof that Sound exists. Therefore it is only an effect, and not something which requires to be revealed only.—26.

Above continued.

Upaskīra.—He says that for this reason also, it (Sound) is not something which only requires to be made known:

नित्यवैधम्यार्थः ॥ २ । २ । २७ ॥

नित्यवैधम्यार्थः Nitya-vaidharmyaḥ, owing to difference in property from what is eternal.

27. (Sound is not something which only requires to be brought to light), because it differs in property from what is eternal.—106.

The difference of Sound from what is eternal, is observed. Whereas, as in "Chaitra speaks," the existence of Chaitra, Maitra, etc., even though they are covered from view, may be inferred from their voice; and whereas that which reveals, e.g., the lap, etc., is never inferred by that which is revealed, e.g., the water-pot, etc.; therefore Sound is only a product, and not something which requires to be brought to light. This is the sense.—27.

Above continued.

Upaskīra—Pointing out the objections to its being something to be revealed only he now states the ground of its being non-eternal:

अनित्यश्चायं कारणम् ॥ २ । २ । २८ ॥

अनित्यः Anityah, non-eternal. च Cha, and. प्रययः Ayam, it. कारणम् Karanaḥ, from its having a cause.

28. And Sound is non-eternal, (because it is observed to be produced) by a cause.—107.

"Because its production is observed,"—this is the complement. For Sound is observed as issuing out of the (temporary) conjunction of the drum and the drum-stick, etc. So that it is non-eternal, because it has a production (or beginning). Or "From a cause" may imply the reason that it has a cause.—28.

Above continued.

Upaskīra.—Lest it might be said that the possession of a cause is disproved in Sound by its very nature, so he says:

न चासिन्यं विकारात् ॥ २ । २ । २७ ॥

न Na, not. च Cha, and. विकारात् Asiddham, disproved. विकारात् Vikārat from change.
29. Nor is (the dependence of Sound upon a cause) disproved by its modifications.—108.

From observing the loudness, softness, and other modifications, it should not be concluded that the possession of a cause by Sound is thereby disproved. For a loud or soft sound is perceived according to the hardness or softness of the beating of the drum-stick, and the like; whereas the loudness, etc., (i.e., the intensity) of that which is made known, is not dependent on the loudness, etc., (i.e., the intensity) of that which makes it known. Hence from its undergoing modification according to the modification of the cause, it is inferred to be a product, and not something to be revealed only.—29.

_Above continued._

_Upaskra._—It may be argued, “It is the virtue of that which reveals, that it reveals in the form of intensity, softness, etc. And it is Air impelled by the drum and the drum-stick, etc., which, being intense and soft or slow (in velocity and volume), produces like perceptions,” Hence he says:

अभिभव्यक्ति दोषात् ॥ २ । २ ॥

अभिभव्यक्ति Abhivyaktan, in (the theory of the) manifestation or revelation (of Sound). दोषात् Doṣāt, from defect. Because there will be a defect.

30. (Sound is not eternal), because the theory that it requires to be revealed only, will entail a defect.—109.

On the theory of the revelation of Sound, the defect will arise that (in each case) an invariable relation of the revealor and the revealed will have to be admitted in respect of things co-existent and cajable of being perceived by the same sense. But the invariable relation-ship of the revealor and the revealed is nowhere observed of such things. If it be not assumed here, then it will follow that on the manifestation of one letter, say ka, all the letters will become manifest. The rejoinder that an invariable relation of the revealor and the revealed is in fact observed to obtain among the characteristic of being existent, the characteristic of being a man, and the characteristic of being a Brähmana, which are also co-extensive and are revealed by their individual difference, situation, and origin, is invalid. For they lack in being co-extensive, inasmuch as the extension of the characteristic of being a man, or of the characteristic of being a Brähmana, is not so large as that of the characteristic of being existent.—30.

_Above continued (Production of Sound)._  

_Upaskra._—He says that for the following reason also Sound is not something which requires to be revealed only:

संयोगादिभागाच् शब्दाच्च शब्दनिपत्तिः ॥ २ । २ ॥

संयोगादिभागाच् शब्दाच्च शब्दनिपत्तिः: संयोगादिभागाच् शब्दाच्च शब्दनिपत्तिः ॥ २ । २ ॥ २९ ॥  

संयोगादिभागाच् संयोगादिभागाच् शब्दाच्च शब्दनिपत्तिः ॥ २ । २ ॥ २९ ॥

संयोगादिभागाच् शब्दाच्च शब्दनिपत्तिः: संयोगादिभागाच् शब्दाच्च शब्दनिपत्तिः ॥ २ । २ ॥ २९ ॥
31. Sound is produced from Conjunction, from Disjunction, and from Sound also.—110.

From Conjunction—i.e., from Conjunction of the drum and the drum-stick. From Disjunction—i.e., when a bamboo is being split up. Here Conjunction is by no means the cause of the first Sound, because there is then no Conjunction. Therefore the Disjunction of the two halves of the bamboo is the efficient or conditional cause, and the Disjunction of the halves and Ether is the non-combinative cause. And where Sound is produced in a distant flute, and like, there Sound which is produced in the order of a current, reaches the portion of Ether limited by the hollow of the ear, and thereby becomes heard. Therefore Sound is produced from Sound also.—31.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He brings forward another ground of its being non-eternal:

विज्ञाचारित्यः शब्दः ॥ २ । २ । ३२ ॥

च च लिङ्गत, from its mark. च च च च च च च च च च च च च च च च च च

ब्रजित: Anityaḥ, non-eternal. शब्दः Sabdaḥ, Sound.

32. Sound is non-eternal, also because of its mark.—111.

The meaning is that Sound, consisting of letters (i.e., articulate Sound), is non-eternal, because, while possessing a class, it is capable of being perceived by the ear, like the Sound of a lute, etc.—32.

Arguments for the eternality of Sound.

Upaskāra.—Now, in order to confute the arguments, advanced by the conclusionist (the Mīmāṃsā thinker), in support of the eternality of Sound, he says:

द्रयोस्त्र प्रवृत्त्योरभावत् ॥ २ । २ । ३३ ॥

द्रयोः: Dvayoh, of both. तु Tu, but. प्रवृत्त्योः: Provrittyoh, of the activities or occupations. अभावत: Abhāvat, from the non-existence or absence.

33. (Sound is eternal), because (otherwise) the occupations of both (the teacher and the pupil) will vanish out of existence.—112.

The word 'tu' cuts off connection with the context, and introduces the statement of an objection of the first party. The occupation or employment of both, i.e., of the teacher and the pupil in teaching and learning respectively, is observed. “From its non-existence or absence,” i.e., from the entailment of its non-existence. For teaching is an act of gift or donation. The teacher makes a gift of the Veda to the pupil. If it is something constant or fixed, then a donation of it is possible. The second party may say, “A cow, and the like which are being given away, are perceived as standing between the donor and the donee; whereas the Veda, etc., are not perceived as lying between the teacher and the pupil. Therefore teaching cannot be a donation.” Our (i.e., the first party’s) reply is that they are perceived in the interval between the
teacher and the pupil by the ear of a person standing there. Moreover, the eternality of Sound follows from recurrence also. As in "He sees the colour for five times," the recurrence or persistency of colour which is constant or permanent is observed, so the recurrence or persistency of Sound in "The anuvāka or paragraph has been read ten times, twenty times," is proof of the constancy or permanence of Sound. And constancy or steadiness being proved, since nothing is known which can destroy it, its eternality also is necessarily proved, on the principle "What will afterwards destroy it which is constant or lasting all this time?" This is the import.—33.

*Arguments for the eternality of Sound—continued.*

_Upaskāra._—He translates another reason urged in favour of the eternality of Sound:

\[
\text{प्रथमाशब्दात्} \| 2 \| 2 \| 38 \|
\]

\[
\text{प्रथमाशक्षात्} \text{ Prathamāśabhaṭ, from the word 'the first.'}
\]

34. From the word, 'the-first,' (it follows that Sound is eternal).—113.

The meaning is that the thrice recitation of the first and the last mantra for kindling a sacrificial fire, as enjoined in the text, "The first should be recited three times, the last three times," is not justified or accountable without the steadiness of Sound.—34.

_Bhāṣya—reads_ II. ii. 34 as Prathama-adī-Sabdāt while the meaning remains unchanged. (Adī = and others, e.g., the second).

*Above continued.*

_Upaskāra._—He translates another reason advanced by the conclusionist for the eternality of Sound:

\[
\text{सम्प्रतिपत्तिभावाच्छ} \| 2 \| 2 \| 35 \|
\]

\[
\text{सम्प्रतिपत्तिभावाच्छ} \text{ Sampratipatti-bhāvat, from the possibility or existence of recognition. च Cha, and.}
\]

35. (The eternality of Sound follows), also from the possibility of recognition.—114.

'S Sampratipatti-bhāvat'—i.e., from the existence of recognition. The word 'pratipatti' (cognition) alone would have conveyed the sense of recognition which is a particular kind of the former; therefore the prefix 'Sam' (in the sense of thorough-ness) implies certainty. Thus, "He is reciting the very same poem which was recited by Maitra," "He is reading the same verse over and over again," "You are repeatedly saying the same thing which has been said before," "You are even now making the very same statement which was made by you last year and the year before," "It is that same letter ga," —on the strength of the recognition of Sound in such cases, the steadiness or permanence of Sound is proved.—35.
The same refuted.

Upasktra.—Confuting all those reasons, he says:

सन्दिग्धा: सति बहुते || २ || २ || ३६ ||

सन्दिग्धा: Sandigdhāḥ, Doubtful. Uncertain. Inconclusive. सति Satī, existing. बहुते Bahutve, plurality.

36. Plurality (of Sound) existing, (these arguments are) inconclusive.—115.

'Sandighāḥ,' i. e., not one-pointed. So it has been said, "Kaśyapa taught that a contradictory, unproved, or uncertain mark was no mark." Thus it is observed that there can be learning, repetition, and also recognition, also if there is a plurality of diversity of Sound, therefore these arguments are inconclusive. For, "He learns dancing," "He practices dancing," "He danced the same dance twice," "You are dancing the same dance to-day, which you danced the other day," "This man also is dancing the same dance which was danced by another dancer,"—in these cases, learning, repetition, and recognition (of Action) are observed. But you (the conclusionist) too do not on this account admit the permanence (or eternality) of dancing which is a particular kind of Acting.—36.

Bhāṣya:—reads II. ii. 36 as simply sandigdhāḥ, supplying for himself the reason for the declaration there, and joins the latter part of it to II. ii. 37, and interprets it to mean that in spite of plurality of individual sounds, their definite enumeration is possible by means of reference to their genera or types.

Counter objection stated and answered.

Upasktra.—It may be objected, 'Fifty letters; an eight-lettered mantra; a three-lettered mantra; the eight-lettered metra, anustubh; etc.—How can there be such uses of members, when, the letters being non-eternal, there is a possibility of their being infinite in number according to the difference of utterance?' So he says:

संस्क्राम्याध्व: सामान्यत: || २ || २ || ३७ ||

संस्क्राम्याध्व: Saṃkhyaadhavah, the existence or application of Number. सामान्यत: Sāmānyataḥ, from Genus.

37. The existence of number (in Sound) is with reference to the Genus.—116.

The meaning is that the existence of the number, fifty, etc., arises from the class notion of ka, ga, etc. Although there might be an infinity of ka's, etc., the letters determined by the notions of ka, ga, etc., are fifty, three, or eight, in the same way as Substances, Attributes, etc., are nine, twenty-four, etc., although there may be an infinity of them according to differences within the group of each of them. This is the import.
The objector may say: "This is that ga,"—This recognition itself proves the permanence of Sound. Nor is it opposed by the perception, 'Loud ga, soft ga,' which conveys, contrary properties; because loudness, etc., are there due to external conditions. Nor is it to be maintained that there cannot appear any difference from the difference of the external condition also; for, then, the crystal also will not shine as different, developing in the form of blue, yellow, etc., from the conjunction of the China rose ṭapiṇja, etc., nor will the face also, when reflected as elongated, etc., in the sword-blade, jewel, and looking-glass, appear to be different. If it be asked, To what does this property of loudness, etc., belong, which influences ga? We reply: It may be the property of Air, or of utterance, or of resonance. What is the use of fixing upon the particular one amongst them? You also admit that loudness, etc., are natural distinctions, as the relation of high and low amongst them cannot be established or explained by the notions of ka, ga, etc."

We reply: It is not so. Because even when such contrary perception exists, viz., 'ga is produced,' 'ga is destroyed,' 'ga which was just heard, does not exist,' 'the noise has stopped, etc., if this recognition does not then cease, then it must be supposed to relate to class-notions. Otherwise such recognition coming to rest upon the permanence or steadiness of individual Sounds, the above contrary perceptions themselves would not be produced. Nor is this the property of Air, because the properties of Air are not the objects of aural perception. Nor again is it the property of the utterance; for if utterance is only Air, then the defect has been already pointed out; if it is something else, then nobody, can say what it is. Nor again is it the property of resonance, for loudness, etc., are perceived also in the resonance from the conch, etc., even though ga is not found there. The naturalness of loudness, etc., however, does not involve an intermixture of classes, for its diversity is obtained from its being pervaded by the class-notation of ga, etc. Moreover, there is a very distinct mode of distinguishing forms in the ga's, etc., utterer by male and female parrots and man, as also in those uttered by a man and a female, as well as in those uttered by those who are neither males nor females; by which a parrot, etc., concealed from vision by branches, a screen, etc., are inferred. But their being produced by external conditions does not arise from external conditions which can be perceived, as in "a young woman looking yellow with saffron." Nor is their being produced by external conditions proved by argument, for no proof of such a conclusion exists. So far in brief.—37.

Here ends the second chapter of the second book in Śaṅkara's commentary on the Vaiśeṣika aphorisms.

Vivṛtti.—Some explain the production of Sound on the principle of ripples and waves. According to them, the first Sound is produced from the impact of a drum and a drum-stick, etc., within the limits of that particular Space. Then outside that circle and within the confines of the ten quarters the second Sound is produced from the first, and extends it. After that, beyond this second circle, and within the confines of the ten quarters, the third Sound is produced from the second. And
in the same way the production of the fourth and other Sounds should be understood. Others, however, hold that the production of Sound takes place on the principle of the ball of the kadamba flower. In their view, the second and other Sounds are neither single nor confined to the ten quarters taken together, but are produced ten-fold in ten-quarters. (Thus the one is the theory of the successive production of single Sounds, while the other is the theory of the simultaneous production of multiple Sounds). This is the difference.
BOOK THIRD—CHAPTER FIRST.

Objects of the senses.

Upasktra.—Having thus in the second book completed the examination of the external substances, the another following the order of enumeration, now proceeds to construct a basis for an inquiry respecting the Soul.

prasidha indriyarth: || 2 || 1 || 1 ||

prasidha: Prasiddhah, universally known, perceived. indriyarth:—Indriyārthāḥ object of the senses.

1. The objects of the senses are universally known.—117.

The objects of the Senses, e. g., Smell, Taste, Colour, Touch, and Sound, are capable of being apprehended by the several external sensory organs. Amongst them, the universal cognition or experience of Sound having been shown by the aphorism, "Sound is that object of which the organ of apprehension is the ear" (II. ii. 21). It is in like manner demonstrated that Smell, etc., ending with Touch (i.e., Smell, Taste, Colour, Touch) are universally known. Thus Smell is that object of which the organ of apprehension is the olfactory organ; Taste is that object of which the organ of apprehension is the organ of taste; Colour is that object of which the organ of apprehension is the eye alone; Touch is that object of which the organ of apprehension is the organ of touch alone. And by the word, 'object,' there is, in all these cases, denoted a real entity possessed of properties, and therefore the definitions cannot be too wide by over-extending to Smell-ness, etc., and to the non-existence of Smell, etc. Hence Smell-ness is the possession of a sub-class of Attribute-ness, appearing in what is apprehended by the olfactory organ. So also with regard to Taste, etc. Consequently, supersensuous Smell, etc., are not left out.—1.

Viriti.—'Prasiddhah,' means subject of ascertainment by perception.

Mark of supersensuous object.

Upasktra—He explains the application of the universal experience of the objects of the senses to the inquiry respecting the Soul.

indriyarthapradhānindriyāryambhāyoarthāntarasya hetu: || 3 || 1 || 2 ||

indriyārthapradhān: Indriyārthaprāsidhah, the universal experience of the objects of the senses. indriyārthāh: Indriyārthabhāyaḥ, from the senses and their object. arthāntarasya Arthāntarasya, of a different object. hetu: Hetuḥ, mark.

2. The universal experience of the objects of the senses is the mark of (the existence of) object different from she senses and their objects.—118.

'Hetuḥ,' i.e., Mark, 'Arthāntarasya,' i.e. of the Soul. 'Indriyārthabhāyaḥ, i.e., from the senses as well as their objects. The meaning is that it is the mark of the Soul which is a different object from Colour,
etc., as well as from those which possess them. Though it is implied here that only knowledge is the mark of the existence of the Soul, yet inasmuch as there being a universal experience of the objects of the senses, the immediate presentation to the mind of Colour, etc., is more commonly known, the mark of there being a Soul is described as constituted by that universal experience. Now this universal experience must reside somewhere, either as an effect as a water-pot, or as an Attribute, or as an Action. This universal experience, again, since it is an act in the same manner as cutting is an act, must be produced by an instrument. That which is the instrument of the universal experience is the senses; and the latter, being an instrument, must be employed by an agent, as an axe and the like, are employed. Thus, that in which this universal experience resides, and which employs the olfactory and other organs for its instruments, is the Soul.—2.

The body or the senses are not the seat of perception.

Upāskāra.—Lest it be said, “Let the body or the senses be the foundation of the universal experience or perception, because their presence and absence are more manifest as determining perception. What is the use of the supposition of any other foundation? Thus, consciousness is an attribute of the body, being its effect, like its Colour, etc. The same should be understood in the case of its being an attribute of the senses;” so he says:

सोकनपदेशः || २ १ १ २ ||
स: Saḥ, that, i.e., perception. अनपदेशः Anapadeśah, the semblance or simulacrum of a mark; a false mark.

3. Perception (as a mark inferring the body or the senses as its substratum) (is) a false mark.—119.

‘Anapadeśah’ means the appearance or semblance of an ‘apadeśa,’ i.e., mark. Thus the meaning is that the being an effect of the body or the senses is the mere semblance of a mark, inasmuch as such an argument applies to the cognition produced by a lamp is therefore not-one-pointed, i.e., multifarious.—3.

Bhāṣya.—The sense or the object cannot be a mark for the inference of the Self.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—It may be rejoined, “By the being an effect of the body or the senses is meant the being an effect of them only in so far as they are determined by the characteristic of consciousness; whereas the whole of consciousness is not the effect of the lamp, etc. Therefore there is no indeterminateness of fluctuation.” So he says:

कारणज्ञानात् || २ १ १ ४ ||
कारणज्ञानात् Karanajjñanat, because the causes or constituents are devoid of cognition or consciousness.

4. (The body or the senses cannot be the seat of perception), because there is no consciousness in the causes (i.e., the component parts, of the body).—120.
It is meant (that the body or the senses cannot be the seat of perception), because of the absence of consciousness in the hands, feet, etc., or in their parts, which are the causes, i.e., components of the body. For it is observed that the particular attributes of Earth, etc., are preceded by like attributes in their causes. In like manner, if there existed consciousness in the components of the body, it might possibly exist also in the body. But this is not the case. It cannot be urged that consciousness may exist also in the components of the body; for it would entail the absence of uniformity in the actions of the body, since uniformity is never observed amongst a plurality of sentient beings. It would then also follow that, after the amputation of the hand, there will be no more recollection of that which was experienced within the limit of the hand, according to the maxim, "One does not remember that which has been experienced by another." Moreover, the supposition would entail that, after the destruction of the body, there would be no experience of the consequences of the acts performed by the body, e.g., causing hurt, etc., for certainly Maitra does not suffer the consequences of the sins committed by Chaitra. And hence there would be an annihilation of acts performed, and an accession of acts not performed.—4.

The body or the senses are not the seat of perception, continued.

Upasktra.—It may be added in objection that consciousness exists in a minute degree in the components of the body, whereas it is manifest in the body, and that therefore it cannot be said that it is not preceded by a like attribute in the cause, nor does there arise the impossibility of uniformity. Anticipating this, he says:

**Kāryeṣu jānapat** II 3 1 1 5

Kāryeṣu Kāryeṣu, in the effects. Jānapat, because there would be consciousness.

5. Because (there would be) consciousness in the effects.—121.

If, as a matter of fact, consciousness existed in the primary causes of the body, namely the ultimate atoms, then it would also exist in the water-pot, etc., which are the effects originated by them also. Moreover, consciousness would exist in products such as water-pots, etc., also because the particular attributes of Earth pervade all terrene existence. But consciousness is not observed to exist in these products.—5.

The body or the senses are not the seat of perception, continued.

Upasktra.—In anticipation of the further rejoinder that consciousness may in reality exist, in an imperceptible degree, in the water-pot, etc., also, he says:

**Ajñānapat** II 3 1 1 6

Ajñānapat, because it is not known. Ch Cha, and.

6. And because it is not known (that any minute degree of consciousness exists in the water-pot, etc).—122.
The meaning is that there is no consciousness in the water-jar, etc., inasmuch as it is not known by any means of knowledge. If you admit that which is beyond the range of all means of knowledge, then you will have to admit also that a hare has horns, and so on. For, by no kind of evidence, is it known that consciousness exists in the water-jar, etc.—6.

Vicitri.—It is more proper to conceive some one other substance as the seat of consciousness than to imagine a plurality of consciousness in various portions of matter. This is the import.

On the theory that consciousness resides in the body, recollection of what is experienced in infancy, will be impossible in youth, etc., because of the non-existence of that which had the experience, since the destruction of the infant-body must be observed by the destruction of its material. Similarly, there would be no activity at sucking the breasts on the part of a child just born, because of the impossibility at that stage of the understanding that this is the means of attaining the desirable which is the cause of activity. According to the advocate of the existence of a separate conscious being, the activity explained by the possibility of reminiscence due to the impression produced by the understanding in the previous birth that this is the means of attaining the desirable. Recollection of other experiences in the previous birth does not take place owing the absence of appropriate external stimuli.

Bhāṣya.—reads III. i. 5 and 6 as one aphorism, and explains it in the sense that as cognition is found within one effect, e. g., the body, and is not found within another effect, e. g., a jar, therefore, it follows that there can be no cognition in their combinative causes (which must be same in both cases).

Fallacious mark.

Upaskāra.—It may be urged, “It has been affirmed that an employer (a presiding soul) is inferred from the organ of hearing and other instruments. But this is not a legitimate inference, for the auditory and other organs are neither identical with, nor are produced by, the Soul, and, unless one of these alternatives be admitted, there is no proof of the universal concomitance or inseparable existence of these organs and the Soul; and, unless there be such inseparable existence, there can be no inference.” So he says in reply:

अन्यदेव हेतुरित्यनपदेः || २ || १ || ७ ||

अयत् Anyat, something else. एव Eva, certainly. हेतु Hetuḥ, make. इति Iti, hence. अनपदेः Anapadeśaḥ, no mark.

7. A mark is certainly something else (than that of which it is a mark). Hence (a mark, which is identical with the thing of which it is a mark, is) no mark (at all.)—123.

The mark or means of proof can but be something else than that which is to be proved. It cannot be identical with that which is to be proved; for, were it so, it would follow that the thing which is to be proved, would have no difference from the means of proof. Therefore, a means of proof, constituted by identity with that which is to be proved, is no means of proof, i. e., no mark at all.—7.
Bhāṣya.—Something quite different is the mark of inference of the Self; the sense or the object cannot be such a mark. What this 'something quite different' is, is declared in the eighteenth aphorism of this chapter.

Futileous mark—continued.

Upaskāra.—It be may said, "As the Soul is not identical with the auditory and other organs of sense, so there is no production of the latter from the former. For the sense-organs of hearing, etc., are not produced from the Soul, as smoke is produced from fire." So he says:

अथान्तरः अथान्तरस्यानपदेशः II 3 1 \# 1 8

अथान्तरः Arthāntaram, any one thing: \(\text{हि} \) Hi, because. अथान्तरस्य Arthāntarasya, of any other thing. अनपदेश: Anapadeśa, not a mark.

8. (Although a mark is quite different from that of which it is a mark, still they are not wholly unconnected), for, any one thing cannot be a mark of any other thing.—124.

Because, as the effect, \(e.g., \) smoke, etc., is a different thing from an ass, so it is also a different thing from its cause, \(e.g., \) fire, etc. So that in the absence of any distinction in respect of being a different object, a particular nature is the regulative principle here, whereby the smoke does not infer an ass, but only fire. And if that nature belongs to any thing other than the effect, then that too really becomes a mark. Thus an effect cannot be a mark, if it is devoid of the particular nature intended here. Thus, identity and causation only constitute inseparable existence or universal concomitance; these two are reduced into inseparable existence; or, it is co-ordinate with them as the principle of inference; or, its apprehension is dependent upon the apprehension of the above two only. Hence the aphorism is only the statement of an argument for causing confusion to the disciples in the above way. This is the import.—8.

Marks of inference.

Upaskāra.—Now, in order to make it clear that universal concomitance or inseparable existence may be found elsewhere than in the cases of identity and causation, he says:

संयोगः समवायः-कार्थसमवायः विरोधः च II 3 1 6 \# 1

संयोगः Samyogi, the conjunct. समवायः Samavāyi, the combined or inherent. एकार्थसमवायः EkārthaSamavāyi, the combined together in one thing, or co-inherent. विरोधः Virodhi, the contradictory.

9. The conjunct, the combined, the con-combined, and the contradictory also (are marks of inference).—125.

"The body has skin, because it is the body"—here the mark is the conjunct or the contiguous. For skin is described as a natural integument of matter capable of growth and decay. And it is neither an effect nor a cause of the body, but merely produced together with the body and in invariable conjunction with it. Similarly, the combined is also a mark. For instance, "Ether possesses Magnitude or extension, because it is a Substance, like a water-pot, etc."; here Magnitude or
extension which is to be proved is proved by the property of Substance-
ness which is in essential combination with Ether. Or, to take another
example. The extension of an atom, a particular form or limit of exten-
sion or Magnitude is proved by this that the relativity or degree of
extension or Magnitude must somewhere cease; whereby the ultimate
atom is inferred as that in which the limit of extension rests.

The inference of Ether by Sound, etc., and the inference of the Soul
by knowledge, etc., are inferences of the cause by the effect; so that
they are not instanced here.—9.

Marks of inference—continued.

Upaskira—The author of the aphorisms illustrates the co-inherent or co-existent
mark.

कार्यं कार्यान्तरस्य ॥ ३ । १ । १० ॥

कार्यं Kāryyam, an effect. कार्यान्तरस्य Kāryāntarasya, of another effect.

10. One effect (may be the mark of inference) of another
effect.—126.

An effect e. g., Colour, is the mark of another effect, e. g., Touch.
This is merely illustrative. Thus, that which is not an effect, e. g., the
unity of Ether, is a mark of the individual separateness of Ether, and
so in the case of its extreme largeness.—10.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He illustrates the contradictory mark.

विरोधभूतं भूतस्य ॥ ३ । १ । ११ ॥

विरोधि Virodhi, the contradictory. भूतस्य Abhūtasya, the non-existent,
or non-product, or that which has not taken place. भूतस्य Bhūtasya, of
the existent, or that which has taken place.

11. The opposite, i.e., the non-existent (is a mark) of the
existent.—127.

That which has not taken place, e. g., a shower, is a mark of that which
has taken place, e. g., the conjunction of air and clouds, (where clouds
being dispersed by air, showers do not take place). So also is the
recitation of a mantra which is the contradictory or counter-agent of
a tumour, etc. Thus that which has not taken place, i. e., has not been
produced, e. g., a tumour, etc., is the mark of that which has taken
place, e. g., the recitation of a mantra or sacred text, (where a tumour is
prevented by the recitation of the appropriate mantra).—14.

Marks of inference—continued.

Upaskāra.—He gives another illustration of a contradictory mark:

भूतमभूतस्य ॥ ३ । १ । १२ ॥

भूत Bhūtam, that which has taken place. भूतस्य Abhūtasya, of that
which has not taken place.
12. That which has taken place, (is a mark) of that which has not taken place.—128.

That which has taken place, e. g., a tumour, etc., is a mark of that which has not taken place, e. g., the recitation of a mantra. So also that which has taken place, e. g., the conjunction of air and clouds is a mark of that which has not taken place, e. g., a shower. Similarly that which has taken place, e. g., a burn, is a mark of that which has not taken place, e. g., the application of a gem, etc., to destroy the burning power of the fire. Similar instances should be understood.—12.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He illustrates another contradictory mark:

भूतो भूतस्य || ३ १ १ १३ ||

भूत: Bhūtaḥ, that which has taken place भूतस्य Bhūtasya, of that which has taken place.

13.—That which has taken place, (is a mark) of that which has taken place.—129.

There is sometimes inference of an existing contradictory from another existing contradictory; as when, on seeing a snake swelling with anger, it is inferred that there is an ichneumon behind a bush. In this case, the snake excited is that which is, existent, and the ichneumon hidden by the bush is also in existence. Therefore, an existent, as the mark of another existent object. On the other hand, a shower cannot exist at the same time as the conjunction of air and clouds, nor can tumours, etc., co-exist with the recitation of mantras.—13.

Marks of inference—continued.

Upaskāra.—Now he shows the importance or use of the above recapitulation:

प्रसिद्धपूर्वक्तव्यपदेशस्य || ३ १ १ १४ ||

प्रसिद्धपूर्वक्तव्य Prasiddhipūrvakavat, because preceded by (the recollection of) the ‘pervasion’ or universal relation. अपदेशस्य Apadeśasya, of the mark.

14. (These are valid marks), because the characteristic of an inferential mark is that it is preceded by (the recollection of the) universal relation (of itself and of that of which it is a mark).—130.

‘Prasiddhi’ means recollection of universal relation. ‘Apadeśa’ denotes a mark. Therefore the mark attended with the recollection of universal relation, is described by that member of an argument which states the mark, or by that member which states the deduction; so that the mark is, as has been stated, preceded by recollection of universal relation. Thus universal relation, (i.e., a true major premiss) exists in all these cases of inference of an agent by the instruments such as the organ of hearing, etc., and of the Soul as their substratum by the
attributes such as knowledge, etc.; whereas there is no universal relation in the inference by which you (i.e., the opponent) have sought to establish knowledge as an attribute of the body, through the mark that it is an effect of the body. This is the import.

It may be asked, what is this universal relation? It is not merely inviolable relation; for, in the case of inference from cause to effect, it is not known that inviolable or invariable concomitance is the being not the ground of the co-existence of the absolute non-existence of that which has to be proved, and because inference from cause to effect it is impossible that invariable concomitance is the not being the seat of that which is not the seat of that which has to be proved, and also because smoke, etc., are the seat of that which is not the seat of that, whatever it may be, which has to be proved.

Nor is it inseparable existence, for that is either the non-existence of the mark in the absence of that which is to be proved, or existence of the mark after deduction has been drawn from that which is to be proved. It cannot be said that because sometimes there is non-existence of smoke, also where no ass exists, and there is existence of smoke also where an ass exists, therefore uniform agreement and uniform difference are intended here; because the very same uniformity is the subject of enquiry.

Nor is it relation to a whole. If it be the relation of the whole of the major term to the middle term, such relation does not exist even in the case of smoke, etc., which are not equally pervasive as their corresponding major terms. Let it be relation of the whole of the middle term to the major term; but this is impossible, for there does not exist in the whole of the middle term relation to a single major term. Let it be relation of the whole of the major term to the whole of the middle term. This also is not valid, for it is nowhere possible that there should be relation of the whole of the major term to the whole of the middle term, inasmuch as the individuals denoted by the major and the middle term are related each to each. And in the case of the terms being unequally pervasive, there would be a want of pervasion or universal relation.

Nor is the relation essential. For essence means either the nature or condition of a thing, or (condition in itself, or production by itself). Now, if the nominal affix which converts 'essence' into the form 'essential,' has the sense of production thereby, then the definition will be too narrow to apply to universal relation characterised as Combination. If the affix bears the sense of dependence upon it or residing in it, in that case also the definition will be too narrow to apply to Combination, for combination does not reside in, i.e., depend upon, anything whatever; and also because even Conjunction neither resides in, nor is produced by, smoke-ness, etc., which are the properties of the middle term.

Nor is the relation, non-accidental or non-coditional. For an upādhi, accidental or external condition, itself is difficult to ascribe, and were it easy to ascribe, would be difficult to conceive. And were it easy to conceive, it would still involve 'mutual dependence' or
‘reciprocity’ or argument in a circle, for there being pervasion of the major term, the conception of the non-pervasion, etc., of the middle term would depend upon the conception of the universal relation.

Nor is universal relation mere relation. For, though variable relation also appears as universal relation, though its reference to particular place and particular time, yet, as the knowledge of it does not govern the inferential process, it is, therefore, required to determine that universal relation only which, by being known, will become the means of inference.

Nor is universal relation co-existence with the major term which is not the counter-opposite of the absolute non-existence appertaining to that which contains the middle term, (i.e., the minor term). For fire also is the counter-opposite of the absolute non-existence, present in that which has smoke, since it is not that in a kitchen hearth there is not the absolute non-existence of volcanic fire. In such an instance as “This has conjunction, because it is a Substance,” the definition would become too narrow, as the absolute non-existence of Conjunction would be co-extensive with the mark or means of inference. It cannot be said, Universal relation is co-extension with the major term which is not the counter-opposite of the absolute non-existence which is co-extensive with itself and which is the contradictory of the counter-opposite, because the absolute non-existence of conjunction falls short of being the contradictory of the counter-opposite.” For the absolute non-existence of conjunction also is the contradictory of the counter-opposite; otherwise, it would be useless to imagine differences of delimiting circumstances for differences of delimitations are not imagined for the purpose of showing the states of being produced and non-eternal.

Nor is universal relation the not being the foundation or substratum of non-co-extension with the major term; for in the inference from cause to effect, there is not known any such non-co-extension with the major term. It is in fact another form of being the foundation of that which is not the foundation of the major term.

Nor is the universal relation of a thing the possession of the form which determines its relation to something else, for the characteristic of fire also has the function of determining relation to or the co-extension of smoke. It cannot be said that because of wider extension this is not the case; for it is observed that, that which determines the pervasion (e.g., fire) has a wider extension (in other words, fire exists where there is no smoke), and the characteristic of smoke also has a wider extension inasmuch as there exists smoke pendant on the surface of the sky (e.g., in clouds). If therefore, a qualification be added for the purpose of excluding such instances, then it must be allowed that, that which determines the characteristic of being the middle term (vyādyā) the same is intended to determine the characteristic of being co-extended, and hence there is the fallacy of self-dependence (atmādhraya). The view also that two things are universally related, when the one possesses the form of determining the co-existence of the other in a common substratum, is fallacious in the same way.

In reply to the above objections, we may proceed to state as follows: pervasion or universal relation is a non-accidental relation;
while by the being non-accidental is meant co-existence in the same substratum with a variably present sādhyā or that which has to be proved (i.e., the major term which is predicated of the minor, in the conclusion), of all those in which the mark or middle term is sometimes present and sometimes absent, or co-existence in the same substratum with a sādhyā co-existent with the absolute non-existence of the counter-opposites of all those which are the counter-opposites of the absolute non-existence co-existing in the same substratum with the mark. The meaning of the two expressions is co-existence in the same substratum with the sādhyā which is not pervaded by anything that does not pervade the sādnā or the middle term; in other words, it is the characteristic of being pervaded by all that which is pervasive of the sādhyā. It may be said that this is difficult to understand from the relative compound which has been employed here. For this reason there is need of observation and argument also. In other words, pervasion, vyāpā, is co-existence in the same substratum with the sādhyā which is not the counter-opposite of the absolute non-existence co-existing in the same substratum with the sādnā. By absolute non-existence is intended that which possesses the counter-opposite determined by the genera of fire-ness, etc., Therefore, even though in the smoke of the kitchen hearth there is co-existence in the same substratum with the absolute non-existence of mountain fire, yet it is no fault, because there never arises the intuition that there is not fire in that which has smoke. Substanceness, however, is never co-existent in the same substratum with the absolute non-existence of the characteristic of being in conjunction, for we never have the intuition that substance is not conjunct, because, although conjunctions singly do not appear in that which is the subject of pervasion, yet the generic quality of being conjunct appears in that which is the subject of pervasion, and is itself pervasive.

Object.ion.—But the being non-accidental implies the absence of accident or adjunct, upādhi; and upādhi itself is difficult to obtain.

A n s w e r.—It is not so. Because the characteristic of upādhi belongs to that which does not pervade the sādnā, i.e., the middle term, while it does pervade the sādhyā, i.e., the major term. So it has been said, “upādhi is that which is dependent upon another upādhi, (for determining non-accidentality), in the case of the sādnā, and which is not dependent upon another upādhi, (for determining non-accidentality), in the case of the sādhyā.”

O b j e c t i o n.—But the definition does not include an upādhi which is only non-pervasive of the sādhyā. For example, Air is perceptible, because it is the substratum of touch which is perceptible. Here the possession of developed colour is such an upādhi. So also is the characteristic of being produced by eating herbs (which might produce blackness), in, “He is black, because he is the son of Mitrā” (a low-born woman). For, the possession of developed colour is not pervasive of perceptibility, since it does not exist in the perception of the Soul as well as of Attribute and Action; nor is the characteristic of being produced by eating herbs pervasive of blackness, since it does not exist in the case of the blackness of the black crow, cuckoo, cloud, black-berries, etc.
Answer.—The objection is not valid. For, that which is non-pervasive of the sādhana, while it is pervasive of the sādhya as finally determined,—the same is intended as the upādhi. And a sādhya becomes finally determined, when it is determined by a property, by determination by which the pervasiveness of the upādhi remains unbroken. In the instances given the possession of developed colour is pervasion of perceptibility by the determination or limitation of external substantiality, and is apprehended by agreement and difference. As regards the second instance, it has been ascertained in the works of Charaka, Suśruta, and other medical writers, that the characteristic of being produced by eating herbs is pervasive towards the sādhya determined by the blackness of a person, which can be produced (artificially). Other cases should be similarly understood.

Objection.—Still it is not the meaning of the word, upāphī. An upādhi is something the property of which shines in another object, e.g., a China rose, etc., in reference to a crystal, etc. In the case of an unequally pervaded upādhi, there being absence of the characteristic of that which can be pervaded, its property cannot shine in the approved sādhana.

Answer.—This is true. The primary use of the word, upādhi, is only where it is equally pervaded (as the sādhya), e.g., in the possession of fire produced from moist faggots, (for wherever there is such fire, there is smoke, and vice versa). In other places, its use is secondary. The secondary sense infers variation, or deviation, according to the rule that, that which deviates from the pervader of something, also deviates from that thing. And there exists sādhana which deviates from the upādhi which is pervasive of the sādhya. Hence, that the sādhana deviates from the sādhya, and that, that which is not pervaded by that which pervades an object, is also not pervaded by that object, together infer that there is no proof of the characteristic of being pervaded, or brings forward a contrary argument, satpratipakṣa,* there being proof of the non-existence of the sādhya from the non-existence of the upādhi, which is pervasive of the sādhya, in the pakṣa, i.e., the subject, which is the minor term). So it has been said, "The disputant may bring forward an upādhi, governing the sādhya finally determined, even though it be divorced from the rule or determination of the sādhya maintained by the speaker, such upādhi being equally (a means of discrediting the conclusion, or) a source of satpratipakṣa." And such upādhi is brought forward by arguments adverse to the absence of arguments in favour of badha obstruction, (i.e., the certainty of the non-existence of the sādhya), and deviation (i.e., the non-co-existence of the sādhana with the sādhya).

It has been held that by the non-co-existence of which the non-co-existence of the sādhana with the sādhya arises, the same is upādhi. But here the instrumental case-ending is used to express neither instrument, nor means, mode, nor mark. Nor is the construction to be completed thus, By the non-co-existence of which being known, the non-co-existence of the sādhana with the sādhya becomes known; for the definition, not

* satpratipakṣa has been defined as "an argument which contains a counter-mark capable of demonstrating the non-existence of that which has to be proved," (vide Tarka-saṅgraha).
applying to an unknown upādhi, would not apply to upādhīs in obvious cases of non-co-existence. It is difficult to ascertain it (i.e., upādhi) significatively or by its significance, since it is impossible to formulate or invent, an upādhi without (first) establishing the characteristic of being the means of the inference of non-co-existence. The characteristic of being other than the pakṣa (or the subject of the conclusion), again, though suffering from the characteristic of an upādhi, is yet not an upādhi; for, it would involve obstruction to itself, e.g., dubiousness and not-one-pointedness in the pakṣa. For if there is no doubt about it, then it is not a pakṣa; if it is a pakṣa, then doubt is necessary, and consequently, dubiousness and not-one-pointed-ness become certain. That which remains to be said on this topic, may be sought in the Mayūkha.—14.

**Enumercation of fallacies.**

Upasūkā.-Now, with a view to distinguish (logical) marks (of inference) which have gone before as well as those which will come hereafter, from fallacious marks, he begins the section of fallacies, and says:

\[अप्रसिद्धोनपदेशोः सन्तदिग्धानपदेशः: || १ १ १५।।\]

\[अप्रसिद्धः: Aprasiddhāḥ, unproved. अनपदेशः: Anāpadesaḥ, a fallacious mark. अनन्तः Asan, non-existent. सन्तदिग्धः: Sandigdhaḥ, dubious. च Cha, and. अनपदेशः: Anapadesaḥ, A fallacious mark.\]

15. The unproved is a false mark; the non-existent and the dubious also are false marks.—131.

‘Aprasiddhāḥ, means that which is not pervaded or in universal relation, and that the universal relation of which has not been observed, and that which is in opposite universal relation, i.e., the contradictory. The word includes the two forms of the unproved, in point of universal relation or being pervaded, and the contradictory. ‘Asan’ means non-existent in the pakṣa or the minor term, i.e., that which has not the property or possibility of residing in the pakṣa or subject. And this is due sometimes to the unreality of the form (attributed to the mark), and sometimes to the absence of uncertainty and the desire to prove as) in the proof of that which has been already proved. ‘Sandigdhaḥ’ means that which causes the doubt whether the sādhyā be existent or non-existent (in the subject of the conclusion). And this arises sometimes from the observation of common property, sometimes from the observation of a non-common property, and sometimes from the observation of the mark accompanying the sādhyā as well as its non-existence. The first is general multifarious, the second is particular multifarious, and the third is inconclusive.—15.

Bhāsyā.—splits up III. i. 15 into two aphorisms: “Aprasidhāḥ anapadesaḥ,” and Asanasandigdhaḥ cha anapadesaḥ.”

**Fallacy illustrated.**

Upasthā.-Of the above-mentioned false marks, he gives an illustration or a mark which is fallacious because it is not pervaded by the denotation of the major term, also because it is contradictory, and also because it is not known to exist in the form attributed to it:
16. Because (it) has horns, therefore (it is) a horse.—132.

Where, the body of an ass becoming the pakṣa or subject of the conclusion, such confusion, as "This is what is a horse, because it has horns," due to the observation of the negative co-existence (or, simply, disagreement) that that which is not a horse is not horned as a hare, a jackal, a man, a monkey, etc., prevails, there it is an example of the not-pervaded, the unreal, and the contradictory marks (i.e., the fallacies of non-pervasion, unreality, and contradiction).—16.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He illustrates multifariousness:

17. And, "Because (it) has horns, therefore (it is) a cow," such is the example of a many-sided (mark).—133.

Where, taking a buffalo as the pakṣa or subject, it is concluded that it is a cow because it has horns, there is general many-sided-ness. But when it is concluded that Ether is eternal because it is the seat of Sound, then there is particular many-sided-ness. So also in such examples as "Sound is non-eternal because it is sound," there being no universal relation, there is only particular many-sided-ness. But when the sādhya or the middle term is proved (to exist) only in the pakṣa or the minor term, by bringing forward arguments which exclude vipakṣa* or contrary instances, it is then, that is, when co-existence with sapakṣa† (or objects of the same class as the pakṣa), becomes known, that the mark of inference is a valid mark, for a pakṣa‡ also must be a sapakṣa.

There, (i.e., in the fifteenth Satram above), the unproved is that which is not proved by pervaded appearance in the pakṣa. And it is three-fold: (a) unproved in point of being pervaded, (b) unproved as such or by itself, (i.e., in respect of the form attributed to it), and (c) unproved by substratum or situation. Of these, the unproved in point of being pervaded, is that of which the pervasion or invariable co-existence has not been observed, whether from the non-observation of actually existing pervasion, or from the non-existence of pervasion. Hence the non-existence of favourable arguments, etc., are different kinds of the unproved. And this invalid mark has a thousand divisions according to the diversity of impossibility of predicate, impossibility of

* Vipakṣa is that wherein the non-existence of that which has to be proved, is certain.
† Sapakṣa is that wherein the existence of that which has to be proved, is certain.
‡ Pakṣa or subject, is that wherein the existence of that which has to be proved, is doubtful.
subject, impossibility of both, uncertainty and impossibility of predicate, uncertainty and impossibility of subject, uncertainty and impossibility of both, and so on. And in all these cases, only absence of proof can be discerned.

Here the idea is this: The mark of inference is of three kinds only, according to its division into the purely positive, the positive-and-negative, and the purely negative. Amongst these, the purely positive is an attribute belonging to all subjects of attributes, (*i.e.*, objects); *e.g.*, knowableness, nameableness, qualifiability, predicability, absolute non-existence of annihilation in attributes etc., destructible by the destruction of the substratum of the absolute non-existence of eternal substances, etc. For, no such thing exists, as that in which these attributes do not exist. The characteristic of the purely positive, therefore, is that it penetrates everywhere, or that it is the counter-opposite of absolute non-existence. Though these exist in themselves also, (and so that uniformity of the mutual distinction of the container and the contained, is violated), that is no fault; for it has been said, "In the case of appearance or existence (of one thing in another), recourse should be had to proof, and not to that which establishes difference and non-difference."

That mark is purely positive, of which the *sādhyā* is purely positive. Of this there are four forms, namely, existence of the *pākṣa*, existence of the *sapākṣa*, unobstructedness, and the not being confronted with a *satpratipākṣa* or equally valid argument to the contrary, which are the means of leading to inference. The same, together with the non-existence of the *vipākṣa* are the five forms of the positive-and-negative. With the exception of the existence of the *sapākṣa* the remaining are the four forms of the purely negative. That mark, therefore, is a mere semblance, *i.e.*, a false mark, which is void of one or another of all the forms which, as a true mark, it might possess as the means of leading to an inference. Accordingly, the characteristic of being a false mark or fallacy, is the being void of one or another of the forms which are the means of leading to an inference. Hence doubt also, like certainty, about the voidness of one or another of these forms, is an obstruction to inference, and proof of the inconclusiveness of the mark put forward by the speaker. But the purely positive and purely negative mark, do not become fallacies by being void of one or another of their forms; because, in the case of the purely positive, non-existence of the *vipākṣa*, and in the case of the purely negative, existence of the *sapākṣa*, lack the characteristic of being the means of leading to an inference. Similarly, the unproved by situation (*e.g.*, a castle in the air), the unproved by itself (*e.g.*, a golden lion), and the unproved in part, are fallacies by reason of the absence of that form which is existence of the *pākṣa*; the unproved in point of being pervaded, the contradictory, and the general many-sided, are fallacies by reason of defect in that form which is non-existence of *vipākṣa*; the particular many-sided and the inconclusive are fallacies by reason of defect as regards existence of the *sapākṣa*; the obstructed and the confronted with an equally valid argument to the contrary, are fallacies by reason of the absence of the characteristics of not being obstructed and of not being confronted with an equally valid argument to the contrary. So also, accidental-
ness and inapplicability do not lead to inference, because of the absence of certainty of the non-existence of the vipakṣa; absence of favourable argument, and unfavourable argument, also do not lead to inference because of the absence of certainty of the non-existence of the vipakṣa. In like manner, apparent (but fallacious) examples, inadequate in regard to the sādhyā, or in regard to the sādhanā, or in regard to both, if invalid as being fallacies, are so through the uncertainty of the existence of the sapakṣa. If they are fallacious by themselves as being examples in appearance only, yet they are so mediatelly through the mark which is the same uncertainty of existence of the sapakṣa.

Marks of which the positiveness or agreement is not manifest, and marks of which the negativeness or difference is not manifest, however, are resolved only into the insufficient, the inopportune, and the ground of defeat.

Self-dependence, mutual dependence, circle in an argument, and infinite regression, by unsettling the certainty of universal relation or pervasion, become deficient in respect of one or the other of the forms of existence of the sapakṣa and non-existence of the vipakṣa, and thereby acquire the nature of fallacies.

Amongst these fallacies, that is accompanied with non-co-existence, which causes doubt alternating between the existence and the non-existence of the sādhyā. The contradictory is that fallacy which produces certainty of the non-existence of the sādhyā. The unproved is that which is void of pervasion, existence in the pakṣa and proving. According to Kāśyapa, obstruction and an equally valid argument to the contrary are not independent fallacies. Of these, obstruction resolves itself either as the unproved by situation, or as the many-sided; as it has been said, "In obstruction (bāḍhā), the mark is either non-existent in the pakṣa, or is many-sided." An equally valid argument to the contrary, also by causing doubt in respect of pervasion or invariable co-existence, etc., in other places, really resolves itself into the many-sided, etc.

The writer of the vṛitti, however, says that the word, 'cha,' in the Sūtram, अमीरस्यहारेनस्तसंवाद्यस्य संस्कारस्य चानपदः (III, i, 15, ibid), has the sense of bringing forward bāḍhā (obstruction) and satpratipakṣa (an equally valid argument to the contrary), and thereby follows the view of Gautama as expressed in the sūtram, "Fallacies are five, that which is accompanied with non-co-existence, the contradictory, that which is identical with the pakṣa that which is identical with the sādhyā and that which is post in time," (Nyāya Sūtram, 1. ii.4). But, from such statements as "The contradictory, the unproved, and the dubious, declared Kāśyapa, are no marks," it appears that the Sūtrakāra, i.e., Kaṇāda), himself was inclined to uphold the threefoldness of fallacy. The word 'cha,' however, has the object of bringing forward what has been stated before.

This is the idea. I have not dilated upon it for fear of increasing the bulk of the book. More details should be sought in Mayūkha.—17.

Mark of Inference of Soul.

Upaskāra.—He now points out the result of the analysis of fallacies:
From the contact of the soul, the sense, and the object, it is knowledge that is produced. And it is a mark of the existence of the soul, and, as such a mark, is different from the unproved, the contradictory, and the many-sided, that is to say, is not a fallacy. Thus, knowledge is, in two ways, a mark of the existence of the soul; either by the inference that knowledge must reside somewhere, because it is an effect, like colour, etc., or by assuming the form of recognition, e.g., "I who saw am the same as I who am touching." In the former case, effectness belonging to knowledge is not unproved, because of the assertion "(that) which is produced;" nor it is contradictory, for here, as in all other instances of analogous inference or inference from a sāmānyatodṛṣṭa or commonly-observed mark, there can be no contradiction; nor is it many-sided, for the very same reason. So that by means of the commonly observed characteristic, appertaining to it, viz., of being an effect or an attribute, knowledge truly becomes a mark of the existence of the soul. Recognition, again, resiling from other agents, resolves into having but one agent or cause.

(The Baudhā theory criticised.)

Object. — Recognition may be also due entirely to the relation of effect and cause subsisting between understanding and consciousness.

A. — This cannot be, as it would entail recognition also, of the understandings of the disciple and the preceptor.

Object. — But relation of the matter (i.e., knowledge which causes activity or inclination) and the form does not exist there; and that relation is the exciting cause of recognition.

A. — 'Matter,' having the property of Substance, cannot possibly exist in the understanding (which is an attribute). Even if its existence were possible, understandings being momentary, recognition of what was perceived before, would not be possible. For, no impression is thrust into subsequent understandings by a previous understanding, since you do not admit the existence of an abiding impression. And if it consists of the form of a stream of temporary understandings, it cannot be the cause of recollection at another time, nor of recognition.

Object. — The stream of subjective consciousness, which is really different from the stream of objective consciousness, is that which collects as well as that which recognises.
**Answer.**—If it is permanent, then our object is fulfilled. If it is of the form of a stream of temporary understandings, then it has not yet freed itself from the fault already pointed out; for then even there can be no permanent impression. Moreover, proof is wanting that it is something different from objective consciousness.

**Objection.**—Proof is supplied by the stream of understandings, 'I am,' 'am,' and so on.

**Answer.**—May be. But if here states of objective consciousness take in or receive as their matter, only the subjective consciousness, then, in the absence of the characteristic of being the matter, from the states of objective consciousness, their efficient causality also will disappear; for efficient causality is derived from the characteristic of being pervaded by the characteristic of the material cause.

**Objection.**—Let there be no efficient causality also.

**Answer.**—In that case, their existence also is gone. For the characteristic of an entity or real substance is that it is the means of serving necessary purposes.

**Objection.**—Both the streams are received, as material, jointly by the stream of objective consciousness and the stream of subjective consciousness.

**Answer.**—If it is so, then what fault has been committed by conjunction of wholes made up of parts, etc., when you also admit that a cause can operate at a different place?

Therefore, recognition proves, as being permanent, the soul which is inferred by knowledge, as its substratum. Hence nothing remains unproved.

Or, the sutram, अविशिष्टत्वार्थं सन्ततिकारं यथिपदस्तेऽवदन्यत् is calculated to refute the Sāukhya theory that the understanding, being eternal, is not fit to infer the soul as its cause. It should be, then, interpreted thus: what you call the principle or entity, viz., the understanding, is nothing but knowledge; for, there is the statement of synonyms, namely, “understanding, comprehension, knowledge.” And it is produced from the contact of the soul, etc., and is really other than the inner sense the existence of which you admit. This is the meaning. The import, therefore, is that that does become the mark of the existence of the soul.—18.

**Vivriti.**—He gives another proof of the existence of the Soul:

From ‘contact, i.e., of the mind with the ‘object of the sense,’ which is the ‘soul,’ in other words, from the conjunction of the soul and the mind, the ‘knowledge which is produced,’ in the form of “I am happy,” etc., is ‘different,’ i.e., other than inference, as a proof of the existence of the Soul. This is a roundabout way of indicating that knowledge produced by the cognition of the soul and the mind, is perceptual, since the definition of perception is knowledge produced from the contact of the senses and objects. Although such perception does not prove the soul as different from the body, etc., yet, as it proves the soul in general, it is unobstructed. This is the import.
Or, the sūtram states that the mark which infers the soul, is not a false mark.

Marks of Inference of other Souls.

Upaskāra.—Having described the inference of one’s own soul, he now shows the inference of other souls:

Pravṛtti-nivṛtti, activity and inactivity, occupation and withdrawal. च Cha and. प्रत्यगात्मनि Pratyag-ātmani, in the in-going or in-dwelling soul, in one’s own soul. द्रष्टे Drīṣṭe, observed. परत्र Paratra, elsewhere, of other souls. लिङ्गम Lingam, mark.

19. And activity and inactivity, observed in one’s own soul, are the marks of (the existence of) other souls.—135.

‘Pratyag-ātmani’ means in one’s own soul. ‘Pravṛtti-nivṛtti’ are particular volitions caused by desire and aversion. By them are produced bodily actions, characterised as चेत्त्र or muscular motion, of which the objects are the acquisition of the agreeable and the avoidance of the disagreeable. So that, on observing muscular motion in another body, the inference of another soul takes place in the following manner. This muscular motion must have been produced by volition, because it is muscular motion, as is my muscular motion. And that volition, is the product of a soul, or is seated in a soul, because it is volition, as is my volition.—19.

Here ends the first chapter of the third book in the Commentary of Śaṅkara upon the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms,
BOOK THIRD—CHAPTER SECOND.
Mark of the existence of Mind.

Upaskīra.—Distinction of real and fallacious marks is the subject-matter of the (preceeding) chapter. Now, going to bring the examination of the Soul to a close, the author, by a transgression of the order of enumeration (of the Substances) (vide I. i. 5), introduces the examination of the Mind, and says:

आत्मेनिद्रियार्थसत्तिकर्णे ज्ञानस्य मात्रोऽभावश्च मनसो लिङ्गम्।

आत्मेनिद्रियार्थ सत्तिकर्णे अतमेद्रियार्थसांनिकर्षे, on contact of the Soul with the senses and their objects. ज्ञानस्य Jñānasya, of knowledge. नवः: Bhāvaḥ, existence, production, appearance. अभावः: Abhāvaḥ, non-existence, non-production, non-appearance. (Bhāsya.—reads the words 'bhāvaḥ' and 'abhāvaḥ' in a compounded form as bhāvabhāvaḥ.) च Cha, and. मनस: Manasaḥ, of the Mind. लिङ्गम Liṅgam, Mark.

1. The appearance and non-appearance of knowledge, on contact of the Soul with the senses and the objects are the marks (of the existence) of the Mind.—136.

He will say that the movement of the Mind is the mark (of the Soul). If, therefore, Mind is found on examination to be the instrument or means of knowledge, and as being dense, moulded, or ponderable (मूल्यकोः), then it becomes proved that the Soul is that, being directed by which, the Mind comes to be connected with the sense apprehensive of the desired or agreeable object, rather than with any other sense. This is the reason of the violation of the order of enumeration. The meaning is that the Mind is that which, while there is contact of the soul with the sense and its object, being connected with the sense, there is production of knowledge, and which not being so connected with the sense, there is non-production of knowledge.

Objection.—Mind is all-pervading or universal. Nevertheless, non-simultaneity of knowledge can be inferred from this alone that Mind possesses the property of an instrument. Moreover, Mind is universal because, like Time, it is a substance void of any distinctive attribute; because, like the Soul, it is the substratum of Conjunction which is the non-combinative cause of knowledge; and because, like Ether, it possesses the absolute non-existence of Touch; and there are similar other proofs of its universality.

Answer.—It is not so. If Mind were universal or all-pervading, then as it would be connected with all the senses, there would be only one cognition including all the senses (i. e., omni-sensuous). If it be replied that (objection) such is not the case, because there is a contrariety amongst the effects; we deny this, (answer) for a complete cause does not take notice of contrariety and non-contrariety whereby it might be apprehensive of the contrariety of the characteristics of belonging to perception by the eye, organ of taste, etc. It cannot be said, (objection) "Or, it (cognition) may be of a variegated form like variegated colour, as it is in the case of eating some pudding," (where perceptions of taste, flavour, etc., take place all together); for (answer) even there
attention or attachment to a particular object (i.e., taste or flavour, etc.) is observed. Nor can it be asked, (objection) "How then does the complex belief arise, viz., 'I perceive Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch simultaneously?'"; for, (answer) it is merely a sense of simultaneity in respect of the five cognitions, produced by the swiftly moving Mind and presented in memory. It cannot be objected that attention to particular objects is also dependent upon the property of the instrument, for the answer has already been given. If it be maintained (objection) that attention depends upon the desire to understand; we deny this, for, (answer) on that supposition, it would follow that when there was a desire to understand all, there would be a total presentation of all objects, whereas the only result of a desire to understand is connection of Mind with the sense percipient of the object desired. Inasmuch, therefore, as non-simultaneity of cognition is otherwise impossible, the Mind is proved to possess a minimum of divisibility. Consequently, the marks of universality are obstructed by proof which comprehends or infers the subject. Moreover, if the Mind were all-pervading, then there would not be such local character of pleasure, etc., as in "pleasure in my foot," "pain in my head," etc.; for, the effects of 'universal substances' uniformly appear in places delimitated by their non-combinative causes. It cannot be said that in our view also it follows that pleasure, etc., are confined to the place of the atom; for, the rule is that a non-combinative cause really produces an extensive effect at its own place, so that there is no opposition to their production even beyond the limits of their instrumental causes, e.g., sandalwood, etc. It cannot be urged, "Mine too is request for remoteness from the instrument causes;" for, it would entail a breach of the above uniformity. Further, how will there be conjunction of the universal Mind with the Soul? It cannot be replied that it is without beginning, for then disjunction will also necessarily become beginningless. It cannot be said that owing to the difference of their limitations (i.e., substrata wherein they take place), both of them remain uncontradicted; for, the difference of the limitations of conjunction and disjunction depends upon their own causes, whereas in the case of the difference of things which have no beginning, such dependence does not exist. This is the direction.—1.

Mind is a substance, and is eternal.

* Upāskāra.—Now, it may be asked, "The perception of pleasure, etc., is producible by an instrument, because it is an act, like the perception of Colour: from inference in this way, or by the non-production of simultaneous cognition, Mind is proved as the instrument of that perception. But whence does it derive its Substance-ness, and eternality?" Hence he says:

तत्स्य व्रत्यत्वनित्यत्वेऽवायुना व्याह्याते || २ || २ ||

तत्स्य Tasya, its, of the mind. व्रत्यत्वनित्यत्वे Dravyatva-nityatve, substance-ness and eternality. वायुना Vayunâ, by Air. व्याह्याते Vyahyate, explained.

2. The Substance-ness and eternality of Mind are explained by (the explanation of the Substance-ness and eternality of) Air.—137.
As the ultimate atom of Air, inferred from Substance made up of parts, is a Substance, because it possesses attribute and action; so Mind, inferred by the non-production of simultaneous cognition, is a Substance, because it possesses attribute. For it is not productive of cognition, without conjunction with the sense, whereby it might appear that possession of attribute does not belong to it. Moreover the presentation of pleasure, etc., (to the Soul) must have a sense as its instrument, because it is a presentation, like the presentation of Colour, etc. Hence Mind is proved as an instrument or sense. And the being a sense means the being the foundation or seat of the conjunction of the Mind which is the instrument of cognition; so that the Substance-ness of Mind is proved without much ado. And its eternality follows from its not being made up of any other Substance. And this latter characteristic follows from the absence of any proof for the supposition of its being made up of parts.—2.

Mind is one.

Upaskāra.—Then the doubt arises whether there be one Mind, or more than one Mind, existing in each individual body. He states the means of decision:

प्रयत्नयोगपचाज्ञानायोगपवाचैकम् । ॥ ॥


3. From the non-simultaneity of volitions, and from the non-simultaneity of cognitions, (it follows that there is only) one (Mind) (in each organism).—138.

"Mind in each organism" is the complement of the Sūtram.

If there were many Minds in a single organism, then cognitions and volitions would be simultaneous. It is not a valid conclusion that many volitions are produced at one and the same time, because simultaneous actions are observed in the fingers of the hands and the toes of the feet of a dancing girl; for, that being explained or possible by the swift movement alone of the Mind, simultaneity of necessary or corresponding particular attributes of the Soul in their indestructible state, is not obtained. Hereby (i.e., by the necessary particular attributes of the Soul in their indestructible state), the theory that in one and the same body there are five Minds, and that on the conjunction of two, three, four or five of them with their respective senses, two, three, four or five cognitions are simultaneously produced, is refuted, as it would entail a superfluity of supposition; while the sense of simultaneity is upheld (as an illusion). The implication of the simultaneity of two cognitions, e.g., the cognitions "bitter treacle," produced by the connection of the Mind with the sense-organ of Taste, under the limitation of the sense-organ of Taste, also does not exist in view of the property (i.e., of rapid transition) of the instrument or internal sense, (i.e., Mind). Action also in the two parts of a lizard, snake, etc., cut into two or three pieces, arises from the impact of the chopper, etc., or the rapid transition of the Mind, or the invisible operation of another (and barren) Mind which has just slipped off from a liberated Soul.
The view that Mind is really a whole made up of parts, like a leech, and that by its contraction and expansion, like those of a leech, simultaneity and non-simultaneity of cognitions are respectively produced, is opposed by the fault of redundancy in the supposition of its parts. This is the direction.—3.

Marks of the existence of the Soul.

Upaskâra.—Now, showing the purpose of the violation of the order of enumeration, he says, with a view to complete the enquiry into the Soul:

प्राण्यापननिमेयोऽणेष्ववनमनोगतीतिन्द्रयान्तरविकारः सुखदुःखवेच्चत्रेष्वयताध्यात्मनो विद्भानि ॥ ३ १ २ ४ ॥


4. The ascending life-breath, the descending life-breath, the closing of the eye-lids, the opening of the eye-lids, life, the movement of the Mind, and the affections of the other senses, and also Pleasure, Pain, Desire, Aversion, and Volition are marks (of the existence) of the Soul.—159.

It must not be imagined that cognition itself is the only mark of the Soul. There are also the ascending life-breath, etc., which are the marks of the Soul. Thus that is surely the Soul in consequence of the volition of which the upward and downward motions in the air moving within the body and characterised as the ascending and the descending life-breath take place, not being possible otherwise than by volition, just as the throwing upward and the throwing downward of a pestle, etc. (in a mortar, etc.), are not possible without volition. For, Air, the nature of which is to blow obliquely, cannot undergo such change of nature without volition. It cannot be said that two bodies of Air flowing in opposite directions and producing different effects may, like two similar bodies of water, have an upward motion. For, were this the case, there would be then the upward motion only but not the downward motion, nor oblique motion as in exsufflation or blowing by the mouth. There is then a being, who, by his volition, impels the air upwards or downwards. I cannot be asked how there could be upward and downward motions of the ascending and descending life-breaths in a state of deep or dreamless sleep; for, at that time, though volition proper does not exist, there exists another kind of volition which is called volition the source of vitality. In like manner, the closing and the opening of the eye-lids also infer a presiding agent in the organism. Thus the closing of the eye-lide (nimesa) in an action which produces the conjunction of the lids of the eye; unmesa or the opening of the eye-lids is an action.
which produces their disjunction. These two actions, being constantly produced without any visible cause such as molecular motion, impact, etc., are not produced otherwise than by volition. As the dancing of a wooden manikin depends upon some one's volition, so also does the dancing of the eye-lids. Thereby an entity, possessing volition, is inferred. Similarly, life also is a mark of the Soul. Thus by the word 'life' the effects of vitality, such as growth, the building up of wounds, fractures, etc., are indicated by implication. So that as the owner of a house builds up a broken edifice or enlarges a building which is too small, so the presiding agent of the organism affects, by food etc., the increase of enlargement of the organism which is to him in the stead of a habitation, and with medicine and the like, causes what is wounded to grow again, and broken hands and feet to grow together again. Thus like the master of a house, a guardian of the body is also proved. In the same way, the movement of the Mind also is a mark of the Soul. Thus it has been proved, in the foregoing section, that the Mind is something moulded or pondorable (mārta) and that it is indivisible. Its application to a sense percipient of the desired object is dependent upon desire and attention. So that the inference is that the Soul is that being whose desire and attention direct the Mind, as a boy standing at the corner of a room sends a top or ball of lac hither and thither within the room itself.

It may be objected, "The dancer of the wooden manikin, the master of a house, or the boy (referred to above) is not different from his body, so that he could be adduced as an example. Moreover, it is the body which is the seat of consciousness inasmuch as it is the object of the sense of I-ness (ahamkāra); for, there are "I am fair," "I am stout," and the like intuitions which are co-extensive with I-ness. It may be urged that, on this theory, a man would not recollect in his youth or old age what he perceived in his boyhood, because as in the case of a difference of bodies, like those of Chaitra and Maitra, so here too there would be no recognition, on the maxim, "One does not remember what another saw." Here we may point out that Chaitra and Maitra being two different currents, there may not be any correlator, whereas (in the case of a single individual) in spite of the differences of boyhood and youth, the current being the same, correlation by means of the relation of cause and effect will be possible." To this argument we will reply that it would follow, on the above theory, that the son also would remember what was perceived by the father. If it be rejoined that perception of the difference of body prevents this, we reply that correlation (in the form of recollection) will not be possible also in the case of an old man who perceives his present body only as different from the body which he had as a boy, and also that there is no perception of the difference of body for a boy who has never known his father. In "My body," the sense of I-ness appears as identical with the sense of 'My-ness' (and not as identical with the intuition of the body). If it be replied that the same holds good in the case of "My Soul" also; we reply that it does not, because the use of 'My' is there topical, since the genitive may be used even where there is no difference, as in "The head of Rāhu" (Rāhu being all head). The consequences of killing, etc., (i.e., Merits and Demerits) also will not result to the agent or doer, as his body will be different and different (at every
stage of transmigration). Further, (on your theory), consciousness being limited to the bhūtas or elements (which constitute the body and are different at every new birth), if a man desires a sinful act, he will escape the consequences of his own acts, and there will be also the defect of the acquisition of the results of acts not done by him who experiences them. This is the point.

"From the affections of the other senses."—For surely is observed an overflow of the salivary juice, induced by a strong desire for the taste, of one who, after experiencing the particular taste, accompanied by the particular colour, of an orange or a chīra-vilva, observes such fruit again. Now, this cannot take place without the inference of the acid taste; nor the inference, without the recollection of the universal relation or invariable co-existence (of the taste and the colour); nor the recollection, without impression (Sāṃskāra); nor the impression, without the experience of the universal relation; nor the experience, without repeated observation. This concatenation of cognitions, standing to one another in the relation of cause and effect, cannot be possible without (the existence of) a selfsame agent. Thus there is the Sūtram of Gautama. "From the affections of the other sense." (Nyāya-Sūtras, III. i. 12).

Pleasure and the like also are to be regarded, like cognition, as marks of the Soul. Thus pleasure and the like must reside somewhere or must reside in some substance, because they are things which are produced, or qualities like colour, etc. Hence an inference by analogy, accompanied by an exclusion of other possibilities, takes for its subject inference or residence in a Substance other than the eight Substances. For the proposition that desire which does not reside in Earth and seven other Substances, resides in a Substance, is not complete unless it assumes as its mood the being resident in a Substance other than the eight Substances. Where, however, exclusion of other possibilities does not appear at first, there the being resident in a Substance other than the eight substances, will have to be proved by argument from effect to cause or negative reasoning. This is the distinction. It is absurd to say that inference has only the mood of that which determines the universal relation; for that alone is the mood there without which the intuition or inference would not result. Otherwise, in "A dyad not being resident in an effect, must reside somewhere, because it is a whole made up of parts," and such other cases, there would be no inference having for its mood the being resident in a noneffect.—4.

Soul is a substance, and is eternal.

Upaskāra.—Well, granted that there is proof of a fixed Soul. But whence is it eternal, and whence is it a Substance? To meet this objection, he says:

तत्स्य द्रव्यत्वनित्यत्वे वायुना व्याख्याते ॥ ३ । २ । १ ॥

तत्स्य Tasya, its, of the Soul. द्रव्यत्वनित्यत्वे Dravyatva-nityatve, Substance-ness and eternity. वायुना Vāyunā, by Air. व्याख्याते Vyākhyaṭe, explained.

5. Its Substance-ness and eternity are explained by (the explanation of the Substance-ness and eternity of) Air.—140.
As there is no proof for the supposition of parts in the ultimate atom of Air, and therefore Air is eternal, so also in the case of the Soul.

As the ultimate atom of Air is a Substance, because it possesses attributes, so also is the Soul. This is the meaning.—5.

**Objection : I. Mark of the Soul, not visible.**

Upaskra.—He cites an objection of the opposite party to the foregoing conclusion:

यज्ञदत्त इति सत्विकपेय प्रत्याभावाद्वृत्तम् लिङ्ग न विच्यते ॥ २१ २ १ ६॥

यज्ञदत्त: Yajñadatta, He is Yajñadatta. इति Iti, this. सत्विकपेय Sannikarese, there being contact. प्रत्याभावाद्वृत्त Pratyakşabhāvāt, from the absence of perception. Because there is no perception. दश Driṣṭam, visible. लिङ्ग Liṅgam, mark. न Na, not. विच्यते Vidyate, exists.

6. There is no visible mark (of the existence of the Soul), because there being contact (of the senses with the body of Yajñadatta), perception does not arise that this Soul is Yajña-datta).—141.

There being contact, if no such perception take place as "This is Yajñadatta," then there is no visible mark, i.e., no mark the universal relation of which with the sādhya or what has to be proved, has been grasped by perception. The meaning is that as smoke, perceived as accompanying fire which is perceptible, is a visible mark in the case of fire, so there is no such visible mark which can establish the existence of the Soul.—6.

2. **Analogy does not prove Soul as such.**

Upaskra.—Lest it might be urged, "Although no visible mark exists, the universal relation of which has been observed by perception, yet a sāmānyato-driṣṭam, or commonly-observed or analogous mark, will be the mark, for it is not that there can be no inference from that," therefore the objector says:

सामान्यतद्रस्तथाविशेषः ॥ २१ २ १ ७॥

सामान्यतद्रस्तथः Sāmānyato-driṣṭat, from a commonly-observed or analogous mark. च Cha, and. विशेषः Avisēṣah, non-particular. Not a thing in particular or as such.

7. And from a commonly-observed mark (there is) no (inference of anything in) particular.—142.

A commonly-observed mark also becomes a mark of inference. But it does not prove the Soul as Soul, nor as a Substance over and above the eight Substances. It would only prove that desire, etc., must be resident somewhere. And this does not suggest the thought of a Soul. This is the meaning. Therefore it is stated, "Not a thing in particular."—7.

3.—**Therefore Soul proved by Revelation.**

Upaskra.—Are then the texts of the Vedas, for instance, "He is the Soul, in whom all sins are killed," etc., meaningless? Apprehending this, the same objector says:
Tasmāt, therefore, because the Soul cannot be proved by reasoning. Āgamikāḥ, scriptural, proved by the revealed texts.

8. Therefore (the Soul is) proved by Revelation.—143.

The Soul is really proved by Revelation only, but not by inference, since visible and commonly-observed marks do not exist. Therefore, mental vision of the principles or essences of things results from the proper hearing of the Upaniṣads, and not from the course of intellection. So that this Regulation (i. e., the Vaiśeṣika system), which teaches intellection, is no regulation. For, it is observed in the case of "ten ghosts, swimming across the river," etc., that the cognition of the person who has representation of these things in his consciousness, arises only from the very instructions that ten ghosts dwell on this tree, that such and such an object floats across the river, etc.).—8,

Objections answered.

Upaskāra.—To this objection of the first party, set forth in the three foregoing sūtras, the upholder of the doctrine of inference replies:

Aham. I. śat Iṭi, this, Sabdasya, of the word. Vyātirekāṭ, exclusion, non-application, divergence, abhorrence, Na, not, Āgamikam, Scriptural. Proved by Revelation.

9. (The proof of the existence of the Soul is not solely) from revelation, because of the non-application of the word 'I' (to other designates or objects).—144.

Revelation alone is not the proof of the existence of Soul; but the Soul is proved also by the inference that the word 'I,' or the word 'Soul,' must have some designate (or objective reality corresponding to it), because it is a word, like the word, water-pot, etc. Lest it might be said that it is Earth, etc., which are its designates, so he says, "Because of non-application," in other words, because of the non-application or divergence of the word 'I' from Earth, etc. For, there never arises any such use of language or intuition as "I am Earth," "I am Water," "I am Fire," "I am Air," "I am Ether," "I am Time," "I am Space," "I am Mind." If you object that such intuition or use arises with respect to the body, we reply that it does not, for it would then entail such intuition or use with respect to the bodies of others; if, that it arises with respect to one's own body, we reply that it is not so, for 'one's own' or one's self, as different from the Soul, has no meaning or is not proved by etymology, and because the intuition, "My body," proceeds upon a difference of substrata. It cannot be said, (objection) "Well, but this too is an inference by analogy which however does not and with a particular thing, and is therefore defective;" for, (answer) in the word 'I,' I-ness or Soul-ness itself forms the specification or distinction. So that on the strengt of the property of its being an
attribute of the subject of the argument (pakṣa), it follows that I-ness is the cause of the inference of Soul, and as it is not common to any other object, therefore the particular object (or the Soul in particular) is proved. Similarly, there is proof of the particular object, from the analogous inference or commonly observed mark accompanied with the exclusion of other possibilities. The objection which has been made, namely, “From ‘hearing’ alone results realization or intuition of the Soul; what is the need of all this proof?”, is not sound. For, without reflection or intellection, the dross of unbelief in wavering minds cannot be purged away; without this purification, there can be no aptitude in them for constant meditation; and without constant meditation, there can be no realization of truth or intuition of the Soul, which is capable of uprooting false knowledge together with desires or appetencies, as it is from habit only that a sad lover suddenly comes to have a mental realization of his beloved lady, and because verbal or inferential knowledge is not capable of uprooting false knowledge, as is seen in the case of delusion in respect of direction in Space, etc. This is the import.

If it be asked, “Still how can a sign or indication (of its existence) be apprehended in the Soul which is imperceptible?”, we reply, “Who has ever said that the Soul is not perceptible? On the contrary, the Soul is apprehended by its proximity through or in the form of conjunction, to the Mind. Otherwise, how can there be such intuitions as ‘I am happy,’ ‘I know,’ ‘I desire,’ ‘I will,’ ‘I feel pain,’ etc? For these intuitions are neither unsubstantial nor of doubtful substantiability, because like that of the perception of blueness, their substantiability is undoubted. Nor are they inferential or derived from marks, for they arise even without any knowledge of marks. Nor again are they derived from verbal information or authority, for they do not follow upon enquiry for that.” If it be urged that they are appearances of perception (and not true perceptions), we reply that they must have then for their object something which is not apparent (i.e., real), for it will be shown in the sequel that that which is not object of certain knowledge, cannot be applied by metaphor to or superimposed upon, another object.—9.

Vivriti.—The sūtram is illustrative. It should be known that inferences, as described above, by the marks of knowledge, etc., are also proofs of the existence of the Soul.

Counter-objection stated.

Upāskāra.—“If this be so (i.e., if the Soul can be known by sense-perception),” the objector says, “then what is the need of inference?”

यदि दयमन्वचमहं देवदत्तोहं यज्ञदत्त इति ॥ २ ॥ ॥

Yadi, if: दयमन्वचमहं, Driṣṭam, observation. यज्ञदत्त: Yajña-dattaḥ, Devadatta. यज्ञदत्त: Yajña-dattaḥ, Yajña-datta. इति Iti, such.

10. If (there are) such sensuous observations (or perceptions) as ‘I am Devadatta,’ ‘I am Yajña-datta,’ (then there is no need of inference).—145.
The word ‘iti’ marks the form of knowledge. In ‘dṛṣṭam,’ the affix ‘kta’ is used in a passive sense. ‘Anväksam’ means sensuous or perceptual. Therefore the meaning is: if there is perceptual or sensuous observation in the form of ‘This is Devadatta,’ ‘This is Yajñadatta,’ then what is the use of taking the trouble of making an inference? “For an elephant being in sight or observation, those who infer do not infer it by its screaming.”—10.

Above answered.

Upaskāra.—To this the advocate of Inference says:

\[ धृष्ट्यात्मनि लिः, एक एव द्रव्त्वात् प्रत्याचवत् प्रत्ययः || ३ || २ || ११ || \]

द्रष्टे द्रिश्ने, (lit. Seen), grasped by perception. धातमनि आत्मनि, the soul. लिः लिंगेः, being accompanied with marks. एकः एकः, one. एव्या एव्या, only द्वितवत् द्रिश्तवत्, because it becomes more firm or fixed. प्रत्याकसवत्, like other percepts or perceptions. प्रत्ययः: Pratyayah, intuition. Belief.

11. As in the case of other percepts, so, if the Soul, which is grasped by perception, is also accompanied with, or comes at the top of, marks (from which it can be inferred), then, by means of, confirmation, the intuition becomes fastened to one and only one object.—146.

‘Dṛṣṭe,’ i. e., grasped by perception; ‘आत्मनि’; ‘लिंगेः,’ i. e., having all its marks or causes developed; Eka eva, i. e., having one object only as its matter; ‘प्रत्ययः,’ ‘Pratyayah’ implies the expulsion of all apprehension of error. “How can it be so?” Hence he says, ‘dṛshṭavat,’ i. e., because the current of proof is capable of removing the apprehension of its being otherwise. He gives an example, ‘प्रत्यक्षावत्’; i. e., as even when there is perception of water from a distance, yet inference of water by the mark of the balakas (water birds) is made for the purpose of corroboration. So it has been said, “Skilful logicians desire to understand by inference even what is grasped by perception.” The import here is this: Although at times the Soul really shines in mental perception, yet, like knowledge, produced by the flash of lightning, it does not derive so much fixity or permanence being overclouded by such other conflicting perceptions as “I am fair,” “I am lean,” and the like. Here another form of knowledge produced by marks which cannot but lead to their proper inference, confirms or fixes the very knowledge previously obtained from perception. Moreover, inference must be applied to the Soul owing to the desire to infer the knowledge that intellection of the Soul as taught in the precepts “(The Soul) should be heard about, reflected upon,” and the like, is a means towards the realization of that which is desirable, i. e., the Supreme Good. Because if there be no intellection of the Soul, then constant meditation would be impossible, and consequently there would be no realization of the Soul in the understanding, and so salvation would be impossible. This is the purport.
The statement of the two separate intuitions, ‘I am Devadatta,’ and ‘I am Yajñadatta,’ in the foregoing Sūtram, is intended to show that there can be only individual intuition of every Soul.—11.

Counter-objection stated and answered.

Upaskāra.—“Well,” it may be objected, “if the intuition, ‘I am Yajñadatta’ refers to the Soul, then the appearance (of the notion Yajñadatta) as co-existing in the same substratum with Going, as in ‘Yajñadatta goes,’ is impossible.” So he says:

12. ‘Devadatta goes,’ ‘Yajñadatta goes,’—in these cases, the belief (that their respective bodies go) is due to transference.—147.

For there are such intuitions as “I am fair,” “I am stout,” and there is also such differential intuition as “My body.” Now, in “Devadatta goes,” the perception of co-existence with motion, and the use of language to express it, are topical, whereas the intuition “my” is real as carrying its own meaning. Although the property of being Devadatta is a jāti, kind or genus, existing in the body whereby the use of language as Devadatta goes” is in the primary sense and the intuition is true in its own meaning, yet if the term Devadatta be applied to the Soul delimited by it, it is then to be understood as a transferred epithet.

Another objection.

Upaskāra.—Here he apprehends (an objection):

13. The transference, however, is doubtful.—148.

The word ‘tu’ points out the opponent’s view. The intuition and the use of the word, ‘I,’ are observed both in respect of the Soul and body. Therefore the doubt arises which intuition and expression be the primary, and which the secondary ones.—13.

Above answered.

Upaskāra.—He solves the doubt:

14. Aham, Iti Iti, this. Pratyag-ātmani Pratyag-ātmani, in the in-going or individual Soul. Bhāvāt Bhāvāt, because it exists. Paratra other-
where. अभावात् Abhāvat, because it does not exist. अर्थांतरस्वतः: Arthāntara-pratyakṣaḥ, (Intuition) wherein the individual soul is the object of perception.

14. Because the intuition 'I' exists in one's own soul, and because it does not exist otherwhere, therefore the intuition has the individual Soul as the object of perception.—149.

'Arthāntara-pratyakṣaḥ' is that intuition in which 'arthāntaram,' i.e., the Soul itself, is the percept. The meaning is as follows: Since the intuition 'I' arises in respect of 'pratyagātma,' i.e., one's own Soul, and since it does not arise 'paratā' i.e., in respect of other Souls, therefore it is proper to regard the reference to 'arthāntaram' or one's own Soul as the primary reference. If, on the other hand, the primary reference were to the body, then the intuition would be produced by the external senses, for the body is not an object of mental perception, and the intuition 'This is I' is mental being produced even without the operation of the external senses, since the mind takes in as its object the Soul as modified by appropriate particular attributes in the form of 'I am happy,' 'I know,' 'I will,' 'I desire.' This intuition is not inferential, as it is produced even without seeking any mark of inference. Nor is it verbally communicated, since it is produced even without the apprehension of any authoritative text. Therefore it is only mental; further because the mind, as it is not an independent agent outside its own sphere, does not apply into the body and other external objects. Moreover, if it be urged that, if it referred to the body, it would refer to the bodies of others, and if it referred to one's own Soul, it would also refer to the Souls of others; we deny this, for the Soul of one man is beyond the senses of another, since its particular attributes have no fitness for or relation to, them, and since its fitness for or relation to, them arises from the taking on or super-imposition of appropriate particular attributes. Nor is this the nature of the Soul only, but of every Substance. For Substance becomes perceptible only by the taking on of appropriate particular attributes. If it is said that Ether also should, for the same reason, become perceptible by the accompaniment of Sound, we reply that such would be the case, if the ear were capable of apprehending Substance, or if Ether possessed colour. If it is rejoined that the Soul also is equally devoid of colour, we reply that it is in the case of external Substances only that possession of colour is a requisite with regard to perceptibility. The word 'pratyag,' in-going, points out divergence from others.—14.

Another objection.

Upaskāra.—He apprehends another objection:

देवदत्तो गच्छतीत्युपचारादिभिन्नात्वत्वच्छरीप्रत्यथोश्चारः

II 3 2 1 15 II

devadatta, Devadatta. gachchati Gachchhati, goes. iti Iti, this. upachārā, Upachārāt, from transference. abhimānāt Abhimānāt, from fancy,
reference to Soul, Conceit, Egotism, or Self-identification. तावत् Tāvat,
because, therefore. शरीरप्रत्यक्षम्: Śarīrāpratyakṣah having the body as the
object. अद्ध कार: Ahaṅkārah, ahaṁkāra. The intuition of I. I-ness.

15. The intuition of ‘I’ has the body for its object. Therefore
to say that, in ‘Devadatta goes,’ there is a transference (of
epithet), is a mere fancy.—150.

‘Ahaṅkārah,’ i.e., the intuition of ‘I.’ It is ‘Śarīrāpratyakṣah,’
i.e., that which has the body as the percept or subject-matter. You
have determined that the intuition or, for the matter of that the expres-
sion, “Devadatta goes,” is due to transference. Now, this transference
is a fancied one, because such intuitions and expressions as “I am
fair,” “I am lean,” “I am fortunate, my brith is a mere repetition,”
and the like, cannot be reconcile on the theory of transference. This
is the meaning.—15.

Above answered.

Upākṣaṇa.—He gives the solution:

सन्दिग्घस्तूपाचारः || २ || २ || १६

सन्यासः Sandigdhaḥ, doubtful. त Tu, but. सप्चार: Upachārah, trans-
ferece.

16. The transference, (as characterised by you), however,
is doubtful.—151.

The word ‘tu’ here points out the solution (of the foregoing objec-
tion). The meaning is that there is doubt even in what has been said
(by you, i.e., the opponent), namely that the transference is a fancied
one, whereas the intuition of ‘I’ is in respect of the body itself. Since,
therefore, the intuition is a false witness on either side, we must endea-
vour to find out a distinction. Since on making this endeavour, we
observe that even a man, whose eyes have been closed, still has the intu-
ton of ‘I,’ we must hold that it refers to an object different from the
body, and beyond the cognizance of the external senses. If it referred to
the body, it would refer to the bodies of others, and also would not take
place in independence of the eyes. If it be asked how there can be
such common measure or co-extension as in “I who am stout or thin,
am happy;” we reply that in this case it is possible that the body
would appear as the condition of pleasure, etc., as in “This forest is
resonant with the roar of a lion” (there is such appearance). Mere
I-ness, presented by the Mind, is superimposed upon the body, just as
heat, presented by the organ of touch, in the judgments, “The water
is hot,” “The body is hot,” etc.—16.

Above answered—continued.

Upākṣaṇa.—By elaborating the solution he says:

न तुशरीरविशेषतः यज्ञद्विधेयः मिलयोज्यांविषयः || २ || २ || १७

न Na, not. त Tu, but. शरीरविशेषतः Śarīra-viśeṣat, perceiving the dif-
fERENCE of bodies. यज्ञद्विधेयः: Yajñadatta-Viṣṇumitrayoḥ, of Yajña-
datta and Visṇumitra. ज्ञान Jñānam, knowledge, thought. विषय: Viṣayāḥ, object

17. But the thoughts of Yajñadatta and Visnumitra do not become objects of perception to them, while they perceive the difference of their bodies. (Therefore consciousness is not an attribute of the body).—152.

'Jñānam' implies sensible pleasure, pain, and other attributes of the Soul. As the bodies of Yajñadatta and Visnumitra are mutually different, so are also their knowledge, pleasure, pain, and the like, different. Accordingly, as is this body of Yajñadatta, so also, though no knowledge, or pleasure, etc., be produced in Yajñadatta, will the knowledge, etc., "I feel pleasure," "I know" "I will," "I desire," be objects (of perception); because the sensible body being an object of perception, knowledge, etc., which are (ex hypothesi) its properties, like its colour, etc., will have the possibility of being perceptible. But this is impossible. Therefore (such is the import), it should be said that the seat or subject of knowledge, etc., is something really different from the body. 'Śariravaiñcāt' means from difference of body. The fifth case-ending has been used in the sense of the infinitive. So that the meaning is that knowledge or thought is not an object of perception, while difference of body is being perceived.—17.

Proof of Soul not from Revelation only.

Upaskāra.—It may be objected as follows:—"The Soul is not perceptible, since, like Ether, it is a colourless Substance, or a Substance without component parts. Therefore the body itself should be affirmed to be the object of the cognition "I am thin, pale." If occasionally there arises also the consciousness "I feel pleasure," it is proper to suppose that pleasure and the like becoming manifest without a substratum, are transferred to or superimposed upon the body. As in "Hot, fragrant water," heat and fragrance appearing without a substratum are superimposed upon water, but for the sake of this the intuition of water also does not contain as its object anything except common water; so 1-ness in "I am" is real only in reference to the body, whereas pleasure and the like are sometimes superimposed upon it. There is then, in respect of the Soul, no knowledge of it in the form of perception. That which has to be supposed as the substratum of pleasure, etc., must be established by revelation. There is no perception of it." In reply to this objection, he says:

\\\hline
\\\textbf{अहम्मिति मुख्योयाग्यायां शब्दवद् व्यतिरेकाययभिविचाराद् विशेष-सिद्धेन्निगमिकः} II 3 2 18
\\\textbf{अहम्म} Aham, I. इति Iti, this. मुख्योयाग्यायां Mukhya-yogābhīyām, by innate or self-evident or sensible cognition. शब्दवद् Shabdavat, like sound. व्यतिरेकाययभिविचारात् Vyatirekahabhidhārāt, from the invariability of absence or divergence. विशेषानिगमिकः Viṣeṣa-siddheḥ, from proof in particular. न Na, not. आगमिकः Āgamiḥ, scriptural, proved by revelation.

18. (The soul is) not proved (only) by Revelation, since, (as Ether is proved by Sound, so) (the Soul is) proved in particular, by the innate as well as the sensible cognition in the form of 'I,' accompanied by the invariable divergence (of such cognition from all other things), as is the case with Sound.—153.
This is the meaning. The cognition, "I feel pleasure," or "I am in pain," is neither scriptural, nor verbally communicated, nor inferential, since it arises even without the help of verbal communication or of marks of inference. Whereas it has been said that colourlessness and simplicity (or the not being an aggregate of component parts) are obstacles to the perception of the soul, this holds true in the case of perception by external senses, for of this the possession of colour and the possession of more than one substance are the necessary conditions or exciting causes, while mental perception is independent of these. It may be objected that this would be the case were there proof of the existence of the Soul, but that there is none. Accordingly it has been said, "From proof in particular by invariable divergence, as is the case with Sound." As in the Substances, Earth, etc., the absence of Sound is invariable, i.e., uniform, and there is thereby proof of a particular Substance, namely Ether, in addition to the eight Substances, as the Substratum of Sound, so on account of the invariable divergence of desire from Earth, etc., the substratum of desire also must be different from the eight Substances. Lest it be argued that all this goes to show only that the Soul is a subject of inference, not an object of perception, the words "by the innate as well as the sensible cognition in the form of I" are employed. By the word 'it' the form of the cognition is indicated. Therefore the cognition, in the form of 'I,' which is produced, without the help of verbal communication and mark of inference, in one whose eyes are closed, should be explained by the innate idea of Egoity or I-ness and its sensible or perceptible attributes, and not by reference to the body, and the like, since the divergence or absence of desire is invariable there. After "by the innate as well as the sensible cognition" the words "Should be established" are to be supplied. There are many proofs of the existence of the Soul. They are omitted here for fear of increasing the volume of the treatise. They should be sought in the Mayākha.—18.

Vivriti.—Vedāntins, however, hold that the soul is nothing but eternal knowledge (vijñāna) according to the Śruti, भवत्वात्मकाः प्रारम्भाः सत्यं शास्त्रमन्तर यदृ, "Lo! the Soul, imperishable, is truth, knowledge, infinite, and all-pervading," (Bṛhadāranyaka Upaniṣad IV. v. 14). Although, in reality, it is one, yet, owing to the diversity of its Upādhi or adjuncts in the form of the inner sense, which are products of Māyā, i.e., limitation, it appears as manifold. That it is so, follows from such Śruti as एकमेवादित्वम् "One only, without a second," Chhandogya Upaniṣad, VI. ii. 1), एकत्राः सत्यमित्रस्त्वात्मित्वम् "So the one inner Self of all beings, for every form, became its counterform" (Kaṭha Upaniṣad, II. v. 9.)

He discredits this view.

The words, 'object of perception' are the complement of 'aham iti,' 'I'—this. Thus, the object of such popular mental perceptions as 'I feel pleasure,' etc., is not 'agamika,' i.e., identical with Īśvara, the probandum, of such 'agama' or text of the Veda as "truth, knowledge, infinite, and all-pervading," (Taittirīya Upaniṣad, II. i. 1). He states the reason of this by श्लोकायमयाः etc. श्लोकायमयाः because difference from Īśvara is established by pleasure and pain, which, though primary
or instinctive or original or innate, are yet sensible. The instinctiveness of pleasure lies in agreeables or desirables, since it is there the object of desire which is not dependent upon any other desire; whereas the instinctiveness of pain lies in disagreeable, since it is there the object of aversion which is not dependent upon any other aversion. Sensibleness, again, is the being the object of perception (i.e. by the inner sense). This is mentioned for the purpose of removing the (possible) apprehension that the mark is an unproved or unknown mark and also to prevent overextension, in the case where eternal bliss is attributed to Isvara, because eternal bliss can never be an object of perception. Pleasure and pain, therefore, being products, are proof of the difference between the Jiva and Isvara. This argument is illustrative: it should be observed that knowledge, volition, desire, and also aversion, as products, establish difference from Isvara.

It may be urged that in such inferences as, "The soul which is the object of the perception, 'I am,' is different from Isvara, because it possesses pleasure which is a product," there being no example, and consequently no observation of congruity of similar instances, knowledge of the universal relation is impossible. For this reason, it has been said मतिरिक्तायमिन्चरतः i.e., from the uniformity of difference. The use of the ablative inflexion has the object of denoting the (necessary) condition leading to the inference, and the syntactical connection of the word is with the word वियोपित : The import, therefore, is, that, even though there is no example by way of agreement, yet, Isvara being an example by way of difference, an inference with respect to the matter in hand is possible, through the observation of the universal relation of difference, dependent upon the concomitance or congruity of difference.

It may be urged, again, that that a mark can establish difference from Isvara, by the universal relation of difference, has not been known before. To remove this apprehension, it has been stated अक्षब्दः i.e., like Sound, etc. The meaning is this: As the difference of Ether from Isvara is proved by the mark, namely Sound, which is known by the method of the universal relation, or uniformity, of difference, so the difference of the soul from Isvara is proved by the possession of pleasure, etc., which are products.

Bhāṣya:—In III. ii. 6—17, the author gives, in the form of a dialogue, contrary arguments as to whether the Self be an object of perception only, or of inference only, or of both, and gives his own conclusion in III. ii. 18.

Unity of Soul, as an objection.

Upaskra.—Having thus finished the section on the investigation of the Soul, he now begins the section on the plurality of Souls. Therein the following aphorism sets forth an adverse doctrine.

सुखुद् वज्ञानिनिःस्क्यविवेशाहेदकाल्याम् || २ ॥
Sukha-duḥkha-jñāna-nispatti-avisesat, because there is no difference in the production of pleasure, pain, and knowledge. भास्कर्य Aikātmyam, identity or unity of Soul.
19. Soul is one, since there is no difference in the production of pleasure, pain, and knowledge.—154.

There is only one Soul, in spite of the difference of the bodies of Chaitra, Maitra, and others. Why? Because of the non-distinction in the production of pleasure, pain, and knowledge, i.e., because the origin of pleasure, pain, and knowledge is really undifferentiated in this that it is determined by, or confined to, the body as a whole. If there were another mark to prove the difference of the Soul, the difference of the Soul might be proved, but there is no such mark. As Ether is only one, in spite of the production of Sounds within the limits of particular spaces, since there is no distinction in Sound which is its mark; as Time is only one, since there is no distinction in the intuition of simultaneity, etc., which is its mark; as Space is only one, since there is no distinction in the intuition of East, West, etc., which is its mark; (so the Soul is only one).—19.

Vivirti.—It may be urged that the identity of Jiva and Isvara must be admitted, on the strength of the texts of the Veda, "One only, without a second." तत्त्वमसि भवेत्कर्तो, "Thou, O Śvetaketu, art that," (Chhândogya Upaniṣad VI. viii. 7), etc. It cannot be held that difference is proved by the aforesaid inference; because, pleasure, pain, etc., being properties of the internal organ, are unproved by themselves (i.e., have no independent existence). Thus says the Brihadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad, I. V. 3., कां संकल्पितिविविधक्षणोऽभवत्। चतुर्विविधिविविधिमितित्वं सर्वं मनस्, "Desire, Intention, Doubt, Faith, Unfaith, Patience, Impatience, Modesty, Intelligence, Awe,—all this is verily Mind." Here the word Desire denotes pleasure, and the word Intelligence denotes knowledge in the from of a faculty. Moreover, pain, also, appearing, as it does, in co-existence with pleasure, cannot be an attribute of the Soul.

This he apprehends:

The meaning is that, चाविप्रेषितम् i.e., because the difference of the Jivatma (embodied Soul) from Isvara is not proved, लिङ्गप्य, i.e., by the certainty or ascertainment, चुक्तं च्चात्र्यान्तः, i.e., of pleasure, pain, and knowledge; in other words, they, being proved in the mind by the above Śruti or Vedic text, are thereby disproved in the Soul.

Its diversity explained.

Upaskra.—He states the solution or conclusion:

व्यवस्थातो नाना ॥ ३ ॥ २ ॥ २० ॥

व्यवस्थात: Vyavasthātah, from status. नाना Nānā, many.

20. Plurality of Souls is proved by status.—155.

Souls are many. Why? Because of status. Status means several conditions, as one is rich, another miserable, one is happy, another unhappy, one is of high, another of low, birth, one is learned, another ignorant. These circumstances being impossible without a diversity of Souls, prove a diversity of Souls. It cannot be maintained that as the states of one and the same Soul is diversified by the difference of birth
or by the difference of childhood, youth and old age, so also it will be in the case of the difference of the bodies of Chaitra, Maitra, and others, for it is possible to impose contradictory attributes (on one and the same subject) by means of change of Time (i.e., at different times).—20.

Vivriti.—He removes the apprehension. नाता means non-identity of the Souls, in other words, that the Jīvātmā is not identical with इस्वारा. Whence? नवत्स्थान; because of the certainty of the existence of pleasure, pain, and knowledge, in the Soul. For pleasure, etc., are not properties of the mind, because the mind not having largeness or large size, pleasure etc., would be imperceptible; and minuteness or atom-ness or subtleness must be affirmed of the mind as determining the non-simultaneity of acts of knowing. The Sruti, “Desire, Resolution, etc.,” however, like “Life is clarified butter,” etc., demonstrates that the mind is the cause of desire, etc., but not that it is their receptacle, nor that it is identical with them.

Its diversity explained—continued.

Upaskāra.—He gives another proof:

शाश्वसाम्याङ्क II 2 1 21 11

शाश्वसाम्याङ्कर्षा साstra-sāmarthyāt, from the authority (or force or significance) of the Sastras. च Cha, and.

21. (Plurality of Souls follows) also from the authority or significance of the Sastras.—156.

‘Sastram’ means Veda or revelation. Because difference of Soul is proved by it also. For it is heard. “Two Brahmans (i.e., Souls) have to be known,” etc.; and also “Two birds, friends and kindred, embrace the same tree, etc.” (Muṇḍaka Upaniṣad III, i. I.)—21.

Here ends the second chapter of the third book in the Commentary of Śrī Śaṅkara on the Aphorisms of Kaṇāda.

Vivriti.—It cannot be asked. “What then will be the fate of these texts, viz., “Thou art that, O Śvetaketu!” “One who knows Brahman, verily becomes Brahman,” etc.? For the text, “Thou art That,” conveys the sense of identity in this sense that what is devoted to, or, belongs to, That, is not different from That. The text, “One who knows Brahman, verily becomes Brahman, “does not convey the sense of identity, but that, of similitude of the Jīva (i.e., the embodied Soul), to इस्वारा (i.e., the Great Soul), in point of freedom from suffering etc.; for, otherwise, the text. “The stainless one attains to supreme similarity,” can have no meaning. In popular language also there is the topical use of identity in the sense of resemblance, as when there is an abundance of wealth, it is said, “this priest has become a king,” and so on. Nor should it be maintained that identity is produced in the state of salvation, on the cessation of ignorance or false knowledge, since difference, being eternal, is incapable of destruction, and even if we admit the destruction of difference, then since there is necessity for the existence of two individuals. So much in brief.
Bhasya:—Interprets III. ii. 19, 20, and 21 in the monistic sense namely, that there exists only one Self, variously differentiated on the phenomenal plane, as witnessed by such texts as "One only, without a second," "One shining Being is immanent in all created things," "All Selves become one," "All Selves emanate from this, Same Self," "Two birds," etc.
BOOK FOURTH.—CHAPTER FIRST.

The eternal defined.

Upaskra.—Having finished the enumeration, definition, and examination of the nine substances, Earth, etc., and desiring to refute the doctrine, held by the Sāṃkhya philosophers, that prakriti or Matter is the prime cause, and to establish that ultimate atoms are the prime cause and enter into the composition of earth, etc., the author first of all gives the definition of the Genus, eternity.

सदकारणाविनित्यम् ॥ ४ । १ ॥ १ ॥

सत् Sat, existent. अकारणवत् Akaraṇavat not having a cause, uncaused, cause sui. नित्य Nityam, eternal.

1. The eternal is that which is existent and uncaused.—157.

' Akaraṇavat,' means not having a precedent cause, on the maxim of the purity of words (which excludes other interpretations of the term). Hereby the water-pot, and the like are excluded. Still the definition may be too wide by including previous non-existence; so he says, 'existent' i.e., having connection with existence. In the case of the Predicables, Combination and Species, connection with existence is nothing but combination or inherence in one and the same object with existence. In the case of any other Genus and of existence connection with existence consists only in being the object of the cognition that it exists. This cognition is not in respect of a thing as such. "Let it be so;" it cannot be objected, "in other cases also. What is the use of existence?" For, existence has already been proved as the cause of assimilative understanding.—1.

Vivriti.—Some hold that the existent is produced from the non-existent. What they have in view is this. Seeds, etc., are not productive of effects such as shoots, etc. Were this the case, then seeds, etc., lying in a granary, would also produce shoots, etc. But since shoots appear only after the destruction of seeds sown on a field, by the disjunction of their parts, it follows that it is the destruction of seeds, etc., which is the cause of shoots, etc., So we have the sūtram of Gautama, stating the argument of an opponent, "Production of existence (is) from non-existence, as there is no appearance without destroying." (Nyāya-Sūtram, IV. i. 14).

Only to refute this view, he strengthens the theory of progressive origination by the series of ultimate atoms, etc.

'Sat,' means something in the form of existence; 'akaraṇavat' means a non-product; 'nityam' means an entity which opposes annihilation. The meaning is: the primary cause of compound bodies is not non-existent, that is to say, because, if causality of destruction were admitted, then it would entail the production of shoots even from powdered seeds.

Mark of existence of ultimate atoms.

Upaskra.—After describing the Genus, eternal, he now says with reference to ultimate atoms:
2. The effect is the mark (of the existence) of the ultimate atom.—2.

'Tasya,' i.e. of the ultimate atom; kāryyam, e.g., the water-pot and the like; liṅgam. Accordingly the sūtram of Gautama. "From the evolved is the production of the evolved, on the evidence of (experience by) perception," (Nyāya-sūtram IV. i. II). Now the inter-relation of parts and wholes is perceived. If it were unlimited, there would be no difference in size of measurement between mount Meru and a grain of mustard seed; for, they would be without distinction, both being originated by infinite parts. Nor can it be said that difference will be caused by the differences of the size of each part, and of the aggregation of parts; for, without a difference of number, these also would be impossible. If it be said that pralaya or destruction of the creation may be the limit (of the series of parts and wholes); (we reply that) the final something ex-hypothesi having no parts, pralaya itself would be impossible, for it is only disjunction and destruction of parts which can destroy substances. Nor is disjunction the limit, for it is impossible for it to have only one substratum. Therefore, a substance without parts, must be the limit, and this the ultimate atom. A mote is not the limit; for, being a visible substance, it possesses magnitude, and is composed of more substance than one; magnitude, as the cause of visual perception, presupposes, or is dependent upon, multiplicity of substance; else there would be no magnitude even, what then would be the cause? Nor are the constituent parts of the mote atoms, for we must infer that they also, as original of a substance possessing magnitude, are composed of parts, like thread, and like potsherd. Therefore, whatever substance is an effect, is composed of parts, and whatever substance is composed of parts, is an effect. So that from whichever part the nature of being an effect goes away, from it goes away also the nature of being made up of parts. This is the proof of the existence of indivisible ultimate atoms. So it has been said by Professor Praśastadeva, "Earth is twofold, eternal and non-eternal.—2.

Law of Causation.

Upakāra—Now he states an argument or proof, to prove that there are colour, etc., in the ultimate atom:

3. The existence (of colour, etc.) in the effect, (follows) from (their) existence in the cause. For the attributes of the effect result from the attributes.
of the cause, the same being observed in the case of the water-pot, canvas, etc. This is the meaning.—3.

**Vivriti.**—He points out an objection to the primary causality of nonexistence.

' Bhâvah,' i. e., the existence, of the ' effect,' i. e., compound bodies, follows from the existence of the ' cause,' i. e., the primary cause (viz., ultimate atoms). Otherwise, like the quality of being clayey, of that which is made of clay, it would follow that effects, i. e., compound bodies would be non-existent, because they are constituted by what is non-existent.

The eternal exists.

**Upaskara.**—With a view to silence the advocate of the doctrine of the transiency of all things, he now says:

अनित्य इति विशेषतः प्रतिपेधमावः || ४ || १ || २ ||

अनित्य: Anityâḥ, non-eternal. इति Iti, such, i. e., such intuition and expression विशेषतः Viâsathâ, of the particular, i.e., the eternal. प्रतिपेधमावः Partisâdha-bhâvah, the form of negation.

4. "Not-eternal"—such (intuition and expression) can be accounted for only as the negation of the eternal.—160.

In 'viâsathâ' the affix 'tasi' is used in the genitive sense. There would be negation of 'viâsa' i. e., the eternal, if there were not such intuition, and application of the word as 'non-eternal,' because the prefix naâ (non) has the force of negating the meaning of the word next to it. Therefore how can there be the intuition and expression, 'non-eternal,' in the absence (of that) of the eternal? Hence it is proved that the eternal exists. Or, (the meaning of the Sûtram may be), the negation of the eternal must be made by you in this way that (it is) "not eternal," i. e., that the ultimate atom is not eternal. But negation in this way is not successful, since it is frustrated by proof and disproof. (In this interpretation), the sûtram should be rendered thus: The word अ (not) will be a negative term by itself, as the rule, "अ, मा, ना, and ना are negative terms." Thus "non-eternal" will mean not eternal. 'Pratiśedha-bhâvah, means the nature or form of negative. Hence "not eternal"—this is the form of the negation of viâsathâ; i.e., the eternal, and it is not possible. This closes the argument.—4.

**Vivriti.**—He refutes the view that all is non-eternal, that there is nothing which is eternal.

अ (in the aphorism) is an indeclinable, having the same meaning as न (non). Thus, 'not eternal'—such negation is 'viâsotathà,' i. e., with reference to particular things. So that, there may be the negation that compound bodies are not eternal, but such whole-sale negation as everything is not eternal, is not possible, because the eternal, which is the counter-opposite, is frustrated by proof and disproof. This is the whole meaning.
The theory that atoms are not eternal, is erroneous.

Upaskāra.—It may be objected as follows: The ultimate atom is not eternal, since it is corporeal of ponderable, like a water-pot. Similarly, the possession of colour, the possession of taste, etc., may be, one by one, adduced as so many reasons. So also by simultaneous conjunction with six (other ultimate atoms), an ultimate atom has six parts; so that from its possession of parts, and from its being the substratum of the conjunction appearing in objects which it cannot pervade, (we may infer that the ultimate atom is not eternal). Moreover, if there be Ether within an ultimate atom, then being porous, it must have parts; if there be no Ether inside it, then it would follow that Ether does not penetrate every where. Further, (the ultimate atom is not eternal), because it casts shadow, and possesses circulation. Again, the non-eternity of the ultimate atom follows also from the inference which establishes transiency, e.g., the inference, that all that exists is momentary. If then there be such a series of inferences, how can it be maintained that the ultimate atom is eternal?

To meet these objections, he says:

अविद्या ॥ ५ ॥

विद्या Avidyâ, ignorance, error.

5. (It is) an error (to suppose that the ultimate atom is not eternal).—161.

Every inference, which has for its subject the non-eternity of the ultimate atom, is ignorance, i.e., is of the form of error, since it springs from a fallacy. This fallacy is occasionally obstruction or opposition to the proof which comprehends the subject; always absence of the characteristic of being pervaded (or being the mark), due to want of evidence preventive of its existence in the vipakṣa (i.e., in which the non-existence of that which has to be proved, is certain); sometimes unproof by itself; and others which should be learnt from the kindred system (i.e., the Nyāya-Sutram of Gautama).—5.

Bhāṣya.—Reads IV. i. 3.4, and 5 as two aphorisms only, viz., kāraṇa-bhāvāt kāryabhāvā, nīlīya iti, and Viśeṣataḥ pratīṣedhabhāvo ‘vidyā’; and interprets them to mean, respectively, “The nature of the effect, (though) following from the nature of the cause (which is eternal) is non-eternal” and “It is an error to suppose that because things (e.g., atoms) exist as effects (e.g., compound bodies), therefore they cannot exist in the causal (or atomic) state”,—in order to explain the application of the word “non-eternal” in, I. i. 8 where the reference is to things which are products.

Requisites of perception.

Upaskāra.—It may be objected, “Well, if the ultimate atom exists, why is it not perceived by the senses? It is you who have proved that the possession of colour, the possession of touch, etc., are exciting causes of sensibility.” Hence he says:

महत्तनेकःन्यवत्तवात् रूपाचोपलव्यः ॥ ६ ॥

महति Mahati, in respect of an object possessing magnitude. अनेकःन्यवत्तवात् Aneka-dravya-vattvat, by means of its possession of what is composed of more than one substance. रूपात Rupāt, by means of colour. च Cha, and.

वसलव्य: Upalabdhiḥ, perception.

6. External perception (takes place), in respect of an object possessing magnitude, by means of its possession of that which is composed of more substances than one, and by means of its colour.—162.n
Mahat means in respect of a substance possessing magnitude, the affix, \textit{matup}, denoting possession, among affixes denoting quality, being elided after the word, \textit{mahat}, denoting measure. 'Anekadravyat-vat' means from the nature or state of containing that of which more substances than one are the substrata. This being so, Air also would be perceptible. Hence he says, "And by means of Colour," \textit{i.e.}, as will be later on said, developed and uneclipsed or unobscred colour. "Uj alabdhih" is complemented by the words, "by the external sense." Therefore it goes without saying that there is no external perception of the ultimate atom, since it does not possess magnitude. "The possession of that which is composed of more than one substance" means either the being constituted by a compound of more than one substance, or the being the substratum of the magnitude which is due to a multiplicity of component parts.

It cannot be said that the possession of that which is a compound of more than one substance, is rendered futile (as a condition precedent of perception), by the very possession of magnitude; since the reverse is also possible. Nor can it be said, "Futility of the producer is caused by the producible, but not that of the producible by the producer;" for the agreement and the difference of the producible and the producer being simultaneously apprehended, there is no futility, since otherwise it would follow that the futility of the staff, etc., will be caused by the whirling of it, etc. Nor can it be said that there is a development of, or rise in, perceptibility at a distance due to development of, or rise in, magnitude; for a development of, or rise in, the possession of a compound of more substances than one being also possible, there can be no discrimination. Moreover, while a spider’s web measuring four cubits, etc., is not perceptible from a distance, the perceptibility of the spider itself is certainly due to a development of the possession of a compound of more substances than one, since a preponderance of magnitude exists in the web. So also it should be observed that while a piece of cloth, constituted by five yars, is not perceptible at a distance, is in spite of a preponderance of magnitude in it, a club of a very small magnitude is perceptible there.—6.

\textit{Cause of non-perception}

\textit{Uj akara.}—Such being the case, there should, it might be urged, also be perception of the light of a shooting star at midday, of the light of the eye, or of Air, as well as of magnitude which combines with colour by means of its combination with Touch. Hence he says:

\begin{quote}
सत्यां \textit{द्रव्यस्व} महत्ते \textit{हृपसंस्काराभावाद्रायोरेऽरतुपलभिः}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}
7. The non-perception of Air, in spite of there being substance-ness and magnitude, is due to the non-existence of the evolution of colour.—163.

By the term "evolution of colour" are intended combination or inhesion of colour, the development of colour to the degree of appreciablility, and the non-obscurcation of colour. Though, therefore, in the case of Air, the selfsame combination of touch is also the combination of colour, yet it is not qualified or determined by colour, for there is in it absolute non-existence of colour. In the light of the eye, there is no evolution, that is, appreciabiliy, of colour. In the light of the shooting star at midday, there is no evolution, that is, non-obscuration, of colour. Of these, therefore, there is no perceptibility. In like manner, evolution of colour is to be analogously applied to the heat of the summer, the fire in a frying pan, gold, etc.

The writer of the Vṛitti has, however, said that रुपस्तम्कार is a compound of the words रुप and रूपस्तम्कार, formed by the elision of one of the two रुप's, and that, therefore, the non-perception of Air is in consequence of the non-existence of colour in it, while the non-perception of the ocular light, etc., is due to the non-existence of the evolution of colour.—7.

Requisites of perception of colour.

Upaskāra.—In this way having, immediately after the section on the eternality of the ultimate atoms, finished the section on the perceptibility of external objects, as a subsidiary topic, by their being the inferential marks of the ultimate atoms, and intending to set forth, by introducing an example, the section on the perceptibility of Attributes, he says:

अनेकद्रव्यसमस्तवायत्व रूपविशेषपात्त रूपोपविचित्ति: \( \| \) ३ \( \| \) १ \( \| \) तैर \( \| \)

अनेक Aneka, more than one. द्रव्य Dravya, substance समस्तवायत्व Samavāyatā, from combination in. रुप Rūpa, colour. विशेषत् Viśeṣat, from some special characteristic of. रुप Rūpa, colour. उपलब्धिः Upalavdhiḥ, perception.

8. Perception of colour (arises) from its combination with a compound of substances more than two, and from (its possession of) some special characteristic of colour.—164.

' Rūpaviśeṣa' means the species or peculiarity inherent in colour, and that consists of the characteristics of being developed to the degree of appreciabiliy, of being unobscured, and of being colour. From this, perception of colour takes place. Lest it might be said that, such being the case, the colour of the ultimate atom as well as of the dyad would be perceived, so it has been added—' anekadravya-samavāyat.' The word 'aneka' denotes multitude; hence 'anekadravya' means that to which many substances belong as its substratum, e.g., a molecule of the atoms, and the like. To term 'anekadravya-samavāyat' therefore, means from combination with such a compound substance. The water-pot, etc., although they are originated by two parts, (i.e., potsherds, etc.), really contain a multitude of substances as their substratum, in the serial arrangement of the parts of these parts, and so
on. As taste, touch, etc., lack in the characteristic of colourlessness, so there is no ocular perception of them. In the case of ocular fire or light, non-visibility is due to the absence of the degree of appreciability. Development or appreciability is only a particular universal entity or ‘class’ belonging to the particular attributes of colour, etc., and is pervaded by, or included in, colourlessness, etc.

Objection:—This being so, no relation of higher and lower (classification) will be at all established even by whiteness, fragrantness, sourness, etc. If, however, you suppose a manifoldness of development or appreciability, pervaded by, or included in, them respectively, then there will be a redundancy of supposition, and the term development or appreciability, उद्व also will have various meanings.

Answer:—It is not so; for, development or appreciability denotes the uqadhii or condition, namely, the characteristic of the attribute capable of being apprehended by each individual external sense, while non-development or non-appreciability denotes only the absence of the uqadhii or condition. Some say that appreciability is simply the non-existence of non-appreciability. This should be considered, since non-appreciability also cannot be similarly established. It may be said that non-appreciability is a particular attribute beyond the cognizance of the senses. If it be so, then it would follow that appreciability is a particular attribute within the reach of the senses. If it be asked, “What is the determinant of sensuousness?,” we reply that both of us, (i.e., the disputants) are equally at a disadvantage here. They also say that appreciability is the one and only one ‘class’ present in all particular attributes, and that the non-establishment of the relation of higher and lower is no fault in the case of the class inhering in attributes.—8.

Perception of Taste, Smell, and Touch.

Upaskara.—Of the attributes other than Touch, co-existence in the same substratum with colour is itself the necessary condition of their being perceptible by the external senses. For this reason, after having stated the conditions of perception of colour, he now extends them to other cases, and says:

तेन रसगन्धस्पर्शेण ज्ञात्व व्याख्यातमम् ॥ १ ॥ ॥

तेन Tena, by this, रसगन्धस्पर्शेण Rasa-gandha-sparśēṇu, in respect of taste, smell, and touch. ज्ञात्व Jñātavy ā, knowledge. व्याख्यातमम् Vyākhyātām, explained.

9. Hereby is explained (perceptual) knowledge in the case of Taste, Smell, and Touch.—165.

‘Tena’ means by the preceptual knowledge of colour. As perception of colour arises from some special characteristic of colour, viz., colourness, non-obscuration, and appreciability, so perception of taste arises from some particularity of taste, characterised as tasteness, non-obscuration, and appreciability. This should be applied to other cases. Combination with a compound of more than two substances, should be also extended. From inappreciability to the organs of the ear, the tongue,
and the skin, result non-apprehension of smell, taste, and touch. Being undeveloped or inappreciable, smell and taste are not perceived in a stone, etc.; for they are perceived in their ashes. Some maintain that they are perceived indeed in the stone, etc., but not distinctly. The non-apprehension of the colour of a watery substance, the parts of which have been disjoined from one another, is due to non-development of the colour. So also is the non-apprehension of taste. In hot water, there is non-apprehension of the colour of the fire, in consequence of its non-development, and of touch, in consequence of its obscuration. In comminuted camphor, the champaka flower, etc., non-apprehension of colour, taste, and touch is due to their non-development or inappreciability. In gold, and the like, colour is indeed developed, but whiteness and luminousness are obscured. Some hold that colour also is obscured, whereas the apprehension of gold takes place with the help of other colour. Obscuration, again, is non-apprehension caused by the apprehension of a more powerful like object, and not merely relation or connection with a powerful like object. For, since connection with a powerful like object has to be ascertained by non-apprehension it is the non-apprehension which is of primary importance. Whereas the powerful like object is not of primary importance, as the necessary condition of non-apprehension; because neither non-apprehension, nor antecedent non-existence of apprehension, nor its absolute non-existence is subject to its operation, while the annihilation of apprehension does not exist there. If it be objected, "Then your proposition also, that obscuration is non-apprehension caused by the apprehension of a more powerful like object, is not proved," we reply, "Let it be so. Still apprehension and non-apprehension alone are the necessary conditions of the strength or weakness of a like object, or of the existence of such a relation; and the same is the meaning of the word, obscuration."—9.

Gravity, not perceptible.

Upaskara.—It may be asked, "Since Gravity also is combined with a compound of more than two substances (i. e., atoms), and appears in the same substratum with colour and magnitude, why then it is not perceptible?" Hence he says:

तस्याभावावाद्व्यभिचारः ॥ ० ९ १ २ १ ० ॥

तस्य Tasya, of this, i. e., the genus of colourlessness, etc., and development or appreciability. अभावावः Abhavat, because of the non-existence व्यभिचारः Avyabhicharah, non-deviation. No breach of uniformity or the rule.

10. Because of the non-existence of this, there is no violation (of the above law of perceptibility in the case of Gravity)—166.

Gravity is not perceptible, because of the non-existence, in Gravity, of this, viz., the genus of colourlessness, etc., and development or appreciability. It might be said that granted that, colourlessness, etc., do not exist there, yet there may be perception of Gravity. To prevent this, he adds 'avyabhicharah.' There is 'non-deviation' i. e., unbroken uniformity of the five 'classes' or universals, e. g., colourlessness, etc., towards.
apprehensibility by each individual sense. Whenever there exists one or another of the pentad of colourlessness, etc., there also exists apprehensibility by the respective external senses, as shown by the method of difference (that where the former are not, there the latter does not exist). This is the meaning.

Gravity, by reason of its being left obscure in the sūtram, as the topic of discussion, by Praśastadāva classed among things supersensuous, is by Vallavāchārya said to be perceived by touch.—10.

Where Numbers, etc., are objects of visual perception.

Upaskrta.—Having thus stated objects perceptible by the senses individually, he now enumerates objects perceptible by two senses jointly:

संह्या: परिमाणानि पृथक्कः संयोगविभागों परत्वापरते कस्म च रुपिष्ठयसमवायतं चालुपाणि || ९ || १ || ११ ||

रंह्या: सामक्ष्याहि, numbers. परिमाणानि Parimāṇāni, magnitudes, extensions. पृथक्कः Prthaktvam, separateness. संयोगविभागों Sanayoga-vibhāgau, conjunction and disjunction. परत्वापरते Paratva-aparatve, priority and posteriority. कस्मचः Karmma, action. च Cha, and. रुपिष्ठयसमवायतं Rūpi-draya-samavāyāt, through combination with substances possessing colour. चालुपाणि Chākṣusāṇi, visible, objects of visual perception.

11. Numbers, Magnitudes, Separateness, Conjunction and Disjunction, Priority and Posteriority, and Action become objects of visual perception, through their combination with Substances possessing colour.—167.

The words have not been formed into a compound in order to indicate their mutual independence in respect of their visual or tactual perceptibility. Although there is dependence upon महत्त्व, i.e., largeness, yet it is not as upon a mode of extension or magnitude. The word ‘cha’ has the force of involving the addition of Viscidity, fluidity and Impetus. The word चालुपाणि implies tactual perceptibility; or the word ‘cha’ should be applied after the word चालुपाणि also. The plural number in Numbers, comprehends all numbers, from unity upwards. If it be held that unity is only a Genus, and not an Attribute, then if it appear in substances only, its denotation will be neither more nor less than that of substancesses; if, on the other hand, it be present in attributes and actions also, then its denotation will be neither more nor less than that of existence. “How, then,” if it be asked, “can there be perception of unity, etc., in attribute, etc.?” it may be answered that it is by means of attributed unity; or that by reason of the proximity known as combination or co-inherence in one and the same object, the perception of unity is quite justified. This unity is eternal in eternal substances, and in non-eternal substances it has causal unity for its non-combinative cause. On the other hand, duality, etc., are the product of relative understanding. Relative understanding is the mental basis or support of various unities, when two homogeneous or heterogeneous substances are in contact with the eye.—11.
Here they are not.

Upaskāra.—Having in view all the above things up to action, he says:

अरुपित्वचार्यः पार्थि || ४ । १ । १२ ||

अरुपित्व Arūpiṣu, in substances not possessing colour. Achākṣu-ṣāṇi, not objects of visual perception.

12. In substances not possessing colour, they are not objects of visual perception.—168.

Numbers, etc., up to action, are not objects of visual perception, when they are present in substances which are devoid of colour. It should be observed that they are not objects of tactual perception also. It has not been said that they are imperceptible; for, if it were so, then the unity of the Soul also would not be an object of perception.—12.

Attribute-ness and existence perceptible to all the senses.

Upaskāra.—Colour, etc., are uni-sensuous or perceptible by the senses individually. Numbers, etc., are bi-sensuous or perceptible by two senses jointly. Pleasure, etc., are mental or perceptible by the inner sense. So that it results that the two Genera, Attribute-ness and existence, are omni-sensuous. So he says:

एतेन गुणते मावे च सर्ववंद्रिवं ज्ञानं व्याख्यातम || ४ । १ । १३ ||

एतेन Etena, by this. गुणते Guṇatve, in regard to attributeness. मावे Bhāve, in regard to existence. च Cha, and. सर्ववंद्रिव Sarvvardriyam, omni-sensuous. Relating to all the senses. ज्ञान jñānam, knowledge. व्याख्यातम Vyākhyaṭam, explained.

13. By this it is explained that knowledge in regard to attributeness and existence, is omni-sensuous or of all the senses.—169.

Capability to apprehend the individuals, is itself the capability to apprehend the class. And if the individuals are respectively apprehended by all the senses, then it results that also the classes, viz., Attribute-ness and Existence, are apprehensible by all the senses. This is the meaning.—13.

Here ends the first chapter of the fourth book in the Commentary of Śaṅkara upon the Vaiṣeṣika Aphorisms.
BOOK FOURTH.—CHAPTER SECOND.

Three-fold division of Earth, and other products.

Upaskāra.—In the fourth book, of which the subject-matter is the examination of tangible substances, intending to examine only tangible substances by their effects, immediately after the examination of the ultimate atoms which are the root causes, he says:

तत्त्वन: पृथिव्यार्थ्यायन्त्र्यायं त्रिविवं शरीरेत्र्यांविशयः
सञ्ज्ञकम् ॥ १ ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥

तत् Tat, that. तु: Puññat, again. पृथिव्यार्थ्यायन्त्र्यायं Prithivi-ādi-kāryya-
dravyam, earth, and other product-substance. त्रिवियः Trividham, three-
fold. शरीरेत्र्यांविशयसञ्ज्ञकम् Sarira-indriya-visaya-saśajñakam, named as body,
sense, and object.

1. The aforesaid product-substance, Earth, etc., is, again, three-fold, under the names of body, sense, and object.—170.

Here corporeity or the characteristic of the body is a kind of upādhi or adjunct, namely, the characteristic of being constituted by final parts (i.e., atoms), possessing activity, of which the non-combinative cause is the conjunction of the soul exercising volition. But corporeity is not a class or universal entity, since in that case Earthness, etc., will establish no relation of higher and lower divisions. The characteristic of being a sense, is the being the seat of the conjunction of the mind, which is the cause of knowledge which produces no reminiscence, or the being a seat of the conjunction of the mind, which is the cause of knowledge, while at the same time it is not a substratum of appreciable particular attributes other than sound. On the other hand, the light of the eye of animals that prowl at night, is really another kind of light. In regard to its being treated as forming the visual sense, the words “not being a substratum of appreciable particular attributes other than sound and colour” should be added. The characteristic of being a sense, however, is not a ‘class,’ for then the characteristic of Earth, etc., will not establish the relation of higher and lower divisions without entailing cross-division). And objectivity, or the characteristic of being an object, although it is the being the means of phenomenal experience, that is to say, the being the object of ordinary perception, common to substance, attribute, action, genus, and non-existence—yet should be, in accordance with the aphorism, observed to be the characteristic of being a product-substance which is the object of ordinary perception, for the aphorism is this only that Earth and other product-substances are three-fold. Objectivity also, therefore, is not a class or universal entity.—1.

Body is not a compound of five elements.

Upaskāra.—Now, in order to refute the assertion that the body is composed of three elements or four elements, he says:

प्रत्यायाप्रल्यायां संयोगस्यार्थ्यात्यचत्वातु पञ्चालमसं न
वियादे ॥ ५ ॥ २ ॥ २ ॥
Pratyakṣa-apratyaṅkṣaṅāmaḥ, of perceptible and non-perceptible objects. संयोगस्य समयोगस्य, of conjunction. अप्रत्यावक्तत्वः Pratyakṣa-kṣatvat, on account of imperceptibility. पञ्चात्मकः पञ्चचात्मकः, Penta-substantial. Constituted by five elements. न Na, not. विचरते Vidyate, exists.

2. (Nothing exists, which is constituted by five elements, or) the body is not constituted by five elements, for the conjunction of things, perceptible and imperceptible, is imperceptible.—171.

Were the body, by reason of its odour, moisture, digestive heat, breath, and porosity, composed of five elements, then it would be imperceptible. In the same manner as the conjunction of perceptible and imperceptible objects, e. g., air and trees, is imperceptible, the body also would be imperceptible. Thus the aphorism employs an example. The word 'body' is the complement of "penta-substantial does not exist." Moisture, digestive heat, etc., however, belong to the efficient causes of the body, namely, water and fire. The theory that the body is composed of four elements should be also similarly understood. Let it then, it may be urged, contain three elements, as there is perception of three elements. This cannot be, for an origination not of heterogeneous elements is denied. One attribute in a whole made up of parts is not originate of similar other attributes. If, therefore, the production were from Earth and Water, then that which they originate would be void of smell and taste. In like manner, if it originated in Earth and Fire, it would not possess smell, colour, and taste; if in Earth and Air, it would be destitute of smell, taste, colour, and touch. Other cases should be similarly understood.—2.

Nor a compound of three elements.

Upaskāra.—He continues the same topic:

गुणान्तराप्रादुर्धावच्छ न त्र्यात्मकम् || 2 || 2 || 2 ||

गुणान्तराप्रादुर्धावच्छ Guṇa-antara-aprādurbhāvāt, by reason of the non-appearance of another attribute. च Cha, and. न Na, not. त्र्यात्मकम् Tri-ātmakam, tri-substantial. Composed of three elements.

3. And by reason of the non-appearance of another attribute, it is not composed of three elements.—172.

A body originated by Earth, Water, and Fire only, which are objects of perception, might be perceived, if there were manifested in it another attribute having for its antecedent a like attribute in the cause. But this can never be the case, as it has been already stated that a single smell, etc., is not originate. Therefore the body is not composed of even three elements, i. e., is not originated by the three elements possessing colour.—3.

Bhāṣya—reads IV. ii. 3 as two aphorisms, viz., "Guṇantaarāprādurbhāvāchcha," and "Na tryātmaṁ."
Conjunction of various atoms, not denied.

Upaskāra.—How then is there perception of digestive heat, etc., in one single body? He gives the answer:

अन्तःसंयोगस्त्राप्रतिविद्धः || ४ २ १ ४ ||

अन्तःसंयोगः अनुसारयोगः, conjunction of atoms. तू तु, but. अप्रतिविद्धः: Apratisiddhaḥ, not denied.

4. But a conjunction of atoms is not denied.—173.

A mutual conjunction of the five elements as (the basis or) conditional causes of one another, is not denied. But it is not desired that the conjunction of two heterogeneous atoms can be the non-combinative cause of a substance. Thus, as its conditional or efficient causes, digestive heat, etc., are perceived in the body. If it be asked, then, of what nature the human body is, the answer is given by the aphorism of Gautama:—“(The body is) terrene, the distinctive attribute of Ether being perceived (in it).” Nyāya-Sūtram III. i. 28(?). Smell which is the distinctive attribute of Earth, is observed in the human body as not departing from it till its dissolution, whereas digestive heat, etc., are not observed in the decayed body. These attributes, therefore, are accidental, while Smell is essential. Hence its terreneness is established.—4.

Body is two-fold: sexually produced, and asexually produced.

Upaskāra.—He divides the body:

तत्र शरीरं द्विविधं योनिजमयोनिजज्ञः || ४ २ १ ५ ||

तत्र Tatra, therein, amongst terrene, aqueous, and other bodies. शरीरः, Sariram, body, terrene body. द्विविधं Dvividham, two fold. योनिजं Yonijam, sex-begotten, sexually generated. योनिजज्ञः Ayonijam, not sexually generated. च Cha, and.

5. Of these, the body is two-fold:—sex-born and not sex-born. —174.

Of these, i. e., among terrene, aqueous, and other bodies, the terrene body is two-fold. What are the two kinds? In answer, he says, ‘sex-born and not-sex-born.’ Aqueous, igneous, and aerial bodies, well-known in the spheres of Varuṇa, Āditya, and Vāyu, are entirely a-sexual. A-sexuality means independence of the commixing of semen and blood. The bodies of gods and sages are also a-sexual, according to the text of revelation, “Manu and others, the mind-born or desire-born of Brahmā.” If it be asked how there can be an effect without a cause, we reply that the female organ of generation is not a cause essential to or determining corporeity, as it does not apply to the bodies of worms, mosquitoes, etc., produced by warmth. The possession of a particular constitution also is not proved, since our bodies are different in appearance in comparison with the bodies of gods and sages.
The sexual body, again, is two-fold, womb-born and egg-born. Womb-born are bodies of men and animals, wild and domestic, the womb being the name given to the receptacle of the embryo. The bodies of birds and reptiles are egg-born. Snakes, worms, fishes, etc., also are really reptiles, since it is their nature to crawl about.

Trees and the like also are no doubt so many kinds of bodies, being the seat of experience (i.e., the field wherein particular souls reap the consequences of their acts in previous births). For without the characteristic of being the seat of experience, life, death, sleep, waking, use of medicine, propagation of the seed, approaching the agreeable, avoiding the disagreeable, etc., would be impossible. And growth and the healing up of wounds and fractures, which prove experience, are manifest in them. There is also the sacred text:

नम्प्रशासीतीसम्भवतः शरणाःर्जुनपािशः।
नम्प्रशासीतीक्यस्यवात् तेऽयति परमां गतिम्॥

"The Sarala and Arjuna trees, which grow on the banks of the Narmada from contact with the waters of the Narmada, attain to the highest state hereafter," etc. And also,

शशाने जायते ब्रजः कस्कृप्राधितिविषः॥

"In the cemetery grows a tree haunted by herons and vultures, etc.," etc. Yet germinant bodies do not evidently possess activity or movement and senses, and they are therefore not treated as bodies.—5.

Vivriti.—That trees, etc., are bodies (i.e., ground of the experience of the consequences of acts) is evidenced by the text of Manu, viz., "A man acquires the condition of an immovable existence, by faults of action, born of the body."

A-sexual bodies, how produced.

Upaskāra.—He states the cause from which asexual bodies are produced:

अनियतदिग्देशपूर्वब्यक्तवात्॥५॥

अनियतदिग्देशपूर्वब्यक्तवात् A-niyata-dik-deśa-pūrvabīkṣatvāt, because it (i.e., a-sexual body) has for its antecedent ultimate atoms which are not constant in direction and place.

6. Because a-sexual bodies are formed by ultimate atoms inconstant in direction and place.—175.

Ultimat atoms, inconstant in direction and place, possess activity or movement produced by a particular dharma or virtue. And they are the antecedents of a-sexual bodies.—6.

Vivriti.—In the words of Varuna, etc., there exist a-sexual, aqueous, igneous, aerial, and mental bodies, which are not dependent, for their production, upon semen, blood, etc. Whence come the ultimate atoms which originate them? In the case of sexual bodies, it is observed that only the ultimate atoms of semen and blood are their originators. To remove this apprehension, the present aphorism has been
formulated. Terrene, aqueous, igneous, and aerial ultimate atoms exist in all directions and in all places. Since there is nothing to confine them to direction and place, there can be no scarcity of ultimate atoms in the production of a-sexual bodies. For it is not the case that ultimate atoms other than the ultimate atoms of semen and blood, are not originative of bodies, seeing that in that case there would be no production of gnats, mosquitoes, trees, shrubs, etc.

_A-sexual bodies, how produced—continued._

_Upāskāra._—It may be objected, how there can be production of a substance (i.e., a body), without conjunction which is the non-combinative cause of substance, seeing that there can be no conjunction without the action of the ultimate atoms. Hence he says:

**भर्मविशेषात्** ॥ ७ । २ । ७ ॥

_भर्म विशेषात्_ Dharma-višeṣāt, from a particular _dharma_ or virtue. च Cha, and.

7. And (the action of the ultimate atoms arises) from a particular _dharma_ or virtue.—176.

The sense is that, at the beginning of creation, action or motion arises in the ultimate atoms in consequence only of the conjunction of the soul carrying with it the invisible (adṛśīta) consequences of its previous acts, and the ultimate atoms, having by that action come together, originate, in the order of binary atomic aggregate, etc., the a-sexual bodies of gods and sages.

The aphorism is illustrative. It should be also observed that, in consequence of particular _adharma_ or vices, the tortured bodies of mosquitoes and other small insects, generated by heat, are produced.—7.

_Proof of their existence._

_Upāskāra._—He gives another proof that the bodies of gods and sages are a-sexual:

**समाध्याभावाच्य ॥ ८ । २ । ८ ॥**

_समाध्याभावाच्य_ Samādhya-bhāvat, because name or definitions exist. च Cha, also,

8. Also because names or definitions exist.—177.

_समाध्या_ means a significant name, or definition, such as is well-known in Śruti, Itihāsa, Purāṇa, etc. Thus, Durvāsas, and other sages were born from the mind (of Brahmā); Aūgāra was produced from _ahāmkāra_ (the sense of ‘I’); and so on. From this also it is known that there are a-sexual bodies of gods and sages.—8.

_Vyūriti._—But whence do a-sexual bodies derive their names, in the absence of parents, etc.? For it is observed on earth that the names Chaitra, Maitra, etc., are affixed by parents, etc. Lest there be such an apprehension, so he says:

‘_Bhāvāt,_ i.e., from the existence, of ‘Samādhya,’ i.e., the name; even in the absence of the procreative parents, etc.’ is the complement.
For, all names are not affixed only by parents, etc., as it is not the case with the names, water-pot, canvas, etc. Therefore, the import is that the names, Mañju, Marichi, etc., have been put upon a-sexual bodies, by the very same Íśvara by whom names have been affixed to the water-pot, canvas, and other unconscious objects.

_A-sexual bodies, how produced._—continued.

_Upaskára._—He gives another proof:

**SÁNTÁYA ÁDI-TÍTÁT** || 8 || 2 || 8 ||

SÁNTÁYA: Sámítáyáh, of name. ÁDI-TÍTÁT, because of the primitive-ness.

9. (The existence of a-sexual bodies is proved) from the primitiveness of the name.—178.

By means of the name, Brahmá, etc., which came to be the beginning, _i.e._, primordial, at the beginning of creation, it is known that a-sexual body exists. For then there were not parents of Brahmá, by whom the name Brahmá, etc., should be given.—9.

_Vivriti._—But there being no proof of the existence of Íśvara, how can it be affirmed that the names of the water-pot, the canvas, etc., have been given by Him? So he says:

Because Íśvara, which is the complement of the aphorism, is the beginning (ádi), _i.e._, the cause or source, of names. Thus the proof of Íśvara having been already stated, by the characteristic of His being the author of names, in the aphorism, "But name and effect are the mark (of the existence) of beings distinguished from ourselves" (II. i. 18 Ibid), being the author of names remains unobstructed. This is the sense.

**Conclusion:** _A-sexual bodies exist._

_Upaskára._—He concludes:

**SÁNTÁYO'J'ÖNICJÁ: 8 || 2 || 10 ||

SÁNTÁYO'J'ÖNICJÁ: Sánti, exist. AYO'J'ÖNICJÁ: Ayonijáh, a-sexual bodies.

10. A-sexual bodies exist.—179.

The words "particular forms of bodies" are the complement of the aphorism.—10.

_Another proof that a-sexual bodies exist._

_Upaskára._—In order to strengthen the above conclusion all the more, he gives another proof:

**VÉDA-LIÑGÁT** || 8 || 2 || 11 ||

VÉDA-LIÑGÁT, from the texts which throw light upon the mantra portion of the Veda, _i.e._, from the Brāhmaṇa portion of the Veda. Ch Cha, and.
11. (The existence of a-sexual bodies is proved) also from the Brâhmaṇa portion of the Veda.—18).

"Veda" means mantra. That by which it is liṅgaye, i.e., made known, is 'veda-lingam,' i.e., Brâhmaṇam. From this also a-sexual body is proved. This is the meaning. Thus there is the Brâhmaṇam:

प्राणपत्ति: प्रजा अनेका अवृज्जतः स तपोज्ञातः प्रजा सु जेयमिति, स सूक्तो वायुः पुज्जतः बाहुविं राजन्यसुभास्तः कैयमस पदुः श्रद्धमिति

"Prajāpti (i.e., the lord of creation) created numerous creatures: He practised penance, with the desire, "I may be able to create creatures." He created the Brâhmaṇa, from His mouth, King from his arms, the Vaiśya from His thighs, the Šûdra from his feet."

There is also the Veda:

वायुः पुज्जतः कैयमस पदुः श्रद्धमिति

"His mouth became the Brâhmaṇa; the arms were made the King i.e., Kṣatriya; it was His thigh, which became the Vaiśya; the Šûdra was born from the feet, etc."

Thus terrene body, sexual and a-sexual, has been described in the above way. Aqueous, igneous, and aerial bodies can be only a-sexual, since semen and blood are, as a rule, terrene, and a terrene substance does not originate an aqueous one.

The terrene sense is the organ of smell, common to all living beings. The organ of smell is originated by terrene particles unoverpowered or unobscured by water, etc. The organ of smell is terrene, because it causes manifestation of smell, while it does not cause the manifestation of taste, etc., like the excrement of the fowl which causes the manifestation of the perfume of the musk. Similarly, the organ of taste, the tongue, is the aqueous sense, as it causes the manifestation of taste only, while it does not cause the manifestation of colour, etc., like water which causes the manifestation of the taste of the pudding. In like manner, the eye is the igneous sense, because it causes the manifestation of colour only, while it does not cause the manifestation of taste, etc., like light. The skin is the aerial sense, because it causes the manifestation of touch only, while it does not cause the manifestation of smell, etc., like the wind blown by the fan which causes the manifestation of the coolness of the water (perspiration) sticking to the body.

The object which is terrene, is characterised as earth, stone, and the immoveable. Therein the modifications of earth are the divisions of the land, wall, brick, etc., Stones are the mountains, jewels, diamond, red-chalk, etc. The immoveable are grass, herbs, trees, shrubs, creepers, and trees bearing fruits without flowers. Aqueous objects are rivers, seas, dew, hail-stone, etc. Igneous object is four-fold, differentiated as terrestrial, celestial, abdominal, and mineral. The terrestrial is that which is produced from fuel, such as wood. The celestial is not produced from fuel; e.g., lightning, etc. The abdominal is the stomachic, capable of extracting the juice of rice, etc. And the mineral is gold, etc. The aerial object is the wind which is the seat or support of touch which can be felt. The fourth effect of Air, which is called
Praṇa; i.e., the life-breath, and which is the means of disposing of the essences (rasa), excreta; and the humours or vital fluids (dhātu) within the body, though it is one, still acquires the names of Apāna (i.e., the air which throws out) etc., according to the diversity of its functions.—11.

Here ends the second chapter of the fourth book in the Commentary of Śaṅkara upon the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms of Kaṇada.
BOOK FIFTH—CHAPTER FIRST.

Action in the hand, how produced.

Upaskāra.—The subject of the fifth book is the investigation of Action. The investigation of Action, producible by volition, is the subject of the first chapter. In this there are sections treating of (1) throwing upwards, (2) throwing upwards effected without volition, (3) action which has virtue or merit as its cause, and (4) actions, goods, bad, and indifferent.

आत्मसंयोगप्रयत्नाया हस्ते कर्म || 5.1.1.11

आत्मसंयोगप्रयत्नाया आत्म-संयोग-प्रयत्नाया हस्ते, by means of conjunction with, and volition of, the soul. हस्ते, Haste, in the hand. कर्म, action.

1. Action in hand (is produced) by means of conjunction with, and volition of, the Soul. —181.

With reference to a particular form of muscular or bodily action, (e. g., in using a pestle and mortar), the author says:

By means of conjunction and volition of the soul, Action (is produced) in the hand which is its combinative cause. And of this Action, conjunction with the soul exercising volition, is the non-combinative cause, and volition is the efficient or conditional cause. It is this which is called muscular action, for muscular action is action which has for its non-combinative cause conjunction with the soul exercising volition, or action producible by volition of something other than, that which possesses touch and which is not combined with, and is additional which to that in which the action appears (e. g., hand.)—1.

Vivriti.—Here हस्ते ‘in the hand,’ is an illustration. The meaning is that by the conjunction, and volition, of the soul, action, in the form of muscular motion, is caused in the body as well as in the parts thereof. So it has been said.

आत्मनित्यं भविष्यतः इत्यात्मनित्यं भवेत् हस्तिः।

That which is produced by the Soul, may be called Desire. That which is produced by Desire, may be called first Impulse or stir. That which is produced by Impulse, may be called muscular motion. It is that which is produced by muscular motion, that may be called Action or physical change.

Action in the pestle described.

Upaskāra.—After describing the throwing upwards of the hand, he describes the throwing upwards of the pestle, which depends upon the former:

तथा हस्तसंयोगान्त्र मृष्ट्युले कर्म || 5.1.1.21

तथा Tathā, similar. हस्तसंयोगान्त्र Hasta-saṃyoga, from conjunction with the hand. च Cha, and. मृष्ट्युले Musāle, in the pestle. कर्म, action.

2. And, from conjunction with the hand, a similar Action appears in the pestle.—182.
The word 'cha' implies 'gravity,' which is another efficient cause. 'Tathā' means 'like that,' i.e., of the form of throwing upwards. Or 'tathā' and 'hasta-saṃyogat' may be taken as constituting a single term, which will then mean 'from conjunction with hand possessing upward motion.' Here, again, conjunction of the pestle with the hand conjoined with the soul exercising volition, is the non-combinative cause; the pestle is the combinative cause; volition and gravity are the efficient causes.—2.

Above continued.

Upāskāra.—He states the cause of the sudden motion upward which is produced in the pestle when struck by the mortar:

अभिवालजे मुपलादौ क्रमोष्टि व्यतिरेकादकारणांहस्त-संयोगः: ॥ ५ । १ । २ ॥

अभिवालजे Abhighāta-jo, produced by impact. मुपलादौ Muṣatadau, in the pestle, etc. क्रमोष्टि Karmmaṇi, in action. व्यतिरेकातVyatirekāt, because of absence (of volition). अकारणम Akāraṇam, not cause. हस्तसंयोगः: Hasta- saṃyogaḥ, conjunction with the hand,

3. In the action, produced in the pestle, etc., by impact, conjunction with the hand is not a cause, because of the absence (of volition).—183.

Here, though there is also conjunction of the hand with the rising pestle, yet that conjunction possesses no causality. On the other hand, the impact of the mortar only is the non-combinative cause. It may be asked, "Why so?" Therefore he adds, "vyatirekāt," which means because of the absence of operativeness of volition." If there were volition at that moment, there would surely be no sudden upward motion in the pestle. By a volition to hold fast, there would be rather sustenation of the pestle; or, the upward motion again of the pestle would be caused by muscular action. This is the import.—3.

Vivṛti.—Conjunction with the hand is not the combinative cause. 'Conjunction' is indicative. Volition and muscular action also, it should be understood, are not the efficient causes.

Action in the hand.

Upāskāra.—With a view to specify a particular cause of the action of the hand, as it flies upward with the pestle, and for the purpose of disproving the non-combinative causality of conjunction with the soul exercising volition, he says:

तथात्मसंयोगः हस्तकर्ममणि: ॥ ५ । १ । ४ ॥

तथा Tathā, the same, i.e., not a cause. आत्मसंयोगः: Atma-saṃyogah, conjunction with the soul. हस्तकर्ममणि Hasta-karmmaṇi, in the action of the hand.

4. In the case of action of the hand, conjunction with the soul is not a cause.—184.
In the case of the action of the hand, as it springs upwards with the pestle, 'conjunction with the soul,' *i.e.*, conjunction with the soul exercising volition, is 'the same, *i.e.*, not a cause. The term 'not-a-cause' which appears in the preceding aphorism, is carried over here by 'tatha,' the same.—4.

*Vivriti.*—This too is illustrative. If should be understood that that volition also is not a non-common efficient cause.

*Above continued.*

*Upaskra.*—"Whence then at that time the upward motion in the hand?" In answer to this, he says:

\[\text{अभिव्यातान्मुष्लसंयोगाध्रस्ते कर्मम्} \quad \| \quad 5.1 \quad 1 \quad 5.1\]

\[\text{अभिव्याताः} \quad \text{Abhigātā, from impact.} \quad \text{मुष्लसंयोगाः} \quad \text{Muṣala-saṁyogā, from conjunction with the pestle.} \quad \text{हस्ते होस्ते, in the hand.} \quad \text{कर्मम्} \quad \text{Karma, action.} \]

5. The action (*i.e.*, upward motion) in the hand is from impact, and from conjunction with the pestle.—185.

As, when the pestle flies upwards, the iron-ring at the end of the pestle rises upwards, so the hand also at that time springs upwards. Here by the word, 'impact,' re-action (*i.e.*, recoil) produced by impact, is expressed by transference. By the vigorous action of the up-going pestle, accompanied with the impact, re-action or recoil is produced in the pestle itself which is the substratum of that substratum of that action. Subject to the re-action so effected, upward motion appears in the hand also, in consequence of the conjunction of the hand and the pestle, as its non-combinative cause; and not that this upward motion has for its non-combinative cause conjunction with the soul exercising volition, for the hand rises involuntarily together with the pestle. This is the idea.—5.

*Action in the body.*

*Upaskra.*—"Well," it may be asked, "conjunction with the soul exercising volition is the cause of the action which is produced in the body or in a part of the body. Why is it not so in the present instance?" Hence he says:

\[\text{आत्मकर्मम् हस्तसंयोगाच्} \quad \| \quad 5.1 \quad 1 \quad 5.1 \quad 6\]

\[\text{आत्मकर्मम्} \quad \text{Ātma-karma, action of the body, and its members.} \quad \text{हस्तसंयोगाः} \quad \text{Hasta-saṁyogā, from conjunction with the hand.} \quad \text{च Cha, and, also.} \]

6. Action of the body and its members is also from conjunction with the hand.—186.

The word 'Atmā,' by transference, means the body and its parts. For, impossibility of order or coherence in the text, is the germ of a transference of epithet. Thus the action which appears in a part of the body also, that is, in the hand, arises from the conjunction of the hand and the pestle. The word 'cha' implies also impetus. In the action of the hand, conjunction with the hand is really the non-combi-
native cause. There is no deviation or breach of uniformity in this respect. This conjunction is sometimes conjunction with the soul exercising volition, and sometimes conjunction of the hand with pestle, etc., possessing impetus, as is the case with the action of the body and its parts, of a mad man.—6.

Falling how produced.

Upaskāra.—He begins the section on action independent of volition:

संयोगाभावे गृहत्वात् पतनम् II 5 1 1 7 II

संयोगाभावे सामयोग-अभावे, in the absence of conjunction. गृहत्वात् Gurutvat, from gravity. पतनम् Patanam, falling.

7. In the absence of conjunction, falling (results) from gravity.—187.

By the term, 'conjunction,' every kind of impediment is indicated. Hence in the absence of impediments, in consequence of gravity as its non-combinative cause, falling i.e., an action resulting in conjunction below, is produced. Here in fruit, etc., possessing gravity, the impediment is conjunction; in a bird, etc., however, volition to hold up is the impediment to falling; in an arrow, etc., when discharged, it is the re-action that is the impediment to falling. The meaning is that, in the absence of these, falling is caused by gravity. In the case of holding up of poison, etc., in the air, by thought-transference, etc., conjunction with the soul endowed with adriṣṭam (invisible after-effects of previous acts), or mantra, and the like are really the impediments. These also are included by the term 'conjunction.'—7.

Bhāsyā.—reads Śaṁskāra in the place of Śaṁyoga.

Falling how produced—continued.

Upaskāra.—Will, if falling is caused by gravity, then how can there be sometimes an upward, and sometimes a sideward motion in a stone, etc., when thrown up? To meet this objection, he says:

नोदनविशेषाणांदर्श्व न तिर्यंगमनम् II 5 1 1 8 II

नोदनविशेषाणां Nodana-viśeṣa-abhāvat, owing to the absence of a particular movement or impulse. न Na, not. उद्धवः Urdhvaṁ, upward. न Na, not. तिर्यंकः Triyak, oblique, sideward. गमनम् Gamanam, going.

8. Owing to the absence of a particular molecular movement, there arises no upward or sideward motion (in the fruit, bird, and arrow).—188.

The upward or sideward motion which takes place in a stone, arrow, etc., though they possess gravity, results from a particular i.e., a violent, molecular movement. So that in the case of the falling of a fruit, a bird, an arrow, etc., in the absence of conjunction, volition, and re-action, there does not exist a particular movement, and consequently there is no upward or sideward motion. This is the sense.—8.
Above continued.

Upaskāra.—But when is particular molecular movement itself produced? He gives the answer:

प्रयातस्विशेषाः प्रातः । १ । १ । ६ ।

प्रयातस्विशेषत् Prayatna-visēṣāt, from a particular volition. नोदनविशेषः Nodana-visēṣāḥ, particular molecular movement or impulse.

9. Particular molecular movement (results) from particular volition.—189.

Particular volition is caused by the desire “I will throw sideward, upward, far, or near.” By this, particular nodana or molecular movement is produced, from which upward or sideward motion is possible produced in a substance possessing gravity, e. g., a stone, etc.—9.

Throwing far away, how produced.

Upaskāra.—' Udasanam' means throwing far upwards.

नोदनेविशेषातुदसनविशेषः । ५ । २ । १० ।

नोदनेविशेषत् Nodana-visēṣāt, from a particular molecular movement. उदसनविशेषः Udana-visēṣāḥ, particular throwing away.

10. From particular molecular movement, (results) particular throwing away.—190.

Vivriti.—नोदनेविशेषत्, i. e., from a heterogeneous molecular movement produced by the aforesaid volition, उदसनम्, i. e., throwing high upwards, going upwards, bhātī, i. e., takes place, which completes the aphorism. Thus, by agreement and difference, the causality of particular molecular movement toward upward motion, is proved. उदसनम्, going upwards, is an indication. Sideward motion, etc., also should be understood.

Non-volitional action, not a cause of virtue or vice.

Upaskāra.—The action which is produced in the hand together with the pestle, by the impact of the mortar, is not at all preceded by volition, nor is it the source of virtue and vice. He extends a similar nature to the playful movements of the hands and feet, etc., of a child:

हस्तकर्मसः दारकर्मसः व्याख्यातम् । ५ । १ । ११ ।

हस्तकर्मसः Hasta-karmmanaḥ, by the action of the hand. दारकर्मसः Dāraka-karmma, the action of a child. व्याख्यातम् Vyākhyātām, explained.

11. By the action of the hand, the action of a child (has been) explained.—191.

Although a child’s movement of its hands, feet, etc., is surely preceded by effort, it has not for its result the acquisition of the good and the avoidance of the evil, nor is it consequently a source of virtue and vice. This is the meaning of the extension or analogy.—11.

Vivriti.—But how is action, in the form of sideward and upward motion, of the hands and feet of a child lying on the lap, produced, in
the absence therefrom of the particular molecular movement or impulse? So he says:

By the action of the hand, of the form of throwing upwards, etc., simultaneous with the throwing upwards of a stone, the action, \( i, e. \), the throwing upwards of the hands and feet, of a child, is explained, \( i, e. \), proved. Thus, a particular molecular movement is not the cause of all throwing high upwards, but only of particular acts of throwing high upwards. Hence the throwing upwards of the hands and feet of a child is not unproved. Otherwise, the throwing upwards of the hands of one who throws up a stone, etc., will be also unproved.

*Certain volitional action also, not a cause of virtue or vice.*

Upaskāra.—Now, extending similarity to the action of a child to action which, though preceded by volition, is yet not the cause of a virtue and vice, he says:

\[ \text{तथा दग्धस्य विस्फोटने} \parallel 5 \parallel 1 \parallel 12 \parallel \]

tatha Tathā, the same. दग्धस्य Dagdhasya, of a burnt person. विस्फोटने Visphotane, in the case of a boil.

12. The same (is action directed towards the killing of a felon), when (a house being set on fire by him) the body of a person burnt therein, is torn open by fire.—192.

A house being set on fire by a felon and in it boils being caused to a person burnt by the fire, action which is produced in the hand, etc., by volition directed towards the killing of that felon, is neither a cause of virtue nor a cause of vice; as it has been said, "In the slaying of a felon, there is no sin in him that slays openly or covertly: wrath encounters wrath. An incendiary, a poisoner, an assassin, a thief, a ravisher of wife and field,—these six are felons.”—12.

Vivriti.—Sometimes throwing upwards, etc., result also from particular molecular movements which are not dependent upon particular volition produced by the desires, "I throw upwards," etc. This he points out:

\[ \text{दग्धस्य, of a burnt body, building, fruit, etc.; विस्फोटने, in the going sideward and upward of their parts; तथा, molecular movement, caused by a particular volition, is not the cause. This is the meaning.} \]

*Non-volitional action in the body described.*

Upaskāra.—Now, he points out actions which take place without volition.

\[ \text{यत्नाभावे प्रसुप्तस्य चलनम्} \parallel 5 \parallel 1 \parallel 13 \parallel \]

yatnābhāve Yatna-abhāve, in the absence of volition. प्रसुप्तस्य Prasuptasya, of the sleeping. चलनम् Chalanam, movement.

13. Movement of the sleeping (takes place) in the absence of volition.—193.

The word 'prasuptasya' implies the state of absence of consciousness. Therefore, the movement caused by air in the unconscious state of a person in swoon, while living, should be observed here.—13.
Vivriti.—Even in the absence of volition caused by the desire, "I throw up," etc., 'movement' of the body, i.e., action such as the sideward and upward movements of the limbs of a person 'sleeping' or attended with deep sleep, is produced. Therefore, a particular volition is not everywhere the cause. This is the import.

Action in things other than the body.

Upaskāra.—Having explained the actions of the body, he treats of other actions:

प्रेम कर्म वायुसंयोगात् II १५ १ १५ ||
प्रेम हिरे, in the grass. कर्म Karmma, action. वायुसंयोगात् Vāyu-saṁyogāt, from conjunction with air.

14. Action in the grass (arises) from conjunction with air. —194.

By the term 'grass,' he implies trees, shrubs, creepers, and all such other objects —14.

Vivriti.—He points out similar other actions also.

Even in the absence of a particular volition, from conjunction with air, action is produced in the grass.

Action produced by adriṣṭam.

Upaskāra.—Enumerating actions dependent upon adriṣṭam, he says:

मणिगमनं सूचयितसंपर्शणमेकाकारणकम् II १५ १ १५ ||
मणिगमनं Manī-gamanam, movement of the jewel. सूचयितसंपर्शण Sūczyaśāppaṇa, approach of the needle. एकाकारणकम् Adriṣṭa-kāraṇakam, have adriṣṭam, (i.e., the invisible consequences of previous acts) as their cause.

15. The movement of the jewel, and the approach of the needle, adriṣṭam as their cause.—195.

By the term 'jewel,' bell-metal, etc., are implied. In the going, which takes place, therefore, of the jewel, bell-metal, etc., informed with mantra or incantation, towards the thief, there, of that movement, the jewel, etc., are the combinative cause, conjunction of the jewel with the Soul of the thief possessed of adriṣṭam, is the non-combinative cause, and the vice of the thief is the efficient or instrumental cause. By the word, 'needle,' in 'the approach of the needle,' all metal as well as grass are implied. Thus, in the case of the movement of the needle, etc., towards that which is attractive of iron (i.e., the magnet), and of the movement of grass towards that which is attractive of grass, the needle, etc., are the combinative cause, conjunction with the soul of the person possessed of adriṣṭam, who is affected for good or for bad by that movement of the grass, the needle, etc., is the non-combinative cause, and his very adriṣṭam, is the instrumental cause. Other instances, e.g., the flaming upwards of fire, the sideward motion of air, the action of the ultimate atoms at the beginning of creation, etc., should be similarly understood.—15.
**Vivriti.**—By the term, 'jewel,' are intended vessels made of gold, etc., and filled with water. To such a vessel magicians apply incantations for the recovery of stolen property. The tradition of the ancients is this. The vessel is set on the ground, and some other person lays his right hand upon it. The vessel accompanied with the hand, in consequence of the efficacy of the incantation, moves towards the spot where the stolen property has been deposited, and on reaching that place, stops.

The reason of the movement of such a vessel is not a particular volition, but the efficient cause is the merit of the former possessor or the demerit of the thief. The non-combinative cause is conjunction of such a vessel with soul possessing such adristam (or results of actions done in previous states of existence) and the combinative cause is such a vessel. In like manner, adristam is also the cause of the attraction towards a loadstone, which takes place in needles, i. e., iron-rods, when in proximity with the magnet. If it be asked, in consequence of whose adristam motion takes place in needles, etc., the reply, is that it is the adristam of him to whom benefit or injury accrues by the motion, that is the cause. The term, 'needle,' is indicative, iron in general attracted by the load-stone being intended. It is to be understood that adristam is the cause of the motion of grass attracted by that which is attractive of grass (amber ?), of the upward flaming of fire, of the sideward motion of air, and of the action of the ultimate atoms at the beginning of creation.

**Plurality of action.**

Upaskdra.—It may be doubted whether an arrow, a bird, a wheel of burning charcoal, etc., have only one action, or many, till they come to a stop. To remove this doubt, he says:

**व्यवस्थायुगपत् संयोगविशेषः कर्मान्ययते हेतुः** II 5 1 1 16 II

वै इच्छा, of the arrow. अयुगपत् Ayugapat, non-simultaneous. संयोगविशेषः Samyoga-viśeṣaḥ, peculiarities of conjunctions. कर्मान्ययते Karmamanyatve, in respect of diversity of action. हेतुः Hetuh, cause. Mark

16. Peculiarities of non-simultaneous conjunctions of the arrow, are the mark of the diversity of its action. —193.

In 'िच्छा' the locative inflection has been used in the sense of the genitive. The sense of the aphorism is as follows: After conjunction with a wall and the like, of an arrow, etc., moving with impetus, a cessation of motion is observed, even though the arrow, etc., still exist. Here it is not the destruction of the substratum which causes the destruction of the motion, for the substratum continues to exist. Any contradictory attribute is also not observed. It is, therefore, inferred that it is conjunction produced by itself, that destroys the action. And this conjunction, produced at the fourth moment, destroys action of the fifth moment. Thus, first there is production of action, then disjunction, next destruction of the previous conjunction, after it subsequent conjunction, and lastly destruction of action. The meaning, therefore, is that peculiarities of non-simultaneous conjunctions make known the diversity of the action. 'Samyoga-viśeṣaḥ' means
peculiarity in conjunction, which is nothing but self-produced-ness. Otherwise, were conjunction, as such, destructive of action, action could not abide anywhere.—16.

*Action produced by Sāṃskāra.*

*Upaskāra.*—After the section on Action producible by impulse, he begins the section on Action producible by resultant energy.

**Nōdādāvāyamśo: karmā tattvamkārītačaḥ sanskara-dūltare**

तथोत्तरस्मुत्तरः **II 5 1 17**

नेन नोदात, nodanat, from impulse of molecular movement. व्रत्तः अद्ययम्, original, first. इशः, ishah, of the arrow. कर्मम्, karmma, action. तत्त्वमकारितात्, tat-karmma-kāritāt, produced by that action. च च, cha, and. संस्कारात्, sans-kārat, from resultant energy. उत्तरं, uttaram, the next. ततः, tatha, similarly. उत्तरं, uttaram, the next. उत्तरं, uttaram, the next. च च, cha, and.

17. The first action of the arrow is from impulse; the next is from resultant energy produced by that (i.e., the first) action; and similarly the next, and the next.—197.

Of the first action, which is produced in an arrow, when discharged from a bowstring, drawn by the volition of a person, the arrow is the combinative cause, volition and gravity are the efficient causes. And by this first action, resultant energy, called impetus, and having the same substratum, is produced. It is proved even by perception, *viz.*, "It (i.e., the arrow) moves with velocity." By that resultant energy, action is produced in that arrow; of which the non-combinative cause is the resultant energy, the combinative cause is the arrow, while the efficient cause is an intense form of molecular movement. In like manner, a succession of actions one after another is produced by the resultant energy which continues until the arrow falls.

Since, on an action being destroyed by subsequent conjunction produced by (the action) itself, another action is produced by resultant energy, therefore, a single resultant energy only is productive of a succession of actions; whereas, on the ground of redundancy, it is not proper to assume a succession of resultant energy, similar to the succession of actions. To point out this, he says "similarly the next, and the next," and also uses the singular number in "from resultant energy produced by that action." In the Nyāya doctrine, however, which admits a succession of resultant energies like the succession of actions, there is redundancy. The reason, again, that of two arrows, simultaneously discharged, the impetus of the one is swift and that of the other slow, is the swiftness and slowness of the impulse or molecular movement.—17.

**Vivriti.**—The original action itself of a discharged arrow, etc., destroys, at the third moment from its own origin, its cause, *viz.*, molecular movement or impulse, given by the bow. Therefore, there.
being absence of impulse, how will other actions be produced at the fifth, and succeeding moments? In view of this objection, he states the aphorism.

*Falling of arrow, how caused.*

_Uprākṣa._—But if only a single resultant energy be productive of a succession of actions, then there would be, under no circumstances whatever, a falling of the arrow, because of the existence of the resultant energy which is productive of action. To this objection, he replies:

संस्काराभावे गुरुत्वात् पतनम् || ५. १. १ || १८ ||

संस्काराभावे सांस्काराभावे, in the absence of resultant energy (or propulsive energy generated by action). गुरुत्वात् Gurutvāt, from gravity. पतनम् Patanam, falling.

18. In the absence of propulsive energy generated by action, falling (results) from gravity.—198.

Gravity, which is the cause of falling, invariably follows (the arrow), at every moment. That gravity, being counter-acted by resultant energy, could not cause the falling (of the arrow). Now, in the absence of the counter-active, the very same gravity causes falling. This is the meaning.—18.

Here ends the first chapter of the fifth book in Sāṅkara’s Commentary on the Vaiṣeṣika Aphorisms.

--- * ---
BOOK FIFTH.—CHAPTER SECOND.

Causes of action in Earth.

Upaskīra.—This is the section on the examination of Action producible by impulse, etc., Therein he says:

1. Action in Earth (results) from impulse, impact, and conjunction with the conjunct.—199.

And is a particular form of conjunction: conjunction, action produced by which does not become the cause of the disjunction of conjoint things from each other; or, conjunction which does not become the efficient cause of Sound. That particular form of conjunction is called impact, which becomes the efficient cause of Sound, and action produced by which becomes the cause of disjunction of conjoint things from each other. By each of them also action is produced in Earth called clay. In Earth action is produced from impulse given by the foot, as well as from the impact of the foot. Here clay is the combinative cause; impulse and impact are respectively non-combinative causes; gravity, imetus, and volition are, so far as they are necessary, efficient causes. From conjunction with the conjunct: Because action is simultaneously observed in a water-pot, etc., lying on clay, when action is produced in that clay from impulse or from impact.—1.

Above continued.

Upaskīra.—But what is the non-combinative cause of earthquake, etc., which take place without the intervention of impulse and impact? He gives the answer:

1. Tat, that, i.e., action in Earth. विशेषः अद्रिष्टाकारितम्, caused by adriṣṭam or destiny.

2. If action in Earth happens) with a particular consequence, it is caused by adriṣṭam.—200.

‘Tat’ alludes to action in Earth. Action in Earth alone, if it happens with a particular consequence, i.e., under the tendency (vāsanā) of transmigratory souls towards birth, life, and experience (bhoga), is then caused by adriṣṭam. Therefore, the non-combinative cause of earthquake is conjunction of the soul, possessing adriṣṭam, of a person whose pleasure or pain is produced by the earthquake; the earth is the combinative cause; and adriṣṭam is the efficient cause.
Or 'tat' alludes to impulse and impact. 'Viśeṣa' means absence. So that, the meaning is, action in Earth, which is produced in the absence of impulse and impact, is caused by adrīṣṭam.—2.

Bhāṣya.—explains adrīṣṭa in V. ii. 2 in the sense of unseen natural force, the causes of seismic disturbances, of the revolution of the terrestrial globe round the sun, and of other actions in Earth.

*Cause of rain.*

_Upaskāra._—Now, in the section on the examination of action combined with fluid (which includes liquid) substance, he says:

अरपं संयोगाभाते गुरुत्वात् पतनम् वीपिन्<wbr/>

अरपं Apām, of waters. संयोगाभावे Saṁyoga-abhāve; in the absence of conjunction. गुरुत्वात् Gurutvāt, from gravity. पतनम् Patanam, falling.

3. The falling of waters, in the absence of conjunction, is due to gravity.—201.

The falling of waters, in the form of a shower, is caused by gravity, which is its non-combinative cause. It takes place in the absence of conjunction, i. e., conjunction with the cloud. Therefore, absence of conjunction is the efficient cause. This is the meaning.—3.

*Causes of flowing of water.*

_Upaskāra._—But how is action, productive of mutual conjunction amongst the drops of water themselves, produced? He gives the answer.

द्रव्यवात् स्यन्दनम् वीपिन्<wbr />

द्रव्यवात् Dravatvāt, from fluidity. स्यन्दनम् Syandanam, flowing.

4. Flowing (results) from fluidity.—202-

By the mutual conjunction of drops of water fallen on earth, a large body of water, in the form of a stream, is produced. And the flowing or distant progression, which takes place in it, is produced from fluidity as its non-combinative cause, and from gravity as its efficient cause, in water drops which are its combinative causes.—4.

*Cause of evaporation of water.*

_Upaskāra._—But the falling in rain, due to gravity, would be possible, if water lying on earth went up. But how does this take place? So he says:

नाद्यो वायुसंयोगादरोहणम् वीपिन्<wbr/>

नाद्यो Nādyah, the sun's rays. वायुसंयोगात् Vāyu-saṁyogāt, through conjunction with air. अरोहणम् Ārohaṇam, ascent.

5. The sun's rays (cause) the ascent (of water), through conjunction with air.—203.

The word, 'cause' (verb), is the complement of the aphorism. The rays of the sun cause the going up of water, through conjunction with air.
In the summer, the sun’s rays, being impelled by air, cause the ascent of water. This is the meaning.

Where the reading is नादनापीडनात् there it should be interpreted as conjunction with air related to the sun’s rays.—5.

Cause of evaporation of water, continued.

Upaskāra.—But how do the sun’s rays come to possess such power that they carry up water lying on the earth? Hence he says.

नोदनापीडनात् संयुक्तसंयोगाच् ॥ ५ । २ । ६ ॥

नोदनापीडनात्—Nodana-āpidañat, from concussion, or being violently shaken by or through the impulse. संयुक्तसंयोगात् Saḿyukta-samyogat, from conjunction with the conjunct. च Cha, and.

6. (Particles of water fly upwards), by means of concussion with impulse, and of conjunction with the conjunct.—204.

Particles of water fly up, being conjoined with the sun’s rays, which are, in turn, conjoined with air, through concussion with the impulse of strong wind; in the same way as the rays of fire, bestirred by air, carry up particles of water boiling in a cauldron. The word ‘cha’ conveys the sense of ‘as.’ And here only particles of water boiling in a cauldron should be observed to be the simile.—6.

Note: Upaskāra compares the two processes of evaporation and ebullition of water

Cause of circulation of water in trees.

Upaskāra.—Water poured at the root, goes up in all directions, through the interior of a tree. Neither impulse and impact, nor the sun’s rays prevail there. How, then, is it caused? He gives the answer.

वृक्षाभिसर्पणसिमित्यद्रकारितम् ॥ ५ । २ । ७ ॥

वृक्षाभिसर्पणं Vriksa-abhisarpanam, circulation in trees. इति Iti, this. अद्रिष्ट कारितम् Adrishta-karitam, caused by adrisṭam or destiny.

7. The circulation (of water) in trees is caused by adrisṭam.

—205.

‘Abhisarpanam’ means flowing towards or all over. That takes place in a tree, of water poured at its root. It is caused by adrisṭam, i.e., of those souls whose pleasure or pain is produced by the growth of the leaves, branches, fruits, flowers, etc. The meaning, then, is that action by which water rises up and causes the growth of trees, arises from conjunction with the above-mentioned souls, possessing adrisṭam, as its non-combination cause, and from adrisṭam, as its efficient cause, in water which is its combinative cause.—7.

Cause of condensation and dissolution of water.

Upaskāra.—Constitutional fluidity has been stated to be the characteristic of water. Upward, downward, and sideward motion of such water only has been proved. The aqueousness of snow, hail, etc., are proved without a dispute, since they possess coldness. Therefore, how do these possess condensation, i.e., hardness, and how dissolution? Hence he says.
8. Condensation, and dissolution, of water, are due to conjunction with fire.—206.

Aqueous ultimate atoms, originating a binary atomic aggregate, in consequence of being impeded by celestial fire, do not originate fluidity in these binary atomic aggregates. Snow, hail, etc., void of fluidity, are thus originated, in the course of binary and others atomic aggregates, by constituent parts void of fluidity. Therefore hardness is observed in them.

Such being the case, it may be asked, what proof is there that snow, hail, etc., are modifications of water? Accordingly it has been said, "Dissolution also from conjunction with fire." By a more powerful conjunction with fire, action is produced in the ultimate atoms originative of snow, hail, etc. Action produces disjunction. From the successive destruction thereby of originative conjunctions follows the destruction of the larger compounds, snow, hail, etc. In consequence of the departure therefrom of conjunction with fire, which was an impediment to fluidity, the very same ultimate atoms originate fluidity in binary atomic aggregates; whence dissolution takes place of snow, hail, etc., thus endowed with fluidity. Here also the subsequent ingress of a more powerful fire is the efficient cause.—8.

Bhasya.—Splits up V. ii. 8 into two aphorisms, viz., Apam Sañghatah, and Vilayita ca tejah sañyogat.

Above continued.

Upaskara.—But what is the proof that there is subsequent ingress into water of a more powerful fire present in other? So he says:

9. The pealing of thunder is the mark of that.—207.

'Tatra,' i.e., in the matter of the subsequent ingress of fire, present in ether, into water floating in ether, 'visphurjjathu liñgam,' i.e., the pealing of thunder itself is the mark. This is the meaning. Far-reaching flash of lightning is clearly perceptible; thunder which immediately follows it, is also really perceptible. By this it is inferred that fire present in ether, in the form of lightning, has entered into the cloud from which hailstones appear. By its presence, as a condition, impediment is caused to the fluidity of water-particles originative of hailstones.—9
Cause of condensation of water, continued.

Upaskrta.—Of this he gives yet another proof.

Vaidikam, Vedic, Derived from Veda. च Cha and.

10. (There is) Vedic (proof) also.—208.

The meaning is that the ingress of fire into water is proved by the Veda also. Thus :

"अपस्ता यर्मिन् गर्भमाघोरोरु, या यर्मिन् गर्भ रघिरे सुवर्ह" द्यादि।

"Those waters held fire in their womb, which held fire in their womb," etc.—10.

Cause of thundering.

Upaskrta.—But how is thundering produced, since conjunction and disjunction, which are the causes of Sound, are not observed? Hence he says :

अष्टसंयोगात्रिभागाच स्तनयित्वोऽयादि। ॥ ५ ॥ २ ॥ ११ ॥

प्रयां Apām, of waters. संयोगात्र Vibhāgā, from disjunction. तिपात्र Vibhāgā, from conjunction. च Cha, and. स्तनयित्वोऽयादि Stanayitnoh, of cloud.

11. (Thunder-clap results) from conjunction with, and disjunction from, water, of the cloud.—209.

"Visphurjāthah" is the complement of the aphorism. Conjunction with, and disjunction from, water, of the cloud, by becoming efficient causes, produce sound, i.e., thundering, in ether as the combinative cause, through the conjunction of the cloud itself with ether, as the non-combinative cause. Sometimes, again, conjunction with, and disjunction from, air, of the cloud, are the efficient causes, and conjunction of the cloud with ether, and its disjunction therefrom, are the non-combinative causes. This is collaterally mentioned in the topic of the causes of action. Or, since action is the leading topic here, it is indicated that, conjunction of the cloud and ether, or their disjunction, being the non-combinative cause of sound, the (efficient) cause is action produced from the impulse and impact of water alone—11.

Vivriti.—Thundering takes place from the conjunction of water, i.e., from the impact of air with it, and from its disjunction from the cloud.

Causes of conflagration, tempest, etc.

Upaskrta.—It has been stated that conjunction with soul possession adrisam is a cause of earth-quake. A; there, so in the case of the action which is produced in fire which causes sudden conflagration, and in air which causes a sudden agitation of trees and the like, conjunction with soul possessing adrisam is also the non-combinative cause; air and fire are the combinative causes; and adrisam is the efficient cause. This is the meaning.

12. The action of Fire, and the action of Air are explained by the action of Earth.—210.

The twice recurrence of the word action in the aphorism, has the object of indicating the action of meteors, etc.—12.

Causes of initial action of fire, air, atoms, and mind.

Upaskira.—He mentions other actions of which conjunction with soul possessing adṛśām is the non-combinative cause.

13. The initial upward flaming of fire, the initial sideward blowing of air, and the initial actions of atoms, and of mind are caused by adṛśām.—211.

'Ādyam' means contemporaneous with, or existing at, the beginning of creation. At that stage, impulse, impact, etc., being non-existent, conjunction with soul possessing adṛśām is in those cases the non-combinative cause. The adjective, 'initial,' qualifies upward flaming, and sideward blowing also. It is proper to hold that impetus is the non-combinative cause of other (than initial) actions of fire and air, for there being a visible or known cause there is no occasion for the supposition of an invisible or unknown cause—13.

Cause of action of mind.

Upaskira.—With reference to non-initial action, he says:

Hasta-karmmaṇa, by the action of the hand. Manasaḥ of mind or the internal organ. Karmma karmma, action. Vyākhyātām, explained.

14. The action of mind is explained by the action of the hand.—212.

As in the throwing upward, etc., of the pestle, the action of the hand has for its non-combinative cause conjunction with soul exercising volition, so the action of the mind also, for the purpose of coming...
Pleasure and pain are marks of action of mind.

Upaskīra.—But, it may be objected, there is no proof that action is produced in the mind. Hence he says:

आत्मन्द्रियमनोधसत्विकर्षत् सुवधःकथे ॥ ५ । २ । १५ ॥

आत्मन्द्रियमनोधसत्विकर्षत् अत्मान्द्रिय-मनाह-अर्थ-सामनकार्सत्, नीत्यो अनुष्ठानानो, सूक्ष-दुःख्क, प्रेम-म् और पानी।

15. Pleasure and pain (results) from contact of soul, sense, mind, and object.—213.

Pleasure and pain is indicative; cognition, volition, etc., are to be understood. The universality or ubiquity of mind has been already refuted and its atom-ness established. It has also been stated that the non-production of cognitions simultaneously is the mark of mind. There could, therefore, be no pleasure and pain at all, without the conjunction of mind with the respective localities of the senses. The meaning is that, did no action take place in mind, there could be no feeling in the form of "Pleasure in my foot," "Pain in my head," etc. Although all the particular attributes of the soul depend upon contact of mind, yet pleasure and pain are (alone expressly) mentioned; because, on account of their intensity, they are very manifest.—15.

Yoga described.

Upaskīra.—Well, if the mind is so fickle or restless, then there being no inhibition or restraint of the internal organ there can be no yoga or communion, and without yoga there can be no intuitive knowledge of the soul, and without it, there can be no mokṣa or salvation. Therefore, the undertaking of this treatise is futile. In anticipation of this objection he says:

तद्नारम्भ आत्मस्य मनसि शरीरस्य दुःखाभावः स योगः ॥ ५ । २ । १६ ॥

तद्नारम्भ: Tat-anārambhāḥ, non-origination of that, i.e., pleasure and pain, or action of mind. आत्मस्य अत्मास्थे, steady in the soul. मनसि manasi, mind being. शरीरस्य Sarīrasya, of body, i.e., of the embodied soul. दुःखाभावः duḥkha-abhāvah, non-existence of pain. योगः Yogaḥ, yoga, communion.
16. Non-origination of that (follows) on the mind becoming steady in the soul; (after it, there is) non-existence of pain in the embodied soul. (This is) that yoga.—214.

When the mind of an indifferent person who has come to believe in the vanity of all objects of enjoyment, comes to stay only in the soul, at that stage, owing to the absence of volition corresponding to its action, action is not produced in the mind which then becomes comparatively steady. It is this (state) which is (called) yoga, since the characteristic of yoga is the inhibition or restraint of the internal organ, chittam.

'Tat-anârambhâh, means non-origination of action of mind. Or, by the word, 'tat,' only pleasure and pain are denoted, being in the context. 'Duङ्कha-abhâvâh'; Being the means of the non-existence of pain, Yoga itself is (spoken of as) non-existence of pain, as is the expression "food is life." Or, it is a relative compound word meaning where there is non-existence of pain. 'Sârîrasya' means the soul as limited or determined by the body. 'Sah yogah'; here the word, 'that,' refers to a universally known object, (the meaning being) this is that Yoga.

Or, by the word, 'âtmâ,' life is here denoted by transference, since soul is inferred by life. So that, by action in the nervous process which is the channel of the life breath, action of the life breath, (respiration), is also produced. Or, the action of the life breath has, for its non-combinative cause, conjunction of the life-breath with soul exercising volition the source of vitality. And volition, which is the source of vitality, is supersensible, and has to be inferred by the movement of the life-breath. Otherwise, how can there be inspiration of air, even in the state of deep sleep? This is the import.—16.

Vicrîti.—'Atmashe manasi, i.e., when, quitting the senses, etc., in virtue of the six-limbed Yoga, mind abides in the soul alone, then, 'tat-anârambhâh, i.e., 'anârambhâh' or non-production of action of mind. The mind then becomes fixed or steady. In this state, 'Sârîrasya duङ्कha-abhâvâh, i.e., pain in relation to the body is not produced. 'Sah,' i.e., conjunction of mind, resiling from the outside, with soul, is called Yoga.

The following verses of Skandapurânam also prove the same thing:

वाताहं तथा विसं तस्मातस्य न विनियमत: ।
प्रतिौदिनम विषुभिः विषु हृद्यद्वैतेऽ ॥
मद्यिरोपनाथ्य पद्ध्यो योगमयमेवत: ।
प्रासन्त प्राणसंरोढः ष्ठवाहायुः भारम: ।
ध्यानं समाधिरतनै योगाहाति भविन्तं पद्ध ॥

"So also, (i.e., restless) is Chitta, (i.e., the internal organ), smitten with air. Therefore, do not trust it. Accordingly, restrain air, for the purpose of steadiness of Chitta. For the purpose of restraining air, practise Yoga, of which there are six aûgas or limbs. Posture, Regulation of breath, Abstraction or Inhibition of the senses, Concentration of mind, Meditation, and Absorption,—these are the six aûgas or limbs of Yoga or communion."
Therefore, there being cessation of false knowledge, etc., brought about by the manifestation of intuitive knowledge of soul, after the attainment of Yoga, final emancipation remains unimpeeded. Consequently a system of thinking about things (like Kanada Sutras) is not fruitless. This is the import.

Other actions of mind, etc. independent of volition, and dependent on adriṣṭam.

Upasākāra.—But, if volition were the efficient cause of the action of life and mind, then, when life and mind go out from the body, in the state of death, and, on the production of another body, re-enter into it, there being no volition, both these actions would be impossible. How, again, can be produced action, productive of conjunction of even what is eaten and drunk, i.e., food and drink, which conjunction is the cause of the growth of the body and its limbs, as well as action which causes conjunction and disjunction during life within the womb? In anticipation of this objection, he says:

अपसर्पणामुपसर्पणामशितपीतसंयोगाः काय्यनिर्तसंयोगाः—
त्यद्यकारितानि ॥ ५ । २ । १७ ॥

अपसर्पणं Apasarpāṇam, going out, egress. उपसर्पणं Upasarpāṇam, coming into, ingress. एशितपितासंयोगाः Aśita-pita-saṁyogāḥ, conjunctions of what is eaten and drunk. काय्यनिर्तसंयोगाः Kāryya-antara-saṁyogāḥ, conjunctions of other effects or products. च Cha, and. अद्रिष्टकारितानि Adriṣṭa-kāritāni, caused by adṛṣṭam.

17. Egress and ingress (of life and mind, from and into, body), conjunctions (i.e., assimilation) of food and drink, and conjunctions of other products,—these are caused by adṛṣṭam.—215.

Here the neuter gender in the word 'adṛṣṭa-kāritāni' is according to the rule that word of the neuter gender, appearing together with a word of another gender, may optionally entail neuter gender in both. The word, 'Saṁyoga,' again, secondarily denotes action which is its cause. ‘Apaśarpanām,’ i.e., the going out of life and mind from the body alone, on the wearing away of action which originated the body; ‘Upasarpāṇaṁ,’ i.e., the entrance of life and mind into another body as it is produced; action which is the cause of the conjunction (i.e., assimilation) of food, drink, etc.; and action which is the cause of the conjunction (i.e., pulsation, etc.) of another product, i.e., the foetus;—all these have as their non-combinative cause conjunction with soul possessing adṛṣṭam. The word, 'iti,' implies that the actions of the humours and excreta of the body are also caused by conjunction with soul possessing adṛṣṭam, as their non-combinative cause.—17.

Vivriti.—He mentions other actions dependent on adṛṣṭam.

‘Apaśarpanām,’ i.e., egress of mind from the body at death; ‘Upaśarpanām,’ i.e., the ingress of mind into another body when it is produced; action from which conjunctions of what is eaten and drunk, i.e., food and water, are produced; action from which conjunctions of other effects, i.e., the senses and life, with the body, are produced:—all these are caused by conjunction with soul possessing adṛṣṭam, as the non-combinative cause.
Mokṣa described.

Upāskīra.—But, it may be urged, if the production of another body were necessary, how would there be Mokṣa? Hence he says:

तद्भावे संयोगाभवोप्रादुर्भवात्मकत् मोक्षः ॥ ५ ॥ २ ॥ १८ ॥

The production of another body, i.e., the causal body, or potential body, or the subtle body of impressions and tendencies, acquired during life, which becomes the cause of re-birth, and in re-birth, becomes encased, as it were, in the gross, physical body. तद्भावे Samyoga-abhavaḥ, non-existence of conjunction, i.e., with the existing physical body. अप्रादुर्भावः A-prādurbhāvah, non-re-appearance, or non-re-birth. अप्रादुर्भावः Mokṣa, salvation. Mokṣa.

18. Mokṣa consists in the non-existence of conjunction with the body, when there is at the same time, no potential body existing, and consequently, re-birth cannot take place.—216.

Here the idea is as follows: The power of Yoga produces intuitive knowledge of the self; false knowledge, attended with desire, is thereby annihilated; consequently, attraction, aversion, stupidity or irrationality or spiritual blindness (moha), and other faults due to it, disappear; then inclination or activity goes away; birth, due to it, therefore, does not take place; and, consequently, pain, bound up with birth, also vanishes away. This, then, is the nature of things. Now, in virtue of the power born of yoga, a yogin, considering the entire mass of virtues and vices, or merits and demerits, which are the uncommon or particular causes of pleasure and pain to be enjoyed, at particular places and times, in the bodies of a horse, an elephant, a serpent, a bird, etc., in accordance with those merits and demerits, and then going through those several forms of physical existence, thereby wears away or exhausts his previously produced merits and demerits by experiencing them. His faults being thus neutralised, when other merits and demerits are not produced, and when there is in consequence no production of another future or potential body, at that time, it is the non-existence of conjunction, which then exists, with the former body, that is (called) mokṣa. 'Tat-abhāve' means in the absence of conjunction, in the non-production of a future body.

To meet the objection that this state is common to all at pralaya, or periodical dissolution of creation, he adds 'aprādurbhāvah. The meaning is, after which manifestation of body, etc., does not again take place. 'Saḥ mokṣaḥ:' that is, annihilation of pain, which results in that state, is Mokṣa.—18.

Vivriti.—It may be objected that the stream of bodies being without beginning and without end, the impossibility of emancipation is also the same. Hence he says:

'Tat-abhāve,' i.e., in the absence of adriṣṭam, that is to say, where future adriṣṭam is exhausted by intuitive knowledge of self, and existing adriṣṭam, by experience, bhoga; 'samyoga-abhāvah,' i.e., a severance
takes place from connection with the stream or succession of bodies; following it, is aprádurbhávah; i.e., non-production of pain, since the causes, viz., body and adriṣṭam, do not exist. It is then and there that emancipation becomes possible. Therefore, emancipation is not chimérical like the horns of a hare. This is the import.

_Darkness is non-existence._

_Upaskāra._—It may be objected:—The action of a substance is observed also in darkness, there being the perception, “The shadow moves.” Here there is no volition, no impulse or impact, no gravity or fluidity, no resultant energy. Therefore, another efficient cause should be enumerated; but it does not fall within observation. Accordingly he says:

_प्रथमस्य कर्माकारोऽन्नतिप्रणयित्तम्मविद्याधारः_ इत्यर्थः

_Drayya-guṇa-karma-niṣpatti-vaidharmmyat_, because of difference in production from Substance, Attribute, and Action. अभवः: Abhavaḥ, non-being, non-existence. तमः: Tamaḥ, darkness.

19. Darkness is non-existence, because it is different in its production from Substance, Attribute, and Action.—217.

By this aphorism, the determination or delimitation that substances are nine only, also becomes established.

Now, the production of substance is dependent upon substances possessing touch; but in darkness, touch is not felt. It cannot be that touch is only undeveloped here; for development of touch is essential to development of colour.

_A objection._—This is the rule in case of Earth, whereas darkness is the tenth substance.

_Answer._—It is not. For no other substance is substratum of blue colour, and gravity is inseparable from blue colour, as also are taste and smell.

_A objection._—As sound is the only distinguishing attribute of Ether, so also will blue colour be the only distinguishing attribute of darkness.

_Answer._—It is not so, as there is contradiction to its visibility. For, if darkness were something possessing blue colour, or were it blue colour itself, then it would not be perceived by the eye without the help of external light.—19.

_Above continued._

_Upaskāra._—What, then, causes the perception of motion (in darkness)? _He gives the answer:_

_तेजसः द्राव्यान्तरेशावर्गः_ इत्यर्थः

_Tejasah, of light. Dravya-antarēṇa, by another substance. अवरणात् Avaranaṭ, because of obscuration._ Cha, and also.

20. (Darkness is non-existence), also because (it is produced) from the obscuration of light by another substance.—218.
Light being obscured by another moving substance, non-existence of light is not observed in the places falling behind, and is observed in the places lying before. It is from this resemblance of the non-existence of light to the moving substance, that, motion is mistaken in it, but not that motion is real in it. This is the meaning, the perception appearing so (i.e., erroneous) from agreement and difference. (That is, whenever a body in motion obscures light, the shadow caused thereby also moves; and where the obscuring body is not in motion, the shadow also does not move).

Darkness, (then), is non-existence of every trace of light possessing developed or appreciable colour.—20.

Space, Time, Ether, and Soul are void of action.

Upaskra.—Having thus finished the parenthetical section on darkness, in two aphorisms, he begins the section on voidness of action:

21. Space, Time, and also Ether are inactive, because of their difference from that which possesses activity.—219.

The word 'Cha' brings in the soul. Difference from that which possesses activity lies in the imponderableness or incorporeity of space, etc., for activity always accompanies corporeity or form.—21.

Action, Attribute, Genus, Species, and Combination are void of action.

Upaskra.—He points out the inactivity of actions and attributes:

22. By this, Actions and Attributes are explained (as inactive).—220,

'Etena' means by difference from that which possesses activity. Difference from that which possesses activity, in other words, incorporeity or imponderableness, belongs to attribute and action. They are, therefore, explained to be inactive.—22.

Vivriti.—The word 'Cha' implies Genus, etc.

Combination has no beginning, and so is independent of action.

Upaskra.—It may be urged —If attribute and action are inactive, how then can there be relation of substance with them? Connection by conjunction may be possible; but that is dependent upon action. Hence he says:
22. It is combination which is the relation of attributes and actions (to substance). It is excluded from actions. The meaning is that this relation, i.e., combination, has no production even, and that its dependency upon action, therefore, remains at a long distance.—23.

Attributes are non-combinative causes.

Upāskāra.—It may be objected: If attributes, being imponderable, are not the combinative causes of action, then how are attributes and actions produced by attributes? For causality, save and except in the form of combinative causality, is not possible. To meet this objection, he says:

24. Attributes are, however, non-combinative causes.—222.

Attributes are non-combinative causes but not combinative causes also, whereby they might be receptacles or fields of action. And that non-combinative causality arises, in some cases, from combination in the same object with the effect, as that of the conjunction of soul and mind in the particular attributes of the soul, and of conjunction, disjunction, and sound in sound, and, in other cases, from combination in the same object with the cause, as that of the colour, etc., of pot-sherds, etc., in the colour, etc., of the water-pot, etc.—24.

Vivriti.—The use of 'cause' instead of causes, is aphoristic.

Space is a non-combinative cause.

Upāskāra.—It may be objected:—Action is produced here. Action is produced now. On the strength of such perceptions, Space and Time also are surely combinative causes of action. How, otherwise, could they be assigned as the seat of action in these cases? Accordingly he says:

25. Space is explained by Attributes.—223.

The meaning is that gravity, and other attributes, being imponderable, are not the combinative cause of action, so space also, being imponderable, is not the combinative cause of action. As to being the seat or receptacle, however, it can arise even without combinative
causality, as in "cotton-seeds in a bowl," "curd in a bowl," "the roaring of a lion in the forest," and other instances.—25.

_Time is an efficient cause._

_Upaskāra._—With the same object as already stated, he says:

**कारणेन कालः** II ४.१२ | २६

कारणेन Kāraṇena, by cause, _i.e._, by way of efficient causality. कालः: Kālaḥ, Time.

26. By way of (efficient) causality, (the reference of action to Time as its seats, being explained), Time (is explained to be inactive, so far as combinative causality is concerned).—224.

The syntactical connection of the aphorism is with "explained to be inactive,"—corresponding words in the preceding aphorism, with necessary changes. The use of 'Kāraṇena,' instead of 'nimittakāraṇena,' is an instance of denoting an object principally as an existence, (_i.e._, without qualification). The meaning, therefore, is that Time, being the efficient cause, is only the seat of action, but is not its combinative cause.—26.

Here ends the second chapter of the fifth book in the Commentary of Śaṅkara upon the Viśeṣīka Aphorisms.
BOOK SIXTH—CHAPTER FIRST.

The Veda is a work of intelligence, and therefore, authoritative.

Upaskāra.—The subject of the sixth book is the examination of dharma, virtue or merit, and adharma, vice or demerit, which are the root causes of transmigration. Dharma and adharma, again, have to be supposed on the strength of such precepts and prohibitions as "Let him who desire heaven, perform sacrifices."  "Let him not eat tobacco," etc., and their existence depends upon the authoritativeness of those perceptive and prohibitive texts. And that authoritativeness can be possible or arise from the speaker's previously possessing the attribute characterised as knowledge of the meaning of the sentences as corresponding to objective reality since authoritativeness per se is excluded. Hence the author, in the first place, commences the demonstration of the attribute which clothes the Veda with authoritativeness.

बुद्धिपूर्ण वाक्यकृतिवेदेः॥ ६ । १ । १ ॥
बुद्धि-पूर्ण Buddhī-pūrvā, preceded by understanding; वाक्यकृति: Vākya-Krītih, composition of sentences. वेदे Vede, in the Veda.

1. In the Veda the composition of sentence has been preceded by understanding.—225

'Vākya-kṛitih,' i.e., composition of sentences, is 'buddhi-pūrvā,' i.e., preceded by the speaker's knowledge of the meaning of the sentences as corresponding to objective reality because it is composition of sentences, like composition by ourselves and others of such sentences as 'There lie five fruits on the bank of the river.'

In the Veda' means in the aggregate of sentences. Here the composition of aggregated sentences is the pakṣa (i.e., the subject of the conclusion). It cannot be otherwise established (as authoritative), namely by the characteristic of being preceded by the understanding of ourselves and others; for, in such instances as "Let him who desires heaven, perform sacrifices," the fact that performance of sacrifices is a means of attaining the desired object, or that securing heaven is an effect, is beyond the reach of our and others' understanding. It is, therefore, proved that the Veda, as an effect, has for its antecedent an Absolute or Independent Person. And the characteristic of the Veda is that, while the subject of its meaning is not certain knowledge produced by proof other than the proof supplied by words and all that which depends upon them, it is word of which the proof or authority is not produced by knowledge of the meaning of sentences produced by words.—1.

Vivṛti.—By this aphorism, the doctrine of Mimāṃsā philosophy, that word is eternal, is refuted.

The Veda is a work of intelligence, and therefore, authoritative, continued.

Upaskāra.—He shows in another manner that the sentences of the Veda have been preceded by understanding:

ब्राह्मणे संज्ञाकर्मस्य सिद्धिलिङ्गम् ने ६ । १ । २ ॥
ब्राह्मणे Brāhmane, in the portion of Veda, so called. संज्ञाकर्म Samjñā-Karma, attribution or distribution of names. सिद्धिलिङ्ग Siddhi-liṅgam, mark of knowledge of things named, or of the conclusion that the Veda is an intelligent production.
2. The distribution of names in the Brâhmaṇa (portion of the Veda) is a mark of knowledge, (on the part of the framer of the names), of the things named (therein).—226.

Here 'Brâhmaṇa' denotes a particular portion of the Veda. 'Samijñā-Karma,' i.e., the distribution of names, which appears there, points to understanding on the part of the framer of the names, as in the world the distribution of such names as Long-ear, Long-nose, Long-neck, does.—2.

The Veda is a work of intelligence, and therefore, authoritative; continued.

Upaskāra.—He mentions another form of proof:

ददतिः: Dadatih, gives, to give, gift.

3. (Precepts enjoining) gift (are) preceded by understanding.
—227.

The injunction of gift (as a source of dharma), which has been established in such text as “Let him who desires heaven, give a cow,” has been made from the knowledge that it is the means of attaining the object desired. The conjugated form, 'dadatih,' gives, topically denotes ‘gift’ which is the meaning of the root ‘to give.’—3.

Above continued.

Upaskāra—He gives yet another proof:

प्रतियहः: Pratigrahah acceptance.

4. The same is acceptance (of a gift.)—228.

Texts of the Veda, enjoining acceptance of gifts, are also preceded by understanding. The word, “pratigrahah” indicates a Vedic text of which it is the subject. Thus, texts of the Veda, enjoining acceptance of land, etc., imply its efficacy to the welfare of the acceptor. Texts of the Veda, of which the subject-matter is the acceptance of the skin of a black-and-white antelope, point out or bring to light its efficacy towards that which is not desired by the acceptor. And efficacy towards the desired and efficacy towards the undesired, or potencies for good and for evil, cannot, in these cases, appropriately fall within the cognizance of the understanding of persons later born.—4.

Vivrti.—Although all these have been already explained by the first aphorism, still this much undertaking is for the purpose of pointing out some of the dharmas or duties.
Attributes of one soul do not produce effects in another soul: he reaps who sows.

_Upaskāra._—Now, in justification of the aphorism of Jaimini, "Result (of action), indicated by the Śāstra, (accrues) to the performer," (Pūrva-Mimāṃsā Sūtram) he says:

**AitamāntarayuṣṇānaaMāntanātārā Upāyakāītvi**  

Aitamaṅgurum, of the attributes of one soul. Aitamāntārā, in another soul. Upāyakāītvi A-kāraṇatvāt, because there is no causality.

5. ["Result (of action) indicated by the Śāstra, (accrues) to the performer"], because there is no causality of the attributes of one soul in (the attributes of) another soul.—229.

Because the attributes of one soul, e. g., merits and demerits arising from sacrifice, slaughter, etc., are not causes of the attributes, in the shape of pleasure and pain, of another soul. This being the case, pleasure and pain are produced by dharma and dharma appertaining to each individual soul, and not by dharma and dharma existing in different substrata. Otherwise, the fruits of sacrifice, slaughter, etc., will accrue to him by whom these were not performed, and hence, loss of the fruits of acts done, and acquisition of the fruits of acts not done will be the result.

_Objection._—There is no such universal rule since there is a violation of it in the sacrifice for the birth of a son, sacrifice in favour of the departed ancestors, etc. Thus, it is heard that the fruits of Śraddha or performance of obsequies, etc., performed by the son, accrue to the departed ancestor; it is also heard that the fruit of the sacrifice for the birth of a son, performed by the father, accrues to the son. You cannot say that here is really in these cases the co-existence of the performance and its fruit is the same subject, the agent-enjoyer, by means of the fruit accruing to the son and the departed ancestor; in the one case, the fruit of the Śraddha accrues to the son in this way that he becomes the son of departed ancestors participating in the enjoyments of heaven and in the other case, the fruit of the sacrifice accrues to the father in this way that he becomes the father of a vigorous son.

For this view his adṛṣṭam becomes inoperative, conflicts with the Veda; for, it is heard that the fruit is only the satisfaction, etc., of the departed ancestor, and the vigorousness, etc., of the son, the supposition of any other fruit being precluded by redundancy.

_Answer._—Let then _apārvām_ or _adṛṣṭam_ accrue to the agent as the fruit, while heaven accrues to the departed ancestor.

_Objection._—It cannot be so, since activity must in your theory, uniformly co-exist in the same subject with the fruit. Otherwise where, immediately after the performance of the Śraddha, the son is liberated and consequently, heaven will not accrue to the departed ancestor.
Objection.—It cannot be said that it "will not accrue," since it is the same in the other way, for, when the departed ancestor is already liberated (i.e., freed from the bonds of all enjoyment and suffering whatever) (prior to the performance of the Śraddha) then no such fruit will issue from the Śraddha, however perfect it may be in all its parts.

Conclusion.—But this is not the case. For, the declaration that "Result (of action), indicated by the Sāstra, (accrues) to the performer, being a general rule, admits of exception, in the presence of a strong contradiction, and, in the matter in hand, it is the Sruti, or Revelation of the fruit accruing to the departed ancestor and the son, which is the contradiction.

Objection.—This being so, there is proving too much.

Answer.—Not so, for, the corresponding texts of the Veda themselves prevent any such too much proving.

Another objection.—In the case of the greatest gifts (mahādānam, a technical term which denotes sixteen kinds of specially meritorious gift), heaven only (i.e., heaven without the mention of the enjoyer) is fruit, and in the name of whomsoever person they declared to be are performed, the fruit they produce, accrues to that person.

Answer.—This is an absurd argument. For, here there being no contradiction to the general observation, the general observation accompanied with the absence of contradiction or exceptional instance, becomes the rule, and hence, it would not follow that kings and such other persons need not observe fast, etc., though observance of such and such acts would be possible for them by means of other persons, with the intention or prayer that the fruit of those acts may accrue to the former. Moreover, it is the rule, that the thorough performance of the duties of a householder produces fruit in the form of attainment of the world of Brahmā, and thus the declaration in general terms has been made with the object of showing that fruit accrues to each individual agent.

The writer of the Vṛitti, however, says: "Result (of action), indicated by the Śāstra," etc., is really a rule without an exception. On the other hand, the fruit which accrues to the departed ancestor, etc., results from the influence of benedictory mantras pronounced by Brāhmaṇas entertained at the Śrāddha, etc., the mantras in question being in the case of sacrifice for the departed ancestor, "May thy pīris or departed ancestors have their objects fulfilled," and, in the case of sacrifice for the son, "May a son be born unto thee, who will be vigorous, beautiful as the moon, and the feeder of all," in the same way as neutralization of the effect of poison on the body of a person bitten by a snake, is produced from the recitation of mantras or incantation by foresters.—5.

Vivṛitti.—"Result (of action), indicated by the Śāstra, (accrues) to the performer,"—this aphorism of the system of Jaimini should be supplied at the end of the present aphorism; for otherwise, the ablative in it will remain unconnected.
Entertainment of impure Brāhmaṇas at a Śrāddha is useless.

Upakāra.—Those fruits accrue from the benediction of Brāhmaṇas who have been satisfied with the entertainment, and who are not wicked, in other words, whose conduct is in accordance with the Šāstra, but not from the benediction of the wicked who have been excluded from the category of recipients, e.g., an illegitimate son born during wedlock, an illegitimate son born after the death of the husband, etc. This is what he says here:

तददुष्यभोजने न विच्छेत् ॥ ६ ॥ १ ॥ ६ ॥

तद् Tat, that, i.e., the fruit of benediction. दुष्यभोजने Duṣṭa-bhojane, (Srāddha) in which impure (Brāhmaṇas) are entertained. न Na, not. विच्छेत् Vidyate, exists, accrues.

6. That does not exist where the impure are entertained. —230.

'Tat' alludes to the fruit of benediction. The meaning is that where at a Śrāddha (i.e., the observance of obsequial rites) evil or impure Brāhmaṇas are entertained there the fruit of benediction does not accrue to the departed ancestor, or the meaning is this that the fruit of the Śrāddha itself does not accrue to the departed ancestor.—6.

Impure explained.

Upakāra.—Who are they that are called impure? Accordingly he states the characteristic of the impure.

दुष्टो हिंसायाम ॥ ६ ॥ १ ॥ ७ ॥

दुष्टो Duṣṭam, wickedness, impurity. हिंसायाम Himsāyām, in killing.

7. Impurity (lies) in killing.—231.

Here 'hiṃsāyām' is indicative of all prohibited acts whatever. The meaning, therefore, is that a person, given to or occupied in a prohibited act, should be known as impure.—7.

Association with the impure is sinful.

Upakāra.—He says that not only non-existence of fruit accrues from entertaining an impuro Brāhmaṇa invited at a Śrāddha, but sin also accrues.

तस्य तस्य समभिभयाहारतो दोषः ॥ ६ ॥ १ ॥ ८ ॥

तस्य Tasya, his, of the wicked or impure Brāhmaṇa. समभिभयाहारतो Samabhivyāhārataḥ, from companionship or association. दोषः Doṣaḥ, vice, demerit, adharma.

8. Demerit results from association with him.—232.

The meaning is that 'doṣaḥ,' i.e., sin, accrues, 'Samabhivyāhārataḥ,' i.e., from association, characterised as eating in the same row, sleeping in company, reading in company, etc., with a Brāhmaṇa engaged in forbidden acts.—8.

Entertainment of a pure Brāhmaṇa is not sinful.

Upakāra.—Does then sin accrue also from association with one who is not impure? He says, No.
This does not accrue in the case of (entertaining) one who is not impure.—233.

The meaning is that tat, i.e., sin, na vidyate, i.e., does not accrue, where a Brahmana, whose conduct is in accordance with the precepts and prohibitions of the Sāstra, is entertained at a Sraddha.—9.

Preference should be given to worthy recipients afterwards.

Upaskāra.—It may be asked, what should the rule of conduct be in a case where worthy recipients being not available, unworthy ones are at first invited, but gradually worthy recipients become available. To this he replies:

Punāṃ, again, afterwards. Viśiṣṭe, in or to a superior, or a qualified or worthy person, i.e., recipient. Vivriti: Pravṛittiḥ, inclination, attention, preference.

10. Preference (should be given), to a worthy recipient (who is available) afterwards.—234.

At a Sraddha, or where gifts have to be received, if qualified persons, i.e., those who do not transgress the rules of the Sāstra in their conduct, are obtained, then one should entertain them only, leaving aside the censurable ones, although invited. The rule, "One should not reject persons invited," refers to worthy recipients only. One should, however, gratify censurable persons, who have been invited, by giving money, etc.—10.

Vivriti.—But what is to be done where Sraddha, etc., have been performed through the services of an impure Brāhmaṇa? He gives the reply:

Attention should be given to the thing of quality, i.e., the re-performance of the Sraddha, etc., by a pure Brāhmaṇa, etc. The Sraddha, previously performed, is all useless. This is the import.

Equals or inferiors, if pure, should be accepted as guests or recipients.

Upaskāra.—He lays down the rule of conduct where, at a Sraddha, distribution of gifts, etc., recipients superior to the agent himself, are not obtained:

Same, in or to an equal. Hine, in or to, an inferior. Vā, or. Vivriti: Pravṛittiḥ, inclination, attention, preference.

11. Preference (should be given) to an equal, or to an inferior, (if he is free from impurity or fault).—235.
The meaning is that at Śrāddhā, charity, etc., attention or preference should be given to a recipient, free from fault, who is equal, i.e., like oneself, or inferior, i.e., less than oneself, in point of merit, etc., because happiness accrues, to the departed ancestor, from blessings pronounced by them only. The import is that persons prohibited are by all means to be rejected, but not the pure, whether they be equals or inferiors.—11.

Reception of gift is also a source of dharma, or, stealing is not sinful, in certain circumstances.

Upaskāra.—Having described the production of adharma by the meritorious character of the donation at a Śrāddhā or charity, he extends production of dharma from reception also of a similar nature:

एतेन हीनसमविशिष्टःधार्मिकेः: परस्वादानं व्याख्या- 
तम् ॥ ६ ॥ १ ॥ १२ ॥

एतेन Etena, by this. हीनसमविशिष्टःधार्मिके: Hina-sama-viśiṣṭa dharma-mikebhyaḥ, from inferior, equal, superior virtuous persons. परस्वादानं Parasva-ādānāṁ, reception of property. व्याख्यातमः Vyākhyātam, explained.

12. By this is explained reception of property from virtuous persons who are inferior, equal, or superior (to oneself).—236.

The excellence of dharma is in the order of its mention. The meaning is that dharma accrues from the reception of a gift of land, etc., from a virtuous person, whether he be inferior, equal, or superior to oneself. 'Parasvādānāṁ' means reception of property from another.

The writer of the Vṛtti, however, says: 'Parasvādānāṁ', i.e., the taking of another's property, by theft, etc., is explained. Thus, according to the Sruti, शुद्ध्व सत्यमेव के-या के चन्द्राकृति पद्मश्रेा वास्मान वाक्यायते, to save himself or his family, suffering from starvation, a man may steal the food of a Śūdra, when he has not obtained food for seven days. Similarly, when he has not obtained food for ten days, or when he has not obtained food for fifteen days, or when life is in danger, to steal food from a Vaśya, a Kśatriya, or a Brāhmaṇa respectively, does not tend to adharma or sin.”—12.

Killing is not sinful in certain circumstances.

Upaskāra.—Not only is the taking of another's property, when life is in danger, not forbidden, but in such circumstances those who do not give anything to take away, may even be put to death. By all this there is no loss of dharma, or appearance or production of adharma. This is what he says:

तथा विरृद्धानां त्यागः ॥ ६ ॥ १ ॥ १३ ॥

तथा Tathā, likewise. विरृद्धानां Viruddhānāṁ, of those who stand in the way. त्यागः Tyāgaḥ, the making away with.

13. Likewise the making away with those who stand in the way, (is justified).—237.
The meaning is that they are to be put to death who act in the contrary manner, (i.e., who play the enemy), in such circumstances. So it has been said:

कर्माध्या येन केनापि मुना शत्रुःत वा ।
ब्रह्मविदीनमात्मानं समवेत चर्मः माचरेत॥

"Let a man save his poor self by whatsoever deed, mild or cruel. When he is able, let him practise dharma or righteousness."—13.

Vivriti.—He points out that certain censurable deeds also do not produce sin:

The meaning is that the killing of those who are about to take one's life, is likewise not forbidden, according to the saying "Let one kill an aggressive felon without a second thought."

Note.—The author of the Upaskāra gives up his own context, and here follows the Vritti quoted by him under the preceding aphorism.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—But is the making away with another to be resorted to with any distinction whatever? He says, No:

हीने परे त्यागः ॥ ६ । १ । १४ ॥
हीने Hīne, in an inferior. परे Pare, in another. त्यागः Tyāgaḥ, making away with, killing.

14. Making away with another (is not sinful), if (he is) inferior (to oneself.)—238

If another who does not give anything to take away, is inferior to oneself, he, the Śūdra, or the like, may be put to death.—14.

Vivriti.—'Para' means an enemy, (and not one who does not give anything to take away).

Killing is not sinful in certain circumstances, continued.

Upaskāra.—With reference to an equal, he says:

समेत ज्ञातमत्यागः परत्यागो वा ॥ ६ । १ । १५ ॥
समेत Same, in the case of an equal. ज्ञातमत्यागः Atma-tyāgaḥ, self-abandonment. Suicide. परत्यागः Para-tyāgaḥ, destruction of another. वा vā, or.

15. In the cause of an equal, either suicide or destruction of the other (may be resorted to).—239.

Where it is a Brāhmaṇa, equal to oneself, who becomes the adversary, then destruction of oneself only by starvation, etc., is to be committed. Or, if there appear no other means of preserving oneself or one's family, and the opponent be an equal, he is to be then made away with.—15.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—If, then, a person, superior to oneself, become the adversary, should he even be put to death? He says, No:
In the case of superior, self-destruction (is to be committed).—240.

In the case of a person, superior to oneself, i.e., excellent by the study of the Veda, etc., becoming the opponent, destruction of oneself only is lawful. The meaning is that even when life is in danger, a man may design only his own death, but must not slay a Brâhmaṇa.

‘Iti’ indicates the end of the chapter.—16.

Here ends the first chapter of the sixth book in the Commentary of Śaṅkara upon the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms.
BOOK SIXTH.—CHAPTER SECOND.

Exaltation is the motive of actions of which no visible motive exists.

Upasūrya.—Thus, in the first chapter, because the proof, supplied by the Veda, is produced by some attribute or quality, therefore, in connection with its production, a description of the attribute or quality then the consideration that "Result (of action), indicated by the Śāstra, (accuses) to the performer," and also the consideration of this that under certain circumstances there is non-production of demerit, even on the performance of forbidden acts, have taken place. Now, the author, with a view to explain the second aphorism, "Dharma is that from which (results) the attainment of exaltation and the Supreme Good" (I. i. 2, above), is going to make an examination of the production of dharma or merit, in particular cases, and accordingly he says:

Iṣṭa-adiṣṭa-prayojanānāṁ, of which the motives are visible and invisible. Iṣṭa-abhāve, where no visible motive exists. Prayojanam, motive. Abhyudaya, for the purpose of exaltation or knowledge of reality.

1. (Of actions) of which the motives are visible and invisible, the motive, where no visible (motive) exists, (tends) to exaltation.

Actions of which the motives are visible, are agriculture, commerce, service under the king, etc. Actions of which the motives are invisible, are sacrifice, charity, brahmacharya or celibacy and devotion to learning, etc. Amongst those actions, where no visible object is observed, there an invisible object has to be supposed. And that is conducive to 'exaltation,' i. e., knowledge of reality or truth. Or, in 'abhyudayāya,' the dative has been used in the sense of the nominative. The meaning; therefore, is that the fruit (of the action) is exaltation. The invisible fruit is nothing but adriṣṭam (or potential after-effects of past acts). If it is produced by yoga or holy communion, then the exaltation is spiritual intuition of the self. If it is produced by sacrifice, charity, etc., then the exaltation is heaven. Here, again, unlike the actions milking, cooking, etc., which bear fruit then and there but like the actions sowing, ploughing, etc., which bear fruit after a while, the actions sacrificing, giving alms, practising brahmacharya, etc., by no means bear fruit then and there, for no such production of fruit is observed. Nor are gain, etc., through being known as virtuous, themselves the fruit; for those who practise brahmacharya have no eye to such fruit. Therefore, heaven, etc., which will accrue in the distant future, are the fruit. And this is not immediately connected with action which by nature speedily vanishes out of existence. Hence it results that there is an intermediate common substratum of the action and the fruit, and this is apāraḥma or adriṣṭam.

Actions of which the motive is invisible.

Upasūrya.—He enumerates actions of which the fruits are invisible:
Adrṣṭāya, residence in the family of the preceptor, life of retirement in the forest, sacrifice, gift, oblation, directions, constellations, seasons, and religious observances conduct to invisible fruit.  

2. Ablution, fast, brahmacharya, residence in the family of the preceptor, life of retirement in the forest, sacrifice, gift, oblation, directions, constellations, seasons, and religious observances conduct to invisible fruit.—242.

'Adrṣṭāya' means for the purpose of the fruit characterised as adṛṣṭam, or for the purpose of the fruit, characterised as heaven and salvation, through the gate of adṛṣṭam. Hereby are included all actions or duties enjoined in the Veda and smṛiti and having adṛṣṭam as their fruit. Here abhiṣechanam means ablation as enjoined in such precepts as "One should bathe in the Gaṅgā (Ganges)." Fast denotes such as is enjoined in such precepts as "One should abstain from food on the eleventh day of the moon." 'Brahmacharyyam' means cultivation of dharma in general. 'Gurukulavāsah,' is that of Brahmacārins or students for the purpose of studying the Veda the twelve-year vow called Mahāvratā, etc. 'Vānaprastham' means the duty of those who have retired to the forest on the ripening of age. 'Yajñāḥ' denotes Rājaasāya, Vājapeya, and other sacrifices. 'Dānah' is as enjoined by such precepts as "One should give away a cow." 'Prokṣaṇaṁ,' is as enjoined by such precepts as "One should offer rice." 'Dik' denotes such as is enjoined by the precepts. "One should perform sacrifice on an altar inclined towards the east," "One should eat rice, etc., facing towards the east," etc. 'Nākastraṁ' is such as Maṅghā (the tenth lunar asterism), etc., on the occasion of a śāāddha, etc. 'Mantraḥ' denotes "O, ye waters, who are the sources of pleasures," etc. (Rig Veda X. ix. 1), and other sacred hymns. 'Kālah' is as is enjoined by such precepts as "Month after month food shall be given to thee," where one should offer food in the afternoon of the day of new moon, "In summer let one be surrounded with five fires," "In spring let one deposit the sacrificial fires," etc. 'Niyamah' means conduct in accordance with the Śāstra, of those who observe the distinction of caste and the four stages of holy living, i. e., Varṇa and Āśrama.

Now, it will be seen that of the dharma, so produced, the soul is the combinative cause, conjunction of the soul and the mind is the non-combinative cause, and faith and the knowledge of the motives or objects characterised as heaven, etc., are the efficient causes.—2.

Other sources of dharma and sources of adharma.

Upaskāra.—Having thus mentioned the sources of dharma, he now mentions them along with the sources of adharma also:
Chaturāṣramaṁ, the observance of the four Āṣramas or stages of holy living, viz., the life of continence and scholarship, the life of a householder, the life of retirement in the woods, and the life of absolute self-renunciation, (lit. living on alms). उपाधाः Upadhāḥ, defects in respect of faith, misbeliefs and disbeliefs. अनुपाध अनुपाध Anupadhā, non-defects in respect of faith, beliefs. च Cha, and.

3. The observance of the four Āṣramas (has been already mentioned). Misbeliefs and disbeliefs as well as beliefs are also (sources of adrisṭam or dharma and adharma).—243.

That which is the means of dharma, common to the four Āṣramas, has been, (and thus the sentence should be completed), exhaustively denoted by the preceding aphorism alone. 'Upadhāḥ' means defects of bhāva (i.e., sentiment) or faith; 'anupadhāḥ, means non-defects of bhāva or faith. They too should be understood to be the sources of dharma and adharma, according to themselves. By the word, 'upadhāḥ, all the means of adharma, have been included.—3.

Upadhā and anupadhā explained.

Upaskāra—Distinguishing upadhā or impurity, and anupadhā or purity, as regards their characteristic, he says:

भावदौष उपधादोषोदनुपधाल || ६ २ १ ४ ||

भावरूपः Bhāva-dosah, defect of feeling, impurity of emotion, or of the soul. उपधाः Upadhāḥ, (cty.) that which is placed, or settles, upon or near anything. Impurity. अनुपध अपपुष्प Anupadhā, purity. Purity of emotion, or of the soul.

4. Upadhā or Impurity (denotes) impurity of emotion, or of the soul; anupadhā (denotes) purity.—244.

Feeling, desire, attraction, inattention, unfaith, vanity, conceit, envy, and other impurities of the soul are denoted by the word upadhā or impurity. Faith, complacence of mind, perseverance in the performance of prescribed actions, determination of what should be done in particular situation, (or presence of mind), and certitude are called anupadhā or purity of the soul. The efficient causality of all these towards dharma and adharma, is here declared.—4.

What objects are pure or holy.

Upaskāra.—(Purity and impurity may be internal as well as external, that is, may relate to thought as well as to things. In the preceding aphorism, purities and impurities of the soul have been mentioned. With regard to external objects it is said as follows). Things pure and impure are also called upadhā or purity and anupadhā or impurity. Here he distinguishes between pure and impure objects:

यदिष्टरूपरस्ताः प्रोक्षितं तस्य तथादृश्च || ६ १ ५ ||

यत् Yat, which. इष्टपरस्ताः इष्टa-rūparasa-gandha-sparśam posse-s prescribed colour, taste, smell, and touch. प्रोक्षित Prokṣitaṁ, aspersed.
Sprinkled with water together with the pronunciation of mantras or sacred hymns. अभ्युक्तिः Abhyuksitaṁ, sprinkled with water without the pronunciation of mantras. The above rendering of the two words, 'prokṣtaṁ' abhyuksitaṁ is in accordance with the view of Saṅkara misra. But,

उत्ताहनेव हलेन मोताणाः परिक्षितःतम ||

"Sprinkling of water with the pronated hand is called prokṣanam; that with supinated hand is called abhyuksanam; and the same with the inclined hand is known as avokṣanam."

From the above saying of the Smriti, it would appear that the correct translations would be, sprinkled with water with pronation, in the case of prokṣitam, and sprinkled with water with supination, in the case of abhyuksitam. च Cha, and. तत् Tat. that शुचिः Suchi, pure, clean, holy.

5. The pure is that which possesses prescribed Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch, and is sprinkled with water along with the recitation of sacred hymns, and also without it, or is sprinkled with water both with pronation and with supination.—245.

Whatever Substance possesses such colour, etc., as are 'iṣṭaṁ,' i.e., prescribed by the Veda and the Smṛiti, the same is of that character (i.e., pure). Therein, Colour (is prescribed) in such texts as "He buys the soma drink for a cow, ruddy, one year old, with tawny eyes;" "He should obtain a white goat," etc. 'Prokṣitaṁ, means sprinkled with water during the recitation of sacred hymns; 'abhyuksitaṁ;' means sprinkled with water without any sacred hymn. The word cha implies that which is lawfully acquired, and that is brought out by such restraining percepts as "A Brāhmaṇa, should acquire wealth by performing sacrifices, by teaching, and by receiving presents, etc.—5.

What objects are impure or unholy.

Upaskāra.—He states the characteristic of impure objects:

शुचिचालि शुचिप्रातिपेधः || ६ १ २ । ६ ||

शुचि Asuchi, impure. शुचिप्रातिपेधः Suchipratiśedhaḥ, the negation of exclusion of the pure.

6. Impure,—such is the form of the negation of the pure.—246.

The meaning is that the contrary of such substance as is pure, is impure. In other words, a substance of unpraiseworthy colour, taste, smell, and touch, or not aspersed, or not sprinkled, or sprinkled with forbidden water, or unlawfully acquired, as the substance of a Brāhmaṇa acquired by agriculture and commerce, is impure.—6.

What objects are impure or unholy, continued.

Upaskāra.—He mentions other impure objects:
The meaning is that where a thing possesses praiseworthy colour, taste, smell, and touch, and is at the same time aspersed, sprinkled, and lawfully acquired, even there that thing also is impure, if it is vitiated by speech or vitiated by intention.—7.

"To produce exaltation, purity must be coupled with self-restraint."

Upāskāra.—Now he points out another contributory cause of dharma and adharma:

Ayatasya means void of restraint, or unrestrained. Suchi-bhojanāt, from eating that which is pure. Ayatasya: Abhyundayāḥ, exaltation. Na, not. Vidya, exists. Accrues Niyama-abhāvāt, owing to the absence of self-restraint. Vidya, exists. Accrues. Va, and. Ayatasya Artha-antaratvāt, being a different thing. Vidyate, verily accrues from eating by means of the accompaniment of the self-restraint mentioned above. It may be asked, Why? Hence he says, 'niyama-abhāvāt,' i. e., owing to the absence of self-restraint, which is a contributory cause. That which takes place where self-restraint exists, is now stated. 'Vidya, i. e., exaltation verily accrues from eating by means of the accompaniment of the self-restraint mentioned above. It may be asked, How? So he says, 'Artha-antaratvāt yamasya,' i. e., because self-restraint is something else than eating. Therefore the meaning is that without the contributory cause there is no production of the fruit, and that with it, there is production of the fruit.—8.

Bhāṣya.—reads Vidya-teva 'rthāntaratvāt yamasya as a separate aphorism.

Self-restraint alone, again, is not sufficient for the purpose.

Upāskāra.—It may be objected, "If self-restraint alone is the governing element, then eating is not a governing element at all," Accordingly he says:

Aṣṭaṁ Śa Śvabhāvāt

Arthanārāṃ, something else. Another thing. Cha, and.

7. (It is) also something else.—247.
Asati, non-existing. च Cha, and अभावत् Abhâvat, because of non-existence.

9. (Self-restraint alone is not the cause of exaltation), for there is non-existence (of exaltation), where (the eating of pure food) does not exist.—249.

'Of exaltation' is the complement of the aphorism. 'Abhâvat,' i. e., since exaltation does not exist, 'asati,' i. e., where the eating of pure food does not exist, although there is self-restraint. The meaning, therefore, is that it is both of them, namely self-restraint and eating; which is the cause of merit. The word, eating, is illustrative Yama and Niyama, i. e., self-restraint, external and internal, are accessories also of sacrifice, charity, ablutions, oblations, and other actions prescribed by the Veda and the Sûrti.—9.

Origin of desire which, being a fault, is an accessory to adharma.

Upâskāra.—Having thus stated self-restraint as a contributory towards the production of dharma, he now points out the origin of fault, with a view to specify fault as an accessory to adharma:

सुखात् Sukhât, from pleasure. रागम् Râgam, (Lit. Colouration), Desire.

10. From Pleasure (arises) Desire.—250.

'Sukhât,' i. e., from pleasure derived from the enjoyment of garlands, sandal-paste, women, and other objects. râgam, i. e., desire, is produced successively for pleasure of a similar kind, or for the means of attaining it. It is also to be considered that from pain begotten by snakes, thorns, and the like, aversion arises with regard to such pain, or with regard to its source. Desire, aversion, and infatuation are called faults, inasmuch as they are incentives to activity (which serves to bind the agent down to this world). Accordingly there is the aphorism of Gautama, “Faults have for their characteristic incitement to activity (or worldly occupation).” (Nyâya-Sûtra, I. i. 18),—10.

Origin of desire which, being a fault, is an accessory to adharma, continued.

Upâskāra.—“Now,” it may be objected, “if only pleasure and pain produced desire and aversion, how then can the latter exist after the destruction of the former?” Hence he says:

तन्मयत्वा Tat-mayatvāt from transformation into, absorption, or entire occupation of mind with, or habituation to, that. च Cha, and.

11. (Desire and Aversion arise) also through habituation to that.—251.

'Desire and aversion arise'—this is the complement of the aphorism. Tat-mayatvāt means a particular kind of comparatively powerful impression produced by constant or habitual experience of objects,
through the influence of which, a sad lover, who does not win his mistress, sees his beloved in every object; and he who has been once bitten by a snake, in consequence of the strong impression regarding that, sees snakes everywhere. So it has been said, "Tat-mayatvaṃ (lit, full-of-that-ness) means the manifestation of that both internally and externally."—11.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He brings forward another source (of desire and aversion):

अद्रिष्ट 6 2 12
Adrīṣṭāt, from destiny^ or adriṣṭam. च Cha, and. Also.

12. (Desire and Aversion arise) from adriṣṭam also.—252.

‘Desire and version’—this forms the complement of the aphorism. Although adriṣṭam is a universal cause, still particular causality, towards desire and aversion, sometimes attends it. For instance, it should be inferred by such cases as of desire for a (mistress or) woman on the breaking forth of youth even in one who has not in that birth enjoyed the pleasures of love, and of aversion towards snakes even in those who have not experienced the pain of snake-bites. Nor is it only samskāra or impression produced in a previous existence (that is to say, instinct), which supplies the missing link in these cases. For there being no proof for the supposition of its existence, or for the supposition of its reascesitation, the supposition of adriṣṭam becomes necessary.—12.

Origin of desire which, being a fault, is an accessory to adharma, continued.

Upaskāra.—He mentions another contributory cause (of desire and aversion):

जातिविशेषाच 6 2 13
Jāti-viṣesāt, from particularity of race or racial distinction. च Cha, and.

13. (Desire and Aversion arise) also from racial distinctions.—253.

Thus, human beings have desire for rice, etc., animals of the deer class, for grass, etc.; those of the camel class, for briers. In these cases also, adriṣṭam which produces birth in such and such a race, is the governing principle, while race, i.e, distinction of birth, is only a means or medium. Similarly, pigeons, etc., possess desire for crops. In the same way, animals of the buffalo class possess aversion towards the horse; dogs, towards the jackal; ichneumons, towards snakes; and from other instances, it is to be inferred (that racial distinction is a means of desire and aversion).—13.

Desire and aversion produce dharma and adharma through inclination.

Upaskāra.—Having thus enumerated the efficient causes of desire and aversion, desire and aversion being the efficient causes of dharma and adharma, he now points out that the causality of fault towards dharma and adharma operates through the medium of activity or inclination.
14. Application to dharma and adharma has for its antecedents Desire and Aversion.—254.

'Pravritthi' or employment in a prescribed action, is due to the link of desire, and in a prohibited action, e.g., killing, is due to the link of aversion. Employment, due to the link of desire, in sacrifices, etc., begets dharma; employment, due to the link of aversion, in killing, etc., begets adharma. These same desire and aversion cause the wheel of transmigration to revolve. Accordingly there is the aphorism of Gautama, ‘Pravritthi or employment is the operation or exeration of speech, mind, and body,' (Nyāya-Sūtram, I. i. 17). Verbal employment is exeration of speech; it is meritorious, if it is for the expression of what is true, kind, and beneficial; it is sinful, if it is for the expression of what is nature, unkind, and baseful. By 'Buddhī,' (mind), is meant that by which objects are cognised, i.e., mind. Therefore mental employment is compassion towards all creatures, and other activities. Bodily employment, such as almsgiving, ministration, etc., is tenfold as sinful, and tenfold as meritorious.—11.

Vivṛiti.—The aphorism has been framed in a general way. Hence no harm has been done to the production of dharma, etc., also from chance contact with the water of the Ganges (the Ganges) and such other sources, even though desire and aversion do not exist here.

Dharma and adharma are causes of birth and death.

Upaskāra.—Now he states the end or object of dharma and adharma, i.e., reappearance after passing away:

15. Conjunction (of soul with body, sense, and life), produced by them (i.e., dharma and adharma), (is called birth); Disjunction (of body and mind, produced by them, is called death).—255-

From these, namely dharma and adharma, conjunction, i.e., birth, results. Connection with non-pre-existing body, sense, and life is here termed conjunction. ‘Vibhāgah’ again, denotes disjunction of body and mind, characterised as death. The meaning, therefore, is that this system of births and deaths, saṁsāra or ceaseless flow of existences, otherwise termed pretya-bhāva or re-appearance after passing away, is caused by dharma and adharma. The Vedic name of this very pretya-bhāva is ajarañjart-bhāva or non-decrepit decrepitude.—15.
How mokṣa is attained.

Upaskāra.—To ascertain, therefore, what mokṣa is, in which there is an end of this re-appearance after passing away, of the system of births and deaths, he says:

अत्मकर्ममेतु मोक्षो व्यास्यात्: ॥ ६ ॥

Atma-karmmasun, actions of the soul taking place. मोक्षः Mokṣaḥ, salvation. व्यास्यात् Vyākhyātaḥ, declared.

16. (It has been) declared that the actions of the soul taking place, salvation (results).—256.

This same disjunction of body and mind rises into mokṣa or liberation, when there exist the actions of the soul. This is the meaning. Now, the actions of the soul collectively are as follows: 'audition,' intellection, practice of holy communion, or yoga, constant meditation, posture, regulation of breath, (lit. lengthening of life, the acquisition of the control of the external senses and of the control of the internal sense, spiritual intuition of one's own soul and of the souls of others, accurate knowledge of previously produced dharma and adharma, which have to be experienced in other bodies and places the building up of various bodies suitable to such experience, the exhaustion of that dharma and adharma by experiencing them, and ultimate success or emancipation, characterised as cessation of pain, on the cessation of biḥ, when there is cessation of tendency to action, in consequence of the non-production of subsequent dharma and adharma, due to the overcoming of the mists of faults characterised as desire and aversion. Of these the prime action of the soul is knowledge of the real nature or essence of the six Predicables.—16.

Here ends the second chapter of the sixth book in the Commentary of Śaṅkara upon the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms.

Vivṛiti.—Spiritual intuition of the reality of the self steals away false knowledge, sprung from spiritual blindness, of which the subject-matter is that the soul is not distinct from the body, etc. Thereupon there is cessation of faults, characterised as desire and aversion; from which there follows destruction of activity or inclination productive of dharma and adharma. And from the non-existence of inclination results annihilation of birth in the form of the initial conjunction of life with a future body. And hence there results final annihilation of the threefold afflictions. It is in this that mokṣa consists. Therefore this treatise is useful, as a system of thought intended for the purpose of intellection or thinking about things.
BOOK SEVENTH.—CHAPTER FIRST.

Allusion to I. i. 6.

Upaskāra.—Having examined dharma and adharma, as the root causes of Samsāra or transmigration, as the efficient causes of all that has a production, as the means of bhoga or worldly experience, and as uniformly attaching to each individual soul, from their origin, as well as the adhiristam of others as conducive to fruits to be experienced by those others, the author now calls back to the mind of the disciples the enumeration and definition of Attributes with the intention of examining those Attributes.

उक्तः गुणः: || ७ १ १ १ ॥

उक्तः: Uktah, stated, mentioned, enumerated. गुणः: Guṇah, attributes.

1. Attributes (have been) mentioned (above).—257.

The meaning is that Attributes have been enumerated and defined. Of these colour, etc., seventeen in all, have been verbally stated, and seven have been brought forward by the word cha, 'and'. Accordingly all the twenty-four Attributes have been mentioned. Now, Attribute-ness connotes possession of the 'class' directly pervaded by existence appearing in eternals present in the eternals, or possession of the 'class' directly pervaded by existence appearing in eternals which do not appear in combinative causes, or possession of the 'class' directly pervaded by existence appearing in eternals appearing in non-combinative causes, or possession of the 'class' not appearing in action which does not co-exist in the same substratum with the effect.—1.

What attributes are non-eternal.

Upaskāra.—Now, the examination of Attributes, as Attributes, is the subject of the seventh book. Of this, in the first Chapter, there are five sections, viz., (1) the examination of Attributes as eternal, (2) the examination of Attributes as non-eternal, (3) the examination of Attributes due to the action of heat, (4) the examination of Attributes which appear of function in more substances than one, e.g., Number, etc., and (5) the examination of measure or extension. Herein he states the non-eternity of the four Attributes, colour, etc.

प्रथित्वातिरिपरस्तगत्वन्तरपरस्परश्च द्रव्यानित्यत्वाददनित्यात् || ७ १ १ ॥

प्रथित्वातिरिपरस्तगत्वन्तरपरस्परश्च: Prthivi-ādi-rūpa-rasa-gandha-sparśāh, the Colour, Taste Smell, and Touch of Earth, etc., i.e., of Earth, Water, Fire, and Air. द्रव्यानित्यत्वात् Dravyā-anityatvāt, on account of the non-eternity of the substances in which they reside. मनिशा: Anityah, non-eternal. च Cha, also.

2. The Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch of Earth, Water, Fire, and Air, are also non-eternal, on account of the non-eternity of their substrata.—258.

Of the wholes made up of parts, beginning with Earth, and ending with Air, the four Attributes, colour, and the following, are non-eternal. Although other Attributes also, being present in whole made up of parts, are really non-eternal, yet (they are not referred to here, because) their destruction is also due to other causes. The four Attributes, beginning with colour, disappear only on the destruction of their substrata, and
not in consequence of another, and contradictory, Attribute. 'Dravya-
animityatvât:' The meaning is that the non-eternity of the dependent
Attributes is on account of the non-eternity of substances upon which
they depend.—2.

What attributes are eternal.

Upaskāra.—If the non-eternity of substrata governs the non-eternity of colour, etc.,
then, he says, it is obtained from necessary implication, that those colour, etc., which reside
in eternal substrata, possess eternity.

एतेन नित्येषु नित्येत्तृत्वम् II ३ १ ४ १ II
एतेन Etena, by this. नित्येषु Nityesu, in eternals. नित्यात्तृत्वम्, eternality. उक्तम् Uktam, stated. Implied.

3. By this is implied eternality (of Colour, etc., which reside)
in eternal substances.—259.

Of the same four Attributes, colour, etc., present in eternal sub-
strata, eternality is implied 'by this,' which means, by the declaration
of non-eternity by reason of the non-eternity of the substrata.

The writer of the Vṛitti, however, explains thus: नित्येवनित्य तृत्वम्
—this is the reading, with the addition of an ख, (so that instead of
'eternality,' the reading is 'non-eternality. ') Thus, colour, etc., residing
in terrene ultimate atoms, disappear on the conjunction of fire.—3.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—Does, then, eternality belong also to colour, etc., which reside in terrene
eternal substances? Accordingly he specifies (the eternals referred to in the preceding
aphorism).

अप्सु तेजसि वायो च नित्या इत्यनित्यत्वात् II ३ १ २ ४ II
अप्सु Apsu, in water. तेजसि Tejasî, in fire. वायो Vāyo, in air. च Cha,
and. नित्या: Nityâḥ, eternal. इत्यनित्यत्वात् Dravya-nityatvât, in consequence
of the eternity of substrata.

4. And also in consequence of the eternity of their (respec-
tive) substrata, (Colour, etc.) are eternal in Water, Fire, and Air.
—260.

In aqueous ultimate atoms, Colour, Taste, and Touch are eternal;
in igneous ultimate atoms, Colour and Touch; in ultimate atoms of Air,
Touch is eternal. "But," it may be asked, what is the contradiction,
if colour, etc., present even in things eternal, be themselves non-eternal
like Sound, Understanding, etc.?" Accordingly, an additional reason,
viz., non-appearance of another attribute (vide IV. ii. 3 ante), is indicat-
ed by the word ख, 'and.' For, in Sound, the manifestation of a
different attribute is observed in the form of tones, high, low, etc.; and
in knowledge, etc., samskāra, impression or habit, etc., contradictory
of, or which oppose, knowledge, etc., (are observed). In aqueous,
igneous, and aerial ultimate atoms, other attributes, contradictory of
colour, etc., do not appear. If they appeared, then Colour, etc.,
heterogeneous from the antecedent ones, would be observed also in the aqueous and other wholes made up of parts, or compounds, originated by the same ultimate atoms, in the order of binary and other atomic aggregates. But colour, different in kind from white colour, does not belong to Water and Fire; nor do Touches, different in kind from cold and hot Touches. "Hot water," "Cold air,"—such intuitions are, however, due to the influence of upādhi or adjunct or external condition. This is the import.—

Vivriti.—"But Colour, etc., residing in aqueous ultimate atoms, being destructible by the conjunction of fire," it may be objected, "why this generalisation, namely, "in eternals" (in the preceding aphorism) ?" Hence he specifies the eternals.

The meaning is that Colour, etc., inherent in the eternal earth (i.e., ultimate atoms of earth), are not certainly eternal, but that it has been stated in the preceding aphorism that those only are eternal, which are, in the eternal Water, Fire, and Air (i.e., aqueous, igneous, and aerial ultimate atoms).

What attributes are non-eternal.

Upaskåra.—Already it has been stated that (Colour, etc., are) non-eternal in non-eternals among terrene substances. Now he states it in the case of aqueous other non-eternals also.

अनित्येष्वनित्या द्रव्यानित्यत्वात् ॥ ७ । १ । ५ ॥

अनित्येः Anityesu, in non-eternals. अनित्याः Anityâh, non-eternal.

द्रव्यानित्यत्वात्—Dravya-anityatvat, in consequence of the non-eternity of substrata.

5. In non-eternals, (Colour, etc., are) non-eternal, in consequence of the non-eternity of their substrata.—261.

The meaning is that Colour, etc., of aqueous, and other wholes made up of parts, disappear only on the dissolution of substrata, but not in consequence of other, contradictory, attributes.—5.

Vivriti.—Are Attributes, inhering in non-eternals, and other than Colour, etc., eternal? If so, then Conjunction, etc., also will be eternal. To remove this apprehension, he says:

The meaning is that Attributes which exist in non-eternal substances, are, all of them, non-eternal, because their substrata are non-eternal, so that eternal Attributes do not at all exist in non-eternal substances.

Colour, etc., of Earth, produced by burning.

Upaskåra.—In earth, appearing in the form of wholes made up of parts, (i.e., in terrene bodies), also, Colour, etc., appear and disappear only on the conjunction of fire. How, therefore, are they destructible only by the destruction of their substrata? To remove this apprehension, he says:

कारणामुपूर्वन्वकः प्रथित्या पाकजः ॥ ७ । १ । ६ ॥
6. In Earth, (Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch) have for their antecedents (like) attributes in (its combinative) causes, (and are also) due to the action of heat. —262.

'Pākajāḥ' means Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch, due to the action of heat; 'Kāraṇa-guṇa-pūrvvakāḥ' means preceded by the attributes of that, e. g., potsherds, etc., which is the combinative cause of the substratum of Colour, e. g., a water-pot. Thus, the Colour of the potsherd is the non-combinative cause of the colour of the water-pot, by means of the proximity known as combination in the same object with the cause. So also in the case of Taste, etc. Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch possess the jāti or 'class' directly pervaded by attribute-ness such as colour-ness, etc.

Objection.—Colourness, which is nothing but apprehensibility by the eye, is the upādhi or external condition (of colour-perception).

Answer.—It is not. For, this would entail non-appearance of the intuition of colour immediately on the falling of the sense, since an upādhi or external condition which is not adjacent, is unfit for producing the intuition of that which is conditioned or super-imposed. Here the upādhi, again, is the eye, and the same—the ocular sense—is supersensuous. And apprehensibility is the being the object of apprehension. This too is not an object of ocular perception, since perception distinguished or determined by colour-ness is ocular. Colour-ness, therefore, is the characteristic of the attribute perceptible by the external sense of the eye alone.

Objection.—But it does not pervade or include supersensuous colour.

Answer.—The objection does not arise; for, the possession of the jāti or class apprehensible by the external sense of the eye alone, is intended. Such jāti is colour-ness; as also are blue-ness, etc.

Objection.—The manifestations of blue, yellow, etc., are eternal, only as each of them is a single, individual, manifestation. There are not blue-ness, and other classes, inasmuch as their denotation is a single individual.

Answer.—This is not the case, as it would entail the non-appearance of the intuition of deeper blue, deepest blue, etc.

Objection.—But the use of the comparative and the superlative may be caused here by the absence of inter-penetration of whiteness, etc.

Answer.—It cannot, since there is no proof of it, and also because of the intuition, "Dark colour is gone, red produced."

Objection.—But such intuition is caused by the production and destruction of combination.
Answer.—No, since there is no trace of combination there, and since combination is eternal. The same (i.e., production and destruction of combination) being applicable also in the case of the non-eternity of the water-pot, etc., the result would be non-finality, since Anyathasiddhi, production by other means, or plurality of causes, can be easily ascribed there by way of the very non-eternity of combination.

Another objection.—The attributes, blue, yellow, etc., are not different from substance, since there is no difference between a property and that of which it is a property.

Answer.—This cannot be the case, as it would entail such uses as “Colour is water-pot,” “Touch is water-pot,” etc.

Objection.—But there is no harm in it, inasmuch as there are really such intuitions as “White cloth,” “Blue cloth,” etc.

Answer.—The analogy does not hold, because the intuitions are explained by the supposition of elision of the affix, matup, denoting possession, or by the supposition of transference of identity.

Objection.—This supposition would be somewhat probable, were there proof of difference.

Answer.—But difference is proved by means of such predication as “Colour of sandal-wood,” “Smell of sandal-wood,” etc. If the cloth were identical with colour, then, like the cloth, colour also would be perceived by the sense-organ of the skin, and being asked to bring the colour, one would bring some substance whatever.

Objection.—Let, then, there be identity in difference, seeing that in the case of absolute difference as well as of absolute identity, coexistence in the same substratum would not be possible.

Answer.—This cannot be, for it is impossible for identity and difference, which are contradictory to each other, to appear together in the same place, without the difference of their situation.

Objection.—But the characteristic of mutual non-existence (or non-existence which is the counter-opposite of identity, e.g., a waterpot is not a cloth) appears in that which appears in what is not pervaded or included, since it is the characteristic of being the property of that which appears in eternal non-existence, like the characteristic of absolute non-existence (or non-existence which is the counter-opposite of connection with the past, the present, and the future, e.g., there is no waterpot inside the earth).

Answer.—This is not the case. For, in virtue of the intuition of conjunction and its absolute non-existence, the characteristic of appearing in that which is not pervaded, is observed of absolute non-existence, but, in the case of mutual non-existence, such intuition does not exist.

Now, this colour is of various kinds in Earth: in Water and Fire, it is only white. Sometimes there is one more colour, i.e., variegated or compound colour, also in a cloth, etc.; for, otherwise, they would not be objects of visual perception, since only substances possessing colour can be objects of perception by the eye.
Objection.—But there can be no origination of colour by heterogeneous colours.

Answer.—This is not the case; for, homogeneity, only as constituted by the characteristic of being colour, is required in the origination of blue, yellow, etc., since otherwise, as has been already stated, they would not be objects of visual perception.

Objection.—But the apprehension of the colour of a whole made up of parts is possible by means of the apprehension of the colours of those parts.

Answer.—It is not, as it would entail that the parts also, possessing variegated or compound colour, are themselves void of colour. Moreover, wherever, in consequence of the action of heat, variegated colour appears in ultimate atoms, there also variegated colour is produced in the cloth, etc., originated by them successively.

Objection.—In the yellow myrobalan, then, taste also is variegated.

Answer.—No, for no harm would be done, even if the yellow myrobalan were void of taste. The tradition of six tastes, however, is due to the causality which produces the effects or properties of those tastes.

Similarly, smell also is not variegated, since a fragrant and a non-fragrant part are not its originators.

Objection.—In the parts of a karkaṭi or cucumber, there is sometimes bitterness, and sometimes sweetness. Which taste, then, exists in karkaṭi?

Answer.—Only sweetness.

Objection.—There existing a conflict of attributes, how can it be so?

Answer.—On account of the non-existence of bitterness in the parts thereof.

Objection.—How, then, does such sensation (of bitterness) arise?

Answer.—It arises from the bitter taste of the bilious substance existing at the tip of the tongue irritated by the eating of the karkaṭi. It is from this cause that sometimes the mouth also becomes bitter.

Objection.—But how does not this explanation apply in the case of the yellow myrobalan also?

Answer.—Because, in the parts of the yellow myrobalan, various tastes are felt, e. g., sour, sweet, salt, etc. There is no need of further argumentation or elaboration.

And this colour is an auxiliary to the eye.

Objection.—Such being the case, how do the non-existence of Colour in air, and darkness become objects of ocular perception?

Answer.—The question does not arise, since colour is an auxiliary to the eye in the apprehension only of existences or objective realities.
The colours of all the three, viz., the object, the light, and the eye, are exciting causes of ocular perception.

Taste, again, is that which possesses the \textit{jāti} or 'class,' taste-ness. Taste-ness is the \textit{jāti} or 'class' which is the object of immediate cognition producible by the sense taste alone. And the possession of such a \textit{jāti} or 'class' is taste-ness. It is this, the source of vitality, growth, strength, and health, that is an auxilium to the tongue. Thus, taste-ness being possession of the \textit{jāti} or 'class' pervaded by attribute-ness capable of being apprehended by the organ of the tongue, there is no non-pervasion, \textit{i.e.}, exclusion, of super-sensuous taste.

Attribute, apprehensible by the nose alone, is Smell. Smell-ness is the possession of the \textit{jāti} or 'class' pervaded by attribute-ness apprehensible by the nose only. It is two-fold, being fragrant and non-fragrant. Or Smell-ness denotes the possession of the \textit{jāti} or 'class' directly pervaded by attribute-ness appearing only in that which is present in Earth.

In like manner, Touch also is the attribute possessing the \textit{jāti} or 'class,' touch-ness. Touch-ness denotes the possession of the \textit{jāti} or 'class' directly pervaded by attribute-ness apprehensible by the organ of the skin only. Inhering in the quartet of substances, (namely, Earth, Water, Fire, Air), it is, again, three-fold, according to the differences of neither hot nor cold, cold, and hot.

Now, in passing, the process due to the action of heat, is considered. Here, according to those who hold the theory of the burning of an earthen-pot (as a whole), the whole of the effect and the cause is burnt. Those who hold the theory of the burning of the ultimate atoms (constituting the whole), maintain that it is the ultimate atoms which are separately burnt, that it is in them that there take place destruction of the previous colour and production of the succeeding colour, etc., and that, following the course of the attribute of the cause, colour, etc., are produced in the burnt (wholes made up again) of (burnt) parts. Here the sense is as follows: From the impulse or the impact, given by fire, to a raw substance, \textit{e.g.}, a water-pot, etc., thrown in a kiln, disjunction, which is the counter-opposite of conjunction originative of a compound substance, appears among the ultimate atoms originative of that raw substance, and on the destruction of originative conjunction by the disjunction, destruction of the substance must take place. For, it is seen that of rice, etc., placed in a pan, destruction takes place at once from frying, only by the application of heat from below, and that, (under similar conditions) intense ebullition takes place in milk, water, and the like. Therefore, it is hoping too much that substances, smitten with flames of fire on all sides, in a kiln, will endure. Moreover, if there be no destruction of substances, then burning at their centre will not be possible. For, there is no possibility of conjunction of fire at the centre which is enclosed with harder other constituent parts. So that there will be this great incongruity that the parts are dark but the whole made up of those parts is red.

\textit{Objection.}—Substances which are wholes made up of parts, are certainly porous. \textit{How}, otherwise, can oil, clarified butter, etc., poured
into a jar, etc., ooze out, and how also can these be boiled? Hence, at the centre also, there can be conjunction of fire.

**Answer.**—This cannot be, inasmuch as, on account of exclusion of ponderable or corporal or dense substances in virtue of the property of impenetrability, conjunction of fire is impossible at the centre which is already conjoined with other (constituent) parts.

**Objection.**—If there is destruction of the substance, how, then, can there be the recognition, “This is that very water-pot?” How, again, in all changes of conditions, in the kiln, etc., are the water-pot, etc., observed in one and the same form? How is it that a pan, a plate, etc., placed on the burning water-pot, etc., are observed in the same position? For they should fall down on the dissolution of the water-pot, etc. How, again, are exactly the same number of wholes as are placed in the furnace, afterwards obtained from it? For, during the process of burning, the origination is possible, of more or less substances, by the (dissolved) ultimate atoms, in the order of binary and other atomic aggregates. How, again, are water-pot, etc., of exactly the same dimensions, observed to come out from the furnace? How, again, will not the marks of lines and prints be obliterated? Burning, therefore, takes place only in the wholes.

**Answer.**—Such is not the case. For disjunction of three or four tertiary atomic aggregates being effected from a water-pot, etc., with the point of a needle, there being destruction of substance as a whole in consequence of the destruction of conjunction originative of substance, all such contradictions appear in, or are explained on, both the theories. For, even they who hold the theory of the burning of the water-pot as a whole, cannot venture to say that substance as a whole is not destroyed in the case of the above instance.

Even in that case the water-pot, etc., are not destroyed, since it is possible for an effect to continue to exist by inhering in the remaining constituent parts even when there has been destruction of some constituent parts. Were it not so, recognition, etc., would be really impossible. This is the view of the Mīndamsakas. But they should be asked; how the water-pot, etc., bearing relation to the situation or arrangement of all the constituent parts, can appear in a smaller number of constituent parts. If it be their reply that it is possible in the same way as is possible contraction of measure or extension or quantit in a cloth which is not yet destroyed; we reply that there can be no such analogy, for there is no observation of contraction and expansion in the case of wood, stone, pillar, earthen jar, etc., made up of harder constituent parts. It cannot be rejoined by them that what is said to destroy the water-pot, etc., destroys only its measure or extension; for, measure or extension can be destroyed only by the destruction of its substratum. Moreover, like the recognition of the water-pot, etc., measure or extension also is recognised in the case of the needle-scratch, whereas in their view its destruction also is impossible. This is the point.

On the theory of those who hold that disjunction which is the counteropposite of conjunction originative of substance as well as disjunction which is not its counter-opposite, are produced by one and
the same action in the constituent part, there is production of red
colour, etc., at the ninth moment counting from the destruction of the
binary atomic aggregate, in another binary atomic aggregate, since
action is conceived to exist in the very same ultimate atom. Thus,
there is first action in the ultimate atom originative of the binary
atomic aggregate, from the impulse given by fire; then, disjunction;
then destruction of conjunction originative of substance; then,
destruction of the binary atomic aggregate; then, in consequence of
conjunction of fire, disappearance of dark colour, etc., from the pure
or singly existing ultimate atom, after the destruction of the binary
atomic aggregate; after destruction of dark colour, etc., production of red
colour, etc., from another conjunction of fire; after production of red
colour, etc., cessation of action in the ultimate atom; following it,
action in the ultimate atom, from conjunction of soul possessing adrist-
am or destiny; then, disjunction; then, cessation of previous conjunc-
tion, originative of substance, with another ultimate atom; then,
production of the binary atomic aggregate; after the production of the
binary atomic aggregate, production of red colour, etc., in the pro-
gressive order of the attribute of the cause. These are the nine moments,
if a different action is produced just at the moment of the cessation of
the previous action. If, on the other hand, a different action is pro-
duced not at the moment of the cessation of the previous action, then
there are ten moments. Even if disjunction, etc., produced by disjunc-
tion, be admitted, still there are ten moments, if disjunction produced by
disjunction has reference to the time in which destruction of conjunc-
tion originative of substance takes place. If, on the other hand disjunc-
tion produces another disjunction with reference to the time in which
destruction of substance takes place, then there are eleven moments
in the process. Thus, destruction of the binary atomic aggregate
and disjunction produced by disjunction, at one moment; then, destruc-
tion of previous conjunction, and cessation of dark colour, etc.;
subsequent conjunction and production of red colour, etc., cessation of
disjunction produced by disjunction and of action, by means of
subsequent conjunction; then, action in the ultimate atom, favourable
to origination of substance, disjunction from action; cessation of
previous conjunction from disjunction; thence, conjunction originative
of substance; thence production of substance; production of red colour,
etc., in the produced substance. These are the ten moments. Where
however, production of disjunction by disjunction depends upon the
passing of the time containing the destruction of substance, there are,
by the increase of one moment, eleven moments. Thus, destruction of sub-
stances; then disjunction produced by disjunction and cessation of dark
colour, etc.; then subsequent conjunction and production of red colour, etc.
then cessation of disjunction produced by disjunction and of action; then
action in the ultimate atom, favourable to the origination of substance;
then disjunction; cessation of previous conjunction; production of
conjunction originative of substance; production of the binary atomic
aggregate; production of red colour, etc. These are the eleven moments.
Such is the process on the conception of action and cessation of action
in one and the same ultimate atom. If action favourable to the origi-
nation of substance is conceived to take place in a different ultimate
atom, then the production of red colour, etc., should be understood to
appear at the fifth, sixth, seventh, or eighth moment commencing from destruction of the binary atomic aggregate. The same has been explained in Kanāda-Rahasyam.—6.

Colour, etc., of Earth, produced by burning, continued.

Upaskāra.—In order to establish that the Colour, etc., of terrene ultimate atoms have conjunction of fire as their non-combinative cause, he says:

एकद्रव्यत्वूः \( \frac{1}{2} 7 \) \( 1 \) \( 17 \) \( 11 \)

एकद्रव्यत्वार् Eka-dravya-tvāt, Because of the characteristic of inhering in one substance.

7. Because their substratum is the same.—263.

The expression, "of (attributes) produced from burning," is the complement of the aphorism. "Being attributes," and "being effects," are also intended here. The whole sentence, therefore, means: Colour, etc., of terrene ultimate atoms, have conjunction for their non-combinative cause, inasmuch as these, being product-attributes, are at the same time non-abhorrent or incongruent attributes inhering in eternals, like Sound, and like Understanding, etc. Or the śādhyā, or what has to be proved, is merely the characteristic of being produced from conjunction. Hence there is no undue extension to, or inclusion of, Sound produced from disjunction, since conjunction of Air is the efficient cause of all Sounds whatever. And from the observation of the presence and absence of fire in relation to them, the non-combinative causality of conjunction of fire, towards terrene colour, etc., is proved by the force of pakṣa-dharmatā i. e., the characteristic of the vyāpya or the middle term, the mark of inference, existing in the pakṣa or the subject of the conclusion—7.

Vivriti.—The question may arise, how the attributes of the cause, as they do not exist in the effect, can be productive of the attributes of the effect, when there is thus a difference of substrata. Apprehending this, he says:

Because they have one substance as their substratum, that is to say, because there is co-existence in the same substratum. Thus, even though the attributes of the cause do not exist in the effect by the relation of immediate combination, yet, inasmuch as they exist in the effect by the relation of co-existence in the same substratum in the form of combination with that which is in combination with them, their productiveness of the attributes of the effect is not unproved. This is the import.

Non-cognition of Minuteness and cognition of Magnitude, explained before.

Upaskāra.—Having elucidated Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch, by long discourses, and going to begin first the examination of Measure of Extension, in violation of the order of enumeration of the Attributes), following the maxim* of the needle and the kettle, inasmuch as Measure of Extension is proved by common consent, whereas there is a wide range of divergent views on the question of Number—he says:

* The maxim of the needle and the kettle is that when a man has got to turn out a needle and a kettle, he first makes the needle, the smaller and easier piece of work, and then devotes his whole attention, energy, and time to the manufacture of the kettle, the large and more difficult piece of work.
The term, 'in the eternal', signifies the fourth book, demonstrative of the eternal, i.e., the container, by the contained. 'Cognition and non-cognition': The application (of these words) will be according to relevancy, on the maxim, "When one thing is relevant to another, it belongs to that other, even though lying at a distance." So that the proposition, "Non-cognition of the atomic" is obtained. In like manner, in the perceptual cognition, therefore, namely, "large, blue jug," Measure or Extension also is as much an object (of perception) as blue colour. And by means of this Measure or Extension, Measure or Extension terminating in the ultimate atom, is inferred, as also from Substance-ness. Moreover, in the perceptibility of Substance, Measure or Extension also is a cause, like colour; for, without magnitude, substance cannot be perceptible. It is, therefore, ascertained that, as being a cause of the perceptibility of Substance, and being itself perceptible, an attribute, called Measure or Extension, exists. For, were the distinctive form of a water-pot, etc., its Measure or Extension, a man would bring any water-pot, when he was told to bring घर्त, the massive or the extended, and thus there would be a contradiction between the order of the master and the apprehension of it by the servant. Likewise from the term water-pot, Measure or Extension would be understood, or from the term, Measure or Extension, a water-pot.

Measure or Extension is the non-common or specific cause of the usage or application of measures, or a universal attribute inhering in the object which is the cause of the perceptual cognition of Substance. Application of measures is the application of cubits, etc., but not the application of weights, numbers, etc., This Measure or Extension is of four kinds, namely, Largeness, Smallness, Length, and Shortness. Of these, extreme largeness and extreme length exist in the four 'universals' (i.e., Space, Time, Ether, and Soul); extreme smallness and extreme shortness exist in the ultimate atoms; the next (higher) degree of smallness and shortness exists in binary atomic aggregates; largeness and length exist in substances from tertiary atomic aggregates upwards to composite wholes (or compound bodies as they exist in nature). In this manner, all substances whatever possess two Measures or Extensions. The attribution of smallness to a vilva or a bael fruit, amalaka (phyllanthus emblica), etc., and of shortness to fuel-sticks, etc., is relative. And relativity here denotes non-existence of bulkiness. The bulkiness that exists in the amalaka (emblic myrobalan), does not exist in the jujube; the bulkiness that exists in the vilva, does not exist in the amalaka. It is this bulkiness, which is the denotation of the
term, relativity, inasmuch as it partakes of both the primary and secondary uses.

Some maintain that length and shortness do not exist in the eternal substances. Others hold that these are not even modes of Measure or Extension; for, what they mean is this: As in the command, "Bring the longer ones from amongst these bodies," so also in the command, "Bring the spherical and the triangular ones from amongst these bodies," discrimination being equally possible, sphericity or roundness, etc., also could then have to be admitted as modes of Measure or Extension.—3.

Largeness or magnitude how produced.

Upaskra.—He now enumerates the causes of measure or extension.

Kāraya-vahūtvāc || 3 || 1 || 4 || 11

Kāraya-vahūtvāc: Kārṇa-vahūtvāt, from a multiplicity of causes. च Cha, also.

9. Largeness or Magnitude is produced, from a multiplicity of causes also.—265.

The word ‘cha’ implies the addition of magnitude and prachaya i.e., loose conjunction among parts. “Measure or extension is produced”—this is the complement of the aphorism. Among these, multiplicity of causes alone produces largeness or magnitude and length in tertiary atomic aggregates, since magnitude and accretion do not exist in their causes. That multiplicity is produced by the relative understanding of God, and the apprehension of particular adrisṭam or destinies, determines this plurality of objects in such relative understanding. Likewise, it will be stated hereafter, duality existing in two atoms is productive of measure or extension in a binary atomic aggregate. In a piece of cloth, originated by two non-coalescent threads, it is magnitude alone which is the non-combinative cause, since multiplicity and coalescence do not exist there. Where again, a ball of cotton, in this case, inasmuch as an increase of measure or extension is observed, therefore accretion is the cause, since multiplicity does not exist, and since magnitude though existing, is not a condition or occasion for increase of measure or extension. Such being the case, were magnitude cause here, there would be no defect in the argument, for it has been said, “By two, by one, or by all.”

Prachaya, coalescence or accretion, is originative conjunction, and is defined as conjunction in an object of some of its constituent parts towards itself, in which object some of the constituent parts were not in conjunction towards itself. And this conjunction of constituent parts, it has been observed, is dependent upon a loose conjunction among their own constituent parts, is productive of measure or extension, and is involved in the origination of Attributes and Actions.—9.
The atomic is the opposite of the large or massive; the short, of the long.

Upaskāra.—Having demonstrated magnitude and length, he now demonstrates atomic-ness or minuteness.

अतोपिपरितमणु || १ १ १ १०||

अत: Atah, of this. विसेता विपरितम्, the contrary. अनु अनु, the atomic, small, or minute.

10. The contrary of this is the atomic.—266.

'Atah,' i. e., from large or massive measure or extension established by perception; 'viparitam,' (i. e., divergent). The meaning is that that is atomic measure or extension. The contrariety arises from imperceptibility, and from contrariety of causes also. For in the case of magnitude or massiveness, magnitude, multiplicity, and accretion are the causes, while in the case of atomic-ness or minuteness, duality inhering in the cause and produced by the relative understanding of God, is the cause. By this is also to be understood that the contrary of length is shortness, and here too the contrariety is as afore-said.—10.

In what sense the same thing appears both small and large.

Upaskāra.—He now shows that in the case of a jujube, an āmalaka, etc., the attribution of smallness is secondary or relative.

अनु महद्विति तस्मिन् विशेषभावात् विशेषभावावच्छ ||११||

अनु अनु, atomic, small, minute. महत् Mahat, large, massive. इति Iti, such. तस्मिन् Tasmin, in that, i. e., in respect of one and the same object. विशेषभावात् Viśeṣa-bhāvāt, from the existence of the species, or of the peculiarity. विशेषभावावच्छ Viśeṣa-abhāvāt, from the non-existence of the species, or of the peculiarity.

11. ' (It is) smaller,' ' (It is) larger,'—such affirmations, in respect of one and the same object, arise from the existence of the species, or of the peculiarity, and from the non-existence of the species, or of the peculiarity.—267.

The word, ' iti,' indicates the sense of attribution or usage. There is, then, all this usage that a jujube, is small in relation to a bael-fruit, that an emblic myrobalan is large in relation to a jujube, that a bael-fruit is large in relation to an emblic myrobalan. Amongst these, ' (It is) large'—such usage with regard to them is primary. If it be asked how it is so, says, ' viśeṣa-bhāvāt,' i. e., because of ' bhāva,' i. e., existence of ' viśeṣa,' i. e. the very species, magnitude, by ' bhāva,' i. e. the relation of more, etc. On the other hand, the treatment of them as small, is secondary or relative. If it be asked how this is so, he says, ' viśeṣa-abhāvāt,' i. e., because of the non-existence in them of the species, smallness. For, smallness, as an effect, resides only in binary atomic aggregates, and, as eternal, resides in the ultimate atoms, and consequently it does not exist in a jujube, etc.
Or, the meaning may be, that the treatment of a jujube, etc., as small is secondary, because of the 'bhāva,' i.e., the existence in the constituent parts of the jujube, etc., of the 'viṣeṣa,' i.e., the cause of magnitude, namely, multiplicity of constituent parts, magnitude, and accretion, and because of the 'abhāva,' i.e., the non-existence, in the constituent parts of the jujube, etc., of the 'viṣeṣa,' i.e., the cause of smallness, namely, duality which does not co-exist in the same substratum with magnitude.—11.

In what sense the same thing appears both small and large, continued.

Upaskāra.—He gives the reason why the attribution of smallness is secondary:

एककाल्त्त्वात् II 7 1 I 12 II

एककाल्त्त्वात् Eka-kāla-tvāt, from simultaneity (of the cognitions of largeness and smallness).

12, (The attribution of smallness is secondary), because of the simultaneity (of the cognition of largeness and smallness in respect of the same object.)—268.

Magnitude and minuteness are perceived at one and the same time. And these, magnitude and minuteness, being mutually contradictory, cannot appear together in one and the same substratum. The intuition of magnitude, therefore, is there primary inasmuch as the cause of magnitude exists there, and the intuition and application of minuteness are secondary. This is the meaning.—12.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He states the reason for the primariness of the intuition of magnitude:

द्रष्टान्ताच्छ II 7 1 I 13 II

द्रष्टान्ताः. Driṣṭāntāḥ, from example, or analogue. च Cha, And.

13. Also because there is the analogue.—269.

The meaning is that it is seen likewise that in the natural order of things the practical recognition, i.e., the application, of large, larger, and largest, must be with regard only to things possessing magnitude, namely, the jujube, the embllic myrobalan, and the bael fruit, just as the application of white, whiter, and whitest, is, according to the nature of things, with regard only to white objects, namely, a piece of cloth, a conch-shell, a crystal, etc.—13.

Minuteness and magnitude do not exist in minuteness and magnitude.

Upaskāra.—It may be objected: In virtue of the usage, "Small Measure or Extension," "Large Measure or Extension," it is known that there is magnitude also in magnitude as a measure or extension, and that there is smallness in smallness also. How, then, can these be said to exist in Sub stance alone? How, again, does not the contradiction result, in Attribute, of being existent in Attribute?

प्रायुक्तमहत्त्वयोग्यतमहत्त्वाभावः कमर्यषात्वच्यायात्: II 7 1 I 14 II
14. The non-existence of minuteness and magnitude, in minuteness and magnitude, is explained by (the explanation, already given, of the non-existence of Actions and Attributes, in) Actions and Attributes.—270.

To this he replies:
The meaning is that as Attribute and Actions do not possess minuteness and magnitude, so also do not minuteness and magnitude possess minuteness and magnitude. The usage should be regarded as derivative.—14.

It may be urged that as Attributes are possessed of Attributes,—and how else could there be such uses as “Large (i.e., extensive) Sound,” “Two Sounds,” “One Sound,” “Twenty-four Attributes,” etc. ?—and as Actions appear to be possessed of Actions,—and how else could there be such uses as “It goes quickly,” “It goes swiftly”? so minuteness and magnitude must also be possessed of minuteness and magnitude.

15. Actions have been explained (to be void) of Actions, and Attributes, of Attributes.—271.

With this in view, he says:

By Actions, Actions are not possessed of Actions. By Attributes, Attributes are also not possessed of Attributes. In like manner, minuteness and magnitude are also not possessed of minuteness and magnitude. The usage, however, is, in all these cases, derivative. This is the meaning.—15.

Minuteness and Magnitude do not exist in Attribute or in Action.

Upāsākāra—It may be urged that usage such as “Large Actions,” “Minute Actions,” “Large Attributes,” “Minute Attributes,” etc., entails that Actions possess minuteness and magnitude, and also Attributes possess both of them. In anticipation of this, he says:

16. By minuteness and magnitude, Actions and Attributes also are explained (to be void of minuteness and magnitude).—272.
The meaning is that as minuteness and magnitude are not possessed of minuteness and magnitude, so Actions are not possessed of either of them, nor are Attributes possessed of either of them. This treatment as such however, is derivative as aforesaid. This is the import.—16.

Bhāṣya.—Minuteness and magnitude may be predicated of action and attribute.

*Length and shortness do not exist in length and shortness.*

_Upaskāra._—He extends the process of minuteness and magnitude to length and shortness.

एतेन दीर्घत्वह्रस्वते व्याख्याते ॥ १६ ॥

एतेन एतेन, hereby. रीव्याख्याते डिर्गहत्व-ह्रस्वते, length and shortness. व्याख्याते Vyākhya, explained.

17. Hereby are explained Length and Shortness.—273.

Length, and shortness also are not possessed of length and shortness. Whatever is productive of magnitude, the same is productive of length; whatever is productive of minuteness, the same is productive of shortness. If it be asked, the cause being the same, how there can be this difference in the effect, the reply is that it is proved or explained, like attributes produced by burning, by the difference of antecedent non-existence. Wherever there is minuteness, there is shortness; where there is eternal minuteness, there is eternal shortness, etc. This is the meaning of the extension or analogy.—17

_How Measure or Extension is destroyed._

_Upaskāra._—He now points out that which destroys (Measure or Extension):

आनित्येन अनित्यम् ॥ १७ ॥

आनित्येन Anitye, in the non-eternal अनित्यम् Anityam, non-eternal, perishable.

18. In the non-eternal, (Measure or Extension also is) non-eternal.—274.

All this four-fold Measure or Extension, being present in perishable substance, disappears only on the destruction of the substratum, and not on account of contradictory, other attributes.

_Objection._—But the Measure or Extension of a water-pot is destroyed, although the water-pot still exists; how else, even after the breaking of the neck of the water-pot, can there be the recognition, “This is that very water-pot”?

_Answer._—This is not the case, in as much as the destruction of the water-pot is necessary or inevitable, by the destruction of the substratum. For, it stands neither to reason nor to experience that, the binary atomic aggregates being destroyed on the destruction of the conjunction of two ultimate atoms, there is non-destruction of the tertiary atomic aggregates constituted by the binary ones, and of limestone, etc., constituted by the tertiary atomic aggregates.
Objection.—How then does the recognition arise?

Answer.—It is an error, like the recognition, “This is that very flame of the lamp.”

Objection.—But the recognition of the the lamp is certainly correct knowledge; whereas minuteness and magnitude undergo production and destruction.

Answer.—This cannot be maintained, because it has been already mentioned that their destruction is not possible without the destruction of their substratum.—18.

What Measure or Extension is eternal.

(Upaskāra.—Is then minuteness, inhering in ultimate atoms, destroyed, as are Colour, etc., of terrene ultimate atoms? Is magnitude also, inhering in ether, etc., destroyed, as are Sound, Understanding, etc.? In anticipation of these objections, he says:

नित्ये नित्यम् || ७ || १ || १६ ||

नित्ये Nitye, in the eternal. नित्यम् Nityaṃ, eternal.

19. In the eternal, (Measure or Extension also is eternal. —275.

Measure or Extension which exists in eternal substances, e.g., ether, etc., and also in the ultimate atoms, is eternal since there is nothing to destroy it.—19.

Eternal Measure or Extension is called Parimandalam.

Upaskāra.—He states the name by which the Measure or Extension of the ultimate atom is denoted in the Vaisesika system:

नित्यं परिमण्डलम् || ७ || १ || २० ||

नित्यं Nityaṃ, eternal. परिमण्डलम् Parimāṇḍalam, Parimāṇḍala, the allround, or the spherical. Measure or Extension of the ultimate atom.

20. Parimāṇḍala is eternal.—276.

Parimāṇḍalayaṃ has the same denotation as ‘Parimāṇḍalam.’ So it has been said, “Elsewhere than in Parimāṇḍalaya, etc.”—20.

Proof of true Minuteness and true Shortness.

Upaskāra.—It may be asked: If minuteness, or shortness as applied respectively to a jujube, an emblic myrobalan, etc., and to fuel-sticks, sugar-canes, etc., is not transcendent or real, (but apparent only), what then is the proof of them as transcendental?

Accordingly he says:

ॐविया च वियालिन्द्रम् || ७ || २|| २९ ||

ॐविया Avidyā, false knowledge. Nescience. च Cha, moreover, and.

वियालिन्द्रम् Vidyā-liṅgaṃ, mark or indication of knowledge.
21. False knowledge is, moreover, the (inferential) mark of (true) knowledge.—277,

'The mark of knowledge' is 'false knowledge.' The meaning therefore, is this: The cognition or consciousness of minuteness in respect of a jujube, an emblic myrobalan, etc., and the consciousness of shortness in respect of sticks for fuel, sugar-canes, etc., are all avidyà or false knowledge, inasmuch as real or transcendental minuteness and shortness do not exist there. Moreover, it is admitted by those who hold the doctrine of anyatha-khyati, illusion of the senses, that every where unscientific knowledge is just preceded i.e., presupposed, by scientific knowledge. So that true consciousness of minuteness, as well as true consciousness of shortness, should be inferred. This is the meaning. In like manner, secondary use of words being impossible without the primary use, minuteness and shortness, in the primary sense of the terms, must be thought of to be present somewhere.—21.

Vivriti.—But why should substance, in the form of the ultimate atom, be admitted, when it is not perceptible to the senses? On the other hand, substance which is perceptible to the senses, such as a tertiary atomic aggregate, etc., should be recognised.

To meet this objection he says:

'Avidyà,' i.e., unscientific knowledge, in other words, cognitions, such as 'Earth is eternal,' 'Water is eternal,' etc., of which the objects are wholes made up of parts, is the inferential 'mark,' of 'Vidyà,' i.e., scientific knowledge, namely, that Earth is eternal, of which the object is (i.e., in respect of), the ultimate atom; because everywhere scientific knowledge, is preceded by unscientific knowledge, for nowhere it is possible for a man to have the erroneous idea that Earth is eternal, if he does not know what eternality is. This is an indirect proof. The method of proof of ultimate atoms as realities, which has been pointed out before, should be preferred.

Ether and Soul possess infinite Measure or Extension.

Upaskāra.—He describes the nature or proper from of the Measure or Extension of Ether, etc., which has been already inferred by the mark of their substance-ness.

विभवानमहानाकाशस्तथा चाल्मा ||२२||

विभवान Vibhavat, in consequence of omnipresence, infinite expansion, or universality. महान Mahān, vast. Immense. Infinitely large. अकाशः Ākāśaḥ, Ether. तथा Tathā, so. The same. च Cha, and. Also. आत्मा Atmā, Soul.

22. Ether, in consequence of its vast expansion, is infinitely large. So also is the Soul.—278.

'Vibhavān' denotes capacity for conjunction, or the characteristic of being in conjunction, with all dense bodies; and this, being impossible, or incapable of proof, without vast magnitude, leads to the inference of vast magnitude. It is also observed by us that Sounds
are produced, just at one and the same time, both at Bārānast (Benares) and at Pātaliputra (Patna); it is one and the same Ether that is here the combinative cause. Consequently the pervasion of Ether is proved. Pervasion, again, consists only in connection with infinitely vast. Measure or Extension. To suppose a diversity of Ether would be superfluous; hence only one Ether should be recognised. Such reference as "A portion or division of Ether," is, however, relative, being due to conjunction with the water-pot, etc. (occupying a limited space, or) possessing limits. And the relativity consists in the characteristic of being in conjunction with substances possessing limits.

'Tathā átmā': As Ether is immensely vast, since it possesses universal pervasion, that is, the characteristic of being in conjunction with all dense bodies, so is also the Soul immensely vast. Did not the characteristic of being in conjunction with all dense bodies belong to Soul, then action would not be produced in the respective dense bodies, as a result of conjunction of the Soul carrying its adriśtam or destiny, inasmuch as adriśtam, being present in a different substratum, is dependent upon or stands in need of, 'proximity,' (or a common platform), in order that it may be productive of action; and that 'proximity' is nothing but conjunction of the Soul carrying its adriśtam. Likewise, as the body moves on, the production of knowledge, pleasure, etc., in particular situations, is impossible or incapable of proof except on the theory of the universal pervasion of the Soul. Consequently, the Soul also is pervasive. The Soul, however, is not only one, like Ether, since, as has been already pointed out, difference of status or condition is observed. This is the import.

In these cases, the magnitude is infinite, and is also eternal, like the minuteness of the ultimate atom.

In like manner, should be inferred infinite length in the case of Ether, etc., and infinite shortness in the case of the ultimate atom.—22.

Mind is infinitely small.

Upāsktāra.—It may be asked that Mind being all-pervading, inasmuch as it is always a touchless substance, like Ether, and inasmuch as it is, like the soul, the field wherein takes place the conjunction which is the non-combinative cause of knowledge, etc., why has it not been mentioned along with Ether and the Soul? Hence he says:

तद्भवाद्यु मनः || ७ || १ || २३ ||

तद्भवात Tat-abhāvat, in consequences of the non-existence of that, i.e., universal expansion. अनु, Aṇu, atomic. Minute. Small. मन: Manah, mind. The internal organ.

23. In consequence of non-existence of universal expansion, Mind is atomic or infinitely small.—279.

'Manah' is āṇu, in consequence of the non-existence of 'that,' i.e., universal expansion or the characteristic of being in conjunction with all dense bodies. Did, the characteristic of being in conjunction with all dense bodies exist (in it), then, there being simultaneous conjunction with more than one sense, simultaneity of cognitions would
follow, with the result that there would be no particular attachment or act of attention. The two inferences, (namely, that Mind is all-pervading, because it is a touchless substance, and that mind is all-pervading, because it is the seat of conjunction which is the non-combinative cause of cognition, etc.) are, however, unproved in point of their subject matter, so long as Mind is not proved (to exist), while in the state of Mind being proved (to exist), they are counter-opposed by proof which leads to the cognizance of the object i.e., Mind as an atom.)

Objection.—Minuteness cannot be thus proved from non-existence of universal expansion, since the inference would be unduly applicable to the water-pot, etc.

Answer.—It would not, inasmuch as (only) non-pervasion (and not atomic-ness) is proved by non-existence of universal pervasion.

In one body, therefore, there is just one mind, since the supposition of plurality would entail redundancy. To imagine parts even of a single mind would be showing exuberance of imagination. Moreover, being touchless, they cannot originate. By such arguments, (infinite) minuteness is proved. This is the import.—23

Space is all-pervading.

Upaskāra.—He states the argument for the infinite magnitude of space:—

\[ \text{गुणायता} \]


guṇa: Guṇaiḥ, by attributes. दिक् Dik, space. भ्यायता Vyākhyātā, explained.

24. By attributes, Space is explained (to be all-pervading).

—280.

The meaning is that, 'guṇaiḥ,' i.e., by attributes characterised as priority and posteriority inherent in all dense bodies, and appearing in the forms of the intuitions of the East, the West, etc., common to all persons inhabiting all the island or divisions of the globe, space also is explained under the aspect of pervasion. For, it will be mentioned later on that in the production of (the notions of) priority and posteriority, the cause is relative understanding having for its subject-matter larger and smaller number of conjunctions with the conjunct. Moreover, the supposition of a plurality of space is contravened by (the fault of) superfluity of supposition.

Objection.—How, then, can there be the intuition and the expression or reference, namely, "Ten spaces (i.e., quarters)?"

Answer.—The objection does not arise, since it has been already stated that they are due to particular upādhi or external conditions.—24.

Time is all-pervading.

Upaskāra.—He explains the universal expansion of Time:

\[ \text{काल} \]
Kāraṇe, in cause. To a specific cause, or to a universal cause.

Kāla: Kāla, time.

25. Time (is the name given) to (a specific, or a universal) cause. (Hence, in either case it is all-pervading).281

Time is the name which fully designates the substance which is the cause of the intuitions of reciprocal prior and posterior, simultaneity, non-simultaneity, slow, and fast: Such an intuition, common to all persons in all countries, would be impossible without the universal pervasion of time. Universal parvation, that is to say, connection with infinite magnitude, therefore, belongs to it.

Or, in virtue of such intuitions as “born now,” Time is known to be the efficient or occasional cause of all that is produced; and this is dependent upon universal pervasion, for an occasional cause must be, as a rule, in proximity with the combinative and non-combinative causes.

Or, the use or application of past, future, and present is universal: consequently time is all-prevading.

Or, time is the name of the substance which is the cause of the application or use of moments, lavas (thirty-six winks), hours, watches, days, days-and-nights, fortnights, months, seasons, half-years, years, etc. Consequently, such use or application being universal, time is universal, and therefore, infinitely large.

The supposition of its manifoldness is, as has been already stated, contravened by (the fault of) superfluity of supposition.—25.

Here ends the first chapter of the seventh book in the Commentary of Saṅkara upon the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms.
BOOK SEVENTH—CHAPTER SECOND.

Number: Proof of Unity.

Upaskāra.—In the second chapter there are five sections: (a) the section on the examination of attributes existing in one, and in more than one, object; (b) the section on the examination of attributes existing only in more than one object; (c) the section, in passing, on the examination of the relation of sound and significance (i.e., of words and their meaning); (d) the section of the examination of attributes existing in one object and having for their non-combinative cause conjunction with universal substances void of particular or distinguishing attributes; and, (e) the section on the examination of combination. Now, the peremptoriness of Number, etc., also is dependent upon combination in the same object with magnitude. Accordingly, with a view to examine number, and also separateness, immediately after the determination of measure of extension, in violation of the order of the enumeration, the author says:

हृणसरसगण्यतिरिक्तादिकाद्वितितरस्कल्कम् १७ २१ १२

हृणसरसगण्यतिरिक्तादिकाद्वितितरस्कल्कम्—Rūpa-rasa-gandha-sparśa-vyātirekāt, because of difference from Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch. अंगोऽन्तरम् Arthāntaram, a different object. एकत्वम् Ekatvam, unity.

1. Because of its difference from Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch, Unity is a different object.—282.

‘Rūpa-rasa-gandha-sparśa’ is indicatory of all attributes other than the pentad beginning with number, (i.e., number, measure or extension, separateness, conjunction, and disjunction). ‘Vyātirekāt’ = because of difference or divergence. The meaning, therefore, is this: “One water-pot”—Such particular intuition can be produced by some particularity. And that particularity is not colour, etc., for the intuition is produced by difference from, or without, them. Nor is it the being a water-pot, etc., that is the condition or occasion (of the intuition), for such intuition is produced in respect of a piece of cloth also. Nor is unity a Genus, like Existence, for its denotation is neither less nor more than that of Existence. Nor, again, is it a Genus confined to substance only, for it is neither less nor more extensive than Substance-ness. Nor does the difference or mutual distinction (of Unity and Substance-ness) arise from difference of intuition, even though they are neither less nor more extensive than each other; for if difference of intuition were caused by itself, existence also would be differentiated; if, on the other hand, it were to be caused by difference of subject-matter, then, difference of subject-matter, as has been stated, is not possible, since, otherwise, there would be difference of the characteristic of being a small water-pot and of being a large water-pot. Nor is the view, held by Bhūṣāna, that unity is non-difference from (or identity with) itself, a reasonable one. Were self-identity of the water-pot its Unity, then there would be no intuition of Unity in the case of a cloth, etc., Bhūṣāna’s other view, namely, that difference from itself constitutes Duality, etc., is also not valid; for variety of uses of difference from itself or self-distinction, as being common to three, four, and so on, is not possible or capable of proof. This is the import.—1.

Proof of Separateness.

Upaskāra.—With a view to prove separateness also, by means of its similarity to Unity, he says:
**Tatha Prthakatvam**

Tatha Tatha, similarly Prthakatvam, separateness. Individuality.

2. Similarly, Separateness (is a different object).—283.

The practice of discrimination or separation verily exists, in the form, namely “This is separate from, other than, a different object from, this.” For, separation means definite apprehension or grasp, having regard to certain limits. Here, again, Colour, etc., are not the cause, since they are not its invariable antecedents, and also because the limits (of them) are undefinable.

*Objection.*—Separateness is nothing but anyonya-abhava, mutual non-existence, non-existence which opposes identity; for, like “This is separate from, other than, a different object from, this,” the intuition “(This is) different from this” rests on anyonya-abhava.

*Answer.*—It is not so. Although the terms separate, etc., are synonymous, they do not convey the sense of anyonya-abhava, since in that case the use of the ablative (“from”) would not be possible or reasonable, because the intuitions, “This is separate from this,” and “This is not this,” contain different subject-matter. Nor is separateness an object or entity which possesses anyonya-abhava, for, then, in “A cloth is a not water-pot,” there would also be the use of the ablative. *Objection.*—The intuitions, “It is separate,” and “It is distinct,” having the same form, Separateness is nothing but distinctness. *Answer.*—It is not. For, in that case, while Maitra possessed the distinction of a staff, the intuition, “This Maitra is separate from Maitra,” would also arise. Likewise it would entail the application of separateness to Ether it is distinguished by Sound, and to the Soul when it is distinguished by Understanding.

For the same reason, dissimilarity or difference in property also is not Separateness, inasmuch as it would entail, in the case of a water-pot, which has been burnt to redness, such usage as “This water-pot is separate from the dark water-pot.” For, it is the possession of properties repugnant to a thing, that constitutes difference in property from that thing. And this appears in the state of redness immediately after darkness.

Nor is it Genus itself, which is Separateness. For, the limits of a Genus are undefinable. Moreover, it would entail inter-mixture of classes; for, if it exist only in existent things, then its denotation would be neither less nor more than that of existence, and if it exist in substance only, then, than that of Substance-ness.—2.

*Unity and Separateness do not exist in Unity and Separateness.*

*Upasktra.*—It may be argued that inasmuch as there is this usage, namely “One Unity,” “Separateness is separate from colour, etc.,” therefore, there is Unity also in Unity, Separateness, and similarly, in other and other instances. Accordingly he says:
3. The non-existence of Unity and Individuality, in Unity and Individuality, is explained by minuteness and magnitude.

The meaning is that as minuteness and magnitude do not possess minuteness and magnitude, the application of which to them is derivative, so Unity and Individuality do not possess Unity and Individuality, the application of which to them is derivative.

"By Actions, Actions," "By Attributes, Attributes,"—these two aphorisms (vii. 24, 25, infra) also, which employ analogy, here seem to carry the same import as the preceding (i.e., the present) aphorism employing an analogy. The meaning is that as Actions are not possessed of Actions, nor are Attributes possessed of Attributes, so Unity and Individuality are not possessed of Unity and Individuality.—3.

Unity is not universal, but is confined to Substance only.

Upaskāra.—It may be asked: The application or use of Unity is indeed common to Attributes and Actions—What does here lead to the conclusion that Unity exists only in Substances and not in Attributes, etc? To this, he replies:

4. Actions and Attributes being void of Number, universal Unity does not exist.—285.

Unity of all—that does not exist. On what ground? So he says.—"Niḥsaṃkhyatvam" means the state or condition of standing away from Number. Thus Actions and Attributes are void of Number. Number being an attribute, Number by no means exists in attributes; nor, again, in Actions, because Attributes are excluded from, or denied to, Action, since, otherwise, Actions would possess Substance-ness. And the attributeness of Number has been proved, and also the Number-ness of Unity. This is the import.—4.

Cognition of Unity in Attribute and Action is erroneous.

Upaskāra.—How, then, do such cognitions arise, as "One colour," "One taste," etc.? To this, he replies:
5. That (i.e., the cognition of Unity in Action and Attribute) is erroneous.—286.

The meaning is that the cognition of Unity which arises in the case of Attributes and Actions, is erroneous. ‘Cognition’—this is the complement of the aphorism, because an objection of the opponent has been thrown into it. The application (of Unity in these cases) is, however derivative, and it is non-difference from itself, or self-identity, which constitutes the derivation. Nor is Unity nothing but that (i.e., self-identity), for the reply has been already given.—4.

_ Bhāṣya:—_explains VII. ii. 5 as demolishing the view contained in VII. ii, 4.

**Indirect proof of Unity.**

_Upaskīra._—It may be asked: “Let this application of Unity be secondary in the case of substances also and the intuition of it erroneous, what is the use of unity at all?” To this, he replies:

एकत्वाभवात् ज्ञातिस्तु न विद्यते || ३ । २ । ६ ॥

एकत्वाभवात् Ekatva-abhāvat, in consequence of the non-existence of Unity. भक्ति: Bhaktiḥ, derivative function. Secondariness. तु Tu, but. However. न Na, not. विद्यते Vidyate, exists.

6. In consequence of the non-existence of Unity, however, secondariness would not exist.—287.

If Unity in its transcendental or real sense be nowhere to be observed, then the application of the term could not be secondary, for the secondary, has for its antecedent the primary, use. Nor, again, could the intuition be erroneous, for error has for its antecedent certain knowledge. For it is the certainly known that is (erroneously) attributed, and not the erroneous, for the intuition of the non-existent has been disproved, and the intuition of the otherwise (i.e., the existent) has been proved.—6.

_Bhāṣya:_—explains VII. ii. 6 in support of the interpretation of VII. ii. 5, thus: Did not unity exist everywhere, there would be no bhakti, production, of things at all. For, any one thing is the joint product of several things; but there can be no such production in the absence of one-ness or unity; unity, therefore, exists in all places.

**Unity and Separativeness of one do not exist in effect and cause.**

_Upaskīra._—Effect and cause, e.g., threads and cloth, possess Unity and single Individuality. Single Individuality also belongs to them for the very same reason for which Unity belong to them. For it is not possible that a thing can be separate from itself. For when a piece of cloth is torn asunder and the threads are drawn out one after another, a piece of cloth different from them is not observed. Were a piece of cloth different from the threads, then it should be observed under the characteristic of being different from them, like a water-pot. In like manner, a water-pot also is nothing but identical with the two potsherd (which compose it), since a water-pot also being broken, nothing over and above the two potsherd is observed. Accordingly it has been said, “A whole made up of parts is nothing else than the parts.” This is the view of the Sāṃkhya thinkers. And for the purpose of controverting it, he says:
Kārīyakārānyorektaṇekaptuktvābhāvādēktaṇekaptuktvāṃ n viyāte


7. Effect and cause are neither the same nor similar (in being equally distinguished from all other things) ; therefore, Unity and (single) Individuality do not exist in them.—288.

Effect and cause—those two are not one. Why? So he says: from non-existence of 'ekatva,' i.e., from non-existence of non-difference and because co-existence of plurality and unity in the same substratum is not therefore, possible, as would be required by the proposition that the very same thing which is the effect, is also the cause, e.g., that threads are a piece of cloth.

Objection.—But there is as a matter of fact such co-existence in the same substratum, seeing that the term, waters, is applied to a drop of water only, and also seeing that the term, wives, is applied to a single woman.

Answer.—Such is not the case. For such applications can be possible by reference to multiplicity of constituent parts. In the case of the ultimate atom of water, however, such application takes place, according to some thinkers, by means of multiplicity of colour, etc., naturally belonging to it ; while, according to others, it is due to the characteristic force of sound or language which should not be found fault with. Nor do fibres present in a salvinia cucullata and honeycomb obtain the application of cloth. Nor do threads singly prevail to contain and to drag anything.

Nor, again, can the two, effect and cause, become the substratum of single Individuality, for it is seen that they become the limits of each other. How? So he says, 'eka-prithakatva-abhāvāt,' i.e., in consequence of the non-existence of 'eka-prithakatvam,' or non-heterogeneity or non-difference in property ; in other words, because, of effect and cause, difference in property is observed, for it is universal among mankind that the notions of thread and cloth, as well as of water-pot and potsherds, are embraced by different acts of understanding.

Objection.—Why, then, are not Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch, cognised by their difference (or separately from one another, i.e., one after another always) ?

Answer.—Because of the absolute similarity of their forms, i.e., modes of manifestation. And when sometimes, as in a piece of cloth of variegated colour, etc., separate cognition also takes place, it is because the differences of Number, Measure or Extension, etc., are most manifest there.—7.
Only non-eternal unity and separateness of one proceed from like attributes in their causes.

Upasākura.—He points out that non-eternal Unity and Separateness-of-one have for their antecedents attributes of those causes.

एतद्रैत्योत्त्यर्याहातम् ॥ ७ । २ । ५ ॥

एतर यतः, this, i.e., the characteristic of having the attributes of the cause as antecedents. अनित्ययोः, of the two non-earners, namely, Number and Separateness. व्याख्यातम् Vyâkhyaṁ, explained.

8. This, (as) explained in the case of the two non-earners (namely, Number and Separateness, should be understood only in the case of non-eternal Unity and Separateness of one).—289.

The characteristic of having attributes of the cause as antecedents, which has been explained in the case of non-eternal Number and Separateness, should be understood to apply to only non-eternal Unity and Separateness-of-one, since other Numbers and Separatenesses are produced by relative understanding. As the characteristic of having attributes of the cause as antecedents belongs to non-eternal color and touch of Fire, so it belongs also to non-eternal Unity and Separateness-of-one. This is the import. It follows, therefore, that Numbers beginning with two and ending with the highest arithmetical number, possess or reside in more than one substance. It also follows that separatenesses beginning with Separateness of two and ending with Separateness of the highest arithmetical number, co-exist in the same substratum with those Numbers. Now, the processes of the production and destruction of Duality, etc., are as follows: When two homogeneous or heterogeneous substances are in contact with the eye, cognition of the attribute qualified with the notion or characteristic of Unity, which is the genus of the two numbers, Unities, inhering in the two substances, are produced immediately after the elimination of difference in thought i.e., the assimilation of the two substances under the notion (of Unity); and it is this cognition which is called relative understanding or the conception of the one in the many. By it Duality is produced in the two substances. Then there takes place reasoning about the notion or characteristic of Duality which is the genus of the Duality so produced. After it, simultaneously there appear destruction of relative understanding by means of that reasoning, and a qualified or concrete understanding having for its content the attribute Duality as qualified with the notion or characteristic of Duality. And in the next moment there are simultaneously produced destruction of the attribute Duality in consequence of the destruction of relative understanding, and cognition, in the form of "Two substances," qualified with Duality. Thereafter, results Samskāra, impression or a fixed idea, from the above cognition of substances qualified with Duality. Thus, to sum up:—Beginning with contact with the sense and ending with Samskāra or impression, there are eight moments; viz., contact of the sense with the substratum of Duality which is going to be produced, then cognition of the genus inherent in the attribute Unity, then relative understanding in the form of cognizance of the many along with the
attribute Unity as qualified with the generic notion or characteristic of Unity, then production of the attribute Duality, then cognition of the genus inherent in Duality, then cognition of the attribute Duality as qualified with that genus, then cognition of substances as qualified with the attribute Duality, and then Samskāra or impression. The order of destruction, again, is as follows: Destruction of the generic notion or characteristic of Unity, from relative understanding; destruction of relative understanding, from cognition of the generic notion or characteristic of Duality; destruction of the generic notion or characteristic of Duality, from cognition of the attribute Duality; destruction of cognition of the attribute Duality, from cognition of substances as qualified with the possession of Duality; and destruction of the latter, from Samskāra or impression, or from cognition of other objects.

Objection.—Why is not cognition of substance qualified with the possession of Unity, itself produced after the cognition of Unity, when all the causes of its production are present there? For, cognition of attribute taking place, there can be no delay in the cognition of substance. From that same cognition (of substance so qualified), therefore, there being destruction of relative understanding, from its destruction will follow, at its very next moment, destruction of Duality. Hence destruction of Duality resulting at the very moment prior to the qualified or concrete cognition in the form of "Two substances," the production of cognition of substance as qualified with the possession of Duality, becomes impossible.

Answer.—The argument is defective; for, it is relative understanding uninfluenced or unobstructed or unobscured by the causes of the production of Duality, etc., which invariably produces cognition qualified with the content of substance, the above supposition being made on the strength of the result.

Objection.—But still destruction of relative understanding being caused by the very Samskāra or impression produced by itself, the fault, pointed out above, again appears all the same, since there is possibility of destruction of Duality at the very moment prior to the cognition qualified with Duality.

Answer.—It does not, since cognition of pure attribute, or of attribute unassociated with substance, is not productive of Samskāra or impression. For pure attribute can be nowhere called back to mind, since everywhere it is only by the background of, or as contained in, substance, that there can be recollection of attribute.

Objection.—Let it be so; still inasmuch as even at the time of the production of qualified or concrete cognition, there may be destruction of Duality, the possibility of non-production of qualified cognition remains in the very same state. For qualified or specific cognition, illuminative of that which is present, cannot possibly appear at the moment of the destruction of the qualification or that which serves to specify, since there is no such observation.

Answer.—This is not the case. For, cognition of that which serves to specify, contact of sense with that which is specified, and non-apprehension of non-association of the above two, which make up the whole
cause of specific cognition, are possible also in the case of the subject under discussion. If, however, contact of sense with that which serves to specify, is also required, then this too existing at the preceding moment, the very contact, which exists at the preceding moment, is observed to be the cause. That which serves to specify, or a qualification or distinction, which is beyond the compass of specified cognition, may also exist: for, it is only the being the object or content of cognition productive of specified cognition, which determines the characteristic of being a distinction or that which serves to specify, but the being the object of specified cognition does not also determine it.

Objection.—In this view, an upalaksānam or indication also will come to have the nature of a visesānam or distinction.

Answer.—By no means; for, existence in the same substratum, which is invariable and which does not cause specified cognition, determines the characteristic of being a distinction, whereas an indication exists in a different substratum from that which it indicates. Thus, when there is possession of a raven in the house of Devadatta, then the raven is a distinction. But when, flying over the house, it does not exist in it, then the raven is an indication.

Objection.—This being so it would follow that in such cases as “There is taste in that which possesses colour,” etc., colour, etc., also would be distinctions.

Answer.—This is not an objection, since it is desired to be so.

Objection.—Then there too taste will exist.

Answer.—No, since that which exists in something distinguished by the possession of something else, does not necessarily exist in that by which it is so distinguished. For a distinction and that which is distinguished are not one and the same thing.

Objection.—At the time of the destruction of Duality, there exists no connection with the distinction. How can specified cognition, or cognition of that which is distinguished, be produced?

Answer.—The question does not arise, for the meaning of the term, the being distinguished or qualified, is only non-variation or non-deviation or non-divergence from that (i.e., the distinction); whereas the manifestation of that (i.e., the distinction) exists there (i.e., in specified cognition) also.

Hence, the teachers say, nothing remains unproved.

In like manner, on the analogy of the production and destruction of Duality, should be understood the production and destruction of Triplicity.

Duality is destructible by the destruction of relative understanding; for an existing attribute cannot be destroyed in the absence of another attribute opposed to the destruction of its substratum, like ultimate cognition, since ultimate cognition is destroyed by destruction of adriśtam. In some cases it is destroyed also from destruction
of substratum, e.g., where there is knowledge of the genus, unity, simultaneously with action in the constituent parts of the substratum of Duality. It is in this way: Action in constituent parts and cognition of the genus; Disjunction and relative understanding; destruction of Conjunction and production of attribute Duality; destruction of constituted substance and cognition of the genus Duality;—here destruction of Duality results from destruction of substance, and destruction of relative understanding from cognition of the genus Duality; since, destruction of relative understanding taking place at the same time with destruction of Duality, there exists no relation, resembling the relation of effect and cause, between them. Where, however, there is simultaneity of action in the constituent parts of the substratum of Duality and relative understanding, there destruction of Duality results from both destruction of substratum and destruction of relative understanding. It is in this way: Action in the constituent parts and relative understanding; production of disjunction and production of Duality; destruction of conjunction and cognition of the genus Duality; destruction of constituted substance and destruction of relative understanding; destruction of Duality from both, the capacity of each for destroying being observed. This process properly fits in with the theory of two cognitions being related as the destroyed and the destroyer; and it is this theory which is legitimate or established by proof.

Objection.—The entire group of cause being the same in the cases of Duality, Triplicity, etc., how is it that there is this difference in their effects, namely, Duality is constituted by two Unities, Triplicity by three Unities?

Answer.—The question cannot arise, since Duality, etc., do not exist in Unity.

Objection.—It is Duality, Triplicity, etc., inhering in the combinative cause, which determine cognitions of Duality, Triplicity, etc.

Answer.—This is not the case; for prior to the production of Duality, etc., Duality, being absent therefrom, the enquiry after the cause of Duality, etc., does not cease even there, and the existence of such difference in relative understanding, and in Unities, or in the supposition of that on the strength of the result, is contravened by non-observation.

Objection.—Let the use also of Duality, etc., proceed from the same source; what is the need of Duality, etc.? Difference will result from difference of adriṣṭam.

Answer.—Were it so, Triplicity, and Four-ness, would be sometimes produced also by the set of causes originative of Duality. Hence it would entail non-uniformity. Moreover, it may be said in this connexion that difference in the effect is explained by difference in prior non-existence; as in the case of colour, taste, smell, and touch, produced by burning, difference is produced under the same set of causes.

Objection.—Prior non-existence also is common to all, or is the same in all cases.
Answer.—It is not; for each prior non-existence in each particular case has been ascertained to have causality towards its own effect only.

Or, the process should be carried on in this way that Duality is produced by pure relative understanding, and Triplicity by relative understanding accompanied by Duality. In such cases as "I have killed a hundred of ants," Duality is not at all produced in consequence of the non-existence of combinative cause. Accordingly, it should be observed, the use of number is there derivative or secondary.

Professor Sridhara opines that in the case of an army, a forest, etc., in consequence of the non-existence of constant relative understanding, only multiplicity is produced, but not hundred, thousand, and other numbers. With regard to this view, Professor Udayana observes that if such be the case, then in these cases no doubt could arise whether it be hundred, or thousand, etc., nor could there be such cognition as "A large army," "A larger army," and that hence this is not the case. Here the matter should be discussed in the following manner: Multiplicity is either nothing but number commencing from Triplicity, and terminating with the highest arithmetical number, or another number different from them. It cannot be the first since in the case also of any army, a forest, etc., there is as a rule production of hundred, thousand, and other numbers. Nor can it be second, since multiplicity different in mark from Triplicity, etc., is not observed. Multiplicity, therefore, is only number, namely, hundred, etc., produced by relative understanding which is uniformly constant in each case and which does not depend upon Unity. The manifestation of hundred, etc., does not, however, take place there, since nothing exists there which can manifest it.

We, on the other hand, say that multiplicity is really a different number, existing in the same substratum with Triplicity, etc., and producible by relative understanding productive of Triplicity, etc. It is so in consequence of the difference of prior non-existence. How else can such a statement be possible as "All I can say is that there are many"? I do not know particularly whether they be a hundred or a thousand"? As magnitude or largeness and length co-exist in the same substance, so do Triplicity, etc., and multiplicity co-exist in one and the same substratum. For, to the query, "Shall I bring a hundred or a thousand of mango fruits?" the reply is given, viz., "Let a large number of them be brought. What is the use of inquiring about a particular number?" This being so, Triplicity is produced by relative understanding accompanied by Duality, Four-ness by relative understanding accompanied by Triplicity, and so on, one after the other. In the production of multiplicity, on the contrary, there is no such uniformity or law that the relative understanding must be qualified with the possession or accompaniment of all the numbers which stand behind it. Hence in the case of an army, a forest, and the like, only multiplicity is produced, but not any other number; and so the alternatives amongst which Doubt has to swing also become really non-existent.
Separateness, again, exists in the same substratum with that (i.e., number). Hence as is Duality, so is also separateness of two; and so on.

Objection.—The use of separateness of two, etc., being possible by means of separatenesses of one existing in the same substratum with Duality, Triplicity, etc., what is the use of Separateness of two, etc.?

Answer.—The question cannot be raised in view of the discrepancy that while in the case of "A cloth and a clod are separate from a water-pot" there is no perception of the separateness of the dual (cloth and clod) being produced by the dual and the single limiting each other, there is such perception in the case of their individual separateness. Nor does this theory entail and explain Priority of two, for Priority of two is explained and possible by means of two priorities existing in the same substratum, or co-extensive, with Duality. The contradiction in respect of one being the limit of the other, which exists in the case of separate ness, does not exist in the case of Priority; since the intuition. "These two are prior," is possible or proved in same way as the intuition. "These two are blue." For, though two bodies occupying the same part of space possess equal manifoldness of conjunctions with the conjunct, yet production of different effects is possible by means of the difference of the conjunction of space and body, which is the non-combinative cause. Moreover, as two Unities jointly become the non-combinative cause of Duality, it being, in like manner, possible for two separatenesses of one or single individualities, jointly operating, to possess non-combinative causality towards the production of separate ness of two, or dual individuality, it is not observed that more than, one i.e., many, conjunctions are, by their joint operation, originative of one effect, which is not a constituted substance, by means of the proximity known as combination in the same object with the effect. On the other hand, by means of the proximity known as combination in the same object with the cause, a larger number of conjunctions of threads and the cylinder of wood in a loom do really originate a single conjunction of a cloth and the cylinder of wood in a loom. This is the direction.

On the analogy of destruction of Duality, etc., should be under stood also destruction of separateness of two, etc.—8.

Vivriti.—It may be objected: "The thread is distinct from the cloth and is dissimilar to the cloth"—such intuitions are simply erro neous, since it is threads conjoint among themselves, which becomes the cloth, and since no proof exists that the cloth is distinct from the threads. It cannot be said that difference from the thread can be proved to exist in the cloth by means of its dissimilarity to the thread, for dissimilarity itself is not proved. For, the nature of the cloth does not constitute its dissimilarity to the thread, inasmuch as in the state of the manifestation of the cloth, the nature of the cloth is recognised in the threads themselves. Accordingly it has been taught by Professor Iśvarakṛṣṇa :

शब्दकार्यकलापारिदानसंबंधेऽवस्त्रसम्बन्धवावरात्।
शक्तियः शक्तिकर्मचारलकारणभावाच सत्कायपेः॥

The effect is existent (in the cause, in an enveloped state, prior to its production); For, there can be no production and manifestation of
that which is non-existent; there can be no connection of the cause with the effect (if the latter be non-existent); (some connection must exist between the cause and the effect, since) the production of everything is not possible from everything else; there can be production of one thing from another, if the two are mutually related as the producer and the producible (and such relation cannot be possible if the effect be non-existent); and the cause and the effect are identical, (so that the one cannot be non-existent, while the other is existent).—Śāṅkhya-kārīkā, verse 9).

This being the case, the non-existence of non-difference and non-dissimilarity between the cause and the effect remaining itself unproved, how can it establish the relation of Unity and of Separateness of one or single individuality?

To meet this objection, the author says:

‘E tat,’ i.e., the possession of the non-existence of Unity and Separateness of one in consequence of the possession of the non-existence of non-difference and non-dissimilarity, has been observed, ‘aṇitya-yayoḥ,’ that is, in the case of non-eternal cause and non-eternal effect. This is the meaning. Accordingly on the hypothesis of the non-difference of the threads and cloth, it would follow that in the state of the production of the threads, there would arise the intuition and use of language that the cloth is being produced; in the state of the production of the cloth, that the threads are being produced; in the state of the destruction of the threads, that the cloth is being destroyed; in the state of the destruction of the cloth, that the threads are being destroyed; and so on. Nor can it be maintained that production and destruction are not themselves entitled to acceptance, inasmuch as such intuitions are explained on the very theory of development or appearance and envelopment, or disappearance; for the hypothesis of an appearance, will entail a regress to infinity. If, on the other hand, the production of the appearance is admitted, then how does the theory of the production of the cloth, etc., become offensive? If, again, the production of appearance in appearance be not admitted, then appearance would become omniferous, or all-sided, (which is not desired by the objector). For, the all-sidedness of appearance is not recognised even by the Śāṅkhya thinkers. In reality, the common consent of humanity that the cloth is produced, the cloth is destroyed, and so forth, is proof of production and destruction; for, if experience of one thing be admitted to have another thing as its object, we must deny also the water-pot, cloth, etc.

Conjunction, how produced.

Upaskrāta.—He begins another section or topic:—

अन्यतरकर्ममें उभयकर्ममें: संयोगाज्ञः संयोग: ॥ ७ १ २ १ ६ ॥

9. Conjunction is produced by action of any one of two things, is produced by action of both, and is produced by Conjunction, also.—290.

Unobstructed intuition that things are conjunct is proof of conjunction. So also are effects; e.g., substance, in the case of conjunctions of constituent parts; colour and other attributes produced by burning, in the case of conjunction of fire; particular measure or extension, in the case of accretion; sound, in the case of conjunction of the drum and ether; such other instances should be understood. Nor is Conjunction merely production without the intervention of empty space. The theories of transiency and transformation of things having been thrown away, Conjunction is the coming together which has not coming together for its antecedent. And it is produced by the action of one of two things; as is the conjunction of a motionless post with a hawk in motion, or the conjunction of one in motion, when the motion is not directed where the conjunction takes place, e.g., conjunction of a runner with the back of another runner. Conjunction produced by the action of both the conjunct is that of two rams or of two wrestlers, since it is produced by both of them exercising strength towards each other. The third (conjunction produced by conjunction) is the conjunction of the hand and the tree resulting from the conjunction of the finger and the tree. And it results sometimes from one conjunction even, as the conjunction of cloth and reed may result from the conjunction of thread and reed. In some cases, one conjunction is produced from two conjunctions, as from two conjunctions, of ether with two threads, may result only one conjunction of a two-threaded cloth with ether. In some cases, again, a single conjunction is originated even by a plurality of conjunctions, as ten conjunctions of ether with ten threads may originate only one conjunction of a ten-threaded cloth and ether. Sometimes, on the other hand, two conjunctions are produced even from a single conjunction as their non-combinative cause. For example, there having first taken place non-originative conjunction between two ultimate atoms, terrene and aqueous, subsequently two conjunctions, originative of two binary atomic aggregates, are produced, namely, one in the terrene ultimate atom with another terrene ultimate atom, and another in the aqueous ultimate atom with another aqueous ultimate atom. By those two conjunctions inhering in homogeneous things, two binary atomic aggregates are simultaneously produced. Therein by that one non-originative conjunction alone, produced between the terrene and the aqueous ultimate atom, one conjunction of the terrene ultimate atom with the aqueous binary atomic aggregate, and another conjunction of the aqueous ultimate atom with the terrene binary atomic aggregate, are produced simultaneously with the production of the colour, etc., of the two binary atomic aggregates.

Inasmuch as the conjunction of cause and not-cause must necessarily produce conjunctions of effect and not-effect, the conjunction of all-pervading substances (viz., Space, Time, Ether and Soul) with dense or corporeal bodies is produced by action of one of the two only. Of two all-pervading substances, however, there is no conjunction, since there is no cause (of conjunction). For in them there is no action, nor is
there any (combinative) cause; hence there cannot be in this case also conjunction of effect and not-effect resulting from conjunction of cause and not-cause. Eternal conjunction, on the other hand, is not possible, for conjunction is the coming together of two things, which has the not-coming together as its antecedent, and eternality is opposed to it. And were conjunction eternal, Disjunction also would be without production; and eternality of conjunction will not be obtained, since it would be impossible for Conjunction and Disjunction, which are contradictories, to exist side by side in their indestructible states. Moreover, yuta-siddhi or uncombined or naturally unassociated existence is a necessary condition of Conjunction, and it is not possible in the case of two all-pervading substances. For yuta-siddhi is merely the separate existence of two or of one of two (unrelated) things, or the relation of one thing being inherent in another, as its substratum, when the two have been externally brought into relation with each other.

Destruction of Conjunction, however, results from Disjunction having a common substratum with Conjunction. In some cases it results from destruction of substratum also. For example, action is produced in the constituent fibre of a thread immediately after the Conjunction of two threads; thereby is caused Disjunction from another fibre; from Disjunction results destruction of originative conjunction; from this follows destruction of the thread; and from destruction of the thread results destruction of Conjunction, where two threads having been long conjoined, action is not produced in them. Some, on the contrary, maintain that Conjunction is destroyed by simultaneously produced destruction of substratum, and by Disjunction, inasmuch as action is conceived to exist in another thread at the moment when by action in the constituent parts of a thread there is effected destruction of Conjunction originative of the thread. This is impossible; for there can be no production of Disjunction at the moment of destruction of the combinative cause, since the rule is that the combinative cause is of equal duration with the effect.

This same Conjunction which is an independent agent in the origination of substances, and a dependent agent in the origination of attributes and actions, is the counter-opposite of the absolute nonexistence existing in the same substratum with itself, since it is observed to be so. For it is perceived that there is conjunction of an ape in the Banyan tree, although conjunction of the ape present in a large Banyan tree is limited to a branch only. Were such mere limitation to a part not sufficient to account for it, then conjunction would come to exist in ultimate atoms, and so would not be cognizable. In the case of the all-pervading substances also, it is the difference of upādhi, adjunct or external condition, which serves to localise them. Conjunction present by limitation to that is not pervaded in its denotation. Of Conjunction residing in the ultimate atoms also, direction in space, and the like should be regarded as determinants.—9.

Disjunction, how produced.

Upaskāra.—By extending the mode of the production of Conjunction to Disjunction he says:
By this Disjunction is explained.—291.

Like Conjunction, Disjunction also is produced by action of either of two things, by action of both, and by Disjunction. Disjunction takes place between a hawk and a post by the action of the hawk; disjunction of two wrestlers or of two rams fighting with each other, by the actions of both. And Disjunction in these cases has its production at the moment immediately following the production of action, inasmuch as there exists nothing else to be waited for or depended upon. Accordingly it has been said, "Action is an independent cause of Conjunction and Disjunction" (vide I. i. 1., above).

Objection.—There is dependence upon substratum where Disjunction has to be produced, and upon destruction of antecedent Conjunction where Conjunction has to be produced.

Answer.—This is not the case, for action is independent since it does not depend upon anything in the form of an existence which has its production immediately after the production of itself.

Disjunction, produced by Disjunction, however, is two-fold, according to the difference of Disjunction of cause and not-cause produced by Disjunction of cause alone, and the difference of Disjunction of effect and not-effect, produced by Disjunction of cause and not-cause. Therein Disjunction of potsherd and Ether, resulting from Disjunction of the two potsherds, is an example of Disjunction of cause and not-cause, resulting from Disjunction of cause alone; and Disjunction of hand and tree resulting from Disjunction of finger and tree, and Disjunction of body and tree, resulting from Disjunction of hand and tree, are examples of Disjunction of effect and not-effect, resulting from Disjunction of cause and not-cause.

Objection.—There is no proof of Disjunction itself, the term, Disjunction, being used to denote only non-existence of Conjunction.

Answer.—It is not so. For, if non-existence of Conjunction be absolute non-existence, then it would follow that the term Disjunction would be used to denote attribute and action also.

Objection.—Absolute non-existence of Conjunction, being present in two substances, is the source of the intuition of the disjunct.

Answer.—It cannot be, since it would in that case follow that absolute non-existence of Conjunction, being present also in a constituted whole and its constituent parts, would be the source of the intuition of the disjunct.

Objection.—The term "two substances" should be qualified by the expression "not being related to each other as effect and cause."
Answer.—In that case, absolute non-existence of Conjunction, being present in the Vindhya and Himalaya mountains also, would be the cause of the intuition of the disjunct.

Objection.—Indeed there it is.

Answer.—It is not. For there being existence of erroneous intuition, due to it, in the case of attribute and action also, it should be considered how far it will be valid to make it the source of convention or usage with reference to the accurate intuition only.

Objection.—Destruction of Conjunction is Disjunction.

Answer.—Were this the case, it would entail the use of the term Disjunction on Conjunction being destroyed by the destruction of any one of the two things in Conjunction.

Objection.—"Things in Conjunction" should be qualified as being existent.

Answer.—In that case, it would entail the intuition of Disjunction even in the state of Conjunction of a jujube and an emblic myrobalan which become conjunct again immediately after the destruction of one conjunction.

Objection.—Disjunction is the destruction of all Conjunctions.

Answer.—If it be so, then there would be non-existence of Disjunction in the case of destruction of one Conjunction, since the denotation of "all" finds no place there.

Disjunction, therefore, exists, and it is an additional attribute.

This attribute, again, is destructible by another contradictory attribute, inasmuch as, so long as the substratum exists, destruction of attribute cannot be possible without a contradictory attribute existing in the same substratum.

Objection.—Action itself may be destructive of Conjunction.

Answer.—It cannot be, since only a contradictory attribute is destructive of attribute. Moreover, although where finger, hand, arm, and body come to have conjunction with the tree, by means of their respective actions, there is possibility of destruction of conjunction of the finger and the tree, by means of the action produced in the finger only, yet there would not follow destruction of conjunctions of the hand and the tree, of the arm and the tree, and of the body and the tree, since the hand, etc. are inactive and the action of the finger rests in a different substratum. If it be supposed that even action resting in a different substratum may be destructive of conjunction, it would then follow that there would be destruction of all conjunctions at one and the same moment of time, by action wherever it may be produced.

Objection.—What then is the solution here on your theory?

Answer.—Disjunction of the hand and the tree, produced by Disjunction of the finger and the tree, is destructive of conjunction of the hand and the tree. This is a matter of observation.
Sarvajña has said that there may very well be destruction of conjunction of the hand and tree, by the very action of the finger, resting in a different substratum, and that there will be no undue extension (of the causality of action), inasmuch as it is observed that mutual non-conjunction of the container and the contained is itself destructible by action resting in a different substratum. This too is not a sound opinion; for, distractiveness is everywhere observed to belong only to a contradictory attribute appearing in the substratum, and it is not reasonable to abandon that without some argument to the contrary.

Sound and Disjunction, again, are effects of Disjunction. Therein we shall ponder over the non-combinative causality of Disjunction towards the production of Sound. For, of the Sound which is produced, when a bamboo is being split up, and one of the two halves is held down by the pressure of the foot, and the other is drawn upwards, we find no other non-combinative cause than the disjunction of the half and other (or of the ether within the halves). Nor do we find any non-combinative cause over and above Disjunction in the case of the sounding forth of a bamboo bursting out while it is being burnt in a conflagration. We also infer the Disjunction of the effect and not-effect from the Disjunction of the cause and not-cause. How else, where conjunction of the finger and the tree, conjunction of the hand and the tree, conjunction of the arm and the tree, and conjunction of the body and the tree are produced by the respective actions of the finger, etc., can there be destruction of the conjunction of the hand and the tree, and of other conjunctions, even on the destruction of the conjunction of the finger and the tree, consequent on the disjunction of the finger and the tree produced by action produced in the finger alone? For, in this case, it is the series of disjunctions, produced by disjunctions, that is, as has been already stated, destructive of the corresponding conjunctions. There is, however, no clear evidence in the case of disjunction of the cause and not-cause, of which the antecedent is the disjunction of the two (constituent) causes (i.e., the two halves of the bamboo); for, it is observed that, production of the disjunction of ether, etc., like the disjunction of one of the two halves of the bamboo, being also possible by the action produced in the other half, disjunction is produced by the action of that other half from all those with which that half was conjunct. For it is not that disjunctions are not produced also from particular parts of ether, etc., by action produced in a finger, equally as disjunction from another finger. Nor is it that disjunctions from particular parts of ether, etc., are not originated by action produced in a lotus-leaf, even as disjunction from another lotus-leaf is produced. We maintain, "Let a single action originate even a hundred disjunctions which are not opposed to the conjunction originative of substance. But that action which originates disjunction which is opposed to the conjunction originative of substance, cannot also originate disjunction which is not opposed to the conjunction originative of substance. And that which originates disjunction which is not opposed to the conjunction originative of substance, cannot also originate disjunction which is opposed to the conjunction originative of substance."

Objection.—Is there any reason for taking such a view?
Answer.—Yes, there is, diversity of cause being rendered necessary by diversity of effect.

Objection.—Variety is necessary in action, so that one action may produce disjunction which is opposed to conjunction originative of substance, as in the case of flowering lotus-blossoms, etc., and another action may produce both, i.e., disjunctions which are opposed and not opposed to conjunctions originative of substance.

Answer.—This cannot be. For contrariety of effect is the origin of the supposition of diversity of cause; and that contrariety arises by way of the characteristic of the one being the counter-opposite of conjunction originative of substance, but by way of the characteristic of the other not being the counter-opposite of conjunction originative of substance, inasmuch as diversity also ought to be supposed by those very ways.

This same action, present in the one half of the bamboo, produces only disjunction of the two halves. And this disjunction first originates disjunction from the particular parts of ether, etc.,—disjunction which is not the counter-opposite of conjunction originative of substance. And if it produced disjunction by itself, it would then bear the characteristic of action; hence it depends upon time which is distinguished with the possession of destruction of substance.

Objection.—At that moment also let that action itself produce Disjunction.

Answer.—It cannot do so, being past in time. In the production of Disjunction, Time follows immediately after the production of action itself.

Objection.—But subsequent Disjunction being thus produced by antecedent Disjunction, action cannot produce conjunction with other places.

Answer.—This is not the case; for towards the production of conjunction, action is not past time. Otherwise, action will be never destroyed, it being destructible only by subsequent conjunction.

This same Disjunction, destructible by subsequent conjunction, lasts for three moments only. Sometimes it is destructible by destruction of substratum. It is in this way: Action is produced in the fibre which is a constituent part of the thread; Disjunction of two fibres follows it; at the same moment, action is produced in another thread; then there is destruction of conjunction, originative of the thread, by disjunction of two fibres, and Disjunction is produced by action in the thread; then there is destruction of the thread from destruction of conjunction originative of substance, and from destruction of the thread results destruction of Disjunction produced by action in another thread.

Objection.—Such being the case, there will be no destruction of action produced in another thread, since there is nothing to destroy it. For, it can be destroyed by subsequent conjunction, but Disjunction being destroyed, there is no subsequent conjunction.
Answer.—The argument is not valid. As Disjunction of the thread in the state of being destroyed is produced by action which is produced in the thread, so by the same action should be produced Disjunction of the thread from the fibre also. Such Disjunction also is really opposed to originaive conjunction. By this Disjunction of the fibre and the thread is produced Disjunction of the thread and ether, which produces subsequent conjunction, and this, in its turn, causes destruction of action. Or, wherever action is produced in a thread, action is produced in its fibre also. That action, again, in the thread in the state of being destroyed, originates simultaneous Disjunctions from the constituent parts of the thread, and particular parts of ether, etc., all these Disjunctions being not opposed to originaive conjunction. There is, therefore, destruction of action combined or co-inherent in the thread, by conjunction which has its production immediately after the Disjunction of the effect, e.g., thread, from the not-effect, e.g., ether, etc., produced from the Disjunction of the cause, e.g., the fibre, and the not-cause, e.g., ether etc.

Sometimes Disjunction is destroyed jointly by subsequent conjunction and destruction of substratum. It is in this way : There being conjunction of a thread, and a thread, action is produced in the constituent parts of the thread, namely, the fibre, and action is produced in the reed. This is one moment of time. By action in the fibre is produced Disjunction from another fibre, and by this there is destruction of conjunction originaive of the thread. By the action in the reed also, there is Disjunction of the thread and the reed, and there is also destruction of the conjunction of the thread and the reed. Destruction of the thread immediately follow destruction of conjunction originaive of the thread. Conjunction of the reed with another portion of space immediately follows destruction of conjunction of the thread and the reed. Jointly from both of them, viz., destruction of substratum, and conjunction, results destruction of Disjunction.—10.

Conjunction and Disjunction do not possess Conjunction and Disjunction.

Upasktra.—It may be said, “Let there be Conjunction in Conjunction also, and Disjunction in Disjunction also.” To prevent this he says :

संयोगविभागयोः संयोगविभागाभानोपत्तमहत्तवाभायां

व्याख्यात: ॥ ७ । २ । ११ ॥


11. The non-existence of Conjunction and Disjunction, in Conjunction and Disjunction, is explained by Minuteness and Magnitude.—292.

As Minuteness and Magnitude are not possessed of Minuteness and Magnitude, so also are not Conjunction and Disjunction possessed of Conjunction and Disjunction.—11.
Actions are void of actions, and Attributes, of attributes.

Actions are void of actions, and Attributes, of attributes.

12. Actions are (void) of Actions; Attributes are (void) of Attributes. This (is explained) by Minuteness and Magnitude.

—293.

Upáskaša.—This second aphorism has been already explained. (Vide VII. i. 15 supra).

Bhāṣya. reads VII. ii. 12 as two aphorisms viz., Karmabhirkar-māṇi guṇair-guṇāḥ and Anutva-mahattvābhāṃ, and explains them in the same way as VII. i, 16.

Conjunction and Disjunction of effect and cause do not exist.

Upáskaša.—If it be asked why there cannot be conjunction of two substances, namely of constituent part and constituted whole, so he says:

Yutasiddhābāvat, kārtyākārayōḥ: sanyogavibhāgoḥ n vindetē

In consequence of the absence of separate existence, there exist not Conjunction and Disjunction of effect and cause.

—294.

'Yutasiddhih' means the state of being existent, of two things which have no connection with each other, or the characteristic of being supported by separate substrata. A constituent part and a constituted whole, however, do not possess this. This is the meaning.—13.

Vivṛti.—'Yutasiddhih' means the existence of two uncombined things. Of cause and effect, e. g., of constituent part and constituted whole, conjunction and disjunction do not exist, because of the absence of their uncombined existence. For constituted wholes such as a water-pot, etc., do not exist having no relation to constituent parts such as potsherds, etc., whereby their conjunction and disjunction might be possible.

The relation between a word and its meaning is neither conjunction nor combination.

Upáskaša.—Now follows from the context another section intended to establish the conventional relation of words and objects. Therein he states an adverse argument.
Guṇatvāt, because it is an attribute.

14. (There can be no conjunction of Sound or Words with Objects), because (Conjunction, is an Attribute.—295.

"Of conjunction"—this is the complement. Thus, the meaning is, how can there be conjunction which is an attribute, of an attribute, e. g., Sound or Word, with objects such a water pot, etc.?—14.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—Moreover, the object also is sometimes characterised as colour, taste, etc. Therefore, conjunction is not possible, inasmuch as the existence of attribute in an attribute has not been admitted. This is what he says:

Guṇopāpya vibhāvyate

Guṇaḥ, attribute. Api, also. Vibhāvyate, is known or established.

15. Attribute also is known (to be an object denoted by Word), or is established (by Word).—296.

"Attribute also, object"—this is the complete sentence. Attribute also, e. g., colour, etc., is an object denoted by Word, but with that there is no relation of conjunction. This is the meaning. Or, the meaning is that attribute also is established (by being denoted) by Word and that with that there is no relation of conjunction of Word.—15.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—Further, conjunction (of Word and Object) cannot be produced by the action of either or by the action of both, because any substance whatever, e. g., Ether, etc., as well as Word are inert. This is what he says:

Nisṛkhyatvāt, because of inactivity or inertness.

16. Because Word and Object are inert.—297.

"Of Word and of any Object whatever"—Such is the complement of the aphorism.—16.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—He states another obstruction to the inter-relation (of Word and Object):

Asati, not existing. Na asati, (It) does not exist. Iti, such. Cha, and. Prayoga, Prayogāt, because there is application.
17. (Word and Object are not in conjunction), also because in the case of a non-existent object there is such application (of word) as "(It) does not exist."—298.

Even in the case of a non-existent water-pot, cloth, etc., such application (of word) is observed as "There is no water-pot in the room," "Cloth does not exist," "The letter ga which was heard before, no longer exists," "There was a cloth," "There will be a cloth," etc.; therefore (there is no inter-relation) This is the meaning. The import accordingly is that there is no conjunction, nor again combination, of Word with a non-existent water-pot, etc.—17.

Word and Object are unrelated.

Upaskāra.—What then? He gives the answer:

शब्दार्थसम्बन्धोऽ || ७ । २ । १८ ||

शब्दार्थ: Sabda-arthau, sound and sense. Word and object. असमस्ते
Asambandhau, unrelated.

18. (Therefore), Word and Object are unrelated.—299.

If Conjunction of Word and Object does not exist, it then comes to this that Word and Object are unrelated. This is the meaning.—18.

Above continued.

Upaskāra.—It may be asked why one or other of the relations of Conjunction and Combination should not exist (between Word and Object). Accordingly he says:

संयोगिनो दराहात समवायिनो विशेषाथ || ७ । २ । १६ ||

संयोगिन: Samyoginaḥ, which is in conjunction. The conjunct. इत्यदात
Dandat, from the staff. समवायिन: Samavayinaḥ, which is in combination. The combined. विशेषाथ Višeṣāṭ, from a distinction or distinguishing element. च Cha, and.

19. (Cognition of Conjunction results) from (e.g.,) the staff, which is in conjunction (with the hand of a man), and (of Combination) from a distinguishing element which is in combination (with the whole).—300.

"This person is carrying a staff," "The elephant possesses a trunk,"—these intuitions take place. Of these, the first results from conjunction, and the second, from combination. The intuition in respect of the trunk which is a particular member of the body, is dependent upon its combination with the elephant, since it arises from the distinction that that is an elephant to which belongs a trunk as being in combination with it. The distinction itself, viz., the trunk, etc., is distinctive in consequence of the relation of combination. But there is no intuition of threads, etc. also, such as "A cloth possesses threads" etc., under the relation of distinctive possession of the parts. Likewise, "The object, water-pot, is that which possesses the word, water-pot,"—
such intuition does not take place. Of Word and Object, therefore, there is neither conjunction, nor again combination. This is the import.—19.

**Intuition of object from word proceeds from convention.**

_Upaskára._—If there is neither conjunction nor combination between Word and Object, then by what relation does a word establish a determinate object? To this, he gives the answer:

\[\text{सामयिकः शब्दार्थप्रत्ययः ॥ ७ ॥ २ ॥ २० ॥}\\
\[\text{सामयिकः सामयिकः, conventional. According to direction. शब्दार्थप्रत्ययः सब्दा-र्थार्थप्रत्ययः, intuition of object from word.}\\

20. The intuition of Object from Word (takes place) according to the direction (of God).—301.

"'Sāmayikāh; 'Samaya' means the direction of God, in the form that such an object should be understood from such a word. Whatever word has been assigned by God to a particular object, denotes that object. It is then the will of God which supplies the link between word and object. The same is convention, dependent upon the will of God; as, for example, "Whatever plant the ichneumon touches with its teeth, is an antidote to poison." This is the meaning.

This convention is learnt sometimes from usage; _e.g._, when an employer gives the order "Bring the water-pot," and an employee brings an object possessing a tubular neck, a boy standing near by infers the knowledge of the latter in this way. This his activity is produced by knowledge, because it is activity, like my activity; that knowledge again is produced by the words of this order, because it follows immediately after it; and the subject-matter of this knowledge, namely, this object with a tubular neck, is the denotation of the term, water-pot. By such processes of transposition of verbs and cases, the boy becomes informed in respect of the object, water-pot, cloth, etc.

Sometimes the convention is learnt directly from testimony alone; _e.g._, that this tubular-necked object is designated by the term, water-pot. Sometimes it is learnt from comparison; _e.g._, from a comparison of resemblance in such cases as, that a gayal is that which is like a cow, that as is _mudga_, so is _mudga-parṇi_ (a kind of bean), that as is _māśa_, so is _māśaparṇi_ (a leguminous plant), etc. Sometimes (knowledge of objects is derived) from condemnatory passages also; _e.g._, "O, the camel with too pendulous upper lip and long neck, the eater of hard thorns, the vilest of animals"—when after hearing this condemnatory sentence, one sees a body of this description, knowledge arises in one, viz., "This is that camel." Sometimes it springs from community of substratum, or synonymy, with words of known import; _e.g._, "The honey-bee is sipping the honey within cloven lotus-blossoms"—after hearing this proposition, (the knowledge arises), "This is what is designated by the term, honey-bee, because it is the sipper of honey within cloven lotus-blossoms," or as in the case of the proposition, "The cuckoo sings sweetly in the mango-tree." Here, in the above instances, it is either a case of inference, or a case of word itself being productive of
knowledge through the force of synonymy with words of known import, or only a particular mode of comparison or analogy, inasmuch as the being the agent in drinking honey infers resemblance to other individuals such as the bee, etc.

The convention, again, has reference to classes only, individuals being brought home by means of special characteristics,—such is the view of the followers of Tutāta. According to the followers of Prabhākara, the force of word is in respect of both the class and the individual, but so far as it refers to the class, it denotes the object by the word, by being known, and so far as it refers to the individual, by being its proper form. The teaching of the ancients or elders is that convention is the force itself and that classes appearing in the forms of the individuals are the objects denoted by words. This is the case with words like cow, etc., but the objects denoted by words expressive of attribute and action are both classes and individuals as detailed in the Mayākha.—20.

Vivriti.—He now points out the connection between words and objects, which is the means of verbal knowledge.

* * * * ‘Samaya’ is arbitrament or convention. It is two-fold, eternal and modern. Eternal arbitrament is called force (of words), and modern arbitrament is called definition. Arbitrament has for its form, This object is to be understood from this word, or Let this word convey this signification. Accordingly it has been said,

शार्माणिकस्मातुमी: समयी द्विविष्य स्मृति: ।
नित्थ शार्माणिकस्मा या शक्षिति गीते ।
कादापिकस्त्वातुमिक: शास्त्रकारात्रधिमि: कृति: ॥

Convention has been declared to be two-fold, original and modern. Therein the original is the eternal, which is called force; whereas the modern is the occasional, imposed by scientific writers and others.

The apprehension of the force of words proceeds from conduct, etc. So it has been said,

शक्षिति: ब्यालकरशोपमानाथ।
कोशापरमकृत्यवाहारसः ।
शोचित्यतन: सिद्ध पदस्य वृद्धः
वाक्यस्य शेपाधिवृत्तवृद्धिः ॥

The elders declare the apprehension of the force of words to proceed from grammatical analysis or etymology, from comparison or analogy, from lexicography, from authoritative sayings or testimony, from conduct (of the employer who gives an order which is carried out by the employed), from contiguity to a word of well-known import, from context, and from explication or description.

* * * * The doctrine of the force of the word to denote primarily the class is not sound, for, in such instances as “Bring the cow,” the fact which is established by experience, namely, that the individual is the object of verbal cognition, cannot be explained except on
the theory of the force of the word primarily to denote the individual. Nor does the knowledge of the individual arise from implication or derivatively, for in the absence of a primary use a derivative use is impossible. Nor is the knowledge of the individual possible even by the equivalence of the act and the object of cognition (in verbal knowledge); for, inasmuch as the being an object of verbal cognition, standing in the position of an effect, must be produced by a cause, the equivalence of the act and the object of cognition (in verbal knowledge) which is supposed to be the condition, cannot be the condition there, as is desired. We should, therefore, respect the doctrine that the force of the words, cow, etc., lies in denoting the individual characterised by, or possessing, the generic form and the class or the universal. It has been accordingly laid down in the aphorism of Gantama, "The individual, the generic form, and the universal are, however, the object of the word." (Nyāya-Sūtram, II. ii 63).

Priority and Posteriority, how produced.

Upāskāra.—Now he explains Priority and Posteriority, the next in the order of enumeration, in one context, as these are the causes of mutually involved uses, and for the purpose of clearing up the understanding of the disciples as well as for the sake of brevity.

एकदिक्काथ्यामेककालाथ्यां सत्त्वकिर्षविक्रृताथ्यां परमपरूप

II 71 21 21 II

एकदिक्काथ्यां Eka-dikkābhyaṃ, lying in the same direction. एककालाथ्यां Ekakālābhyaṃ, existing at the same time सत्त्वकिर्षविक्रृताथ्यां Sannikṛṣṭa-viṇkṛatiśābhyaṃ, near and remote. परं Param, prior. अपरं Aparaṇ posterior. च Cha, and.

21. The Prior and the Posterior (are produced by two objects) lying in the same direction, existing at the same time, and being near and remote.—302.

"The Prior and the Posterior"—the reference here is principally in a substantive sense. "Are produced"—such is the complement. Or, the word "usage" or "convention" is to be supplied after 'The Prior and the Posterior: such'. The word "such" should be understood. 'Ekadikkābhyaṃ' means by two bodies which have the same direction in space. Two bodies occupying equal place (i.e., equally distant) may also have the same direction in space, but by them Priority and Posteriority are neither produced, nor come into use. Accordingly it has been said, 'Near and remote,' which expression means, possessing nearness, i.e., the quality or state of containing a smaller number of conjunctions with the conjunct, and remoteness, i.e., the quality or state of containing a larger number of conjunctions with the conjunct. Hereby combinative cause (of Priority and Posteriority) is stated; whereas conjunction of bodies and direction in space is the non-combinative cause. Priority and Posteriosity are thus produced in a man standing with his face towards the east, by observing a relative paucity of conjunctions with the conjunct in one of two bodies lying in the east and a relative plurality of conjunctions with the conjunct in the other. The non-combinative cause is thus
stated. 'Near and remote'—the term implies intuition, as the contained metaphorically denotes the container. Relative understanding or cognition of relativity is thus stated to be the efficient cause. Priority and Posteriority are produced in respect only of two bodies lying in the same direction in space; hence there is no production of them in all places. Relative understanding is produced in one and the same observer only; hence there is no production of them in all circumstances. Being regulated by relative understanding, there is no production of them at all times. There is no mutual dependence between them, inasmuch as being produced from the capacity or power of the cause, they are proved by sense-perception. For otherwise they would be neither produced nor perceived. For in case of mutual dependence there would be non-production as well as non-perception of both of them. But Priority and Posteriority are perceived, and their perception cannot be possible without their production.

'Existing at the same time'—this has reference to Priority and Posteriority in time. Now ‘existing at the same time’ means, by two bodies one young and the other old, which occupy the same, i.e., the present, time. Here nearness is the state of having the birth intervened by a fewer number of revolutions of the sun, and remoteness is the state of having the birth intervened by a larger number of revolutions of the sun. Here too understanding i.e., the container, is implied by the contained. Thus the young and old bodies are the combinative causes. Conjunction of time and bodies is the non-combinative cause. The understanding of the state of having the birth intervened by a fewer number of revolutions of the sun is the efficient cause in the case of Posteriority, and the understanding of the state of having the birth intervened by a larger number of revolutions of the sun is the efficient cause in the case of Priority.

These, Priority and Posteriority, again, are produced even in respect of bodies indeterminate in place and direction in space.

Now there is a seven-fold destruction of Priority and Posteriority in space but their production is simultaneous, else there would be mutual dependence. Priority and Posteriority in space then are destroyed from the destruction of relative understanding (1) from the destruction of conjunction which is the non-combinative cause, (2) from the destruction of substance which is the combinative cause, (3) from the destruction of the efficient and non-combinative causes, (4) from the destruction of the efficient and combinative causes, (5) from the destruction of the efficient cause, (6) from the destruction of the non-combinative cause, and (7) from the destruction of the combinative cause. Now, from the destruction of relative understanding, thus: Production of Priority; knowledge of the genus Priority; then destruction of relative understanding; after its destruction, at the moment of knowledge of substance distinguished by Priority, destruction of Priority—the process should be understood in the same way as in the case of destruction of duality. Destruction of Priority and Posteriority follows also from the destruction of the non-combinative cause. Thus, as soon as there is relative understanding, action takes place in the body which is the substratum of Priority; as soon as Priority is produced therefrom, disjunction takes place between direction in space and the
body; after it, when there is knowledge of the genus Priority, then there is destruction of the conjunction of direction in space and the body; then, destruction of relative understanding follows knowledge of the genus; at the very same moment, destruction of Priority and Posteriority results from destruction of conjunction of direction in space and the bodies. And in this case destruction of relative understanding does not destroy them, inasmuch as it is synchronous with destruction of Priority.

Objection.—On the theory of destruction of attribute even from destruction of non-combinative cause, great confusion will result from the thus possible destruction of Samskāra, (tendencies, impressions), adriṣṭam (invisible after-effects of acts performed), etc., also from the destruction of the conjunction of Mind and Soul.

Answer.—It is not so. For Priority being pervaded by the characteristic of being remote, there must needs be cessation of Priority consequent on the non-existence of remoteness on the removal of the substratum of Priority to some other place. Nor is there at the time any other agent of destruction; hence, such destruction being otherwise impossible, destruction of conjunction alone is conceived to be the destroying agent. On the other hand samskāra, adriṣṭam etc., as well as their effects, e.g., recollection, pleasure, etc., cannot be supposed to be so destroyed, inasmuch as they are observed even after a long time.

This also implies that Priority and Posteriority are destroyed also by the destruction of the conjunction between that particular place and the standard limit as well as the observer, the argument being the same as above.

Destruction of Priority sometimes results also from destruction of combinative cause. Thus, relative understanding arises at the very same moment that action produced in a portion of a body causes disjunction from another portion; from disjunction results destruction of the conjunction originateive of the body, and then production of Priority; at the next moment, destruction of substance results from destruction of conjunction, and there takes place knowledge of the genus Priority; destruction of Priority follows destruction of substance, and destruction of relative understanding follows knowledge of the genus. So that, being synchronous, destruction of relative understanding does not destroy Priority.

Destruction of Priority sometimes takes place by the destruction of substance and destruction of conjunction. It happens in this way: Production of action and relative understanding in a portion of the body; then, disjunction from another portion, and production of Priority; next destruction of originative conjunction and knowledge of the genus; thereafter, destruction of substance and destruction of relative understanding; and following them, there is destruction of Priority.

Destruction of Priority takes place sometimes from destruction of substance and destruction of conjunction. It is in this way: Simultaneously with disjunction amongst the constituent parts of substance,
there is production of action in the body and of relative understanding; following it, appear destruction of conjunction of constituent parts, disjunction between space and body, and production of Priority; thereafter there are destruction of substance, destruction of conjunction of space and body, and production of knowledge of the genus: thereafter destruction of Priority results from destruction of substance and destruction of conjunction of space and body, and destruction of relative understanding from knowledge of the genus.

Destruction of Priority takes place sometimes from destruction of conjunction and destruction of relative understanding. It is in this way: Production of Priority, and action in the body; knowledge of the genus, and disjunction; destruction of relative understanding, and destruction of conjunction of space and the body; then, destruction of Priority.

Destruction of Priority results sometimes from destructions of combinative, non-combinative and efficient causes. It is in this way: Production of Priority, disjunction among constituent parts of the body, and action in the body, take place simultaneously; knowledge of the genus Priority, destruction of conjunction of constituent parts and disjunction between space and the body follow them; thereafter results destruction of Priority or of: Posteriority in space, from destruction of relative understanding, destruction of substance, and destruction of conjunction of space and the body, which destructions are simultaneously produced.

Of Priority and Posteriority in time, however, there is no destruction due to destruction of non-combinative cause. As in the case of Priority and Posteriority in space, there is destruction of nearness and remoteness on the destruction of conjunction of space and the body, so it is not the case with Priority and Posteriority in time. The three cases, therefore, of their destruction namely from destruction of combinative cause, from destruction of relative understanding, and from both jointly, should be understood in the way described above.—21.

Virüti.—It should be observed that, according to the writer of Muktāvāli, destruction of relative understanding is destructive of Priority and Posteriority in both their forms (i.e., in space and in time), whereas in the Upaskāra it is stated that it is the destruction of their three-fold causes which is destructive of Priority and Posteriority.

Priority and Posteriority in Time, how produced.

Upaskāra.—He states a peculiarity in the case of temporal priority and posteriority.

कारणपरत्वात् कारणापरत्वाच् || ७ । २ । २२ ||

कारणपरत्वात् Kāraṇa-paratvat, from priority of the cause. कारणापरत्वाच् Kāraṇaaparatvat, from posteriority of the cause. च Cha, and.

22. (Temporal Priority and temporal Posteriority are said, by suggestion, to arise respectively) from Priority of the cause and from Posteriority of the cause.—303.
The cause of Priority and Posteriority is time. Priority and Posteriority belong to it. Conjunction of time which is the non-combinative cause of priority, and conjunction of time which is the non-combinative cause of posteriority are stated, by implication, as otherwise, the result would be want of congruity or syntactical connexion. For, priority and posteriority cannot be produced by priority and posteriority themselves. The terms, priority and posteriority, denote, by implication, conjunctions of time which are productive of them.—22.

Vivṛti.—If the uses of prior (remote) and posterior (near) are produced by cognitions of remoteness and nearness, then, inasmuch as the cognition, Kāśī (Benares) is near in relation to Prayāga (Allahabad), refers also to Prayāga as its object subject-matter, why does not there arise the use of Posteriority (or nearness) in respect of Prayāga? Likewise, why is there not the use of Priority (or remoteness), in respect of Kāśī, etc., which also become the subject-matter of the cognition of remoteness?

He removes this incidental doubt.

' Kāraṇa-paratvāt,' i.e., owing to the priority or remoteness of the combinative cause; and also owing to its posteriority or nearness. The uses of priority and posteriority are only in respect of the combinative cause, but not in respect of anything else simply because it becomes the subject-matter of relative understanding. For use is determined by the object in respect of which the use arises. This is the import.

Priority and Posteriority do not exist in Priority and Posteriority.

Actions are void of actions.

Attributes are void of attributes.
25. Attributes are (void) of Attributes.—306.

_upakātra._—These aphorisms, being virtually explained above, are not explained here.—23, 24, 25.

_bhāṣya._—reads VII. ii. 24 and 25 as one aphorism.

- Combination described.

_upakātra._—It has been stated that priority, posteriority, etc., are combined in dence or corporal substances only, and that knowledge, pleasure etc., are combined in the soul. Now, what is this combination itself? Having regard to this inquiry of the disciples, he steps over Understanding which is the next subject for treatment according to the order of enumeration, and describes the examination of Combination.

**Iṣṭedamītī yata: kāryākāraṇāyo: s samvāya: II 7 I 2 I 26 II**

*Iha, here, i.e., in the cause. ṭatva Idam, this, i.e., the effect.

Iти Iti, such. Yataḥ, whence. kāryākāraṇāyo: kāryā-kāraṇāyoḥ, of effect and cause स: Sāḥ, that. समवाय: Samavāyāḥ, combination.*

26. That is Combination by virtue of which (arises the intuition) in the form of “This is here,” with regard to effect and cause.—307.

‘kāryā-kāraṇāyoḥ’ is an indication; non-effect and non-cause also are implied. So it has been said in the section called the Locality of the Predicables, “Combination is that relation of things mutually involved or associated in nature and bearing to one another the relation of the contained and the container,—which is the source of intuition in the form of “(It is) here.”” Ayuta-siddhiḥ, inseparable association, is the non-existence of things unrelated. As in the case of “There is curd here in the bowl,” “There are jujubes here in the bowl,” so in the case of “There is cloth here in the threads,” “There is mat here in the reeds,” “There are substance, attribute, and action here in substance,” “There is boveness here in the cow,” “There is knowledge here in the soul,” “There is Sound here in Ether,” the cognition of here which is thus produced, cannot be produced without some relation; whereby it is inferred that some relation exists. And this relation is not mere conjunction. For the causes of conjunction, namely, action or either of the two things, etc., are absent here; it does not terminate in disjunction; related things do not exist unrelated; it can be inferred as a uniform substratum; it is not perceptible to the senses; it is one; and it is eternal.

**Objection.**—If combination be one, it would then entail intermixture of substance-ness, etc., since combination of action-ness, etc., would be possible in substance.

**Answer.**—This cannot be the case, since non-intermixture follows from the very rule of the container and the contained. Although the same combination which is the combination of substance-ness is also the combination of attribute-ness, action-ness, etc., still substance is not their container or substratum, since they are not observed there.
Substance-ness is observed in substances only, attribute-ness in attributes only, action-ness in actions only, but not elsewhere. It is from the observation of this agreement and difference, that the uniformity (of the container and the contained) results. As even in the absence of a particular conjunction between the bowl and the curd, it is the bowl which is the container, and not the curd, and hence there is the uniformity of the relation of the container and the contained, so the uniformity is valid in this case also from the very difference of the power of the revealed and the revealer, for action-ness, etc., are not revealed by substance in the same way as substance-ness is. Accordingly it has been said.

_blockquote_

All-powerful consciousness is verily our resource in the apprehension of things. For consciousness in respect of the being the container is not reversible; nor is there the intuition that substance is action; nor, again, that threads are in the cloth. It is for this reason that, notwithstanding the combination of colour in Air; "There is colour in Air"—such characteristic of being the container—is not observed in the case of Air. It is natural capacity, therefore, which everywhere determines the relation of the container and the contained.

This combination, again, is eternal, inasmuch as it is uncaused. For the rule of production from combinative causes applies to existences or beings, and efficient and non-combinative causes are subsidiary to those causes. Therefore that which would be the combinative cause of combination would be either another combination, or that combination itself. It cannot be the first, as it would entail non-finality; nor the second, as it would involve self-dependence, for that very combination cannot produce combination with itself.

**Objection.**—How does the intuition arise that there is combination of cloth in threads, and that there is combination of colour in cloth?

**Answer.**—It is by means of the relation of their intrinsic form, or essential relation, as the supposition of another combination would entail non-finality.

**Objection.**—The intuition of here, e.g., "There is colour here in the cloth," will, then, arise by means of the same essential relation. What is the use of combination?

**Answer.**—It is not so, since there is no obstruction here to the admission of an additional relation.

**Objection.**—If it be so, then "Here in this place there is non-existence of the water-pot,"—in this case also there will be either combination or any other relation.

**Answer.**—No, as the intuition can be possible by means of essential relation itself. For, on the contrary supposition, the absolute and mutual non-existences of the water-pot, which are eternal and combined with more than one substance, would have the characteristic of being Genera, subsequent non-existence also, being an effect in combination, would be perishable or destructible, and antecedent non-existence also, not being produced, though combined, would be indestructible.
Nor is the quality of existence the determining factor there, for the quality of existence can be produced at any time.

The Bhattas maintain that in non-existence there really is present a different relation called distinguishedness or qualifiedness. Nor is this distinguishedness be one and the same in the case of all individual manifestation of non-existence, then it would follow that there is non-existence of the water-pot even in that which contains a water-pot, inasmuch as the distinguishedness of the non-existence of the water-pot would exist by means of the same distinguishedness of the non-existence of the cloth.

Objection.—But the water-pot itself will in this case prevent the cognition of the non-existence of the water-pot.

Answer.—It cannot do this, since the non-existence of that which will prevent such cognition is itself present there by means of the relation of distinguishedness. Nor is the very nature of the substratum (i.e., where the water-pot lies) such that on account of it there can be no manifestation of the non-existence of water-pot in that place, for immediately after the removal of the water-pot follows the intuition of the non-existence of water-pot in that very place.

Objection.—In your view also, why is there not intuition of possession of colour after the destruction of colour, since Combination is, as you say, eternal and one?

Answer.—Because non-intuition of colour is proved from the very destruction of colour.

The arguments against Combination have been demolished in the Mayûkha under Sense-Perception. So we stop here.—26.

Combination is different from Substance, Attribute, Action, Genus, and Species.

Upaskâra.—By way of proving its difference from the five beginning with Substance (i.e., Substance, Attribute, Action, Genus, and Species), he says:

Dravyatva-guṇatva-pratisedhah, negation or exclusion of substance-ness and attribute-ness, (in or from Combination). Bhâvena, by existence. Vyâkhyâtaḥ: VyÂkhyâtaḥ, explained.

27. The negation of Substance-ness and Attribute-ness (in Combination) is explained by Existence.—308.

‘Bhâvena, means Existence. As Existence is not identical with substance, etc., being cognised by a different form of understanding, so combination also is different from the same Substance, etc., 'Dravyatva-guṇatva' is an indication; Action-ness, etc., also should be understood.—27.

Combination is one.

Upaskâra.—He proves Unity:
28. The Unity (of Combination, is explained) by Existence.

'Explained' is the complement. 'Tattvam,' i.e., Unity, 'bhâvena,' i.e., by Existence, is explained. As one Existence everywhere induces the cognition of the existent, so one Combination everywhere induces the cognition of the combined. Moreover the inferential mark of Combination is not differentiated, nor is there any other particular mark. For, we do not find any particular mark, i.e., differentiating mark, of Combination, whereby we could recognise its diversity. For the very same reason, Combination is eternal; for, as in the case of Existence, non-eternity cannot appropriately belong to it which is undifferentiated even in the difference of Space, Time, etc.

Objection—If combination is nothing but this relation, then there may be disunion of threads and cloth, or of the cloth and its colour.

Answer.—This cannot be, for in the absence of (previous) uncorrelated existence, disunion is not possible. For, there is no unrelated existence or colour and that which possesses the colour, or of the parts and the whole, that there may be a disunion between them.

Objection.—But their uncorrelated existence may be brought to pass.

Answer.—It cannot, for the effectuation is contravened by being never so experienced.

The followers of Prabhâkara hold that Combination is manifold and also non-eternal. But this is not a reasonable view to take, for the intuition of "Colour is destroyed," whereas it is the intuition of no body that the Combination of colour is destroyed.

The view of the school of Nyâya that Combination is perceptible to the sense is also not valid. Combination is supersensuous, for being different from the Soul, it is at the same time in a state of being un-combined, like the Mind, or like Time, etc.—28.

Bhâṣya:—Combination is proved to be an attribute in the same way as is existence, and further, like existence, Combination also is produced by itself, i.e., does not depend upon any other Combination for its production.

Here ends the second chapter in the seventh book of Śaṅkara's Commentary on the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms.
BOOK EIGHTH.—CHAPTER FIRST.

Cognition explained by allusion to III. i. 2, 18.

Upaskara.—The order of enumeration was violated in favour of the curiosity of the disciples. The author now adopts the order of enumeration. Thence in the examination of understanding is the subject of the eight book. Understanding has been already mentioned for the purpose of proof of the Soul. By recalling it, he says:

Dravyesu Jnanam Vyakhyaatam, explained.

1. Cognition (has been) explained among Substance.—310.

By the term, "Among substances," the author implies the third book, as the the container by the contained. The meaning is that cognition, jnanam, has been explained by the two aphorisms, namely, "The universal experience of the objects of the senses is the mark of (the existence of) an object different from the senses and their objects" (III. i. 2), and "That (i.e., knowledge) which is produced from the contact of the soul, the sense, and the object, is other (than a false mark)" (III. i. 18).

Now in the kindred system (i.e., the Nyaya-Sutra of Gautama), under the definition of understanding, there has been made a declaration of synonyms, namely, "Understanding, Apprehension, Cognition, Intuition—these are synonyms," (Nyaya-Sutra, I. i. 15), for the purpose of demolishing the Sankhya doctrine. For the Sankhyas maintain a difference in meaning of the terms, Understanding, etc. Thus Prakriti, Matter, is the state of equilibrium of Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas, the principles of purity, passion and darkness, or the principles of illumination, evolution, and involution, respectively. Prakriti is one, and one only, while Purusas, Spirits, are divided to infinity. They are seated in the cave (i.e., retired, unaffected, indifferent spectators), eternal, immutable, and characterised, by eternal consciousness. They are called lame, as it is not their nature to undergo modification or transformation, while Prakriti is said to be blind, being stupid or insensate. When there arises in Prakriti a desire for the enjoyment of sensuous objects, or a desire to see the difference between Prakriti and Purusa, at that moment Prakriti is modified, or transforms, under the influence or oscillation of Purusa. And its first transformations Buddh, Understanding, a particular form of the inner sense. Understanding it is that is called the principle of Mahat, the great one; accordingly it has been said, "The great one evolves from Prakriti." And this understanding is pure or stainless like a mirror. And that particular transformation of it, which takes the form of an object in such shapes as "It is a water-pot," "It is a cloth," etc., through the channel of the external senses, is called cognition, jnanam, and faculty, vritti. Apprehension, upalabdhi, is the same as a kind of abhidma, egoity or self-consciousness, in the form of "I know," which arises in consequence of the non-perception or non-apprehension of the distinctness or difference of Purusa which is consciousness, by cognition present in transparent or pure understanding. Pratyaya, Intuition, is that particular
transformation of understanding itself, which takes the form of pleasure, pain, etc., through the channel of the senses alone, in consequence of the contact of garland, sandalwood, and other objects of sense. Hence it is that cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, volition, reminiscence, virtue, and vice are, all of them, particular transformations of understanding, and being present in Prakṛiti itself, in subtle forms or in minute proportions, appear and disappear, according to difference of circumstances; while Puruṣa is as free from adhesion or affinity or attachment as a lotus-leaf, but casts its shadow in the understanding. This theory which the Sāṅkhya hold is thrown away by the proof indicated in the above declaration of (these terms as) synonyms. Thus, if the term, understanding, be derived in the instrumental sense, viz., as that by which a thing is understood, then it comes to be nothing else than the mind. Nor is the mind an object of perception, whereas understanding is surely cognizable by perception in the form of "I understand." Nor are cognition, etc., the properties of the internal sense, inasmuch as they are proved to exist only as being the properties of an agent. For the manifestation of "I know," "I intuit," "I apprehend," takes place as having community of substratum with I-ness or egoity. If they reply that this phenomenon is abhimāna or conceit, we rejoin that it cannot be so, since there is no obstruction to its being real. It cannot be contended that such obstruction is supplied by the very characteristic of the Puruṣa as being seated in the cave, that is to say, by its not being the receptacle of adventitious properties or changes; for, we would then reply that eternity is compatible with the nature of being the substratum of adventitious modes. For that which possesses a property and the property are not one and the same reality, so that the production and destruction of the property should themselves be the production and destruction of the substratum of the property. It is only he, then, who is conscious, that also understands, cognises, apprehends, and intuits. Hence the hypothesis of distinct entities (e.g., Soul and understanding) is not reasonable. This is the point.—1.

Soul, Mind, Ether, Time, Space, Air and Ultimate Atoms are not (ordinarily) perceptible.

Upaskāra.—This cognition, again, is two-fold, Vidyā, Science or true knowledge and A-vidyā, Nescience or false knowledge. Vidyā is of four kinds, characterised by perception, inference, memory and testimony. A-Vidyā also has four kinds characterised by doubt, error or mistake, dream, and uncertainty or indecision or non-finality. Among the above four kinds of true knowledge, that which is inferential, is not produced by the senses. Why this is so, is explained here.

तत्त्वात्मा मन्द्राभाप्मत्वों || ल || १ || २ ||

तत् Tatra, therein, among substances. आत्मा Ātmā, soul. मनः Manas, mind. च Cha, and others, e.g., Ether, Time, Space, Air and Ultimate Atoms. अप्रत्याक्षे A-pratyakṣa, non-perceptible, not objects of perception.

2. Among Substances, the Soul, the Mind and other are not objects of perception.—311.
The word, soul, in the aphorism denotes the soul of another or one's own soul. That even one's own soul is not an object of perception, has been already declared, iuasmuch as the casual mental intuition of the I, ahām, in one's own soul, is repudiated by such intuitions "I am fair," "I am thin," "I have long arms, etc. (where the I has reference to the body). The word, "cha," extends the application of the predicate to the substances, namely, ether, time, space, air, and ultimate atoms. Sense-born cognition again is of two degrees, being that of the omniscient and that of the non-omniscient. That of the omniscient is the cognition of such and such complements of objects by means of the proximity or presentation (or reaching upto ordinarily supersensuous objects) characterised by virtue or merit springing from Yoga (i.e., inhibition of the activity of the internal organ, the mind, and consequent freedom of the all-pervading soul, in other words, the steadiness of the mind in the soul. Vide v. ii. 16 above.) Thus ultimate atoms fall within its sphere, (or are objects of perception), being demonstrable, nameable, and existent.

Object. -Since there is no material or data of such cognition, how can this be the case? Magnitude also is a cause of sense-perception, but ultimate atoms do not possess magnitude. The possession of colour, again is the cause of visual perception, but sapce, etc., do not possess colour. How then can there be perception in these cases?

Answer. -The objection does not stand, for such omniscience is possible by means of the mind alone as an auxiliary to the virtue or merit born of Yoga, or by means of the eye and other senses under the favourable influence of such mind. For the virtue or merit produced by Yoga is of inconceivable efficacy, and does not stand in need of any other auxiliary.

"The man whose omniscience is the subject of controversy, is not omniscient, because he is a man like myself,"—such reasonings, however, are inapplicable, since they are void of argument which would render impossible the proposition of the other side (maintaining the existence of omniscience in the man in question), as is the case with the reasoning, "A follower of Prabhākara (a writer of the Mīmāṃsā school) is not versed in Mīmāṃsā, because he is a man like myself."

Perception of the non-omniscient, again, is two-fold, discriminative and non-discriminative. Discriminative cognition, according to Dharmañkirti and Diṇṇāga and others of the Bauddha school, is not certain knowledge or proof. Thus they argue: Such cognition owes its manifestation or apparent reality to connection with words. But the connection of an object with a word, a name, is not possible, that there should be such intuition, coloured with a name, as it were, as "A water-pot," or "A piece of cloth." Nor is jāti, the universal, really existent or objectively real, that the being distinguished with the possession of it should be apprehended in objects by the sense. Nor is possible connection of the existent characterised by itself with that which is non-existent. Nor is the non-existent within the cognizance of senses. Therefore, discrimination (ālochanam) is produced by the senses, and while in the process of being produced, and leading to
corresponding objects, by the power of the discrimination, discriminative cognition is called perception and also proof. (To this the commentator gives the reply.) Now, while discriminative cognition may be objectively unreal, because it owes its manifestation or apparent reality to connection with words, it may be at the same time real, because it is the product of contact of sense and object. Hence it is doubtful that discriminative cognition is unreal. Moreover, the being distinguished with the possession of a name may very well be a possible object in visual cognition, its appearance in consciousness being possible form presentation by memory, as is the case with the perception "Fragrant sandalwood." Or, it may be, the being distinguished with the possession of a name does not come to light in perceptual cognition, and there is only recollection of the name, which as soon as it is recollected serves to distinguish its corresponding object, like the recollection of the counter-opposite in the case of the cognition of non-existence. Also it has been proved that jāti, the universal or class, etc., are immanent in objects or entities, Hence, discriminative or modified cognition also is perception, inasmuch as it is produced from contact of senses and objects.

Objection.—Non-discriminative, or unmodified, cognition neither excites to activity, nor is an object of current use. What then is the proof of its existence?

Answer.—The proof is discriminative, or modified, cognition itself, for, this is a specialized cognition, or the cognition of a thing as possessing, and being accordingly distinguished by, something else. Nor can it be produced without the cognition of that which is possessed and serves to distinguish or individualize, that is the distinctive element. For it has been ascertained above that the cause of specialized cognition is cognition of that which serves to specialize, contact of sense and that which is going to be specialized, and non-apprehension of non-connection of both.—2.

Bhāṣya: Among substances, Self, Mind, and Ether are not objects of perception.

Cognition, how produced.

Upāskāra.—In order to elucidate how Cognition is produced, in what circumstances, and from what causes, he says:

 Jaananihrshé Jaananiipratvibhishicch: || 1 2 3 4 |


3. The mode of the production of Cognition is being described, in connection with the differentiation of a particular Cognition. —312.

A cognition should be marked off or distinguished from other cognitions, in respect of the mode of its production, in respect of its subject matter, and in respect of its property. Now, differentiation of
cognition having to be made, the process of the production of cognition is going to be described. This is the meaning. In 'uktah, the past participle affix kta is used in the sense of incipient action.—3.

Vivriti.—What is the cause of cognition? There being this expectancy, he says:

'Jñāna-nirdeśe,' i. e., in the third book, where enunciation of cognition has been made. There too the process of the production of cognition has been described. The meaning is that the causes of cognition have been mentioned in the aphorism, "That (i.e., knowledge) which is produced from the contact of the soul, the sense and the object is other (than a false mark)" (III.i.18.) Thus, the soul is the combinative cause of cognition; conjunction of the soul and the mind is the non-combinative cause, and contact or contiguity of the object is the efficient cause. This has been mentioned in that very aphorism. It should be observed that the causality of contact has been stated under the topic of perception.

Substance is the cause of cognition of Attributes and Actions.

Upaskīra.—He describes the mode of production (of cognition):

गुणकर्मसः सतिःख्रेणु ज्ञानगतेऽक्तेन यो वर्गामः ॥ १ ॥ ४ ॥

गुणकर्माः गुण-कर्मसः, Attributes and Actions. सतिःख्रेणु सन्निक्रिस्तेसु, being in contact. ज्ञानगतेः: Jñāna-nispatteḥ, of the production of cognition. द्रव्य, dravyaḥ, substance. कारणः Karanaḥ, cause.

4. Substance is the cause of the production of cognition, where Attributes and Actions are in contact (with the senses).—313.

Substance is the cause of the cognition which is produced in respect of attributes, e.g., colour, etc., and in respect of actions, e.g., throwing upwards, etc. Both of them are apprehended only in so far as they inhere in substances appropriate or perceptible to the senses. Hence it is the appropriateness or perceptibility of the substances which determines their perceptibility. It is by substance, moreover, that their contact with the senses is constituted, they being apprehended by means of their combination with the conjunct (i.e., Substance which is conjunct with the sense). Although there is apprehended the odour of dispersed particles of champaka flower, and of portions of camphor, which are all imperceptible, yet it is substance, imperceptible though it be, which effects their contacts. Although perceptibility of substance is not a requisite in the apprehension of sound, yet sound is apprehended only as it is combined or inherent, therein and hence this itself is the requisite. If it be asked, why is made this supposition of contact which is invisible? we reply that the production of cognition, being an effect, necessitates the supposition of a cause. This is the import.—4.

Substance is the cause of cognition of Genus and Species also.

Upaskīra.—He describes another mode of the production of knowledge:
5. In consequence of the non-existence of Genus and Species in genera and species, cognition (of them) is due to that alone.—314.

Existence is the (summum) genus, its species are substance-ness, attribute-ness and action-ness. These again are genera, and their species are earth-ness, etc., colour-ness, etc., throwing-upward-ness, etc. Among these, omnisensuous cognition of the genera inhering in substance is due to that only, that is, due only to appropriate or perceptible, particular substratum, and also to combination with the conjunct, combination with the combined with the conjunct, and combination with the combined, all these combinations being related to that substratum. Omniscient cognition, again, is produced, in the case of attribute, from combination with the combined with the conjunct; in the case of sound-ness, ka-ness, etc., from combination with the combined; in the case of existence, from combination with the conjunct, from combination with the combined with the conjunct, and from combination with the combined. In the case of attribute, the proximity or contiguity which is the condition of perceptibility, is not constituted by combination with the conjunct, or combination.

It may be objected: 'Tatah, eva,' i.e., from contact with or contiguity to their substrata alone—such delimitation or exclusion is not valid. Because in genus and in species also there do exist other genus and species. Contact with, or contiguity to, them also is a cause of cognition. In anticipation of this objection, he says, 'In consequence of the non-existence of genus and species.' For genus and species do not exist in genus and species, since that would entail infinite regression. The intuition of their mutual distinctions arises from their own forms or natures alone, or in this way, for instance, that the genus, bovine-ness, is cognised from the distinctness of the upādhi, adjunct or external condition, characterised by being present-in-all-bovine animals; while being absent from other than bovine animals. Similarly with regard to pot-ness, etc., also.—5.

'Species and Species are causes of cognition of Substance, Attribute and Action.'
6. (Cognition which is produced) in respect of Substance, Attributes and Action, (is) dependent upon genus and species. Dravya-guna-karmmasu, in respect of substance, attribute and action.

"Cognition is produced"—this is the subject in discourse. In respect of substance, attribute and action, there is no doubt cognition specialized with the content of substance-ness, attribute-ness and action-ness. Such specialized cognition, again, cannot be produced without the contact of the subject specified, that which serves to specify, and the sense. Hence dependence upon genus and species is there necessary. For there is such specialized cognition as "This is substance," "This is attribute," "This is action." This is the import.—6.

Substance, Attribute and Action are causes of cognition of Substance.

Upaskāra.—Is, then, in the case of substance also, cognition dependent only upon genus and species? To remove this curiosity, he says:

Dravya-guna-karmma-apeksam ॥ १ ॥ ७ ॥

Dravya, in substance. Dravya-guna-karmma-apeksam, dependent upon substance, attribute and action.

7. (Cognition), in the case of Substance, (is) dependent upon Substance, Attribute and Action.—316.

"Cognition is produced"—this is the subject in discourse. "A white cow, possessing a bell, is going,"—this is a cognition. Here substance, the bell, is the distinction or that which serves to specify; 'white' denotes an attribute; 'is going' denotes action. Thus in specialized cognition or intuition of a thing distinguished with the possession of something else, there cannot be non-apprehension of the distinction or that which serves to specify, nor can such specialized intuition take place without relation to that which serves to specify. Hence in the cognition of substance there is dependence upon substance, attribute and action. Such is the import.—7.

Attribute and Action are not causes of cognition of Attribute and Action.

Upaskāra.—Is there, then, dependence upon attribute and action, also in the case of attribute and action? He says, No:

Guna-karmmasu Guna-karmma-apeksam ॥ १ ॥ ८ ॥

Guna-karmmasu, attributes and actions. Guna-karmma-apeksam, dependent upon attribute and action. न विद्यते, not, exists.
8. (Cognition), dependent upon Attribute and Action, does not exist in the case of Attributes and Actions, inasmuch as Attribute and Action do not exist in Attribute and Action.—317.

"Cognition" is the complement of the aphorism. Since there is no cognition of attribute as distinguished with the possession of another attribute, and since there is no cognition of action as distinguished with the possession of another action, there is no cognition thereof, which is dependent upon attribute and action. For there exists no attribute in an attribute nor action in actions, whereby they might appear as distinctions in them. This is the import.—8.

Combination (as well as Attribute) is a cause of Cognition.

Upaskra.—Lest it might be asked that since there is manifestation of attribute and action in the cognitions thereof, why there should not be dependence upon attribute and action in the cognition of attribute and in the cognition of action, so he begins another topic in reply to that:

समवायिनः श्वेत्याच्छैवेत्यबुध्देच्च श्वेते बुद्धिस्त एते कार्य्य- कारणभूतं ॥ १ १ ६ ॥

समवायिनः Samavāyinaḥ, of that in which combination exists, the substratum. श्वेत्यात् Śvaitya-at, from whiteness. बुध्देच्च: Śvaitya-buddhech, from cognition of whiteness. च Cha, and. श्वेते Śvete, in a white object. बुड्धिः Buddhīḥ, cognition, ते Te, they. एते Ete, those. कार्य्यकारणभूतं Kāryya-kāraṇa-bhūte, related as effect and cause.

9. The cognition, (‘It is white’) in respect of a white object, (results) from whiteness of the substance in which combination of whiteness exists, and from the cognition of whiteness. These two, (cognition of white object, and cognition of whiteness), are related as effect and cause.—318.

By using the term ‘Samavāyinaḥ’ he states the causality of relation. Thus, inasmuch as combination of attribute does not exist in attribute, and inasmuch as combination of action does not exist in action, in their respective cognitions there is no dependence upon attribute and action as distinguishing marks or qualifications; but there does exist dependence upon attribute and action as subject-matter or objects of cognition. This being so, it is stated that in the case of such intuitions as “A white conch shell,” the combination of whiteness, the attribute whiteness, and the cognition of whiteness as a distinction or that which serves to specify, are the causes. So that relation with the distinction, the distinction, and cognition of them are the causes of specialized perceptual cognition. Hereby is proved all that has been stated before.—9.

Bhasya.—reads VIII. i. 9 as two aphorisms, viz., Samavāyinaḥ Śvaityāchchhāiśya buddhēcha śvete buddhīḥ, and Ta ete kāryakāraṇabhūte.
Exception to the above. In the case of Substances, Cognition is not a cause of cognition.

Upaskāra.—It may be objected. As in the case of "possessing a bell," cognition of substance (e.g., the cow possessing the bell) is dependent upon substance (e.g., the bell), so also in the case of (the serial cognitions of) "It is a pillar," "It is a jar," etc., where the cognition does not embrace another substance as a distinction, cognition of (the first) substance, (the pillar), is the cause (of the cognition of the second substance, jar), and so on). Thus nowhere can there be cognition of substance in the first instance or at first hand.

Dravyesu, in substances. An-itara-itara-kārāṇāḥ, not causes, one of another.

10. In the case of Substances, (cognitions are) not causes of one another.—319.

Accordingly he says:

"Cognitions" is the complement of the aphorism. Cognition of the jar, even though it takes place immediately after the cognition of the pillar, is yet not the effect of the cognition of the pillar, inasmuch as the pillar cannot properly be the distinction of, or that which serves to specify, by being contained in, the jar.—10.

The exception explained.

Upaskāra.—It may be urged that the sequence of the cognitions of the water-pot, the cloth, etc., is observed, and that that sequence is due only to the relation of effect and cause. So he says:

11. The sequence of the cognition of the water-pot, the cloth, etc., (results) from the sequence of their causes, due to the non-simultaneity of the causes, and not in consequence of the relation of cause and effect (amongst the cognitions.)—320.

The sequence of the cognitions of the water-pot, the cloth, etc., is dependent upon the sequence of their causes, and not dependent upon the relation of cause and effect. If it be asked, where the sequence of causes itself comes from, so he says, 'from the non-simultaneity of the causes.' Simultaneity of cognitions has been denied or disproved. Hence there is not simultaneity also of diverse causes of cognition. If,
on the other hand, there were simultaneity of causes, it would entail simultaneity also of effect, and thus the argument that non-production of simultaneous cognitions is the mark of the existence of the mind, would be shattered. This is the import.—11.

Here ends the first chapter of the eighth book in the Commentary of Śaṅkara upon the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms.

Vivṛiti.—The sequence or order, in the form of antecedence and subsequence, of the cognitions of the water-pot, cloth, etc., arises, not from the relation of cause and effect amongst them, but from the order, or the antecedence and subsequence, of the contacts, etc., of the water-pot, cloth, etc., (with the senses), which contacts are the causes of those cognitions. The word 'cha,' and, implies the addition of non-simultaneity which is not mentioned here, and this word is to be construed after the word sequence or order. The meaning, therefore, is this that the non-simultaneity of the cognitions of the water-pot, cloth, etc., is due to the non-simultaneity of their causes, e. g., contacts with senses, etc. Where, however, simultaneity of the contacts, etc., of the water-pot and the cloth exists, there is simultaneously produced a collective cognition of all the objects in contact with the senses for the time being. Hence it is also to be understood that simultaneity of effects follows from simultaneity of causes, and non-sequence of effects from non-sequence of causes.

Understanding or Intelligence, buddhi, is primarily divided into presentation, anubhūti, and representation, smṛiti. Presentation, according to the doctrine of Kaṇḍā, is again two-fold, being divided into perception pratyākṣa and inference, anumāṇa. Perception is of six kinds, as derived from smelling, etc., (i. e., from the five external, and the internal, senses); and is two-fold, as discriminative, savikalpaka, and non-discriminative, nārvikalpaka; and two-fold, as ordinary or popular, lauṅkika, and super-ordinary or hyper-popular, alauṅkika. Inference, again, is three-fold, as produced by illation from only positive conditions, kevala-anvayi, or purely agreemental; from only negative conditions kevala-vaṭṭireki or differential; and from both positive and negative conditions Śaṁānyato-dṛṣṭa, or inference from commonly observed marks. For example, "This is expressible by words, inasmuch as it is knowable," etc., are illations from purely positive condition (or by Mill’s method of agreement). "Earth differs from other substances, inasmuch as it is possessed of odour," and the like are illations from purely negative conditions, (or by Mill’s method of difference); and "The mountain is fiery, inasmuch as it smokes," and the like are illations from both positive and negative conditions (or by Mill’s method of agreement and difference.) Representation, reproduction or memory, on the other hand, is uniform, dependent on that form of Samskāra which is called Bhāvanā or permanent mental impression, having the same form as the original presentation and dependent upon certain cognition in which inattention played no part. In another point of view also, understanding is two-fold, science or correct knowledge, pramāṇa, and nescience or incorrect knowledge, apramāṇa. Science is cognition; a certain form of that which has that form. Nescience is cognition in a certain form of that in which there is non-existence.
of that form. Understanding or Intelligence is also two-fold accordingly as it is divided into doubt, _samsaya_, and certitude, _nischaya_. Doubt is a cognition whereof the form is (mutually) repugnant existence and non-existence in one and the same object; certitude in regard to a thing is cognition in the form thereof, and not in the form of the non-existence thereof. In this doctrine, in the case of cognition of similarity, and in that of knowledge of terms, an inference takes place by the production of a judgment respecting the inferential mark, subsequently thereto. Evidence or proof, _pramana_, is of two kinds, perception and inference; and science is exact experience or correct presentation or presentation in accordance with reality. This will be explained by the author of the aphorisms himself in the sequel.

---: *:---
BOOK EIGHTH.—CHAPTER SECOND.

Cognition of a doubly specialized nature, illustrated.

Upaskāra.—Having described the mode of production of perceptual cognition, both discriminative and non-discriminative, now the author, with a view to describe the perception of (a doubly specialized nature, or) the being specialized in the specialized, gives a few examples:

अयमेष त्यात् क्रृतं भोजयेनमिति बृह्यापेक्षः \ ॥ २ ॥

अयम् आयं त्यात् क्रृतं भोजयेनमिति बृह्यापेक्षः \ ॥ २ ॥

Ayam Ayam this, Esa that, Tyaya, by you, Kritam, done. Bhovaya feed Eman him. Esah Iti, such. Bhrma Buddhapekšam, dependent upon understanding or cognition.

1. 'This,' 'That,' 'Done by you,' 'Feed him'—such (cognitions are) dependent upon Understanding.—321.

The cognition, 'this,' arises in respect of an object which is near, and, 'that,' in respect of an object which is distant. 'By you'—such cognition, coloured with the characteristic of being an agent, presupposes or depends upon the cognition that he is independent in the action. The cognition of the act, namely, 'done,' depends upon the cognition that it is the subject of the operation of the instrument of action. The cognition, 'feed,' depends upon the cognition that he is the agent in the act of feeding, and also the employer of the instrument. The cognition, 'him,' depends upon the cognition that he is the subject of the operation or relation of the fed and the feeder. Similar other instances of cognition, dependent upon cognition, should be understood.—

Dependence of cognition upon cognition, explained.

Upaskāra.—He says that this (i.e., dependence of cognition upon cognition in some cases) is proved by induction from agreement and difference:

दश्यु भावाध्योद्भवभावत् \ ॥ २ ॥

Dasyu Driṣṭeṣu, in the case of objects seen. Bhavat Bhavat, from their existence or appearance. Drsyu Adriṣṭeṣu, in the case of objects unseen. Abhavat, from their non-existence or non-appearance.

2. (Such cognitions depend upon previous other cognitions), inasmuch as they appear in respect of objects seen, and do not appear in respect of objects unseen.—322.

When the contiguous object of the cognition 'This,' the object, though distant yet presented in consciousness, of the cognition 'That,' the object, i.e., the contiguous agent, of the cognition 'By you;' the object, i.e., the action, of the cognition 'done;' the object, i.e., the employer and the employed, of the cognition 'Feed;' the object, i.e., the occupation of both of them, of the cognition 'Him;'—when these objects come into contact with the senses, then such cognition is produced. Whereas with reference to unseen objects these cognitions do not
appear. Hence this (i.e., the dependence of cognition upon cognition) can be inferred from agreement and difference. This is the meaning.—2.

Substance, Attribute and Action are called artha or object.

Upaskara.—He now begins another topic:

अर्थ इति द्रव्ययुक्तकर्मस्य || ॥ ॥ ॥

अर्थः: Arthah object. इति Iti, such. द्रव्ययुक्तः*स्मांसु Dravya-guna-karm-masu, in respect of substance, attribute, and action.

3. (The Vaisesikas apply) the term, object, to Substance, Attribute and Action.—323.

Of these, i.e., Substance, Attribute and Action, the characteristic of being sought after or apprehended (by the senses) or objectified in such and such ways, has been stated. Hence, 'It is an object,'—such is the terminology of the Vaiṣeṣika thinkers with regard to them, inasmuch as they are presented by the term, object. Accordingly it has been said by Professor Prasastadeva, "The characteristic of being denoted by the term, object, belongs to the three."—3.

IV. ii. 2, re-called.

Upasktra.—He introduces another topic.

द्रव्येऽसु पञ्चाचत्मकः प्रतिषिद्धम || ॥ ॥ ॥

द्रव्येऽसु, Dravyesu, under substances. पञ्चाचत्मकः Pañcha-atmakatvaṁ, penta-substantiality, the characteristic of being a compound of five substances. प्रतिषिद्धम Pratisiddham, denied, contravened.

4. In (the topic dealing with the ascertainment of) Substances, (the theory) that bodies, etc., are a compound of five elements, has been refuted.—324.

'Under substances'—the term indicates the topic of the determination of the predicatable, substance. By the aphorism (IV. ii. 2, supra), "Of things perceptible and imperceptible, etc.," the penta-substantiality of the body, etc., that is to say, (the theory) that they are compounds of five elements, pratisiddham, has been refuted. As a variety of constituent causes does not belong to the body, so also it does not belong to the senses of smell, etc., which are going to be described. It, therefore, becomes proved that the senses are uniformly percipient of their corresponding attributes. This is the import.—4.

The Sense of Smell is constituted by the element of Earth.

Upaskara.—He states the proposition for which the topic was begun:

भूयत्वादुगन्धवत्वाच्च प्रथिथि गन्धज्ञाने प्रक्वति: || ॥ ॥ ॥ ॥
Bhuyastvāt, by reason of preponderance or predominance. Gandha-vatvāt, by reason of possession of smell. च Cha, and. गंधवत्वः Prithivi; earth. गंधवस्त्वः Gandha-jñāne, in (the constitution of) that by which smell is perceived, i.e., the olfactory sense. प्रकृति: Prakṛitiḥ, matter, material cause, essence.

5. By reason of (its) predominance, and of possession of Smell, Earth is the material cause of the olfactory sense.—325.

That by which smell is cognised, is ‘gandha-jñānaḥ,’ that is, the olfactory sense. Therein ‘prithivi,’ Earth, alone is ‘prakṛitiḥ,’ the material cause. It may be asked, why is it so? Accordingly he says ‘gandha-vatvāt;’ for it has been said already that that which possesses smell cannot be originated by that which is void of smell. The possession of smell (by the olfactory sense) or its odourliness is proved from the rule or well-known uniformity of nature that the external senses themselves possess attributes similar in kind to those which are apprehensible by them. If it be urged, how then can there be such uniformity that the characteristic of being the revealer of smell does not belong to the other members of the body but only to the olfactory sense-organ, even when terrene-ness belongs to all of them without distinction? So he says ‘bhūyastvāt.’ It is the being constituted or originated by terrene particles uninfluenced by other substances, which is called ‘bhūyastvām,’ predominance. This, ‘bhūyastvām,’ is a technical term, and has been so used in the kindred system (i.e., the Nyāya-Sātṛam) also.—5.

Similarly the Senses of Taste, Colour and Touch are respectively constituted by the Elements of Water, Fire and Air.

Upaskira.—He extends the argument to the other senses:

तथापस्तेजोवायुश्च रसरूपस्पर्शाविशेषात् || 21261112

तथा Tathā, in like manner. अपाः: Āpaḥ, waters. तेजः: Tejaḥ, fire वायुः: Vāyuḥ, air. च Cha, and. रसरूपस्पर्शाविशेषात् Rasa-rūpa-sparśa-avīśeṣāt because of the non-difference of taste, colour and touch.

6. In like manner, Water, Fire and Air (are the material causes of the sense-organs of Taste, Colour and Touch), inasmuch as there is no difference in the Taste, Colour and Touch (which they respectively possess, from what they respectively apprehend).—326.

‘The material causes of the organs of the tongue, the eye, and the skin’—this is the complement of the aphorism. Water, etc., are then respectively the material causes of the tongue, etc., inasmuch as the latter respectively apprehend the objects with which they are uniformly related. Here too it is ‘bhūyastvām,’ ‘predominance,’ which governs the uniformity (that the characteristics of being the revealer of taste, etc., belong respectively to the tongue, etc.) It has been declared that.
it is the rule or uniformity that the tongue, etc., possess particular attributes of the same kind as are apprehensible by them, that is the proof of the possession of taste, etc., by the tongue, etc. Likewise the organ of hearing is only a portion or division of Ether confined within the hollow of the ear and favourably influenced by particular adṛṣṭaṁ or destiny.—6.

Here ends the second chapter of the eighth book in the Commentary of Śaṅkara upon the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms.
BOOK NINTH.—CHAPTER FIRST.

Perception, e. g., of antecedent non-existence is produced by other means than conjunction or combination.

Upasākara.—After the determination of popular or ordinary perception produced from contact or contiguity in the form of either conjunction or combination, the author begins the ninth book of which the object is to demonstrate ordinary or popular and super-ordinary or hyper-popular perception produced from proximity or presentation due to other causes:

क्रियागुणायपदेशाभावातः प्रागसत् \ ॥ ६ । १ । ९ ॥

क्रियागुणायपदेशाभावातः Kriyā-guṇa-vyapadesa-abhāvāt, in consequence of the non-existence of application or predication of action and attribute. प्राक् प्राक्, prior, antecedently. अ-सत् A-sat, non-existent.

1. In consequence of the non-application of Action and Attribute (to it), (an effect is) non-existent prior (to its production.)—227.

'An effect,'—such is the complement of the aphorism. 'Prak,' i. e., prior to the production of the effect, 'an effect,' e. g., a water-pot, cloth, etc., 'a-sat,' (i. e., non-existent), that is to say, the counter-opposite or contradictory of the contemporaneous non-existence of its own producer. Here the reason is the impossibility of the application of action and attribute. If the effect, e. g., a water-pot, etc., were really existent during that time also, then it would be affirmed to possess action and attribute. As in the case of a water-pot already produced reference can be made to it in such forms as "The water-pot is at rest," "The water-pot is in motion," "The water-pot is seen to possess colour," etc., there can be no reference made to it in like manner also prior to its production. It is therefore inferred that the water-pot is during that time, non-existent. And this, antecedent non-existence; in such cases as while straws are in the course of weaving or threads in the course of joining, or when clay is placed on the potter's wheel, while the activity of the potter, etc., is yet going on, is the universally experienced perceptual cognition that there will be in that place a mat, or a piece of cloth, or a water-pot, inasmuch as such cognition takes place as soon as the eyes are opened. Here proximity or presentation constituted either by conjunction or by combination cannot be the cause of the cognition. Hence proximity or presentation in which the thing in itself or the qualification or distinction of that which is connected with the sense, (indriya samboddha viśeṣanātā) is here the necessary condition of perception. It cannot be said that in this explanation there is mutual dependence (of causa and effect) in as much as the distinction of antecedent non-existence being existent, there is perception of it and the perception being existent, there exists the distinction for the characteristic of being the distinction is here really the proper or essential form of both the cause and the effect and it is capable of producing perception in which both are mutually involved and that is really existent even prior to the perception so it has been declared in
the Nyāya-Vārttika, “In the case of combination as well as if Non-existence, the relation of viśeṣya that which serves to specify and viśeṣya that which is specified, (is the proximity between the sense and the object).”

This same antecedent non-existence is productive of its counter-opposite (that is, the object not yet existent). For when a water-pot is produced, it is not produced just at that very moment. Even though the other (partial) causes existed at the time, the imperfectness of the cause, being pursued, should pursue only the imperfectness consisting of the antecedent non-existence of the water-pot itself. If it be objected that the (antecedently non-existent) water-pot itself would then be an impediment to its own production; our reply is that since, by its non-existence at the time, it constitutes the absence of impediment, its causality should not be thrown away. Nor can it be objected that the water-pot itself constituting the non-existence of its antecedent non-existence, it would follow that its antecedent non-existence will again appear when the water-pot is destroyed; for, the destruction of the water-pot also is repugnant to its antecedent non-existence, so that there can be no appearance of a contradictory also during the existence of another contradictory. For the contradiction between them is not merely spatial, so that they might be simultaneous like (the genera of) bovine-ness and horse-ness. The contradiction is temporal also, and therefore how can they be existent at one and the same time?—1.

Note.—In this and the few following aphorisms, the author deals with the topic of non-existence. Now, non-existence is primarily divided into two kinds, samsāra-abhāva and anyonya-abhāva. Anyonya-abhāva or reciprocal non-existence is characterised as non-existence of which the counter-opposite (i.e., the object non-existent) is determined by the relation of identity; in other words, it is equivalent to absence of identity, that is, difference. Samsāra-abhāva or relational non-existence is non-existence other than reciprocal non-existence, and it is sub-divided as antecedent, consequent, and absolute non-existences.

Bhāṣya.—Non-Existence is not the seventh predicatable inasmuch as absolute non-existence, e.g., a castle in the air, is not a predicatable at all, while non-existence of the existent, in the forms of non-production, destruction, and absence of identity, cannot exceed the number of the six-predicables.

Consequent non-existence also is proved by perception and inference.

Upāskāra.—He states that another (form of) non-existence is established by the force of cognition.

| सदृशम् || ६ । १ । २ ॥ |
|---|---|
| सत् | Sat, existent. असत् A-sat, non-existent. |
| 2. | The existent (becomes) non-existent.—328. |

As the non-existence of the effect, prior to the operation of the cause, is proved by perception and inference, so is it proved by perception and inference, after the operation of a club, etc., which destroys it, that a really existent effect, e.g., a water-pot, etc., is now non-existent. And this same non-existence is commonly described as
annihilation or destruction (or consequent or emergent non-existence.) For there arise such cognitions as that the water-pot is now destroyed, annihilated, that the letter ga which was heard before, no longer exists, etc. This is the import.—2.

The existent is a different thing from the non-existent, so that after annihilation there can be no continuation of existence.

Upaskāra.—It may be objected: It is the same water-pot that under a particular condition gives rise to the idea, or conventional use, of annihilation; and not that the annihilation of the water-pot is different from the water-pot:

असत: क्रियागुणव्यपदेशाभावाद्धान्तरम् || ६ १ २ ॥

असत: A-sataḥ, from the non-existent. क्रियागुणव्यपदेशाभावाद्धान्तरम् Kriya-guṇa-vyapadeśa-abhāvāt, in consequence of the non-existence of reference by, or predication of, action and attribute. अध्यात्मतम्भ Artha-antaram, a different object.

3. (The existent is) a different object (from the non-existent), inasmuch as Action and Attribute cannot be predicated of the non-existent.—329.

Accordingly he says:

"The existent"—such is the complement of the aphorism. The existent is a different object from the non-existent. If it be asked, How? So he says, 'kriya-guṇa-vyapadeśa-abhāvāt.' For there can be no such predication, during the period of annihilation also, as "The water-pot remains," "The water-pot exists at this moment," "The water-pot possesses colour," "Bring the water-pot," etc. In consequence of this difference, therefore, the existent is a different thing from the non-existent.—3.

Bhāṣya.—Whatever is non-existent prior to its appearance as an effect, is non-existent only by the nature of an effect, but is really existent at the time by the nature of a cause, and that, therefore, it is essentially different from absolute non-existences.

Reciprocal non-existence or absence of identity, explained.

Upaskāra.—Antecedent and consequent non-existences being proved, the present aphorism is laid down with the purpose of proving mutual or reciprocal non-existence:

सत्वासतः || ६ १ ४ ॥

सत Sat, the existent. च Cha, and, also. असतः A-sat, non-existent.

4. The existent also is non-existent.—330.

Where a really existent water-pot etc. are spoken of as being non-existent, there non-existence of identity is perceived. For there arise "The cognitions "The horse is non-existent by the nature of the cow," " is non-existent by the nature of the horse," " A piece of cloth
is non-existent by the nature of a water-pot," "A piece of cloth is a not-water-pot," "A cow is a not-horse," "A horse is a not-cow," etc. Now, "A cow possesses reciprocal non-existence with a horse," "A water-pot possesses reciprocal non-existence with a piece of cloth,"—it is this reciprocal non-existence, otherwise called absence of identity, that appears in the above cognitions. Here identity is that which determines the counter-oppositeness or contrariety (of absence of identity). And this (reciprocal) non-existence has the same substratum or denotation or extension as its counter-opposite (i.e., identity); for there is such cognition as that the water-pot is not the ground (on which it lies). It is also eternal, for it is impossible that there should be at any time identity between a water-pot and a piece of cloth.—4.

In addition to antecedent, consequent, and reciprocal, non-existence,
there is absolute non-existence.

Upaskrāṇa.—Now he describes the fourth (kind of) non-existence called absolute non-existence.

यत्चाणयदसद्वत्सदस्तः || १ || ५ ||

yat Yat, that, which. च Cha, and. अन्यते Anyat, different. असत् A-sat, non-existent. तत् Atah, from these, i.e., antecedent, consequent, and reciprocal, non-existent. तत् Tat, that. असत् A-sat, non-existent.

5. And that which is a different non-existent from these, is (absolutely) non-existent.—331.

'Atah,' from the three forementioned non-existences, 'yat anyat a-sat tat a-sat,' (that which is a different non-existent is non-existent) i.e., that is absolute non-existence. The word 'a-sat' (non-existent) is in both the places used in a substantive sense. Of these, one 'a-sat,' is the subject and the other 'a-sat' is the predicate in apposition with the subject. The meaning of the aphorism, therefore, comes to be this that non-existence which is different from the three fore-mentioned non-existences, is absolute non-existence. Amongst these, antecedent non-existence is limited in the future or at the end, consequent non-existence is limited in the past or at the beginning, and reciprocal non-existence has the same substratum or extension as its counter-opposite; but absolute non-existence differs from all the three. Hence it is the fourth (kind of) non-existence.—5.

Vivriti.—There are three things repugnant to absolute non-existence, viz., the counter-opposite or the object non-existent, its antecedent non-existence, and its consequent non-existence. The ancients teach that the cognitions that dark colour does not exist (after baking) in a red water-pot, and that red colour does not exist (before baking) in a dark water-pot, are conversant about consequent and antecedent non-existences, but not absolute non-existence. The moderns, on the other hand, maintain that consequent and antecedent non-existences are not repugnant to absolute non-existence and hence that there certainly is absolute non-existence also by reference to annihilation, production, etc. They hold that when a water-pot, etc., previously removed, are brought back to a place, there is no cognition of the absolute non-existence of the water-pot, so
long as the water-pot exists, inasmuch as the time during which the water-pot is existent does not constitute connection with non-existence. Some, again, teach that when there has formerly stood in any place a water-pot, and this has been removed and brought back again, there arises in this case cognition of a fourth kind of non-existence under the aspect of connection (Sāṃsāra-abhāva), called temporary non-existence, and not of absolute non-existence.

Causes of the perception consequent non-existence.

Upaskāra.—He now begins another section and therein states the causes of the perception of consequent non-existence:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaiteśika Philosophy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phyavat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pratappa, non-existent. Iti Ith, such. Bhūta-pratyakṣa-abhāvat, because of the non-existence of the perception of a past object. Bhūtasmṛteḥ, because of the recollection of a past object. Virodhi-pratyakṣa-vat, similar to the perception of the contradictory or opposite.

6. "(It is) non-existent"—such (perceptual cognition) is similar to the perception of the counter-opposite (of non-existence), because (in both cases) there is non-existence of the perception of that which is past and gone, and there is recollection of the past.—332.

' A-sat iti'; By the word, ' iti,' he indicates cognition in the form of perception. Thereby (it is obtained that) there is such perceptual cognition as "The water-pot is non-existent," "The water-pot has been destroyed," "The water-pot is now in a state of annihilation." An example of this cognition is given by 'virodhi-pratyakṣa-vat'; as there is clear perception of the counter-opposite (of existence) e. g., a water-pot, etc., so there is of its annihilation or consequent non-existence also. The reason of this stated as 'bhūta-pratyakṣa-abhāvat,' which means, because there is non-existence of the perception of 'bhūta,' i. e., a water-pot, etc., which having been first produced have been subsequently destroyed. Hereby the non-apprehension of the (once) apprehensible is stated. There, again, the following argument is confirmatory (of the perceptual cognition): If there were a water-pot here, it would be seen, as the place is seen; but it is not visible; therefore there is none. He mentions another auxiliary cause: 'bhūta-smṛiteḥ,' which means, because there is recollection of the counter-opposite, e. g., a water-pot, etc., which is past and gone. Hereby recollection of the counter-opposite is stated.—6.

Vivriti.—The four kinds of non-existence being explained, the perception of consequent non-existence is explained.

' A-sat, iti,' "The water-pot is non-existent," "The water-pot is destroyed," "The water-pot is annihilated,"—such perception, 'virodhi-pratyakṣavat,' is similar to the perception of the water-pot which is the
counter-opposite (of its non-existence), that is to say, is proved by
sense-experience and produced from the ordinary or popularly un-
derstood contact (of sense and object). Between them there is, however,
this difference that the perception of the counter-opposite is produced
from the conjunction of the eye, etc., (with their objects), while the per-
ception of consequent non-existence is produced from there being a
modification or qualification (e. g., non-existence of water-pot in
"place possessing non-existence of water-pot") conjoint with the eye,
etc. He mentions another point of difference, viz., "bhūta-pratyakṣa-
abhāvāt." The meaning is that perception of consequent non-existence
is produced from a cause in the form of the non-apprehension of the
apprehensible consequent on the non-existence of the perception of the
past, i. e., the counter-opposite, e. g., the water-pot, etc., and also from
the recollection of the past water-pot etc., in other words, from cog-
nition of the counter-opposite, which cognition is here identical with
recollection. Thus the perception of consequent non-existence is pro-
duced from the non-perception of its counter-opposite as well as from
the cognition of the counter-opposite, whereas the perception of the-
counter-opposite is not so produced. There is, therefore, difference
between them in this respect also. This is the import.  'It should be
observed that recollection as such is not intended (in this aphorism,
though the word has been used), but mere cognition is intended. That
being so, the idea is this that as the water-pot, etc., are proved by
perception, so also are their consequent non-existences.

Causes of the perception of antecedent non-existence.

Upāskṛta.—Extending to antecedent non-existence the mode in which consequent
non-existence is an object of perception, he says:

तथा भावे भावप्रत्यक्षत्वाचः ॥ ६ । १ । ७ ॥

तथा Tathā, similarly. भावे A-bhāve, in the case of (antecedent)
non-existence. भावप्रत्यक्षत्वाच् Bhāva-pratyakṣa-tvāt, in consequence of
the perceptibility of the existent. च Cha, also.

7. Similarly (there is perceptual cognition) of (antecedent)
non-existence, in consequence also of the perceptibility of the
existent.—333.

Although this word, non-existence is a general term, still from the
context it signifies antecedent non-existence. As there is perceptual
cognition in the case of consequent non-existence, so also in the case of
antecedent non-existence. Q.—How? A.—'Bhāva-pratyakṣatvāt,' in consequence of the characteristic of being made an object
of cognition by perception, 'bhāvasya,' of straws, etc., while these are
in the course of weaving (for a mat which is then antecedently non-exis-
tent). Or, the meaning is this: 'pratyakṣatvāt,' in consequence of the fitness (for the senses) or apprehensibility, 'bhāvasya,' of the substratum as
well as of the counter-opposite (i. e., the mat after production); in-
asmuch as the apprehensibility of the substratum as well as the appre-
hensibility of the counter-opposite govern the apprehension of Samsarga-
abhāva or relational non-existence. The word 'cha,' also, brings
forward the recollection of the counter-opposite and the argument already stated (in the preceding aphorism, as contributory causes of the perception of antecedent non-existence.) (It is to be observed that), although antecedent non-existence has no beginning, and although consequent non-existence has no end, yet they are perceivable under particular conditions only.—7.

Vivriti.—It may be asked, inasmuch as antecedent non-existence has no beginning, how is it that there is no perception of it long before the production of the conjunction of the two halves of a water-pot, etc., the fore-mentioned causes (of such perception) being possible at that time also? Hence the author adds, 'bhāva-pratyākṣatvat.' 'Bhāva ' means the final collocation of causes, according to its derivation from the root bhū, 'to be' by the affix gha, in the ablative sense that it springs from this. ' Bhāva-pratyākṣatvat ' means the state or condition of that whereof perception takes place by means of 'bhāva.' The resultant meaning of the term, therefore, is, because it must be manifested by the final collocation of causes. Thus, the import is, in the instance in question, there can be no perception of antecedent non-existence in consequence of the non-existence of the final collocation of cause.

Causes of the perception of reciprocal non-existence.

Upaskāra.—He shows that reciprocal non-existence is an object of perception:

एतेनां गोर्भस्मर्त्व व्याख्यातः || ५ ॥ १ ॥ ५ ॥


8. Hereby also are explained 'not-water-pot,' 'not-cow,' not-dharma.'334.

'Etena'—by this term he extends (the causality of) the recollection of the counter-opposite, apprehension of the substratum, and the argument stated before. Non-apprehension of the apprehensible is the same in all cases. The word, 'cha,' also, has the object of bringing forward what has been stated before. 'A-dharmaḥ': By saying that the reciprocal non-existence of dharma, merit, though it is supersensible, is an object of perception in its substratum, e. g., pleasure, knowledge, etc., he suggests that in the apprehension of reciprocal non-existence, apprehensibility of the counter-opposite is not the governing condition, but that only the apprehensibility of the substratum is the governing condition. How otherwise could the reciprocal non-existence of a fiend, in the form that the pillar is not a fiend, be apprehended in the pillar? For, the non-apprehension of a fiend as being coincident or identical with the pillar is the cause of the apprehension of the reciprocal non-existence of a fiend (in the pillar), and, it is again impossible, were the pillar identical with a fiend, that there should be such non-apprehension (of a fiend in the pillar), since such non-apprehension is contradictory to, or contravened by, the existence of the entity (e. g., a fiend) which is the counter-opposite (of its non-existence.)
Objection.—Identity with a fiend is not in this instance the counter-opposite. Is it then a fiend? But it may be that though it is present in the pillar, yet, like its gravity, it is not apprehended. Hence its non-apprehension would not be contradictory to the existence of the entity which is the counter-opposite, (viz., a fiend.)

Answer.—It is not so, for, like the non-apprehension of the counter-opposite, the non-apprehension of that which determines the characteristic of being the counter-opposite, also causes the apprehension of non-existence.

Objection.—The apprehension of reciprocal non-existence is dependent upon the apprehension of counter-opposite-ness, and counter-oppositeness is of the nature of the absence of reciprocal non-existence; and hence it follows that the apprehension of reciprocal non-existence is really dependent upon the apprehension of reciprocal non-existence.

Answer.—This is not the case; for, as has been already stated, it is a property which is cognised as being not present in any given substratum, that determines the characteristic of being the counter-opposite, but the apprehension of that property also as that which determines counter-opposite-ness, is not the governing condition (of the apprehension of reciprocal non-existence.)—8.

Vivriti.—The causes of the apprehension of reciprocal non-existence are determination (or possession of attribution, or intrinsic form) in relation to the senses,—indriya-sambaddha-viśeṣanatā,—non-apprehension of the counter-opposite, and cognition of the counter-opposite. The difference, however, is this that the perceptibility of the counter-opposite is the condition of apprehension of Samsarga-abhāva or relational non-existence, whereas it is the perceptibility of the substratum that is the condition of apprehension of reciprocal non-existence. Thus, in spite of the super-sensibility of dharma or merit, there is no impediment to the perception of its reciprocal non-existence in the sensible substratum thereof, e.g., pleasure and the like. Whereas some have taught that perceptibility of both the counter-opposite and the substratum is the condition of apprehension of relational non-existence, this is inaccurate; for, were this the case, since the perception of non-existence of fragrance in a stone, of non-existence of bitterness in treacle, of non-existence of colour in air, and of non-existence of touch as well as sound in ether would be impossible their respective substrata would not be perceptible to the several senses cognisant thereof respectively. It is from this consideration that Pārśadhara Miśra has maintained that the perception of the destruction (or cessation) of the touch of air is produced by the determination or qualification thereof by time conjoint with the skin.

Perception of absolute non-existence, how produced.

Upaskāra.—Now in this aphorism he says that absolute non-existence is an object of perception:

अभूतं नास्तीत्यनर्थान्तरसम् || ६ १ ६ ॥

अभूतं A-bhutam, not produced. न Na, not. यस्य Asti, exists. इति Iti, this. अनर्थान्तरस A-nartha-antarastam, not different objects.
9. That which has not been produced, does not exist;—this is an identical proposition.——335.

That which was produced, at present does not exist—such cognition rests upon annihilation, and is not conversant about, or does not bring out, the having been produced; whereas perceptual cognition which embraces simply this that it does not exist, reposos upon absolute non-existence. ‘A-bhūtáṃ,’ (that which has not been produced), denotes non-cognizance of production and destruction. The being ‘an-artha-antaram,’ not different objects, also has the same purport only. For example, Earth-ness does not exist in Water, and Water-ness does not exist in Earth. For, were there Earth-ness in watery wholes, it would be perceived, but it is not perceived, therefore it does not exist;—a reference to such expression is to be observed in this case also. We must, in like manner, hold that there is absolute non-existence of a thing where such a thing will never be, nor even has been, produced. The cognition, on the other hand, in the form that it does not exist, of the non-existence in their substratum, of that which has been, and that which will be, depends upon consequent non-existence and antecedent non-existence. Hence it is that this (absolute non-existence) is designated as absolute or illimitable and as of trinal time or eternal.—9.

Vivriti.—‘Na asti iti,’ perception in the form that something does not exist, which is ‘abhūtáṃ,’ not conversant about the past, ‘an-artha-antaram,’ that is, has for its object nothing but absolute non-existence, such as consequent non-existence etc. ** ** *. The word ‘bhūta’ or past includes the future also.

The perception, “The water-pot does not (now) exist in the room,” explained.

Upaskāra.—It may be objected: The non-existence of the water-pot in the room is not absolute non-existence, because of the existence of the water-pot there at some time or other. Nor is it either antecedent non-existence or consequent non-existence, for they appear only in combinative causes. Nor is it absolute non-existence undergoing production and destruction, for the expression ‘absolute non-existence undergoing production and destruction’ involves a contradiction in terms. Nor is it a fourth kind of saṁsarga-abhāva or non-existence of association, since in that case the three-fold division of the non-existence of association would be disproved.

To meet this objection, he says:

नास्ति घटो गेहे इति सतोघटस्य गेह्स संसर्गप्रतिषेधः || 8 || 1 || 10 ||

Na, not. Asti, exists. घट: Ghaṭaḥ, water-pot. गेह Gehe, in the room. इति Iti, such. सत: Sataḥ, existent. घटस्य Ghaṭasya, of water-pot. गेहसंसर्गप्रतिषेधः Geha-saṁsarga-pratiṣedhal, negation of association with the room.

10. The water-pot does not exist in the room—such is (the form of) the negation of association of the existent water-pot with the room.—336.

(‘Geha-saṁsarga-pratiṣedhah ’means) the negation or privation of the association or conjunction of the water-pot with the room. And it would be simply absolute non-existence, if the water-pot do not exist.
at any time whatever; antecedent non-existence, in the case of the water-pot which will exist; and consequent non-existence, in the case of the water-pot which had its existence in the past.

Objection.—That being so, the cognition should have been in this form that connection of the water-pot does not exist in the room.

Answer.—What is meant by 'the cognition should have been'? If it means 'the cognition of which the actual object or content is the connection of the water-pot, should have been,' and so conveys the sense of inclusion, then what is desired is obtained. If, on the other hand, it means '(the cognition) which refers to or suggests that (i.e., connection of the water-pot),' then (we reply that), it is the reference to the substratum, viz., in the room, which leads to, and results in, the reference to the connection, inasmuch as it is the being the substratum that appears in the form of connection of the property (or conjunction of the contained.)

Objection.—Does then the water-pot really exist there?

Answer.—What do you mean by 'really exist'? Is it combined or conjunct? It cannot be the first since there is in the room non-existence, of the water-pot as combined with it (that is, since the room is not the material cause of the water-pot). Nor the latter, since there is denial of conjunction.

Objection.—It would then follow that the water-pot, etc., are always present, inasmuch as there is everywhere denial only of the one or the other of their conjunction and combination.

Answer.—This would not follow, since the denial itself of both of them is identical with the denial of the water-pot. Are then the water-pot and its conjunction one and the same thing, whereby denial of conjunction of the water-pot would be the denial of the water-pot? Are then the water-pot and its combination one and the same thing, whereby the admission itself of its combination would be the admission of the water-pot? For, there is not presence of the water-pot there where both of them (conjunction and combination) are denied, whereby the water-pot might be in constant agreement. Thus it is the denial or negations of the admission or affirmation of something, that constitutes the denial or negation of that thing.

Or, it may be that there is really absolute non-existence of the water-pot in the room in the relation of being in combination, and that it is this (absolute non-existence) that is the object of the cognition that the water-pot does not exist in the room; as for example, (there is absolute non-existence of the water-pot) in the potsherds in the relation of being in conjunction.

Objection.—Such being the case, the water-pot would be non-existent, being the counter-opposite of the constantly present absolute non-existence.

Answer.—It would be so, were it everywhere non-existent under the joint characteristics of being in conjunction and being in combination.—10.
Perception of the Soul, how produced, in the yogins who are (called) united.

Upaskāra.—Having thus ascertained popular perception having for its object existence and non-existence, he begins a new section in order to ascertain the perception of the yogins:

\[ \text{आत्मन्यात्मकमनोः संयोगविशेषादात्मप्रत्यायम्} \]

11. Perceptual cognition of the Soul (results) from a particular conjunction of the Soul and the Mind in the Soul.—337.

"Knowledge is produced"—such is the complement (of the aphorism.) Now, the yogins or ascetics are divided into two classes; those whose internal organs have been steadied in samādhi or deep meditation, and they are called united; and those whose internal organs are no longer steadied in samādhi, and they are called disunited. Therein those who are united, having with eagerness fixed their mind on the object to be presented to it, are engaged in constant meditation; and in them cognition of the soul, of their own souls as well as of the souls of others, is produced. ‘Ātma-pratyakṣaṁ’ means in the manner of the cognition in which the soul is the percept or object of immediate presentation or intuition. Although in ourselves and others also, cognition of the soul sometimes exists or appears, yet, as it is obscured by avidyā ornescience, it has been declared to be virtually non-existent. ‘Ātma-manasaḥ śamyoga-viśeṣāt’ means from particular contiguity between the soul and the mind, namely, a favourable influence by virtue born of yoga or holy communion.—11.

Vivriti.—Having examined perception produced through ordinary or physical presentation or contiguity, he now explains perception produced through super-ordinary or hyper-physical presentation or contiguity.

‘Ātma-manasaḥ śamyoga-viśeṣāt,’ from the conjunction of the soul and mind, accompanied by the power or virtue born of yoga, or holy communion; ‘Ātman,’ there being effort or volition towards the origination of understanding, (atma meaning volition) on the authority of the lexicography: “Soul or Ātma, Volition, Patience or Contience, Understanding (are synonymous),”—that is to say, when there arises the thought, produced by volition towards the origination of understanding; ‘Ātma-pratyakṣaṁ,’ perception of one’s own soul as well as of the souls of others; “takes place,” this is the complement of the aphorism.

Now, super-ordinary or hyper-physical presentation or contiguity is three-fold, according to its division as Śāmānya-lakṣaṇa, having the form of the genus, jñāna-lakṣaṇa, having the form of cognition, and yogaja-dharma, virtue or power born of holy communion. Therein yogaja-dharma is a particular merit or virtue produced by the practice
of *yoga* or holy communion, and to the existence of which the Vedas, Purāṇas, etc., testify. It is again two-fold according to the two-foldness of the *yogins* as those who are *united* or have attained to holy communion and those who are *in the process of being united* or are in the course of attaining to holy communion. Among them those are called the *united*, who have subdued their mind or inner sense by the practice of *yoga and have achieved the *siddhis* or ‘powers’, perfection or attainments by means of *Samādhi* or meditation. It is they that are also called the specially united, on account of their possessing conspicuous or advanced *yoga*. Those who are *in the process of being united* are they whose minds are turned away from objects of the senses and who are immediate beholders of all objects through the accompaniment of contemplation. The present aphorism has been laid down with reference to such *yogins* only.

**Note.**—It would seem that the word *vikata* has been differently used by Śaṅkara Miśra and Jayānūrīyana; by the former in the sense of the *disunited*, and by the latter as denoting those who are *specially united through the possession of highly advanced yoga*. Vide IX, i. 13 infra, Upāskāra. Śaṅkara Miśra obviously does not recognise the distinction, made by Jayānūrīyana, of the united and those in the process of being united. According to him, *yogins* are of two classes, namely, the *united* and the ultra-united or dis-united.

**Omniscience of the united yogins, how possible.**

Upāskāra.—Do then the *united* have cognition in respect of the soul only? How therefore can they possess omniscience? In reply to these possible queries, he says:

**तथा द्रव्यान्तरेशु प्रत्यज्ञम् ॥ ६ । १ । १२ ॥**

**तथा** Tathā, similarly. **द्रव्यान्तरेशु** Dravya-antareśu, in the case of other substances. **प्रत्यज्ञम्** Pratyaksam, perceptual.

12. Perceptual (cognition is) similarly (produced) in the case of the other substances.—338.

“Cognition is produced”—this is implied by the context. ‘Tathā’ means by the mind, only as favourably influenced by, or accompanied with, the virtue or power, born of *yoga* or holy communion. ‘*Dravya-antareśu*’ means in respect of the four kinds of ultimate atoms, the mind, air, space, time and ether. By the term, substance, are included attribute, action and genus inhering in substance; the predictable, species, combination; also gravity, elasticity, etc., appertaining to things which are not objects of perception; and also volition, the source of vitality (or spontaneity), non-discriminative thought, *dharma*, adharma, etc., residing in the soul. For the favourable influence of the virtue or power born of *yoga* is equivalent to a perceptive apparatus; otherwise omniscience would not be affirmed (of those who are united.)—12.

**Omniscience belong also to those yogins who are (called) dis-united.**

Upāskāra.—Having described the perceptual cognition of the *united*, he now describes that of the *disunited*.
Asamâhita-antaḥkaraṇāḥ, whose internal organs are not attached to meditation. Upasamhrita-samâdhayah, who have given up meditation. Tēpē Teśām, their. च Cha, also.

13. They whose internal sense-organs are not attached to meditation, are those by whom meditation has been given up. They too (have perception of hidden and distant objects.)—339.

'Upasamhrita-samâdhayah' is simply an explication of 'asamâhita-antaḥkaraṇāḥ.' Or, to the question, why they are called 'asamâhita-antaḥkaraṇāḥ'? the reply is given by 'upasamhrita-samâdhayah,' meaning, because they are those by whom. 'Samâdhi' of which the essence is constant meditation, 'upasamhrita,' has been thrown away. For they, being able to transcend the senses through the influence of Samâdhi, absorption or intentness of mind on one acquiring Sarira-Siddhi, powers over, or perfection of, the physical object only, and, organism, e.g., the power of attenuation, etc., and Indriya-Siddhi, powers over, perfection of, the senses, e.g., the power of hearing at a distance, i.e., clairaudience, etc., and then feeling the insufficiency of Samâdhi itself, realise the need of other practices as referred to in following and other texts of the Veda: तत्तत्वस्य चिरं गायत्री विद्येयं यथ समपस्ये, There is need for it so long as I am not freed and fulfilled. They learn that every form of bhoga or experience whether agreeable or disagreeable, must be undergone, and that they will undoubtedly reach firm ground from which there is no fall, only after experiencing Karma-āśāya, vehicles of karma, i.e., physical organisms, previously merited or acquired, in different countries, divisions of the land, peninsulas, etc., by different births as horses, elephant, birds, serpents, etc., as well as by existence as celestials, sages, or men. They, therefore, make the whole universe of things, hidden and distant, the objects of their perception, the powers of their senses having been enlarged or heightened by the force of the virtue or power born of Yoga.—13.

Viveṭi.—After describing the perception of the yogin who is in course of union, he describes that of the yogin who has attained union.

'Asamâhita-antaḥkaraṇāḥ,' those whose internal sense is destitute of Samâdhi or meditation; 'upasamhrita-samâdhayah,' those by whom samâdhi or deep meditation has been consummated, that is, carried to fruition, in whom are produced the various siddhis, perfections or attainments which are the fruit of samâdhi or deep meditation;—such united yogins attain perception of souls and other substances. Such is the sense to be gathered from the aphorism. In fine, in the perception of the yogin who is in course of union, there is need for dhyāna, thought or contemplation, while in the perception of the yogin who is united, there is no need of samâdhi or meditation involving thought or contemplation.

Note.—According to the viveṭi, the word 'asamâhita-antaḥkaraṇāḥ' would seem not to have syntactical connection in the aphorism. The classification of yogins, made by Jayantirdyana, is, therefore, so far unsatisfactory.
The Yogi's perception of Substance, Attribute and Action, popularly explained.

Upaskētra.—It may be objected: In them (i.e., substances, etc.) cognition (of the Yogins) is not mental, inasmuch as the mind is not self-dependent outside its sphere. Nor is it a product of the external senses: for, they apprehend objects present as being connected with them, depend upon the development of colour, etc., as the case may be, to the degree of perceptibility, and particularly depend also upon light, etc.

In anticipation of this objection, he proves 'proximity' (i.e., the medium of cognition) in the case of certain predicates, and says:

तत्समवायात् कर्मणुपोषु ॥ ७१ ॥ १४ ॥

तत्समवायात Tat-samavāyāt, from combination with that, i.e., substance. कर्मणुपोषु karmma-guṇeṣu, in respect of actions and attributes.

14. (Perception) of Actions and Attributes (arises) from (their) combination with Substance.—340.

"Perceptual cognition is produced"—this is the complement (of the aphorism.) If the elemental senses are dependent upon some presentation or contiguity (of objects to them for the apprehension of those objects by them), then from the combination in that which is in conjunction with the mind of the perceiver, cognition of the genera of attributes combined or inhering in the ultimate atoms, ether, space and time, is produced and in the case of other substances, since there is conjunction with them of various sterile (seed-less?) minds, favourably directed towards, or taken over for, the experience of mortal coils, cognition is produced in respect of the attributes, etc., of those substances through their combination in those substances which are thus conjoint with those minds. This is declared here, regard being had to, or in view of easy demonstration. In fact, in the case of the external senses as well as of the mind, it is the virtue or power born of yoga that constitutes the 'proximity' or presentation to the senses, inasmuch as all uncertainty or impossibility of proof is set at rest by it alone. The drinking up of the ocean by Āgastya (the sage), and the conversion of the kingdom of Daṇḍaka into a forest are examples in point. —14.

Virṛiti.—It may be urged that omniscience is not possible or proved in the Yogi, for though there be perception of substances, there is no such cognition of attributes, etc. Accordingly he says:

The meaning is that from combination of 'that,' i.e., conjunction of mind facilitated by the power or virtue born of Yoga or holy communion, there is produced in the Yogi, whether united or in course of union, perception of attributes and actions.

* * * The term ' of actions and attributes ' is indicative, and genus, etc., also are to be understood. In a like manner, should be understood perception produced from super-ordinary or hyper-physical presentation or contiguity in the form of Sāmānyā-laksāna or general implication, and jñāna-laksāna or implication of cognition.
The Yogins perceive the attributes of their own souls in the popular way.

Upanikṣa.—Is it then, it may be asked, combination with that which is conjoint with some other substance, that constitutes the presentation or 'proximity' to the mind, even in the case of one's own understanding, etc.? He replies, No:

अत्मसमवायातात्मगुणोऽथ ॥ ५ । १ । १४ ॥

अत्मसमवायात् अत्मानुसारसमवायात्, from combination in the soul. अत्मगुणोऽथ
Atma-Guṇoṣu, in respect of the attributes of the soul.

15. (Perceptual cognition) of the attributes of the Soul (results) from (their) combination in the Soul.—341.

"Perceptual cognition of the yogins is produced"—this is the topic. Perceptual cognition of understanding, etc., combined in the soul is on the other hand, produced simply from combination in the conjoint, (i.e., the soul which is conjoint with the mind), as it is with ourselves and others. The meaning, therefore, is that in such cognition there is no dependence upon any other form of contiguity or presentation. Now, ordinary or popular perception is cognition, which is never changing, produced from the contact of the senses and objects. It may be said to be produced by objects. Perception is connected with the genus of presentation (that is, without some form of immediate presentation, there can be no perception). And this is common to ordinary or popular and to super-ordinary or hyper-popular cognitions.—15.

Here ends the first chapter in the ninth book of the Commentary of Śaṅkara on the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms.

Bhāṣya.—In the view of Kaṇḍa, there are only three independent and ultimate predicables, namely, Substance, Attribute, and Action, for, while describing the process of yogic cognition of all realities, he deals with these three predicables only and is entirely silent with regard to the other so-called predicables.
BOOK NINTH.—CHAPTER SECOND.

Marks of inference enumerated.

Upaskra.—Thus in the preceding chapter the perception of yogins and non-yogins has been determined according to its cause, its nature, and its characteristic. Of the two kinds into which pramāṇa or proof has been divided, viz., perceptual or sensuous and inferential or produced by marks, the author now commences to determine that which is produced by means of marks:

प्रस्येदः कार्यां कारणां संयोगि विरोध समवायि चेति

लेहिककम् || ६ । २ । १ ||

प्रय अस्याः, of this. हृद इदान्, it. कार्याः कारणाः, effect. कार्याः कारणाः,

cause. संयोगि समयोगि, conjunct. विरोधि विरोधि, contradictory. समवायि

समवायि, combined. च चा, or. इति इति, such. लेखिकम् लाङिकाम्, produced.

by the mark of inference, mediate.

1. "It is the effect or cause of, conjunct with, contradictory to, or combined in, this,"—such is (cognition) produced by the mark of inference.—342.

'Cognition'—this is the topic in hand. 'Lāṅgikām' means produced from līṅgām or mark. Līṅgām is a property of the pakṣa, possessing vyāpti, pervasion or invariable concomitance with the major term. Therein vyāpti has been already declared. (Vide III. i. 14, supra.) One thing is pakṣa in relation to another, when there is in the former non-existence of proof or evidence repugnant to the desire for proving the latter. Such evidence includes proof and disproof, or is demonstrative as well as obstructive, for a pakṣa or minor term is that which contains non-existence of both of them. For, there existing either demonstrative or obstructive evidence, no one feels doubt or desire of demonstration. It is for this reason that the ancients defined the pakṣa to be an object wherein the existence of the sādhyā, that which has to be established, the major term, is doubtful, or an object wherein the existence of the sādhyā, is desired to be demonstrated. According to Jīvanātha Miśra, a pakṣa is that in which there is non-existence determined by the being evidence preventive of the appearance of doubt terminable by the ascertaining of the possession of producible sādhyā. Some others say that that is a pakṣa in which there is non-existence of demonstrative evidence accompanied with absence of desire of proof. In this view, the nature of the pakṣa will exist even in the case of obstruction (i.e., even where obstructive evidence, in other words evidence which disproves the existence of the major term in the minor, exists.) This then may be seen in the Anumāna-Mayākha.

It then becomes apparent that the property or characteristic of this pakṣa is the liṅga or mark of inference. And the cognition, in the form of a presentative state of consciousness, which the mark, whether it be a visible, an inferred, or a heard one, produces, is 'lāṅgikām' or that which is produced from a mark. Accordingly it has been said.

प्रामाण्येन समवायं प्रस्तिद्वञ्च तद्भवति ||

तद्भवं तु नास्येव तद्धिकमुवमापकम् ||
That mark is the medium of inference, which is connected with
that which is to be inferred, is known to exist in that which is accom-
panied with that which is to be inferred, and does not exist at all
where that does not exist.

If is, therefore, the mark which is the instrument of inferential
cognition, and not its paramāraśa, subsumption, inasmuch as subsumption,
being destitute of function, lacks causality whereas it is the same (i. e.,
to cause inference) that is the function of the mark.

Objection.—How can there be illation or inferential cognition,
where the smoke, etc., (i. e., marks) are either past or future?

Answer.—This is not a valid objection, as in this case the sadhya
or that which is to be proved, is also inferred as past or future.

Objection.—How can there be illation where, in consequence of an
impediment in the case, it is not ascertained whether the smoke, etc.,
be past, future or present?

Answer.—There can be by no means, since in such an instance
there is uncertainty also as to the sadhya, that which is to be proved.

Objection.—How can an illation take place where there is certainty
as to the existence (of the mark) on a previous and a following day,
and uncertainty as to the intermediate day?

Answer.—In such a case, the inferential cognition results from the
inference of fire, etc., limited to those days, by means of smoke, etc.,
limited to those days, such having been ascertained to be the causality
of vyāpti, pervasion or the universal concomitance of the major and
minor terms, (in the process of inference.)

Objection.—How does inferential cognition arise from a cloud of
dust mistaken for smoke?

Answer.—It is because that which is understood to be pervaded
(i. e., the cloud of dust, supposed to be smoke, and therefore pervaded
by fire), is the mark of inference, and because the inference is
correct or incorrect according to the correctness or incorrectness of
such understanding; else how should your own paramāraśa or subsump-
tion be the instrument (of inferential cognition) in such a case?

Objection.—In the case of a supersensible mark, paramāraśa or sub-
sumption not being producible thereby, how can the mark have
the function (of being the means of inference)?

Answer.—Such function is effected by there being a practical or
saving argument demonstrative of existence (ksaimika sādhana-tā), for,
otherwise, the function of combination in the case of hearing, etc.,
would not be possible.

Inference results from a mark which is an effect, as the inference
of fire, etc., from smoke, light, etc.; also from (a mark which is) a
cause, as the inference of sound by a deaf man from a particular con-
junction of the drum and the drumstick, or the inference of dharma or
merit, heaven, etc., by a pious man from the due performance of
sacrifice, ablution, etc., or the inference of rain from the due performance of kārtri or Sacrifice for rain, or the inference of the efflux of water from a channel which men are digging out from a river, etc., full of water, or the inference of the rising of a stream from the observation of rain overhead. This is, then, a single connection, characterised as the relation of effect and cause, which has been stated in two ways. Inference from a conjunct object is such as the inference of the sense-organ of the skin from the observation of the physical organism which is in conjunction with it. Inference from a contradictory or repugnant object is such as the inference of an ichneumon concealed by bushes, etc., from the observation of an excited snake which is its natural antagonist. Inference from a combined object is such as the inference of fire connected with water by means of the warmth of the water.—1.

Vivriti—* * * Cognition by means of marks is of three kinds, according as it contains a cause, or an effect or a co-existent thing as the mark, and is called pārva-vat, śeṣa-vat, or sāmānyato-driṣṭam. Pārva-vat means that which contains as the mark the antecedent, that is, the cause. Śeṣa-vat means that which contains as the mark the consequent, that is, the effect. Sāmānyato-driṣṭam means that which contains as the mark something other than a cause or an effect. The author explains these forms of inference, which have been also explained in the aphorisms of Gau-tama (i.e., the Nyāya-Sāstra). ‘Asya idam kāryya’; ‘Asya,’ of this, i.e., of the sādhyā or that which is to be proved, ‘idam,’ this the sādhana or that which will prove the sādhyā, is kāryya,’ i.e., the effect—where such usage arises, there it is the case of inference by means of an effect as the inferential mark, e.g., the inference of fire and the like, by the mark of the smoke and the like ‘Asya idam kāraṇa’: that is inference of which the mark is a cause as is, e.g., the inference of a shower by means of a particular ascent of clouds. Sāmānyato-driṣṭam or that which appears in the form of that of which the inferential mark is something other than a cause or an effect, is manifold; as, for example, the inference of the iron ring as being in conjunction with the mortar and the like, by means of the mark of a particular pestle which is conjoint with the iron ring (at its end); so also is the inference of an ichneumon concealed behind bushes and the like, by the sight of a particular excited snake which is the enemy of the ichneumon; and also the inference of fire and the like (as existing) in a frying pan and the like, by means of the hot touch combining in fire, in the form of the counter-opposite of combination favourable to fire.

Inference and the Law of Cause and Effect, how related.

Upasākāra.—It may be objected that this enumeration (of marks) is inadequate, since it does not include the inference of the heaving of the ocean from the rising of the moon, of the rise of Canopus (a bright star in the southern constellation Argo navis) from the tranquility or clearness of the waters of the rising of the moon from the expansion of the Nymphaeæ, of the setting of the fourteen lunar mansions or nakṣatras from the rising of the other fourteen, of colour from taste, or of a particular taste from a particular colour.

**स्वयं कार्यकारणसम्बन्धायः अवतिति || ७ १ २ । २ ||**

**स्वयं Asya, its, to it. इद् Idam, it. कार्यकारणसम्बन्धः Kāryya-kāraṇa-sambandhaḥ, (The suggestion or introduction of the relation of effect and**
cause.) छ Cha, and, whereas. अत्ययत Avayavat, from a member of the argument or syllogism. Bhavati, arises.

2. 'It is its' (—this cognition is sufficient to cause an illation to be made); whereas (the introduction of) the relation of effect and cause arises from a (particular) member (of the argument). —343.

In anticipation of this objection, he says.

'it is its'—this much only becomes the instrument of illation. 'Asya,' i. e., of the means of illation, e. g., smoke, etc., 'idam,' i. e., (it is) that which is to be established, e. g., fire, etc.; or, 'asya,' i. e., of the pervader, e. g., fire, etc., 'idam,' i. e., (it is) that which can be pervaded, e. g., smoke, etc. It is, therefore, only the apprehension of the being that which can be pervaded, that governs (the process of illation), and not also the relation of effect and cause, etc. Lest it might be objected that the enumeration (of marks of inference) in the preceding aphorism is consequently futile, he adds 'the relation of effect and cause.' Other relation (i. e., of the conjunct, the contradictory, and the combined), mentioned above, are also hereby implied. In the word 'relation,' there is the tropical suggestion of that in which relation is the thing contained. 'Relation' accordingly means the introduction or talk of relation. Whence does the introduction or talk or relation arise? He gives the reply by saying 'avayavat, i. e., from a part or member (of the argument), that is to say, only from the udhārana or example or illustration. The fifth case-ending or the ablative inflection (in 'avayavat') bears the sense of the infinite. The meaning, therefore, is that, in this Dārsana or philosophy as well as in the Sāmkhya and other Dārsanas the introduction of the relation of effect and cause, etc., has been made in conformity with, or regard being had to, the udhārana or illustration (q. v., further below).

Thus, then, vyāpyatva, the being that which can be pervaded (as the mark, by that of which it is the mark) denotes the possession of a natural connection, the natural being that which is not accidental or adventitious. This quality of being non-accidental is in the case of perceptive object, known simply from its being ascertained, in some cases that they do not pervade (or are not invariably concomitant with) that which is to be proved (or that which is denoted by the major term), and from the certainty, in other cases that they pervade the instrument of inference or inferential mark. Of supersensible objects established by proof, some are pervasive of both (that which is to be proved, and the instrument of inference), or non-pervasive only of the instrument of inference, or non-pervasive only of that which is to be proved. Amongst these, the quality of being non-accidental is to be ascertained, in the first case, from their being pervasive of the instrument of inference; in the second case, from their being non-pervasive of that which is to be proved; and in the fourth case also, from their being pervasive of the instrument of inference. In the third case also, there being room for the further inquiry that while it is not possible or proved why that which pervades, should pervade only this much (i. e., the instrument of inference) and not more, how it is at the same time possible for that
which does not pervade, to pervade even so much (i.e., the instrument of inference), and thus acquisition and preservation (or loss and gain) being counter-balanced, and from other considerations, the quality of being non-accidental should be determined. The attitude of mind that the demon of apprehension that some upādhi, accident, adjunct, or external condition, may exist is these cases, attacks all rules of conduct, prescriptive and prohibitive, should be rejected, inasmuch as there is possibility of certainty of non-accidental nature. The definitions of upādhi and vyāpti (pervasion) have been already stated.

This inference is of two kinds self-satisfying or logical, and othersatisfying or rhetorical. Therein inference for the sake of, or originating from, oneself, arises from the investigation by a person himself of vyāpti, pervasion or universal concomitance of the major and middle terms, and pakṣadharmatā, the being a property or characteristic of the minor term or the existence of the middle in the minor term; and inference for the sake of, or originating from, another, results from the knowledge of vyāpti and pakṣadharmatā produced from an argument (nyāya,) enunciated by another.

A nyāya argument or syllogism is a proposition productive of verbal cognition which leads to the recognition or sub-summation of the mark of illation in the third member of the syllogism. The members thereof are five; and membership here denotes the being a proposition productive of verbal cognition, which again is productive of another verbal cognition leading to the recognition or sub-summation of the inferential mark in the third member. Such propositions are: pratijñā, enunciation; hetu, mark or reason; udāharaṇa, illustration; upanaya, application, ratiocination, or deduction; and nigamana, conclusion. Of these the pratijñā, enunciation, is a proposition which is a member of the argument or syllogism, conveying verbal cognition the object whereof is neither less nor greater than that of the inferential cognition desired; the hetu, mark or reason, is that member of the syllogism, ending with the ablative inflection, which is applied to the instrument of inference or the middle term under consideration; the udāharaṇa, illustration, is that member of the syllogism which is declaratory or demonstrative of the inseparable existence of the given major and middle terms; the upanaya, application or deduction, is that member of the syllogism which establishes that the hetu which is so distinguished by the possession of inseparable existence, is a distinguishing characteristic or content of the pakṣa, the subject of the conclusion, i.e., the minor term; and the nigamana, conclusion, is that member of the syllogism which declares that the object denoted by the given major term is a distinguishing characteristic or content of the pakṣa. Thus the syllogism proceeds as follows:—

Sound is non-eternal,—pratijñā,

Because it is an effect,—hetu.

Whatever is an effect or producible is non-eternal,—udāharaṇa,

It (sound) possesses effectness or producibility pervaded by non-eternity,—upanaya,
Therefore, (it is) non-eternal,—nigamana.

The significant appellations given by the Viśeṣikas to these very members are pratijñā (enunciation of that which is to be proved), apadeśa (reason), nidārśana (instance), anusandhāna (investigation), and pratyāmādya (re-statement of the pratijñā). In this connection, the mode of the application of vāda, theory or discourse, jalpa, disputation or demolition of the argument of the opponent and establishment of one's own theory, and vitanda, controversy or only destructive criticism, and the characteristics of chhala, misconstruction, jāti, futile or adverse reply, and nigraha-sthāna, ground of defeat, i.e., misapplication or non-application of the argument advanced, may be sought in the Vādi-vinoda.—2.

Inferential Cognition includes Verbal Cognition.

Upaskāra.—With the purpose of including other forms of proof into the inferential, he commences another topic.

एतेन शाब्दः व्याख्यातमः || ६ || २ || ३ ||
एतेन Etena, hereby. शाब्दः Śabdam, verbal. व्याख्यातमः Vyākhyātaṁ, explained.

3. Hereby verbal (cognition is) explained.—344.

This cognition is 'Śabdam' (verbal), produced by the instrumentality of sound or word—this doctrine, maintained by the Nyāya school, is also, 'vyākhyātaṁ,' explained, 'etena' (by this), by the characteristic of being inferential, that is to say, simply as being produced from marks (of inference). As inferential cognition depends upon vyāpti, pervasion, paksadharmad, the existence of the middle in the minor term, and recollection, so does verbal cognition also. Thus, e.g., 'These objects denoted words, or meanings of words, are mutually connected, since they are represented in memory by words possessing expectancy for, or dependence upon, one another, etc., as are the meanings of words in 'Drive away the cow.' Here it is by observing or apprehending the characteristic of being represented in, or called to, memory by a number of words possessing expectancy for, or dependence upon, one another, which characteristic is pervaded by the possession of mutual connection by these meanings of, or objects denoted by, those words, that one infers the possession of connection. What then is the use of the supposition of sound or word or language as a form of proof?

Objection.—There can be no inference in cognition produced by words, inasmuch as such inference fails where the words are spoken by an untrustworthy person, e.g., that there are five fruits on the river bank.

Answer.—The objection does not arise, as the words must have the qualification of coming from the mouth of an āpta or trustworthy person. For trustworthiness denotes the possession of knowledge of the meaning of the statement corresponding to objective reality within the reach of the meaning of the given statement, and not merely that a person is not a deceiver.
Objection.—But this is hard to apprehend, prior to the intuition of the meaning of the statement.

Answer.—Not so, for even those who hold the theory of the authoritative ness of word or language, admit the apprehensibility of the quality of being spoken by a trustworthy person, which serves to differentiate fallible or false language.

Objection.—They depend upon that (i.e., the quality of being spoken by a trustworthy person) for the apprehension of authoritativeness, whereas verbal cognition is produced even without the apprehension of that quality. In your case also the apprehension or inference must needs be in accordance with nature of the inferential mark. And that which is pervaded (i.e., the middle term), is qualified with the possession of the quality of being spoken by a trustworthy person.

Answer.—The objection is not successful, since it is possible to have such general apprehension as “He is here infallible.”

Objection.—But the term ‘here’ ultimately means the same thing as the term ‘the connection under consideration.’ So that to apprehend that (i.e., the quality of being spoken by a trustworthy person), previously, is simply impossible.

Answer.—It is not, in consequence of the possibility of ascertaining of the inferential mark by means of the possibility of ascertaining in a general way of the quality of being spoken by a trustworthy person, from the force of association with the topic and other circumstances. If even then discrepancy sometimes appears the inferential process proceeds as by the property of smoke (mistaken) in vapour, etc.

Objection.—What is in this case the sādhya or the major term? Is it that the meanings of words are in fact connected, or that their connection is something possible? It cannot be the first, as it is not the case with the statement of an untrustworthy person. Nor can it be the second, for, even though mere connectibility or coherence of words be proved, still inference cannot proceed unshaken, in consequence of the uncertainty of actual connection. Moreover, coherence being previously known as the qualification of the inferential mark, what is the use of inference?

Answer.—This is not a valid objection, inasmuch as it is the general proposition or uniformity which is the sādhya or the thing to be proved; and, there can be no violation of the rule in consequence of the qualification, as has been already stated, by the characteristic of being spoken by a trustworthy person.

Objection.—Expectancy or interdependence of the words of a sentence is equivalent to antecedent non-existence in the hearer of the cognition of connection (of the meanings of words) producible by it. It is only so long as it exists as such that it can be the inferential mark. The futility of inference (in verbal cognition), therefore, follows from this that in order to the cognition of expectancy, the cognition of connection must take place beforehand, and not at any other time.
Answer.—This is not the case, for we do not say that expectancy is merely antecedent non-existence of the cognition of connection. On the other hand, expectancy is distinguished with the possession of inseparable existence or universal agreement of what is presented to consciousness by the words and what is represented in memory, as it is from the cognition of this adjective element that the cognition of expectancy results.

Objection.—Let then inseparable existence itself constitute expectancy.

Answer.—By no means. For, "The water of the river is pure," "The buffalo grazes in the basin of the river"—in these cases also it would entail the consciousness of the connection of the river and the basin by means of their inseparable existence in the form of the cognition that the buffalo grazes in the basin of the river of pure water. And in such instances as "The water-lily is blue," in the presence of inseparable existence of the water-lily and blueness even in particular cases, would make the inseparable existence of the substance and attribute presented to consciousness by the words, possible (that is, that all water-lilies were blue.)

Or, it may be that expectancy is nothing but the desire to know or enquiry with reference to the object recalled by words, or that it is the complement of the connotation. Still the cognition of it is necessary, inasmuch as in a cause which is being known, there must appear divergence in characteristic from what is not a cause, appropriate to such cognition, as is the case with pervasion or universal concomitance. It is for the very same reason, whether connectibility or coherence of the words of a sentence mean the absence of certainty of non-agreement, or the non-existence of contradictory evidence, or the observation of agreement with similar other words, or that in the connection of the meaning of the one word (e.g., fire) with that of another (e.g., wets), there exists as something contained therein, certain knowledge that the one (e. g., fire) is not the counter-opposite of absolute non-existence inherent in the other (e. g., wets), that cognition of coherence is necessary. Cognition of adjacency of the words of a sentence, in the form of recollection without interval of the objects denoted by them, is also a condition. It may be that differences or peculiarities of connection of words result only from the peculiarities of differences of the words which are going to be connected; and the proof of the peculiarity or difference in this way, is not undesired. Or, the desired peculiarity may be proved by the characteristic of its so determining cognition, inasmuch as the inference takes place that these words, being a collection of words possessing expectancy, coherence, and adjacency, are preceded by, or have for their antecedent, cognition of the connection of the ideas or meanings represented in memory, as is the case with the group of the words "Drive away the cow." The opposition that the sādhya or thing to be proved is that these words have the connection of the meanings recalled, and that the possession by words of connection with the meanings of those words, is impeded, is better left unnoticed. Nor is it the being expressive of, or the means of making known, connection, by
being the inferential mark, that is the possession of connection by the words, since the mark not being proved to exist prior to the inference, there can be no apprehension or cognition of the pervasion thereof.

Some say that expressive movement or gesture is a new form of proof. To this it is replied: Gesture is of two kinds, conventional, and non-conventional. Therein that which is conventional, calls back to mind the sound or word lying in the understanding or intent or common consent, but does not also produce certain cognition of connection (between gesture and its significance), as letters do. It is sound or word, rising up in memory, that is the means of proof there, and it has been already declared that the characteristic of being a mark of illation belongs to sound or word. Nor is recollection of the word a collateral or secondary function of gesture, inasmuch as, in order to exercise such function, gesture would have to be uniformly present in all cases, whereas there takes place intuition of meanings from words even without the intervention of gesture.

Objection.—This being so, how does the conduct of a deaf person come to depend upon, or spring from, gesture? For, it is impossible for him to have knowledge of the convention in a given instance.

Answer.—The objection cannot prevail, for it is to be considered how he derives certain knowledge of the meaning or idea even, from gesture, when it is impossible for him to grasp the sense or connection of the meaning or idea also. His conduct, again, springs from the apprehension of inseparable existence (or serviceable associated (habit), in the same way as particular adaptations of conduct are possible in the case of the elephant and the horse in accordance with the pricks of the goad and strokes of the whip.

On the other hand, non-conventional gesture,—that kind of it which, further, is in agreement or association with action,—causes activity in the employee by reminding him of the intention of the employer, but does not produce sure cognition in any case. For example, as according to the instruction “You should come on the blowing of the conch-shell,” the man turns up on hearing the blowing of the conch-shell, so a man strikes another at the proper time, according to the pre-ordination “You should strike him when I shall raise my forefinger,” but this does not prove anything. Non-conventional gesture, again, which is in agreement with cognition, is either prominent on its subjective side, as in “By the raising of the ten fingers, it should be understood by you that the number of coins, (or contractions of the limbs in ascetic posture), or of the purânas is ten;” or it is prominent on its verb or predicate side, as in “You should come up, after seeing contraction of the hand.” Thus, by this form of gesture the meanings of words are no doubt recalled, but only severally or each independently of the rest; but their mutual association or connection also is not illuminated by it, as it is by nominative, objective, and other case-endings which explain that inter-relation, inasmuch as in the case under consideration, invariable or constant components of gesture do not exist.

Objection.—How do then activity and inactivity proceed from gesture in the absence of cognition of connection?
Answer.—You may take it that these follow from either the one or the other of doubt or uncertainty and pratibha or inventive genius or instinct. Gesture also is, therefore, no proof.—3.

Sound or word cannot produce cognition of its sense or meaning.

Upaniṣada.—It may be asked, how sound (or word) could be a mark of illation, when its difference from the mark appears from its possessing the nature of an apadesa or a description. Anticipating this, he says:

हेतुपररेशो लिङ्गो प्रमाणं करणामित्यनर्थान्तरम् || ६ १ २ ४ ||

हेतुः हेतु, reason. अपदेशः Apadesa, description. Sound. लिङ्गः Linga, mark. प्रमाणः Pramāṇa, proof. करणः Karana, instrument.

4. Reason, Description, Mark, Proof, Instrument—these are not antonyms.—345.

‘Apadesa’ means sound (or word), according to its derivation that by it objects are referred to, i.e., affirmed or described. And it is really a synonym of hetu, reason, and līnga, mark. ‘Pramāṇa’ means the instrument of true cognition in the manner of the inferential mark. In like manner, the word ‘karaṇa’ also is equivalent to the mark itself which is the instrument (karaṇa) of inferential cognition. For the operation of karaṇa or the instrument is two-fold: Some karaṇa operates or exercises its function under or subject to contact or contiguity, and some karaṇa exercises its function on the strength of inseparable existence. Sound (or word), on the contrary, has neither contact nor inseparable existence with the object or meaning; hence, how can it lead to the object?

Objection.—It leads to the object with the help of arbitrament or according to direction.

Answer.—It cannot do so, for arbitrament or direction is with reference to the meaning of words, and not to their connection.

Objection.—There may be arbitrament or direction with reference to that also.

Answer.—No, for that connection being of a manifold nature, it is impossible that it could be the object of reference by arbitrament or direction.

Objection.—But it is! from the force of arbitrament or direction in the case of (words and) meaning that the meaning of a sentence also becomes manifest.

Answer.—This is not the case, as there would be then over extension or undue application of the principle, if something is brought forward or called up by arbitrament or direction with regard to something else.

Objection.—Invariable antecedence or pervasion of connection in this case will be that of connection as recalled by sound.
**Answer.**—If it be so, then, by that admission, inference itself finds admittance on the strength of invariable antecedence or pervasion. Arbitrament or direction also, if it implied mere intention or desire, would be unduly applied or too wide.

**Objection.**—But the desire of Īśvara, God, cannot be said to be too wide.

**Answer.**—Yes, it may be so, inasmuch as even in the absence of divine will, the words, river or Gāṅgā (Ganges), etc., suggest or call up the ideas of the bank, etc.

This is enough of over-forwardness in a logician.—4.

**Comparison, Presumption, Sub-summption, Privation, and Tradition** are all included in *Inference*.

**Upākṣara.**—For the purpose of showing that comparison, etc., also, recognised of others (as so many independent means of proof) and which proceed on the strength of inseparable existence or universal concomitance, are merely different forms of inferential cognition, he says:

\[ ब्राह्मेदमिति बुद्धयेपिचितवात् ॥ ६ । २ । ५ ॥ \]

*प्रस्य* Asya, its. इदृऽ Idam, it. इति Iti, such. This. बुद्धयेपिचितवात् Buddhī-apekṣitevāt, because of the cognition or notion being needed.

5. (Comparison, Presumption, Sub-summption, Privation, and Tradition are all included in *Inference* by marks), because they depend, for their origin, upon the cognition, namely, "It is its." —346.

The words "of comparison, presumption, comprehension or sub-summption and privation" complete the aphorism. 'Asya,' of the per-vader, 'idam' (it is) the pervaded,—the cognition is in this form. They are dependent upon it, by which it is depended upon as their originator. 'Buddhi-apekṣitātva' means the state of being so dependent. In consequence of such dependence,—this is the meaning of the term, it being a relative compound formed similarly to ḍhīta-āgniḥ (by whom fire has been deposited), or formed with the affix *ita* (which signifies that something, *e.g.*, dependence upon the cognition, has been produced in the something else, *e.g.*, comparison, etc.), according to the rule that it is applied to the words star, etc., (so that tārakā + *ita* = tārakīta = starry, heaven).

**Upamāna, comparison or analogy, is in every respect nothing but anumāna, or inference, by means of words.** Now the sentence, "A gavaṇa or gayal looks like a cow," is spoken by a forester in reply to the enquiry by a townsman, *viz.*, "What does a gayal look like?" Here immediately after hearing the above sentence at distant place, the townsman determines the meaning of the name, gayal, of the strength of the community of substratum, namely that which is like a cow is the object of reference by, or designate of, the word, gayal. Then when he goes to the forest and meets an animal body of that description, he recognises that that is that which is the designate of the word, gayal.
Objection.—At the time of hearing the sentence at a distant place, the generic nature of the gayal, which is condition or occasion of the recognition or application of the name, is not known. How then can there be such determination by, or application of, the name?

Answer.—There can be such determination, as the cognition thereof (i.e., of the generic nature) is possible by means of suggestion or metaphorically.

Objection.—But where is the room for suggestion, when in the sentence, “A gayal looks like a cow,” there is no want of proof of the agreement or position of the subject and predicate?

Answer.—There is room for suggestion, inasmuch as complete equivalence of the two terms still remains to be proved. For it is not proper to hold up before one, who desires to be enlightened in the matter, likeness to a cow as the condition or occasion of partial application of the name. Therefore, it (the name) refers to a particular genus or class in its entirety. Hence arises the possibility of suggestion. Or, the word, gayal, is denotative of the animal, gayal, being applied thereto by the elect, and there existing no other application of it. Other applications being non-existent, whatever word is applied by the elect to a certain object, the same is denotative of that, as the word, cow, is of the cow. It is from this inference that the application of the name, gayal, comes to be determined.

And the reasoning which you may set forth as being auxiliary to upamāna, comparison, would better go with anumāna, inference, which has been established as a method of proof. What is the use of upamāna which, as a method of proof, is yet to be supposed?

More detailed consideration on this subject may be sought in the Anumāna-Mayākha.

Arthāpatī, Presumption or Explanation, also is nothing but inference. Thus, (1) presumption from the observed, arises where by means of the non-existence of Chaitra who is living, in the house, ascertained by stronger evidence, (e.g., perception), his existence outside it is presumed. Here the cognition of Chaitra’s existence outside the house is wholly dependent upon the ascertainment of the relation of the pervader between the demonstrable and the demonstrator. For, as a matter of fact, the non-existence of a living person in the house is accompanied with this existence outside it, or there arises the cognition that the non-existence of a living person in the house is impossible without his existence outside it. In the first case, there is apprehension of positive pervasion or concomitance, and, in the last, of negative pervasion.

Objection.—Pervasion does exist, but the apprehension thereof does not here take place.

Answer.—Were this the case, then, in the absence of the apprehension of pervasion, there would be no scope or occasion for the manifestation of presumption, and there would consequently be supposition of only that which, as an entity, would demonstrate pervasion existing in its proper form or as such. This is the direction or point.
The inclusion of presumption due to the instrumentality of doubt or uncertainty as well as of that due to the instrumentality contradiction or contrast or opposition, in inference, should be also understood or inferred; for contrast or opposition, characterised as uniformity of non-co-existence, also is constituted by pervasion or (negative) concomitance.

(2) Presumption from what is heard, is also inference by means of the inferred. "Devā-datta, who is stout, does not eat by day"—By this proposition, stoutness is inferred, and, by means of that stoutness, there takes place inference of eating at night in this way that Devā-datta eats at night, because, as he does not eat by day, stoutness cannot otherwise appear in him.

Sambhava, Comprehension or Sub-sumption, also is merely a form of inference. For, the examples of it are: A *drona* (a standard measure) does not exceed a *khāri* (one *khāri*=4 *dronas*); an *ādhaka* does not exceed a *drona* (one *drona*=4 *ādhakas*); a hundred does not exceed a thousand; etc. Here a *khāri* contains a *drona*, being constituted by it. One thing being constituted by another thing, the former is possessed of the latter by means of the latter, as a water-pot is possessed of its components. Other instances should be similarly understood. That learning is probable in a *Brāhmaṇa* (because *Brāhmaṇas* as a class are learned), that valour is probable in a *Ksatriya* (because *Ksatriyas* as a class are valiant), etc., on the other hand, do not at all become means of proof, inasmuch as they do not produce certainty.

Abhāva, Non-existence or Privation, also is not a different form of evidence; for, being similar to the inference of the cause by means of the effect, the inference of the non-existence of the cause by means of the non-existence of the effect, is included within inference itself, as pervasion or universal concomitance is the ground of such inference by means of non-existence.

The *Ittaṭas* (*Prabhākara* and other *Mimāṃsakas*), however, maintain that the evidence which causes the apprehension of non-existence in the ground, etc., (e.g., the water-pot does not exist on the ground), is called non-perception. Now, this evidence or proof is in some cases included in perception, and in other cases, inference, inasmuch as non-existence is apprehended by the eye, etc., themselves. For, it cannot be said that the senses are exhausted just in the apprehension of the substratum (of non-existence, e.g., the ground), since their function continues up to the apprehension of non-existence.

Aītiḥya, Tradition, is a succession of sayings of which the authors are not known. *Itiha*—this collection of expletives appears in the narration of past events. The state of being such narration of past events is called aītiḥya, traditional saying. If it is not impeded in its meaning, then, coming under the class of verbal cognition, it is a made of inference. For example, In this Banyan tree there dwells a *Yakṣa* There is a *Gaurī* (a Buddhistic Spirit) in the *madhava* tree (*Bassia latifolia*) etc. Now, if the traditional sayings come from the mouth of trustworthy persons, then they are as has been already declared; if they do not come from the mouth of trustworthy persons, then they are no evidence at all.
Accordingly it is established that proof or evidence is of two kinds only, perception and inference.—5.

_Vivriti._— _Sambhava_ or Probability is cognition dependent upon a plurality of concomitances; e. g., learning is probable in a _Brahmana_; a hundred is probably contained in a thousand.

_Note._—The construction put by _Jayānārayana_ upon the word, _Sambhava_ is explicitly rejected by _Śaṅkara Miśra_. In the lexicon _Mādīna_ also we find that the meaning of the word is _Adheyasya adhārāna tīrīkta tāvām_, i. e., the state of what is contained not exceeding that which contains it, or, simply, the relation of the part not being greater than the whole.

_Reminiscence, how produced._

_Upāskṛtra._—Inferential cognition having been explained, he now begins another topic.

_6. Reminiscence_ (results) from a particular conjunction between the Soul and the Mind and also from Impression or latency.—347.

_Results_—This is the complement of the aphorism. ‘ _Sāmyoga-viśeṣat_’ means contact or contiguity such as reflection or meditation or inter-penetration, etc. From this as the non-combinative cause, in the soul as the combinative cause, ‘ _Smṛitiḥ_’ (reminiscence), a particular kind of cognition or knowledge, is produced. He states the efficient cause by ‘ _Sāmśkārāt_.’ By the word ‘ _cha_’ he implies past experience which too is operative here as the object recalled. Reminiscence or recollection imitates the correctness of the previous experience, such alone being the recollection of him who has mistaken a rope for a snake and has consequently fled from it. It does not, moreover, follow that reminiscence should take place at all times or continually, since it depends on the resuscitation of the mental impression. Accordingly it has been said by the revered _Praśastadeva_, “Reminiscence, caused by the inferential process (as in inferring fire from smoke there is recollection of the universal concomitance of fire and smoke), desire, re-production (or suggestion of one idea by another), and aversion, and having for its content the past, among objects seen, heard, and otherwise experienced, (results) from a particular conjunction between the soul and the mind, due to the observation of a suggestive mark, voluntary attempt at recollection, etc., and from impression or latency produced by intuitions constantly repeated and attended to with interest.”
The cognition of highly advanced sages, or their intellectual intuition has not been separately noticed by the author of the aphorisms. It is included within perception by Yogins or ascetics (See IX. ii. 13 below). In the treatise, called the Padartha-Pradeśa, an account of it has been given, which is as follows: "Prescient or inventive cognition which is produced from conjunction between the soul and the mind, and also from a particular dharma, virtue or merit, independently of inferential marks, etc., in advanced sages, the promulgators of the Vedas, in respect of objects, supersensible, or past, present, and future, or in respect of dharma, etc., as preserved in books,—that is called sagely cognition." This form of cognition at times arises in ordinary or wordly people also; as when a young maiden says, "My heart assures me my brother will depart to morrow."—6.

Dream, how produced.

Upaskira.—Thus four-fold vidyā, or true cognition, or knowledge, having been explained, it now becomes proper to explain āvidyā or false cognition or knowledge. Therein doubt or uncertainty and error have been incidentally ascertained before. For the purpose of ascertaining dreaming, he says:

तथा: स्वमः ॥ ६ १ ॥

तथा, Tathā, so. स्वमः: Svapnah, dreaming.

7. So (also is) dreaming.—348.

The meaning is that as reminiscence results from a particular conjunction between the soul and the mind, and from impression or latency, so also does cognition in dreaming. Cognition in dreaming is the mental experience, through the channels of the senses, belonging to one, when one's senses have ceased to be active and one's mind is in a quiescent state. And this is of three kinds 1) It partly arises from acuteness of impression or facility of reproduciveness; as in a man who, in love or in anger, thinks intently on some object, when he goes to sleep, in that state, cognition resembling perception, in the form, "This is the contest between Karna and Arjuna" (two heroes of the Mahābhārata), is produced, through the influence of impression, reproductive or latency, produced by previous hearing of the Purāṇas, etc. (2) It arises partly from derangement of the humours or affections of the body, viz., wind, bile, and phlegm. Therein, in consequence of disorder of the wind, one dreams of moving about in the sky, wandering about on the earth, fleeing with fear from tigers, etc., and the like; under the influence of an unwholesome excess of the bile, one dreams of entering into fire, embracing flames of fire, golden mountains, corruscations of flashing lightning, sudden extensive conflagrations, etc.; while, through preponderance of phlegmatic derangement, one dreams of swimming upon the sea, immersions in rivers, sprinklings with showers of rain, silver mountains, etc., (3) Dreams appear also under the influence of adṛṣṭam (the invisible after-effects of past acts) or deserts. These are cognitions, produced in one whose internal sense has been lulled to sleep or overpowered with sleep, in respect of the experiences of the present or previous states of existence. Therein somnial cognition, signifying good, results from dharma or merit, and has for its object the riding upon elephants, ascending on mountains, acquisition of the royal
umbrella, feasting upon pudding, interview with the sovereign, and the like; whereas somnial cognition, signifying evil, arises from adharma or demerit, and has its object union with oil, falling into blind wells, riding upon camels, immersion in mire, the seeing of one's own nuptials, and the like.

The above three, only as jointly operating, have causality here (i.e., in the production of dreams). It should be further observed that this division of causes, is based on the predominance of one or another of the qualities of these causes in their effects.—7.

Cognition accompanying dreaming, how produced.

Upasktra.—It may be objected:—The cognition which springs up in the midst of a dream, in the form of recollection of the very same object which is experienced in somnial cognition, does not possess the nature of dreaming inasmuch as dreaming takes the form of perceptual experience. From what cause, then, does it arise?

To this he gives the reply:

उपास्त्र 6.1 2 3

उपास्त्रम् Svapna-antikam, that which intervenes in, or lies near to, or accompanies, dream.

8. (So is) consciousness accompanying dreams.—349.

The word 'so' comes in from the preceding aphorism. The meaning, therefore, is that as dreaming, so also consciousness accompanying dreaming arises from a particular conjunction between the soul and the mind and also from impression or retention. The difference between the two cases extends only thus far that somnial cognition results from impression or retention produced by former experience, while consciousness accompanying dreaming results from impression or retention produced by experience arising at the very time (of dreaming.) It has been accordingly stated by Professor Parastadtera, "Somnial cognition is merely recollection, inasmuch as it results from looking back upon past cognitions." The writer of the vritti also says, "Somnial cognition, its function being the illumination of experienced objects, is not a different thing from recollection."

Some teach that 'consciousness accompanying dreaming' is cognition amounting to certitude, in the midst of dreams, as, for example, "I am in a state of lying on the bed," etc.—8.

Another cause of dreaming and of cognition in dreaming.

Upasktra.—He adds another cause of dreaming and consciousness accompanying dreaming.

धन्मालिच्च 6.1 2 3 4

धन्मालिच्च Dharmat from dharma or merit. च Cha, also.

9. (Dreaming and consciousness accompanying dreaming result) from dharma also.—350.

The word 'cha' is used with the purpose of adding adharma, demerit. This has been already explained.—9.
Some think that this aphorism has been laid down for the purpose of showing that in some cases, dreaming, etc., are also produced from dharma, etc., alone, even without the action of Saṃskāra or impression, and that the poetic observation of Śrīharaśa that the maid Sleep brings before the vision of man, through the all-pervading efficacy of adṛṣṭa, even objects which have not been observed before, accordingly becomes explained.

Causes of Avidyā or Incertitude.

Upaskīra.—Now, referring to the series (of doubt, dream, incertitude) he says:

\[ \text{Indriya-dosāt, from imperfection of the senses.} \]
\[ \text{Saṃskāra-dosāt, from imperfection of impression.} \]
\[ \text{A-vidyā, false knowledge. Incertitude.} \]

10. False knowledge (arises) from imperfection of the Senses and from imperfection of Impression.—351.

The word ‘Avidyā,’ though a general term, applies to incertitude, according to the context, doubt, dream, and incertitude having been mentioned. Therein imperfection of the senses is inefficiency caused by predominance of the bile, etc. Imperfection of impression is the being accompanied with non-observation of distinctions; for under such non-observation, false cognition is produced.—10.

Vivṛti.—Understanding according to another mode is divided into two kinds, certitude and incertitude. Of these, he states the cause of incertitude.

‘Indriya-dosāḥ,’ is such as opthalmia, etc. ‘Saṃskāra-dosāḥ’ is the being the effect of erroneous experience, etc. The word ‘and’ implies the addition of such imperfections as remoteness, etc., and also sub-sumptions of false marks or middle-terms, etc. The cause, then, of false knowledge or incertitude is imperfection; and imperfection, as consisting of biliousness, remoteness, etc., is of diverse kinds.

The characteristic of Avidyā.

Upaskīra.—He states the characteristic or definition of avidyā in general:

\[ \text{That,} \quad \text{Avidyā, false knowledge.} \]
\[ \text{Dusṭa-jñānam, imperfect cognition.} \]

11. That (i.e., Avidyā) is imperfect knowledge.—352.

‘Tat,’ an indeclinable word, conveying the sense of a pronoun, alludes to avidyā. That, avidyā, is ‘dusṭa-jñānam,’ i.e., cognition which is unduly applied, cognition that a thing is what in fact it is not, in other words, cognition determined in the manner of a divergent object, and
having the mode which does not reside in the object in question. Imperfection consists also of cognition taking the form of uncertainty. Doubt, therefore, even where there is only one alternative, is vicious, being identical with non-assurance or non-certainty.

The four (forms of avidyā), therefore, namely, Doubt, Error, Dream, and Regression or Indecision are included in this aphorism.—11.

The characteristic of Vidyā.

Upaskra.—(He declares what scientific cognition is):

अदुष्ट विद्या II ६ १ २ १ १२ II

अदुष्ट Adustam, not imperfect. Free from imperfection. विद्या Vidyā, true knowledge, Vidya.

12. (Cognition) free from imperfection, is (called) Vidyā or scientific knowledge.—353.

The word "Cognition" comes in (from the preceding aphorism). 'Adustam' means produced by organs of sense which are not inefficient or defective (in consequence of any derangement mentioned above). The meaning, therefore, is that vidyā is the experience of a thing in its proper place, or the experience of a thing in the same manner in which another thing having a common substratum with the former is experienced, or experience of a thing not having the mode which does not reside in the thing in question. It is of two kinds, immediate or sensuous, and mediate or inferential.—12.

Cognition by Sages Siddhas, how produced.

Upaskra.—It may be objected: The cognition (of objects beyond the reach of senses), by advanced sages, also appears in the very same form in which other cognitions, having a common substratum with the former, take place. It is again not produced by the senses, inasmuch as it cognizes objects which are not in contact with them. Nor is it produced by means of inferential marks, as it is produced in the absence of any investigation of such marks. Hence it follows that there is a third form of proof (besides perception and inference) which is the instrument of such cognition.

In view of this objection, he says:

आर्थ सिद्धदर्शनज्ञ धम्मेभ्य: II ६ १ २ १ १३ II

आर्थ अर्षम, sagely. Of advanced sages. दर्शन औद्धिदशन्म Siddha-darśanam, vision of the Perfected Ones. ढा Cha, and. धम्मेभ्य : Dharmmebhyaḥ, from dharma or merits.

13. Cognition of advanced sages, as also vision of the Perfected Ones, (results) from dharma or merits.—354.

'अर्लम' or sagely cognition is the cognition of sages such as Galava, etc., having for its object things past and yet to come. 'Siddha-darśanam' means the vision by those who have attained success in the direction of cognition apprehensive of objects remote as well as screened from view, by means of mantra or incantation, herbs, eye-salve prepared from coconut, etc. Both of them arise from dharma or merit, such that there is cognition of objects, in their true light. The author of the Vṛtti
observes that this cognition is not a different kind of *vidya* or scientific knowledge, as it is included in *Yogic* or ascetic perception. Sagely cognition is really the fourth kind of *vidya*, and it occurs to sages as well as to worldly people. And it is simply a form of mental perception, being produced by the mind accompanied with inattention (to internal and external objects), or produced by inferential marks such as faithful observances of the rules of conduct. The cognition of pervasion which is the ground of inference is here solely dependent upon or due to *Samskāra*, or impression having its origin in a former state of existence *i.e.*, in the same way as is the pervasion or universal concomitance of sucking the breast and the cognition that this is the means of securing what is desired, (in the case of the instinctive application of the baby to sucking the breast.)

The revered Professor *Praśastadeva*, however, says that ‘*Siddhādaraṇāmaḥ*’ cognition of the Perfected Ones, is not a different form of cognition. His reasoning is as follows: If it is said that cognition, by the Perfected Ones, of objects remote and hidden from view, takes its rise from conditions brought about by means of eye-salve prepared from cocoon, and the like, then it is nothing but perception. If it be, on the other hand, cognition which apprehends objects belonging to the earth, the region lying between the earth and the vault of heaven, and the space beyond it, and which is dependent upon the conditions or inferential marks such as the movements, etc., of planets and the lunar mansions (*nakṣatras*), then it is nothing but inferential cognition, inasmuch as pervasion, or universal concomitance of the thing to be inferred and the mark of inference, is determined by the observation of such accompaniment.—13.

Here ends the second chapter of the ninth book in the Commentary of Śaṅkara upon the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms.
Pleasure and Pain are two different things.

Upasktra.—The purpose of the tenth book is the exposition of the differences of the attributes of the soul according to their causes. Now, in the aphorism of Gautama, which enumerates or classifies the provables or objects of certainty, viz., “Soul, Body, Sense, Object, Understanding, Mind, Activity, Fault, Metempsychosis, Desert, Pain, and Emancipation are the provable” Nydya-Sûtram, I. i. 9.), there being no mention of pleasure, the error may arise that pleasure is really not different from pain. With the purpose of dispelling this possible error, the author first of all points out the differences of pleasure and pain themselves.

1. In consequence of the difference of (their) causes, in the form of desirables and undesirable objects, and on account of (their) mutual opposition, Pleasure and Pain stand in the relation of different objects. —355.
In the case of garlands, sandal-paste, etc., enjoyed in the past, pleasure arises from smṛiti, reminiscence, and, in the case future objects, it arises from Saṃkalpa, desire or appetency or imagination or will.

The non-enumeration of pleasure in the aphorism of Gautama is in order to promote indifference or dispassion, in other words, to teach that dispassion would arise in one who should account even pleasure as pain. (Cf. Nyāya Sūtras, IV. i. 58, चतुर्विधंस्युपायंप्राप्तिमांगत्व, The idea of pleasure takes place in an alternative form of pain).—

Pleasure and Pain are not forms of cognition.

Upaskra.—It may be urged: Let pleasure and pain be mutually distinct. But they may be non-different from cognition, like recollection and perception of sensation.

Accordingly the author says:

संशयनिर्मयान्तराभावः ज्ञानान्तरत्वे हेतः॥ १० १ १ २ ॥

संशयनिर्मयान्तराभावः: सम्मयानिर्मयान्तर-अभावा, non-inclusion in doubt and certainty. च चा, and ज्ञानान्तरत्वे, Jñāna-antaratve, in the matter of being different from cognition. हेतु: Hetuh, reason, mark.

2. And the non-inclusion (of Pleasure and Pain) either in Doubt or in Certainty, is the mark that they are other than cognition.—356.

The meaning is that non-inclusion either in doubt or in certainty is the mark of inference that pleasure and pain are other than, i.e., different from, cognition. The idea is this: Were pleasure or pain a kind of cognition, it would either have the form of doubt, or have the form of certainty. It cannot be the first, as the two alternatives (which must be present in doubt) do not exist; nor can it be the second, as the single alternative does not exist (see Vivriti—below). And the species or parts being thus excluded, the genus or whole is necessarily excluded. For the species of cognition, are two only, the characteristic of doubt and the characteristic of certainty. And both of them are excluded from pleasure as well as from pain; hence the characteristic of cognition also finds no place in them.

The word, 'cha' and, adds on the exclusion of external sensation or perception. The perception of pleasure and pain is mental, i.e., by the inner sense, in the form, 'I feel pleasure,' 'I feel pain'; whereas perception of them does not take such shape of form as in "I know," "I and doubtful," "I am certain."—2.

Vivriti.—Neither pleasure nor pain has the form in which two repugnant alternatives are present together, that it should be probable that they have the nature of doubt, nor has either possession of a given form together with absence of negation of that form, that it should be likely that they have the nature if certainty. The supposition of a third form of cognition is chimerical like the horn of a hare. Consequently neither pleasure nor pain can come under knowledge.

Pleasure and Pain are not form cognition—continued.

Upaskra.—He lays down another principle of differentiation.
The author of the Vṛtti, on the other hand, explains the aphorism thus, that the origin thereof, i.e., of cognition and pleasure, is explained, 'pratyakṣa-laṁgikām,' i.e., by the explanations of perceptual and inferential cognitions, that is to say, that whereas perceptual cognition is produced by the senses, and inferential by marks of illation, it is not so with pleasure, etc.—3.

Vṛitti—It may be urged that as non-discriminative cognition is neither doubt nor certitude, so too may be pleasure and pain. Accordingly he says:

The proof of pleasure and pain is furnished by perception and inference. In one's own soul, pleasure and pain are proved by perception; in other souls, pleasure is inferred by brightness of the eyes, etc., and pain by paleness of the face, etc. So that, had they the form of non-discriminative cognition, there could be no perception, nor could it be possible for them to be the subject of inference by such marks as brightness or paleness of the face, and the like. Hence, the import is, they are not included in cognition.
Pleasure and Pain are not forms of cognition.—continued.

Upaskra.—He points out the differences of pleasure, etc., from inferential cognition depending upon a difference of their modes or appearance.

अभूदित्यापि || १० | १ | ४ ||
नभृत्य अभूत, (it) was. शत इतिक, such modal distinction. घरिष अपि, also.

4. "(It) was”—such (modal distinction) also (establishes the difference between pleasure or pain and cognition.)—358.

The word ' iti ' indicates the form. The word ' api ' implies another form, viz., " (It) will be." Thus, in inferential cognition, e. g., " There was or will be fire in the mountain," the modal distinction of the past, etc., is observed; but pleasure or, pain, produced under this form, has never been observed.—4

Vivriti—* * * * Cognition is conversant about objects past, future, and present. But of other pleasure or pain, no object whatever exists. Therefore, by the application of contradictory properties, viz., objectivity and non-objectivity, it follows that pleasure and pain are not identical with cognition.

Pleasure and Pain are not forms of cognition—continued.

Upaskra.—He brings forward a further ground of differentiation:

सति च काय्यादर्शनात् || १० | १ | ५ ||
सति सति, existing. च चचा, also. काय्यादर्शनात् कार्या-दार्शनात, because of the non-observation of the effect.

5. Also (Pleasure and Pain are not forms of cognition), inasmuch as the effect, (pleasure or pain), is not observed, where (the antecedents of cognition) are present.—359.

Pleasure or pain is not merely perception or merely inferential cognition, since the effect, pleasure or pain, is not observed, where contact of the senses and objects exists, or where there is recognition of the universal concomitance (which is the ground of inference), of the mark of inference being a property of the minor term, etc. The meaning, therefore, is as follows: It has been already stated that pleasure and pain are not cognition in general, (i. e., non-discriminative cognition). Should they be cognition in particular (or discriminative cognition), they would be either perceptual cognition or cognition in the form of inference. (Pleasure and pain cannot be the former), inasmuch as the experience of the element of pleasure does not take place during the perception of garlands, sandal-paste, etc., on the contact of the senses and their object; nor can they be the latter, since there is no experience of the pleasurable or the painful, as the case may be, where there exists an inference respecting sandal-paste, etc., or an inference respecting fire, etc. In like manner, pleasure and pain being
not experienced in any particular act of perception or in particular act of inference, they are also not the particulars of that perception or that inference.—5.

Bhasya reads Satyica of x i. 5 as a separate aphorism, and explains it thus: Cognition arises, Sati, i.e., in respect of objects actually existing at the moment. Cognition accordingly relates to past, present, and future objects. But this is not the case with pleasure and pain. Herein also, therefore, there is difference between cognition, on the one hand, and pleasure and pain, on the other.

Above continued: Causes of Pleasure and Pain.

Upaskara.—He mentions another differentiating characteristic.

एकार्थसमवायिकर्मानांतरेषु द्वित्तियत् ॥ ३० ॥ १ ॥ ६ ॥

एकार्थसमवायिकर्मानांतरेषु एकार्थसमवायिकर्मानांतरेषु, there existing other causes co-inherent in one and the same object. द्वित्तियत्, Dristatvat, from the being observed. Because they are observed.

6. (Pleasure and Pain are not form of cognition), because they are observed, when there exist other causes co-inherent in one and the same object, (i.e., the soul).—360.

"Of pleasure and pain"—such is the complement (of the aphorism). In relation to pleasure, uncommon or specific causes co-inherent in one and the same object are dharma or merit, attachment to, or attraction for, pleasure, desire for the cause of pleasure, volition or striving to secure the material (cause) of pleasure, and cognition of garlands, sponge-paste, etc.; while in relation to pain, they are adharma or demerit, and cognition of thorns and other undesirable object. The meaning is that (pleasure and pain differ from cognition), inasmuch as they are observed on the co-inherence of these causes in one and the same object. But cognition which is non-discriminative, does not at all stand in need of an uncommon cause co-inherent in the same object (with it). Discriminative cognition, of course, depends upon a cognition of predication or attribution (or judgment), but this is not another cause, that is, a cause heterogeneous to the cause of the cognition itself. Conjunction of the mind, as being a cause common (to pleasure and pain with cognition), does not require mention. Though reminiscence requires saṃskāra, impression or reproductiveness, as its specific or uncommon cause, yet the difference therefrom is quite obvious, as it is for this reason that the difference (of pleasure and pain) has been investigated with reference only to cognition or perceptual experience. Although in inferential cognition there is dependence upon the recollection of pervasion or universal concomitance, the cognition that the mark is a property of the minor term, etc., yet it is thrown overboard by the very word 'antara,' other, (in the aphorism). The probative sense (of the aphorism) is, therefore, that pleasure and pain are different from cognition, inasmuch as they are the products of uncommon or particular causes, of their own kind, co-existing in the same substratum with them, as is the case with reminiscence, and with the first sound (in a series of sounds).—6.
An objection answered.

Upaskara.—It may be objected; If the difference of pleasure and pain from cognition depend on the difference of their causes, and if the difference of pleasure and pain from each other be just like the mutual difference between a pillar and a water-pot, etc., then there can be no mutual difference between the body and its parts such as the head, the feet, the back, the stomach, etc., there being, in regard to these, no difference in their causes, whether they be the ultimate atoms, binary atomic aggregates, etc., or blood and semen.

To meet this objection, he says:

एकादेशः इत्येकासिमनृ शिरः प्रष्टमुदः मम्माणि
तद्विशेषस्तद्विशेषेभ्यः || १० || १ || ७ ||

एकादेशः इत्येकासिमनृ. शिरः प्रष्टमुदः मम्माणि
तद्विशेषस्तद्विशेषेभ्यः || १० || १ || ७ ||

Eka-deśa, in the part. इति Iti, such. This. एकासिमन् Ekasmin, in one (body). शिरः Śiraḥ, the head. प्रष्ट प्रिश्याम्, the back. उदाराम् Udaraṁ, the stomach. मम्माणि Marmanāṇi, the vitals. तद्विशेषः Tat-viśeṣāḥ, their distinction. तद्विशेषेभ्यः Tat-viśeṣebhyāḥ, from the distinctions or their causes.

7. The head, the back, the stomach, the vitals are in the parts of one and same (body) ; this their difference (results) from the differences thereof (i.e., of their causes).—361.

' Eka-deśa iti ' means, in the part. ' Ekasmin ' means, in the body; Śiraḥ —this is one part; ' upāraṁ '; ' prīṣham '; and ' marmanāṁ ', i.e., the sinews, etc.; their ' višeṣāḥ ', ' difference in kind, (results). ' tat-viśeṣebhyāḥ ', from the difference in kind of their causes. There, again, (i.e., in the case of the heterogeneity of the causes), heterogeneity results only from the heterogeneity of the causes (of those causes); for, the combinative causes of the stomach, the back etc., also are not just of the same kind as that of the head; just as the heterogeneity of a piece of cloth, a water-pot, etc., results from the heterogeneity of threads, postherds, and other material causes; heterogeneity being possible, in them also, the heterogeneity of threads, postherds, etc., also, results from the heterogeneity of fibres, dust, etc. Heterogeneity is, in like manner, to be sought in the successive material causes: for, while the ultimate atoms may be common, the heterogeneity of the respective material causes universally gives rise to heterogeneity (in their respective effects); whereas homogeneity of the material causes, constituted by their substanceness, does not cause such heterogeneity. This is the point.—7.

Bhāṣya:—read Eka-deśa iti of X. i. 7 with X. i. 6, and explains it as giving an additional reason why pleasure and pain cannot be forms of cognition, the meaning being that pleasure and pain are localised in the body, whereas cognition is not so localised.

Here ends the first chapter of the tenth book in the Commentary of Śaṅkara upon the Vaiśeṣika Aphorisms.
BOOK TENTH—CHAPTER SECOND.

Substance is the only combinative cause.

Upasktra.—As a collateral topic, the author now commences a special discrimination of the three causes:

कारणमिति द्वन्ये कार्याय्यसमवायात् ॥ १० ॥ २ ॥ १ ॥

कारणम् कारणम्, cause. इति Iti, such. द्वन्ये Dravye, in substance. कार्याय्य-समवायात् Kāryya-samavāyat, from the combination of effect.

1. “(It is the combinative) cause”—such (intuition and usage), with regard to Substance, (arise) from the combination of effect (in it).—362.

'Kāraṇaṁ,' that is, that it is the combinative cause; 'iti,' such intuition and usage, are to be observed, 'dravye,' with regard to substance. Why so? He gives the reply: 'kāryya-samavāyat,' because effect, viz., substance, attribute, and action, combine in it alone.—1.

Vivriti.—* * * * The definition of a cause in general is that causality consists in constant antecedence, there existing at the same time voidness of failure to produce the effect (that is to say, in Mill's phraseology, causality consists in invariable and unconditional antecedence). There are three kinds of causes, according to their division into the combinative or material, non-combinative or formal, and instrumental or efficient. * * * *

Substance is efficient cause also.

Upasktra.—It may be asked: Do then substances possess only combinative causality?

So he says:

संयोगाधर १० ॥ २ ॥ २ ॥

संयोगाधर Samyogat, from conjunction. वा Va, or, and.

2. And, through conjunction, (Substance becomes the efficient or conditional cause also).—363.

As combinative causality, so also efficient causality, belongs to the threads, in the production of a piece of cloth. Inasmuch as conjunction of the shuttle and the threads is also a cause of the cloth, the shuttle and the thread, are, mediately through that conjunction, also efficient cause of the cloth. The word 'vā' is used in a collective sense, inasmuch as, though the thread possesses combinative causality towards the conjunction of the shuttle and the thread, yet it possesses efficient causality towards the cloth, mediately through such conjunction.—2.

Vivriti.—He says that combinative causality belongs to substances, not only because effects combine in them, but also because they are fields for the operation of non-combinative causes.
Samyogīt means because they are the support or substratum wherein takes place conjunction which is the non-combinative cause.*

*Non-combinative causes*—such is the complement (of the aphorism.) Non-combinative causality is causality combined or co-inherent in one and the same object connected with the state of effect and cause. Such causality results either from combination in the same object with the effect, or from combination in the same object with the cause. Of these the former is called, in the terminology of the Vaiśeṣikas, the slighter or minor, and the latter, the greater or major, proximity. If it be asked by means of which proximity, then, actions possess non-combinative causality towards disjunction, and saṃskāra or impression; it is here replied, ‘kāraṇe samavāyat,’ (that it is) through combination in the combinative cause of conjunction, etc. The meaning, therefore, is that non-combinative causality is exercised by action in (the production of) conjunction, etc., by means of the minor proximity characterised as combination in the same object with the effect.—3.

Certain Attributes are non-combinative causes, and occasionally efficient causes also.

Upāskāra.—In anticipation of the question as to what kind of causality pertains to colour and other attributes residing in the (constituent) parts, in relation to the attributes of the wholes, he says:

Tathā, so. रुपे, in colour. कारणेकार्थसमवायाच, through combination in the same object with the cause. च Cha, and, also.

4. So also in Colour (there is non-combinative causality) through combination in the same object with the cause.—365.

The expression ‘colour’ indicates colour, taste, smell, touch, number, magnitude or quantity, separateness, gravity, fluidity, viscosity, etc. The term ‘so’ extends (the application of) non-combinative causality. ‘Kāraṇe-eka-artha-samavāyat’ : (This non-combinative causality of colour, etc.) originates the colour, etc., of the wholes, by means of the major proximity (constituted) by (their) combination in the same object with the whole, which is the combinative cause of the colour, etc., of that whole; as, for instance, the colour, etc., of the potsherds originate the
colour, etc., in the water-pot, and similarly it should be observed in all other cases. The word 'cha' implies that occasionally colour, etc., possess efficient causality also.—k.

_Bhāṣya._—reads X. ii. 4 as two aphorisms, viz., Tathā rupe, and Kāraṇai-kārtha-Samavāyāḥśa.

Conjunction is a non-combinative cause.

_Upāskṛta._—He states that the minor proximity belongs to conjunction while it is a non-combinative cause in the origination of substances:

Conjunction is also a non-combinative cause in the production of effects such as a piece of cloth, etc., by means of the proximity characterised as combination in the same object with the effect. The word 'cloth' indicates product substance in general.

A certain author maintains that if, on the other hand, conjunction of part with part be also a non-combinative cause of a piece of cloth and the like, then combination in the same object with the cause is also (a non-combinative cause).—5.

_Above continued._

_Upāskṛta._—He says that causality sometimes pertains to conjunction by means of the major proximity:

Conjunction is also a non-combinative cause by means of the major proximity also.—6.

The conjunction, technically termed prachaya, (loose) coalition aggregation, and residing in the constituent parts of a bale of cotton, originates magnitude in the bale of cotton. Here the proximity is constituted by combination in the same object with the cause. This is the meaning.—6.

_Efficient causes declared._

_Upāskṛta._—Having thus ascertained causality determined by the combinative cause, he begins a new section for ascertaining efficient causality.
Vaiśeṣikaṁ, distinctive attribute, of fire, through combination in the conjunct.

7. The distinctive attribute of Fire, (i.e., heat), (becomes an efficient cause), through combination in the conjunct.—368.

'Vaiśeṣikaṁ,' distinctive attribute, 'agneh,' of fire, in other word, heat, becomes an efficient cause in relation to the effects (colour, etc.,) produced by burning or baking, through combination (of colour, etc.,) in the conjunct, (i.e., the water-pot placed in fire.) This is indicative; in relation to cognition everything possesses efficient causality. Understanding, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, volition, merit, demerit, and impression possess efficient causality only. It should be observed that this system or elaboration of thought has the purposes of establishing the mutual differences of pleasure, etc.—7.

Vicriiti—* * * * The general definition of an efficient cause is to be understood to be a cause other than the combinative and non-combinative causes. * * * *

Observances produce adṛṣṭaṁ as their fruit, on the authority of the Veda.

Upasīkā.–Now, in order to confirm the authoritativeness of the Vedas, he repeats the very same statement which has been made by him before:

II 10 2 8

Dṛṣṭaṁ, of acts observed or known to be productive of good. Dṛṣṭa-prayaṇiṁ, of acts the purpose of which has been taught. Dṛṣṭa-abhāve, in the absence of visible or observed faults or defects. Prāyaṇa: Prayogaḥ, performance. Abhyudayāya, for the production of exaltation or adṛṣṭaṁ.

8. The performance of acts of observed utility and of acts the purpose whereof has been taught (in the sacred writings), is, for the production of adṛṣṭaṁ, (as these teachings are authoritatice being the word of God in whom) the defects found in ordinary speakers do not exist.—369.

'Dṛṣṭaṁ, of acts which have been proved to be useful by the evidence of experience, e.g., sacrifices, almsgivings, ablution, and the like. Dṛṣṭa-prayaṇiṁ, of acts the purpose whereof has been taught. For, thus, in such precepts as "He who desires heaven, shall perform sacrifice," "He who desires heaven, shall offer oblation in the agnihotra sacrifice," etc., the fruit or purpose is mentioned at once along with the injunction; in some cases, the purpose is given out by way of a recommendation, as in "The pītris or departed ancestors of him who studies during these nights, pour down upon, or send down to,
him streams of clarified butter and streams of honey,” etc.; in other cases, the purpose is left to be imagined, as in “He shall perform the Visvajit sacrifice,” etc., for, here the purpose is neither mentioned along with the injunction nor presented by way of a recommendation, and is therefore, suppositional, and (it cannot be any thing but heaven), for heaven alone should be supposed as the purpose or fruit which is charming in itself. That being so, it does not stand to reason that these acts which so shortly come to their end, should have causality towards the production of fruits or results in the distant future. Hence, the meaning is, ‘prayogah, the performance, of these acts, is ‘abhyudaya,’ for the purpose of apurva, that is, adrista, or deserts. It might be objected as follows: This would have been the case, were the authoritativeness of the Vedas a fact. But that is hard to maintain. For the authoritativeness of the Vedas as being eternally free from faults or defects in themselves, is not desired by you, (i. e., the Vaiśeṣika), as it is by the Mímamsā school, inasmuch as you recognise them as the production of a person, and in that case, it is possible that mistake, absence of mind, intention to mislead, and other defects existed in the person. To this the reply is given by the phrase, ‘driṣṭa-abhāve’ which means, there being non-existence of personal defects such as error, absence of mind, desire to mislead, and the like, which are found in other persons, namely, in ourselves and others; inasmuch as the Supreme Person, inferred whether as the Creator of the earth or as the Speaker of the Vedas, is presented to us entirely under the characteristic of freedom from faults or defects. So that His words can neither have no meaning, nor convey a contrary meaning, nor convey a useless meaning. It is only impurities caused by error, absence of mind, inefficiency of the senses, and the like, due to defectiveness of the elements constituting the physical organism, the external senses, and the mind, that may possibly vitiate speech. But they cannot possibly lurk in the word of Īśvara. It has been accordingly declared:—

रागाङ्गानात्मिपिवत्कथा वस्त्रवाध्यन्त वदवर।
ते चक्षरं न विदृष्टेन द्रव्यां वात्त कथमवध्यथ।।

Being influenced by passion, ignorance, and the like, a speaker may tell untruths. But these do not exist in Īśvara. How can He speak otherwise (than truthfully)?—8.

Note—Cf. VI. ii, 1, supra.

Vivriti.—Thus the Predicables have been ascertained, as also Resemblance and Difference. This Sāstra or System of Self-culture facilitates manana, intellection or thinking about things, in them only whose chitta, or inner sense or mind, has been purified by the performance of acts, and not in them whose chitta has not been so purified. Observances are productive of purity of chitta, as declared by such text of the Veda as “They desire to ‘know,’” etc. The same has been mentioned before. He repeats it for further confirmation.

* * * * * Observances, * * * when performed disinterestedly, do not produce elysian bliss, etc., as their fruit, but produce as their result purity of chitta or intellect, etc., according to the text of
the of Veda, "They desire to know," and the Smṛiti, "When worldly attachment has, by observances, borne its fruits, knowledge is afterwards produced."

Authoritativeness of the Veda established.

Upanāśa—It may be urged: The Veda has been revealed by God,—it is here that there is conflict of opinions.

Accordingly he says:

तद्वचनादान्नायस्य प्रामाण्यमिति || १० १२ १६ ||

तद्वचनात् Tat-vachanāt, from being the word of Him, God. प्रामाण्यस्य Āmnāyasya, of the Vedas, प्रामाण्य Prāmāṇya, authoritativeness इतिIti, जितिः. According to Śrīdhara, author of Nyāya kandati, "" tat refers to Rīsis.

9. The authoritativeness of the Veda (follows) from its being the Word of God.—370.

' iti' indicates the conclusion of the Śāstra or system. The authoritativeness, 'āmnāyasya,' of the Veda, (is derived), ' vachanāt,' from its being the composition, 'tena,' by Isvara. For, thus, we have already proved that the Vedas have a personal author, inasmuch as they are a collection of sentences or declarations. Nor can we and others possibly be the speakers of them, divided and sub-divided as they are in a thousand branches, for they treat of objects which transcend the senses, and beings of our nature cannot behold objects which transcend the senses. Moreover, the Vedas must have been spoken by a trustworthy person, inasmuch as they are accepted by men of light and leading. That which is not spoken by a trustworthy person, is not accepted by men of light and leading; the Vedas are accepted by men of light and leading, therefore they have been spoken by a trustworthy person. To be spoken by a trustworthy person is to be declared by a self-governed or independent person; and to be accepted by men of light and leading is to be believed in, and acted upon, by persons attached to all the systems of thought. It has been stated before that non-appearance of the fruit or result, which occasionally happens, is due to defect or flaw in the act or performance, the agent, and the means or requisites. If it be denied that this is so, there being no recollection on the part of the agent; we reply that the denial has no value, it having been already proved that there is recollection on the part of the agent. The composition thereof by Him is proved, inasmuch as they could be declared only by an independent person, while such independent power to declare the Vedas in their thousand branches is as has been said, impossible for beings of our nature. Moreover, since certitude must be the product of excellence or superiority, the certitude derived from the Vedas must also have excellence for its condition, and excellence must in this case be pronounced to be only the speaker's accurate knowledge of the true meaning of the sentences. The speaker of the Veda must, therefore,
be one of that description, one who has immediate cognition of heaven, adrisṭam and like other objects; and there is none such but Ṣvāra alone. This is well said.—9.

Note.—Cf. I. i. 8, supra.

The fortunate Saṅkara, who is the son of Bhavanātha by Bhavāni, and who is devoted to the worship of Śiva, has written this commentary on the Aphorisms of Kaṇḍāda.

Even though this production of mine may not find favour with others, nay, may be an object of ridicule with them, yet, (it is hoped), it will be adored a thousand times and over by my pupils, out of respect for their teacher.

Here ends the second chapter of the tenth book in the commentary on the Vaiṣeṣika Aphorisms by Śri Saṅkara Miśra, son of Mahāmahopādhyāya Bhavanātha Miśra.

And complete is also this treatise.
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*Note: The table represents a selection of works from the Padartha-dipika, a prominent Sanskrit text in the field of Ācarānta.*
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वानप्रस्थ</td>
<td>61212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वायु</td>
<td>51119; 51114; 21119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वायुसमूच्छन</td>
<td>21120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वायुसंग्रह</td>
<td>51117</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वायुस्निकर्प</td>
<td>21112</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वास</td>
<td>61212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वि</td>
<td>41116; 41212; 41219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विकार</td>
<td>21212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विदु</td>
<td>71111; 71126; 41116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विदु</td>
<td>21119; 41116; 41212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विदु</td>
<td>41116; 41119; 41218</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विदु</td>
<td>71216; 71217; 71213</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विधा</td>
<td>21212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विधान</td>
<td>71211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विधि</td>
<td>81113</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विपरीत</td>
<td>71110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विप्रकृत</td>
<td>81121</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विनय</td>
<td>81122</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विमाण</td>
<td>41116; 41116; 41117</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विमाण</td>
<td>41120; 41127; 41130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विमाण</td>
<td>51321; 51311; 51211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विमाण</td>
<td>61115; 61210; 61212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विमाण</td>
<td>52112</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विधिक</td>
<td>62219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विधिक</td>
<td>61116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>भावोदय</td>
<td>सूची</td>
<td>मूढ</td>
<td>मूढ</td>
<td>मूढ पूर्व</td>
<td>मूढ पूर्व</td>
<td>भूमण, मौजन</td>
<td>प्रालिन</td>
<td>मृणि</td>
<td>मणिगमन</td>
<td>मधु</td>
<td>मनस्</td>
<td>मनोगति</td>
<td>मनोगुण</td>
<td>मम्म</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>बाराच : ६२१४ ; ६२११ : ६२१४</td>
<td>बाराच</td>
<td>६२१४</td>
<td>बाराच : ६२१२, ६२११</td>
<td>बाराच : ६२१३ ; ६२१२</td>
<td>बाराच : ६२१३ ; ६२१४</td>
<td>बाराच : ६२१३ ; ६२१४</td>
<td>बाराच : ६२१२ ; ६२१३, ६२१४</td>
<td>बाराच</td>
<td>६२१४</td>
<td>माणि</td>
<td>६२१६</td>
<td>मणिगमन</td>
<td>६२१६</td>
<td>मधु</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>बाराच</td>
<td>६२१७</td>
<td>माणि</td>
<td>६२१७</td>
<td>मणिगमन</td>
<td>६२१७</td>
<td>मधु</td>
<td>६२१७</td>
<td>मनस्</td>
<td>६२१७</td>
<td>मनोगति</td>
<td>मनोगुण</td>
<td>मम्म</td>
<td>६२१७</td>
<td>महद्</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>मुख्य योग्य</td>
<td>६२१५</td>
<td>मुख्य</td>
<td>६२१५</td>
<td>मुख्यलिखि</td>
<td>६२१५</td>
<td>मौख</td>
<td>६२१५; ६२१६</td>
<td>मुख्य</td>
<td>६२१५</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

| अर्थ | ६२१६; ६२१७; ६२१८ | य | ६२१६; ६२१५; ६२१७ | यह | ६२१६; ६२१५; ६२१७ | यवंत : ६२१५; ६२१७; ६२१६ | यवन | ६२१५; ६२१७ | यथा | ६२१५ | यथास्वर्त | ६२१५; ६२१६; ६२१७ | यथौ, ६२१५; ६२१६; ६२१७ | यदु | ६२१५; ६२१६; ६२१७ | यद्र | ६२१५; ६२१६; ६२१७ | यद्दि | ६२१५ | यम | ६२१८ | युगपत | ६२१६; ६२१७ | युत | ६२१३ | युतसिद्धि | ६२१३ | युपद | ६२१५ | येम | ६२१४ | येमक्ष | ६२१५ | येमक्षी | ६२१५ | येमक्षय | ६२१५ |

---

<p>| रजन | ६२१६ | रस | ६२१६; ६२१७; ६२१८ | राज | ६२१५; ६२१६; ६२१८ | रस | ६२१५; ६२१६; ६२१८ | राज | ६२१५; ६२१६; ६२१८ |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>राग</th>
<th>१२१०</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>रघु</td>
<td>१३१६; ९१२८; २१११</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>रघुस</td>
<td>२११२; २११३; २११६</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>रघुग</td>
<td>४२१४; ४२१४; २११२</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>रघुस्री</td>
<td>२११३; २१११</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| शारीरविशेष   | ३२१६  |
| शारद    | २११३  |
| शारदश  | ३२१२१  |
| शारदशत  | २१२१५  |
| शारदशता | २१२१५  |
| शुचि    | ६२१५; ६२१६; ६२१८  |
| श्वेत    | ८१२१९  |
| श्वेति    | ८१२१९  |
| श्वेतियुक्ति | ८१२१९  |
| श्रोत    | २१२१२  |
| श्रोतश्रद्धाण | २१२१२  |
| संग्यतव    | ७१२१४  |
| संघा    | २१२१२; २१२१२; २१२१२  |
| संघात    | ५२१८  |
| संहाक    | २१२११  |
| संहा    | २१२१८; २१२१९; २१२१९  |
| संज्ञकार्मण् | २१२१४  |
| संयुक्त    | ५२१२; ५२१२; ५०२१९  |
| संयोग    | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२१६ | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२१५ | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२१३ | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२११ | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२१० | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२१९ | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२१८ | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२१७ | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२१६ | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२१५ | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२१३ | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| संयोग ३२११ | २१२१६; २१२१६; २१२१६  |
| स्पृशावत | २१२८०; २१२१८; २१२२५ |
| स्पृशावनी | २१२१२ |
| स्वभ | २१२१२; २१२१८ |
| स्वप्राप्तिक | २१२१८ |
| स्वस्तिनि | २१२१६; २१२१६ |
| स्वस्वादन | २१२१४ |
| ह | |
| हस्त | २१२१२; २१२१२; २१२१२ |
| हस्तकर्षिण् | २१२१५; २१२१२; २१२१५ |
| हस्तसंयोग | २१२१२; २१२१२; २१२१६ |
| हि | २१२१४ |
| हिंसा | २१२१७ |
| होन | २१२१२; २१२१२; २१२१४ |
| हेतु | २१२१२; २१२१४; २१२१४ |
| हेतुश्च | २१२१७ |
| हेश्च | २१२१७ |
| हेश्चत्व | २१२१७ |
APPENDIX—III.
INDEX OF APHORISMS.

N. B.—Words left out by some editors are shown within brackets.

अन्यत्रांत्र्येष्य विशेष्येष्य: ... I, ii, 6
अन्यत्रेव हेतुतिनित्यपदेश: ... III, i, 7
अपरस्मात्तेष्य युग्मपञ्चिंचरं प्रकाशितिम्
कालिन्तुभानि। ... II, ii, 6
अपस्याः क्षणमप्रस्याः क्षणमप्रशन्तपरः तत्संविद्रा: का-
र्यान्तरसंयोगाग्रीह्य द्यृष्ट्यहारिनि
V, ii, 17
अपा संघाते: विलयनक्त तेजःसंयोगातु
V, ii, 8
अपा संयोगाध्वभाचे गुह्वतां पतनम्
V, ii, 3
अपा संयोगात्मिभागाः स्तानविद्यः
V, ii, 11
अप्रस्याः समस्याः सन्निघांत्यां
पदेशा: ... III, i, 15
अपृसू तेजस्य वाचस्य च नित्या द्विनित्य-
त्वम् ... VII, i, 4
(अपृसू) शोभता ... II, ii, 5
अप्यांत्येष्य समझौतानि व्यतिरेिक—
दकारण हुस्तंसंयोग: ... V, i, 3
अप्यांत्यां शुभाश्चतंसंयोगाहृत्ते कर्म
V, i, 5
अप्यांत्यां दोषातु ... II, ii, 30
अप्यांपेतनापवश्चतं बाच्चतं हुकुलवायसि
नाप्रस्यां कुलदानप्रश्नाणिविभक्तिक्
क्षणम् त्रकालिन्त्यमाश्चताः 
VI, ii, 2
अपूर्व नास्तिकीयांत्यां रस्तम ... IX, i, 9
अपूर्वीयाप ... XI, i, 4
अयन्तर्यांत्रिम शुचिसोजनामयुंध्वे न विचाते
निम्यमाश्चतिर्यूति वात्सर्यात्तर्यातुः
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VI, ii</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII, ii</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII, i</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, i</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, ii</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, i</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X, i</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI, ii</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII, ii</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, ii</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, ii</td>
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